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I.-Descrktion of Ruticillrr schisticepa, Hodga.-By W. T. BLANFOBD, 
F. R. 5. 

w i v e d  October 11th 1876 ;-Read March 7th, 1877.) 

(With Plate I.) 

Since the original description of the maIe of this bird was published 
in the appendix to the first ' Catalogue of the specimens and drawings of 
Mammalia and Birds of Nepal and Thibet' presented by Mr. Hodgson to 
the British Museum, I am not aware t h t  anything has been added to its 
history. It does not appear to have been seen by Blyth or Jerdon, there ie 
no epecimen in the Society's old collection, nor to the best of my belief hes 
there hitherto been one in the Indian Museum, and the bird bas not yet, 
so far as I know, been found in the western Himalayas or in Turkestan. 
Unlese Colonel Prejevalski has obtained it in Mongolia, I do not think i t  
hm hitherto been procured elsewhere than in the Tibetan region north of 
Sikkim and Nepal. The female, EO far as I can learn, has not been de- 
-bed, although there appears to be a figure of i t  amongst Mr. Hodgson's 
drawings. 

I have just received a pair of this rare bird from Mr. Mandelli, and 
the following is a description of both sexes. 

&la. Crown of head and nape, greyish blue, paler in front, becoming 
&her darker on the nape. A narrow band on the forehead, lores, aides of 
head *<neck, chin and sides of throat, and back glossy black. hpular ies  
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black at the base, but with a bmad tip of fernginone or rich chestnut, 
lower rump and upper tail coverts the srune. Quills black ; a b r d  white 
band, formed by the whole of the median coverts, and the basal portions of 
the greater coverts, together with the outer edges of the last 3 or 4 eecon- 
daries (tertiaries of some writers), traverses the wing longitudinally. Tail 
black. Beneath, there b a white spot in the middle of the throat, in 
contact with the rich ferruginous tint of the bread, abdomen and lo- 
tail coverts, which are the same colour as the rump ; axillariee white, 
under wing coverts black and white mixed, inner margins of quills 
dusky grey. Wing, 3.5 ; tail, 2-95 ; tareus, 0-93 ; culmen, 0'62 ; bill from 
front, 0.4. 

Pemtile. Olive brown above, forehead, lorei and eidee of head paler 
and more rufous ; rump, upper tail coverts and basal portion of all the tail 
feathers, except the middle pair, ferruginous ; central rectrices and terminal 
portion of all the others black, rather browner than in the male however ; 
quills brownish black with paler brown edges, and a white bar over the 
wing as in the male. Chin, throat, breast, sides of abdomen and flaukn 
rufescent brown with an olive tinge ; a white spot, as in the male, in the 
centre of the throat ; middle of the abdomen paler, lower tail coverts pale 
rufous. Wing 3.2, tail 2.8. 

Of course I have no means of ascertaining certainly that the female 
is correctly identified, as the birds were obtained by Mr. Mandelli's colleo- 
tors, but the white breast-spot leaves very little doubt on thii head. As 
regards the locality, the only information Mr. Mandelli can give me is 
that these buda were obtained in Tibet in the month of November 1875. 

11.-Abewant Dentition of Felis Tigris.-By R. LYDEKKEB, B. & 
(Read 6th Febmrq, 1878.) 

(With Plate 11.) 

In the accompanying plate (No. 11), there is represented the right 
ramus of a mandible of an individual of BZw tigrie which was killed in 
British Burma; this jaw is remarkable in that i t  carries an additional 
premolar. The normal number of lower molar teeth in the genus Pelu is 
three, namely, two premolars, which are respectively the penultimate and 
ultimate of that series, and one true molar, which is the first of the latter 
aeries, and which is often known aa the " carnassial tooth." 

In the figured specimen, there is between the canine tooth and the pe- 
nultimate premolar, a small and simple tooth, which is tbe ante-penultimrfe 
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tooth of the premolar series, and which, as we have seen, does not occur in 
the normal dentition of the genus lCelia; on the left side of the figured 
jaw this additional premolar is absent. 

The interest that attaches to the presence of this additional premolar 
in our specimen, is that in an extinct genus of Pelid@, the normal number 
of the lower premolars was three in place of two, aa in Pelis. This extinct 
genus was named by M. Gervais Pee&lurue,* and the one speciee 
(P. puacEridentatw) on which i t  was determined, wan obtained from 
the miocene formation of Sansan in France ; the species was previously 
named by De Blainville in his '' Osteographie," &lie poadridentatw and 
El t e t raoh .  Subsequently Professor Leidyt described a second species 
of the genus, under the name of P. intrepidue, from the Pliocene of 
Nebraska. Still later, I myself$ described the lower jaw of a third 
species, P. eivalensia, from the Siwaliks of this country. 

It is well known that the small number of the molar series which 
exists in the living Gelidm is a highly specialized character, which is not 
found in the oldest carnivora, nor in many of those which are still living. 
The existence of an additional lower premolar in the Xocene and Pliocene 
genus Paeuda?lurt+a shows that that genus is less specialized than Felu, and 
indicates that the former was probably the line through which the latter 
was described from some primitive carnivore in which the whole four of the 
typical premolar series were developed. The occasional occurrence of the 
ante-penultimate lower premolar in Pelis must be regarded as an instance 
of reversion" towards the genus Peeudelurmr. 

I' Zoologie et Pal6ontologie Frangaiaes", Vol. I, p. 127. 
t "Extinct Mammalia of Dakota and Nebmka," p. 62. 
f "Recoda of Geological S w e y  of India," Vol. X., p. 83. 
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Date. 

16th February. 

Do. 
No reports reached fmm Gotilphra, Nowgong, Lakhimpor, 

2Srd do. KBmr6p, BarpetL I 11-50 P. M. 
Do. Cfohlpb, G o h l p h  12.8 P. M. 

No repoh reached from (faubBti, Darrang, Nowgong, Si-, 

28th do. I CfoSlphra, GoQpSra. I 10 P. M. 
Do. Gdro Hills, TL'u~. 11.40 P. M. 

No reports reached from K6mrhp, D a m ,  Nowgong, 

lldsrch 
16th March. I WBsi Hills, Shillong. 1 3.83 P. M. 

No reporta reached from Gohlph, KBmrbp, Dammg, N o w g ~ ~ ,  

20th do. 1 Kh4si Hills, Shillong. 1 5 A. M. 

No reports reached from ao&$m, g&mrbp, Darrang, Nowgong, 
April 

29th April. I K h b i  Hills, Shillong. 1 10 P. Y. 

No reports received from CfoBlphm, I(Bmdp, Dafiang, Nowgong, 

M a r  

District. 

Darrang, Mangaldai. 

KBmriip, Gauhhti. 

Do. 

Time of 
Occurrence. 

10.45 A. M. 

11 A. M. 

9 P. Y. 
9.10 P. x. 
9.15 P. M. 

11th May. 
DO. 
Do. 

K6mr6p, OauMti. 
Khhi  Hills, Shillong. 
Darrang, Tezpur. 

Nowgong, Nowgong. 9-30 P. yr. 

No reports received from Cfohlpha, Sibdgar, Lakhimpnr, 

17th May. 
Do. 

Kh4si ~ i i l s ,  Shillong. 10.10 P. M. 
Darrang, Tezpur. 10.35 P. M. 



Duration. Extent of clamage if any, and general remarks. 

I 
20 to 25 seconds. No damage, two distinct shocks and preceded by loud 

rumbling noise. 
A second. 1 No damage. 
Sibs@, Sylhet, Cachair, N4ga Hills, GBro and Khlsi Hills. 
4 seconds. NO damage. 
7 eeconds. I Do. 
Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachhr, N4ga Hills, G4ro and Khsai Hills. 
8 seconds. No damage. Slight 'shock. 
80 seconds. 1 Do. do. 
Sibskar, Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachk, NBgs and Khbi Hills. 
1877. 
10 seconds. I No damage. 
Sibdgar, Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachk, N4ga Hills, and ~ r o  Hills. 
6 seconds. ( No damage. 
Sibahgar, Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachh, NBga and GlBro Hills. 
1877. 
8 eeconds. I No damage. 
Sibeigar, Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachir, N4ga Hills and W o  Hills. 
1877. 
12 seconds. 
45 seconds. 
10 to l2 seconds. 

5 seconds. 

30 seconds. 
6 8 eeconds. 

No damage. 
No damage. 
Two distinct shocks. Severe and very marked. No 

damage. Declared by Deputy Commissioner to be the 
severest felt since the great one in September 1875. 
The shocks were not preceded by the usual rumbling 
noiee and were not quick and jerky, but long and undu- 
lating. 

No damage. One sharp shock. 

No damage. 
No damage. Two clear distinct shocks at  intervals of 8 
to 4 seconds between the two shocks. Very marked, but 

Sylhet, Cachhr, Nhga Hills and G&o Hills. 

not severe ; not preceded by the usual rumbling noise. 
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No reports received from GoAlph, K h b p ,  Nowgong, Sibs&gar, 

Date. 

Ascertained that the shock was not felt in Darrang, Nowgong, 

I 

District. 

June 
4th June. I NBgs Hills, Sgimsgbting. 1 3-30 P. M. 

No reports received from Glo4lph, K h r 6 p ,  Darrang, Nowgong, 

Jnlr 
9th July. 1 KhSsi Rills, Shillong. 1 1.15 A. M. i 

. G e o f  
Occurrence. 

7th do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Ascertained that the shock nu 

10th July. I K W p ,  GauhAti. I1a.x.  
Ascertained that the shock aps 

A* 1 
Srd August. I Ihurang, Tezpur. 

Do. Nowgong, Nowgong. 2 P. Y. I 

K b b i  Hills, Shillong. 
Go4lplirs, GoPpSra 
Kbmrbp, Barpet4. 

No reports received fmm Wph, Khmip, si-, 

12-24 P. M. 
12.25 P. x. 
12.25.5 s. P. Y. 

Aogust 
6th August. ; Khisi Bills, Shillong. I 9.30 P. M. 

Do. Nowgong, Rowgong. 9-30 P. M. 
Do. 1 D-, Tezpur. 10-30 P. x. 

Ascertained that the shock was not felt in Wph, K u p ,  

17th do. I W & i  Hills. Shillong. 1 A. X. 
Do. DarrPng, Tezpur. I 1.30 A. r. 

Ascertained that the shock wse not felt in Qdpkq B p ,  

21st do. I W ~ u i r a ,  Dhlibri. I 5-50 P. x. 
Do. Giro Hills, f i rS .  5-37 P. x. 

Ro reports received from Kbmnip, Damang, Nowgong, S i b e i g u ,  

2 h d  do. I KhSsi Hills 1 4 P. Y. 
KO e v e d  

23th do. Sowgong. ! 9 p . x .  
Ih. Kbki  Hills, Shilloq. 1 9-30 p. X. 
Do. Darrang, Tez p ur. 9-10 P. Y. 

KBmrbp, Oauhhti. 12.30 P. x. 
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Duration. I Extent of damage if any, and general remarks. 

Lakhimpur, sylhet, Cachk, NBga Hills and GBro Hills. 

1877. 

3 seconds. I No damage. 

not felt in any other district. 

Very short. 1 Slight. No damage. 

not felt in any other district. 

1877. 
Very short. I Slight and unaccompanied by noise. 

Sibstigar, Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachk, Giro Hills and Khhi  Hills. 

6 to 8 seconds. Slight, no damage, preceded by usual rumbling noise. 
2 seconds. I Slight. No damage. 

5 seconds. 
1+ minutes. 
5 seconds. 
5 seconds. 

Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Crrchir, NBga, G h o  and K h h i  Hills. 

No damage. 
Slight shock. No damage. 
No damage. 
Smart shock no damage. 

Sibstigar, Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachir, N i p  and a i r 0  Hills. 

6 seconds. 
2 aeconds. 
A few seconds. 

No damage. 
No damage. 
Distinct shock. No. damage. 

2 seconds. No damage. 

from other districts. 

Sibdgar, Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachir, NBgs and Giro Hills. 
6 seeonds. No damage. 
a few second.. I Slight. No damage. 

Nowgong, Sib$igar, Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachsr, NBga and G k o  Hilb. 

4 seconds. Slight. No damage. 
2 seconds. I Slight. No damage. 

Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachsr, Nhga and KhBsi Hills. 

2 
8 seconds. 
8 to 10 seconds. 

Slight. No damage. 
No damage. 
No damage. Shock, clear, distinct and marked. 
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I I 

District. Time of I occurrence. 

No reports received from &ailp4ra, ~ h r t i ~ ,  Sib-, 
30th August Sibdgar, Jorh4t. 8.30 A. M. 

No reports received from &8ilph, KBmrbp, Dammg, Nowgong, 

1st September. 
Do. 

10th do. 
Do. 
Do. 

16th do. 
Do. 

18th do. 

Do. 

Sibasgar, Jorh4t. 
Sibsrigar, Sibs4gar. 
Nowgong, Nowgong. 

Darrang, Tezpur. 

September 

7 A. M. 
7 A. M. 
10 A. LC. 

10.30 A. x. 

KhBei Hills, Shillong. 
Cach4r. 
K h l a p ,  Gauhhti. 
Nowgong. 

Ascertained that the shocks were not felt at Qoailpk, Lakhimpur, 

6.80 A. M. 
6-45 A. M. 
11 P. M. 
11 A. M. 

7th October. 
la th  do. 
80th do. 

Darrang, Tezpur. 
1 11-l6 A- =. 

1st December. 

7th do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

no. 
Do. 

About 2 A. uc. 
Do. 

October 
Khbi  Hills, Shillong. 

I 
6-80 A. x. 1 Do. 6.45 A. M. 

Darrang, Texpur. 11.30 P. M. 

November 
Nil. 

December 
I Darrang, Tezpur. 1 6.10 A. M. 

Ascertained that this shock was 
Sibshgar Jorhht. 
Go6lp4ra1 C4041phra 
Nowgong, Nowgong. 
Darrang, Tezpur. 

12 P. M. 
1.25 A .  M. 
1.30 A. LC. 
1.30 A. x. 
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Duration. 

1877. 
A few secs. only. I Two distinct but slight shocks. No dmnage. 

Extent of damage if any, and general remarks. 

Nowgong, Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachhr, NBg6 and GBro Hilts. 

About 5 seconds. I No damage. Slight trembling shock. 

Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachhr, N b 4 ,  KhLi and G6m Hille. 

1877. 

not felt in any other district. 

6 seconds. 
7 seconds. 
1 min. 10 sec. 
2 seconds. 
8 to 10 seconds. 

2 seconds. 
Less than a eec. 
10 seconds. 

8 to 12 seconds. 

No damage. 
Slight shock. 
No damage. 
Very slight shock. No damage. 
Sudden and distinct shock not preceded by usual rumbling 

noise. No damage. 
No damage. The sensation waa as of one shock upwards. 
Nil. 
No damage. One sharp ehock preceded by a heavy rum- 

bling noise. 
Slight shock, but the usual rumbling noise was loud and 

long. 

I No damage. 
5 seconds. Slight shock. 
4 seconds. Do. No damage done. 
Afull20 seconds.' Very severe, about half a dozen distinct shocks, the second 

Sylhet, NSg6 and G h  Hilh on the loth, 16th and 18th. 

1877. 

Less than a sec. 

10 seconds. 
15 seconds. 
20 to 25 seconds. 

one very strong and caused much damage. South wall 
of kutcherry cracked and broken down. Northern 
walls cracked. Treasury walls cracked in several places. 
Circuit bungalow walla much cracked. Jail uninjured. 
Deputy Commissioner's bungalow on the hill suffered 
most, chimney fell in, causing loss of valuable pro- 
perty. 

Nil. 

No damage. 
No damage. 
No damage. Sharp shock. 

6 mconds. 1 A slight shock accompaliied by the usual rumbling noise. 
No damage. 

2 

1877. 
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Ascertained that this shock waa not felt in CaeUr, 

Time of 
Occurrence. 

2.1'0 A. M. 
2 A. M. 
2.35 A. ac. 

Date. 

7th December. 
DO. 
Do. 

District. 

Barpetti, ( K h d p ) .  
Khbl Hills, Shillong. 
N. Lakhimpur. 

12.30 P. x. 
3 P. Id. 
8.60 P. ar. 
1.45 a. x. 

9th December. Darrang, Tezpur. 

Do. Kh4si Hills, Shillong. 

Ascertained that this shock waa not felt at G o d p h ,  KA&p, 

11th December. Darrang, Tezpur. 11-30 P. x. 
Do. I Nowgong, Nowgong. 

Ascertained that the shock waa not felt in Qohlph, KAmriipi 

3-35 P. IK. 
3.45 P. x. 
4.20 P. M. 
5.15 P. IK. 
3.47 P. M. 
8.50 P. M. 

18th December. 
Do. 

Do. 
Do. 

Khmrtip, Qauh4ti. 
Darrang, Tezpur. 

KhBei Hills, Shillong. 
Nowgong, Nowgong. 

Ascertained that the shock was not felt in (ToAlpka, Sibdgsr, 

22nd December. Darrang, Tezpur. 
Do. I Kh6d Hills, Shillong. 

Ascertained that the shock was not felt in Qotilphra, K4mrdp, Nowgong, 

29th December. K h h i  Hills, Shiopg. 
Do. Cachk, Silohhr. 
Do. Qo4lpka, Qoslph.  

9 P. x. 
10 P. IK. 
11 P. x. 

Ascertained that the shock was not felt in I(Bmrbp, Dammg, 



- 

Sylhet, Obo  and NBg4 Hills and Head Quarters Lakhimpur. 

Duration. 

Not stated. 
10 seconds. 
2 seconds. 

Extent of damage, if any, and general remarks. 

Nil. 
No damage done. 
Treasury room cracked in several places. No serioue 

damage. 

Nowgong, SibsBgru, Lakhimpur, Sylhet, CachQr, N4gh and ahro Hills. 

8 to 10 seconds. 
A few seconds. 
8 seconds. 
5 seconds. 

10 seconds. I Smart shock. No damage. 
3 seconds. Very slight. No damage. 

Sibdgru, Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachb, N4gk GBro and Khhsi Rille. 

The f h t  two shocks very distinct. No damage. The 
third shock mae very smart, and the rumble and shock 
came almost together. No damage. 

No damage. 

Lakhimpur, Sylhet, Cachb, N4g& and Q&ro Hills. 

5 seconds. 
10 seconds. 
A few seconds. 
15 to 20 seconds. 
5 seconds. 
2 seconds. 

8 to 10 seconds. Distinct shock with loud rumbling. No damage. 
5 seconds. I No damage. 

Sibesgar, Lakhimpur, Sylhet, CachBr, NBg6 and (34ro Hills. 

Slight. No damage. 
lst, very distinct with loud rumbling. No damcage. 
2nd, slight rumbling, distinct, but no shock. 
8rd, loud continued rumbling, no shock. 
No damage. 
Sharp shock, no damage. 

5 seconds. I No damage. 
2 seconds. Very alight. 
6 seconds. Slight shock. 

Nowgong, SibsBgar, Lakhimpur, Sylhet, N4gh and GBro Hills. 
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IV.-Sisth Lint of Bin& fnrm t b  Hil2 B q e u  of the No~&Zkt  
E)ontim of India.-By L I E U T . - C O L O ~  H. H. QODWW-AFSTEX, 
El 2. 8. &kc., &c., h t e  Deputy r9uperint- TbpograpkZ h c e y  
of India. 

(Received 16th March ; read 3rd April.) 

[With Plates X and XI.] 

This list is the result of two seasons' Survey exploration in the East, 
ern NBgh Hills (Mr. A. W. Chennell) and of the low hills near Ssdiya 
and the neighbourhood of the BrShmakh6nd (Mr. Y. T. Ogle). I have 
again to acknowledge the kind serviccs of the above gentlemen, to whom I 
owe ao much, and who have added considerably to the value of the collec- 
tion by taking careful measurements in the flesh and recording the colour 
of the soft parts. The collection is a large one and containe, as will be seen, 
besides a large number of species already recorded, many interesting b i d .  
Together with the birds included in my paper on the Dafla Hills and 
Darrang Terai, which I have now introduced and marked with an asterisk, 
it brings up the total number of species collected during the progress of 
No. 6 Topographical Survey to 685. 

Having now left the service, I much fear that this will be my last 
contribution in these pages to the avi-fauna of the Emtern Districts. 
The assistants who have been associated with me hitherto on this pleasant 
work are being gradually reduced in number; and have either been 
transferred to other parties, or have proceeded on well merited leave 
of absence to a distance, so that it is difficult to arrange for collecting with 
success, and a certain amount of aid is requisite, which only individuals in 
the country can obtain. When this paper was almost completed, the 
arrival of Mr. Chennell in England, with another collection of some 800 
skins from the North Kblsi Hills, has enabled me to add a few more species 
to the list, and there are still some I have not yet identified. 

70. Usnua COXOMANDA, Latham. 
North Kh& Hills, (collected by Mr. Chennell). 

*71. HUHUA XIPALENBIB, Hodgson. 

78. KETUPA FLATTPES, Hodgson, var. magn$ca, Swinhoe. 
North Khhsi Hills. The specimen in Mr. Chennell's collection has tho 

tarsus covered with a white down, buffy above, extending to within 1-3 inch 
of the base of the toes, as recorded by Mr. Swinhoe in his description of 
K. niugnz$ca from Ningpo, (Ibis, 1873, p. 127). 
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On Mr. Chennell's lsbel I find the following notes : 
L. 21 inches, W. 16.6, T. 6.0, t. 8.0, Bf. 1'8. Bill greenish horny, 

irides golden yellow. Legs and feet dusky grey. The mid toe is 1-78, its 
claw 1.1, hind toe 1.0, claw 1.25. 

These dimensions and the ooloration of the feet and legs are much 
nearer to those of Mr. Gwinhoe's bird than to thow given by either Sharpe 
or Jedon  for JEavipa. In  neither of the latter is any mention made of 
the down covered tarsus, a character so strikmg that it oould hardly have 
eecaped their notice, and one which, besides the vermiculated breast and 
lower parts, distinguishes the species from Oylmimiu. 

Swinhoe concludes with the remark that the fine down of the tarsus 
appears to wear off, but the specimen now recorded is an adult, and though 
this down may disappear to a certain extent, I do not think the tarsus and 
the joint above would ever become bar0 an in Ceylonensis andfivipea. 

*94. GEELIDON R I P A L ~ B I S ,  Hodgson. 

106. B A T E A ~ H ~ ~ T ~ M U B  JATmSIs, Horsfield, 9 ? 
This specimen belongs to the Indian Museum, Calcutta, where I found 

it among some skins that had been sent down by the late lamented Captain 
John Butler from the N4g4 Hills, and I was by the kind permission of the 
Truetees allowed to bring it to England. It is a most interesting specimen 
in the rufous phase of plumage, but unfortunately the sex is not marked. 
It agrees with a specimen of B. Javensicr ? in the collection of Lord 
Tweeddale, and the description of the species as given in P. Z. S. 1877, p. 435, 
and the dimensions do not m e r  materially. I give a description of the 
Nigh Hill bird, interesting as being found so far to the northward. 

Entire plumage rich chestnut brown, a few white feathers at  the baee 
of the upper mandible tipped rufous and barred with black. White on 
chin and throat, some of the feathers on the latter croased by a V-shaped 
dark line, but they only extend to the upper bresat, this being covered by 
feathers having large, rounded white centres, bounded on the terminal margin 
by a narrow dark line and fringed with chestnut; towards the abdomen and 
flanks the white marks become narrow and lengthened. The wing is 
unspotted, but conspicuous white feathers margined with black are mingled 
with the scapulars, and there is a well-marked nuchel collar, each feather 
crossed by a narrow black line edged terminally by another. There is a 
slight mottling of dull black on the primaries and secondaries and lower 
back. The tail is similarly mottled and crossed by 7 pale clear rufous bands, 
the outer penultimate tail feather has 6 distinct white bars on the outer web, 
the very short outermost feather has a terminal whitish spot. 

W. 5.25 inches, T. 5.5, t. 0.6, Bf. 0.6. Bredth at gape, 1.05, mid-toe 
and claw 0.75. The long frontal plumes are black, rufous at the base. 
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This bird is, I think, nearest to B. Jovenak, B. a s n u  apparently not 

having any white in front of the eye. 
On my submitting this paper and the specimen to Lord Tweeddale he 

thus wrote to me,-" Thb NBg4 Hill example of the genus, Batrachdomu 
" without doubt belongs to the B. Jawcnrsk (Horsf. ex Java). I have cnti- 
" cally compared the two and cannot detect any difference. It may 
" out to be Mr. Hume's B. casdanew, in which cam B. Hodgsoni will be 
" come s ~ o n p  of B. Jawnuis. It is a large form of R. assir ,  but the 
"white on the throat seema to extend higher up, as it does in the Jam 
" species and in 23. conuttus of Sumatra and Borneo." Lord Tweeddale 
does not concur with me regarding the white mark in front of the eye, and 
says, " it is just aa strongly marked in my examples of B. u$ifiie!' 

130. -YON PILEATA, Bodd. 
H. atricapiZlus, Gme1.--Jerdon, Birds of India, Vol. I, p. 226. 
8 L. about 10.3, W. 4.9, T. 4.0, t. 0.68, Bf. 2.3, Bill from nostril 2.15. 
The dimensions of the length and wing are much smaller than thm 

given by Dr. Jerdon. 

183. CEYX TBIDACTYLA, Pallas. 
Dr. Jerdon informed me that he saw this species in a emall stream 

close under the village of Cherra Piinji, but as I never got i t  myself, I 
did not record it. Mr. A. W. Chennell has two specimens he shot on the 
Umthunna River, N. Khhi Hills. 

+13Eia. AT,CEDO GRANDIS, Blyth. 
Also got on the Buri Dihing. 

+137. CEBYLE G ~ A T A ,  Vigors. 
Tenga Phi  and Buri Dihing. 

147. PALIOBNIB EUPATBIUB, Lin. 
L. 21, W. 8-1, T. 13.6, t. 0.8, Bf. 1.5, Bg. 1.2. 
Bill deep red. Legs and feet orange yellow. 
N. Khhsi Hills, December, (Chennell). 

'152~. PALEORNIB MELAXORHYXCHVEI, Wagler. 

+171. G ~ c m s  STRIOLATUB, Blpth. 

210. SUBNICULVB DICEVEOIDEB, Hodgson. 
Mr. Chennell has two specimens from the N. Kheisi Hills of this 

curiously plumaged bird, so like the king-crow. 
Length 10.0, W. 5'5, T. 6-76, t. 0.7, Bf. 0'8. 
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'245. CEBT- DIEICOLOB, Blyth. 

+303. CYOBNIS ~ I C O L O B ,  Blyth. 

813. NITIDUU HODQ~ONI, Moore. 
A single male specimen was collected for me by Mr. A. Chennell in 

the NBgB HUE; this is of a richer chestnut below than a specimen from 
Darjiling. A female was obtained by Mr. Ogle a t  Sadiya. I give a de- 
scription of the latter, that in Jerdosbeing taken from the male. 

9 .  Above, olivaceous brown, wings and tail derk umber-brown, 
beneath, all pale rufous b d .  Under tail coverts white. 

W. 1.75, t. 0.65. The wing is rather shorter than in the male which 
has it 1-90. 

320. SIPHIA LEUCO~~ELAIVUBA, Hodgson. 
I now possess two malesand three females from Sadiya, two males 

from the Munipur Hills, and one male from Sibahgar, Assam. Dr. Jerdon 
only describes the male, the female apparently was unknown to him. I 
therefore give one of a specimen eent me from Darjiling by Mr. L. Man- 
deu. 

9 .  Above, brown with an olive caat, darkest on the head, ochraceous on 
the rump. Wing and tail ruddy brown, ferruginous at the base of the tail 
feathers and on the wing coverts. Beneath, din& sordid white, purer on 
the centre of the abdomen, ochraceous on the flanks. Hind claw well 
curved. W. 2.3, T. 2.05, t. 0.72, Bf. 0.36. 

8 .  Sadiya, W. 2.4, T. 2.15, t. 0.85, Bf. 0.30 to 0.35. 
Legs, sepia-brown ; irides deep brown. 

577. CHLEUASICUS B ~ I C E P ~ ,  Blyth, var. atrosupmciZia.rb, Godwin- 
Ansten. P. A. S. B., June 1877, p. 147. 

8 .  Rusty chestnut on the head, same colour, but paler, on the nape and 
ear coverts: back and wings pale olive-brown, quills tinged rufous, tail 
brown. A narrow black streak over the eye, beneath dull white with an 
earthy tinge. 

Legs dark plumbeous. 
L. about 6, W. 2.85, T. 3.8, t. 0.90, Bf. 0.48. 
Maubum Tila, near Sadiya 
m r  than typical C. 4 c q s  and not so white below. 
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" Above, rich umber-brown throughout with no d r d h g  on the fea- 

thers of the head. Beneath, the same tint, much paler, with alight rusty 
shading into and adjacent to the d d l  whitish centre of the b&, chin 
also whitish. 

" Irides dark brown, legs and feet light sienna-grey. 
"Length about 5.70, wing 2.2, tail 2.2, t. 0.90, Bf. 0.50, hind toe, 

0.35, claw 0.3. This species is very distinct from I! Qw0e~i.s in its 
deeper umber coloration and smaller size. Particularly is this the  case in 
the legs, feet and hind claw. 

" It was obtaiued by Mr. A. W. Chennell, of the Survey, in the  Eastern 
Nh@ Hills." 

8Wd. ! ~ B D I I W S  0TBIATUs, Wdden. 
I have compared a specimen from Sadiya of the bird hitherto con. 

sidered as I! breuicaudatw with the type in the Calcutta Museum, obtain4 
by Col. Tickell in Tenawrim, and find that they are, after all, distinh 
The Tenasserim form is very strong rufous on the breast, belly and under 
tail-coverts, the spots on the secondaries are small and triangular, w h e r w  in 
that from Sadiya they are large and tip the feather.  he throat ia h 
grayer in this last. I n  the " Ibis" for 1876, p. 354, Lord !heed&& 
remarks on the highly colored drawing by Tickell of I! b r e v i c a d t w ,  & 
Mr. Qould has very probably figured an Assam bud, which should dd 
properly under the title of I! striatue, Walden, described in Ann. Mq. 
Nat. Hist., (4), vii., p. 241, and which Jerdon had very probably corn@ 
with true brevicaudatua from the Burmah side and considered distinct. 
This bird is the one I refer to under the title of T. Willione#nri in 
J. A. 5. B., Pt. II., 1877, p. 44. I have four specimens from Sadi~-a ( G h  
Hills and Jdunipur), in all of which the spots on the secondaries are rufous, 
while in a specimen from the Mul6-it range, Tcnasserim, obtained by Mr. 
Limborg, they are white, thus agreeing with Col. ~ickell 's  drawing af trns 
breuiccrudatua from the same locality. This specimen is again not so 
rufous as the type in the Indian Museum, but this is a very variable 
character in this group, (as may be seen in Pme. spuamaba, of whi& 
specimens white beneath are often met with,) and probably depends on w. 
After all etriutus is only a variety of brevicazcdatus. 

8993. P E L L O ~ U M  MANDELLIT, W. Blanford, [J. A. S. B., voL XLI, 
Pt. 11, p. 165, pl. VII., (1872).] 

Var. pectoralis. 
I described this variety of the Darjiling form in the J. A. S. B. 

vol. XLVI, Pt. 11, 1877, pp. 41-42, as it Wore o good deal in its markings 
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from P. Mandellii described by W. Blanford from Darjilmg, and is the 
form which extends to the Ghm, KhBei and North Cachsr Hills, P. ruf i  
ceps of my First List, [J. A. 5. B., Vol. XXXIX, p. 103, (1870).] 

Jetdon, when noticing a new species from the K h b i  H i s ,  in Vol. II., 
Birds of Indig had Pel. paluetra in mind 

+401. P o l l r a ~ o ~ ~ r m s  FERBUGINO~U~,  Blyth. 

405~.  POMATOBHINV~ STEIVORIIYNCIIUs, G).-A. 
The original description appeared in this Journal, Pt. II., Vol. XLVI. 

p. 43, (1877), and I have only to add that its nearest ally is P. odracei- 
caps, Walden, from Burmah; but the above species is larger and has the 
lower parta pale ferruginous, whilst in ochraceiceps they are of the purest 
white, and it is not so rufous on the head and nape. The legs of stenor- 
hynchw are horny grey ; in the figure of ochroceiceps lately published in 
the Ibis for 1877, P1. XIII,  the legs appear to be much too blue ; should this 
coloring however be correct, it will mark another point of difference. 

Mr. Ogle shot this species on Manbbm Tila, at an elevation of 8,000 
feet, not far from Sadiya 

M7a. G a s n u ~ a x  ~ C H A L I ~ ,  Godwin-Austen. Plate X. 
The second specimen of this bird was obtained again by Mr. Ogle, on 

the Kamlangpdni, at 500 ft. I described the first example, obtained also 
by Mr. Ogle, in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History for November 
1876, and I here repeat the original description and remarks upon it. It 

. is figured on the accompanying plate. 
" Above, top of head to nape dark slaty grey, succeeded by a broad 

rich ferruginous collar an inch in breadth, which fades into the olive-green 
of the back. Wings and tail of a rather darker tint of olive, the latter 
tipped black ; the first four primaries are tipped hoa~y-grey ; the shoulder 
of wing has a q t y  tinge. A narrow frontal band; the lores, with a 
nnrrow line over and below the eye, black ; this is continued in a streak of 
dark rusty brown over the ear-coverts; a few white feathers border the 
black frontal band above. Chin black, extending a short way down the 
middle of throat ; breast pale ashy, with a slight vinous tinge. Cheeks and 
ear-coverts pure white. Flanks and under tail-coverts dull olive-green. 
Bill bhck. Irides purple-lake. Legs fleshy-grey. 

" Length 10 inches, wing 4-25, tail 4.6, tarsus 1.7, bill a t  front 0.9. 
" This besutiful species was among a batch of birds lately received from 

and collected by Mr. M. T. Ogle, of the Topographical Survey, in the 
Lhota-N& hills. It is the representative there of 6. chinensis, but 
differs in possessing the broad ferruginous nape, and the neutral grey of 
the head ie of a darker hue. In other respects it is identical, save in some 

3 
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minor pointa, such M :--the black of the throrrt does not extend so fsr dmn 
on to  the upper breast ; the lower bread is paler than in chinsnrir, aad hrr 
a vinous tinge ; the under tail-coverts are pure ol iv~c~ous with no o c k  
ous tint ; and, laatly, the white of the cheek and earaverte extends in 
thia new form further down the dde of the neck." 

'427b. Amrxwa D m a r a ,  Oodwin-Ansten. [PL IV, J. A S. B, 1876.1 

497d. ACTIKW~ OQI%T, Qodwin-Ansten. P l a b  XI. 
This beautiful new form, discovered by Mr. M. T. Ogle, was described 

in J. A. S. B., Vol. XLVI, Pt. 11, 1877, p. 82, fmm Manbhm Tila on 
the Tengaphi River, near Sadiya. It is now figured. 

+W. SIBXA PIcAoIDEe, Hodgson. 

W 2 .  MALACOCEBCU~ TEBBICOU)B, Hodgson. 

*498. RVTICILL~ H O D Q B O ~ ,  Moore. 

*6W. P B ~ A  s o c l a ~ ~ s ,  Sykes, emall variety. 

662a. P ~ L L O ~ C O P U S  F U L I Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E E ,  Hodgeon, sp. 
E m i r  fuliginiumter, Jerdon. [Birds of India,Vol. 11, p. 162, No. 525.1 

A dull but well marked ring round the eyes, an indistinct supercilia 
of same colour as the breast. Al l  above very dusky b i - b r o w n  with en 
olive tinge: Beneath dingy oil-green, paler on chin; under tail-cove& 
rather lengthened. Irides dull brown, legs ochraceone green. OMnined at 
Sadiya. 

L. 4-26, W. 2*16,.T. 2.0, t. 0.87, Bf. 0.34. 

664. R E Q ~ ~ X D E S  TBOCHILOIDEB, Sundeval. 
8 from Nos Dihing, March 6th. Compared with specimens in Bria 

Mueeum. 
Lord Tweeddale writes-" Has your specimen got white margins to the 

outer tail feathere ? If it hm so, it will be true P. airidi*, lad 
which is probably nothing but P. peabytes of S. Mdler. Geebob 
thinks that P. trochiloidea, viridipennw, and prubyta are one and 
same."' 

676. A B B O ~ B  A ~ I R I S ,  Hodgaon. 
Thie b i d  I have only received from the NBga ; it has a bright 

yellow ring round the eye. 

Compare Stray Feathem, V, 1877, pp. 830. 604.-ED. 
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57% A s a o m a  FLA~IQUL~BIB, n ~ p .  
Dtwmiption : Above ash grey, purer grey on rump, rather darker on the 

head. W ' i  pale umber-brown. Tail ash-brown, the two outer feathers 
white on the inner web, the next with a narrow edging of white. Lores 
white, ear-ooverts white and grey. Chin pure yellow fading on throat ; 
bremt, nape, fIank and th igh  greyish white, whifieh on the b r d  ; a very 
faint yellow tinge on the abdomen; under tail-coverts white. A small 
patch of yellow on inner shoulder of the wing, 

Bill dark above, b d  below. 
W. 1-84, T. 1.8, t. 067, Bf. 0.8. 
Hd.--5adiya. (Mr. Ogle.) 
Having failed to identify this bird with any species I have examined, 

I have now described it mow fully ; it ie the specimen I noted as probably 
new under the above title in the J. & 8. B., VoL XLVI, Pt. 11, p. M, 
(1877). 

It ia neared to d. awntkwohidtn, having the same colonred head and 
form of bill, but its entire ashy upper s& distinguishes it well ~ ~ O I U  

all the p i e s  I am acquainted with. 

'686. H m c w u s  B~HIBTACEUB, Hodgson. 

'687. 3&mcunue BCOULEEI, Vigors. 

+590a. M O T A ~ J A  EODMOXI, (3. K. Gray. 

691. BUDYTEB CIl'BEOLA, Pallrr& 
9 .  Pengaphi, W. Sadiya. April 24th. 
The black band on the nape is hardly developed at all. 

694a. BUDYTES CITEEOLOIDEB, Hodgaon. 
9 .  Brahmaputra. April 6th. 
The whito of tho wing has a slight wash of yellow on it. 

+612. C a u  NIPALEABIB, Hodgson. 

+621. P ~ o ~ a ~ n e  cnnname, Hodgson. 

6250. STAPEIDEA PLUMBEICEPB, Cfodwin-Busten. 
Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., Dec. 1877. 
Origk1 Description : "Head (sub-crested) ash-grey, purer behind ; 

feathera narrowly edged paler. Back pale olive-brown, a few feathem 
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pale-shafted. Wings umber-brown. Tail darker, the four outer feathers 
I 

tipped with white, i n c d n g  outwards diagonally. Lows pale grey. The 
ear-coverts only to just beneath the eye chesnut, the feathers white-shafted. 
Chin, throat, and all the lower psTts white. Flanks pale eepbgrey; 
under tail-coverts the =me, tipped white. 

" Irides reddish brown. Legs umber. 
" Length 4.6 inches, wing 2.3, tail 9.06, tareus 0'7, bid a t  front 0.3.- 

Obtained near Sadiya and Brahmakhbd." 
A near ally is Staphidea wstansiceps, Moore, very common in the Kh& 

and N4g4 Hills, while another very dietinct species is Staphidea #o+pw.h, 
Swin. ; but in this last the chestnut commences at  the base of the lows 
mandible, passes under the eye and round the nape in a broad hsnd of 
chestnut-brown, and the last three tertiaries are margined white on the 
inner web. This is absent in the Aasam species. 

In my note-book I find that I obtained one example in the Dig 
valley, Dafla hills, which I shot at  camp No. 9 ; but this wae subsequently 
lost somehow or other, and therefore I did not insert it in the List of 
Birds from the Dafla Hills, published in the Society's Journal. 

Can this be Ixulw striatua, Blyth? Blanford in J. A. S. B., 18f2, 
p. 166, says the Da jiling bird is the same as the Tenasserim type in t l ta 
Calcutta Museum, but mentions that it haa a rufous supercilium, which 
none of my specimens possess. 

[Since writing the above, I have received from Mr. W. Bbnford, in 
a letter from Calcutta in reply to some question0 I wrote to him m g m b g  
this species, Is. etriatw, some remarks which I now quote. " I have two 
specimens of the Sikkim bird ; I have re-compared them with the type from 
Tenaseerim, and I cannot understand how I can have identified the tao. 
The Tenasserim bird is, ss Blyth describes it, greyish brown (ashy brown oc- 
cording to Tickell), the cap may have been a trifle darker, but very little, i 
not so distinct I ahould eay aa in the Sikkim bird, and the white shafts an 
far more conspicuous in the Tenasserim type. Above all, the bill is much 
larger in the latter; the difference is so marked that I think I must hare 
compared a Sikkim specimen differing from those I have now. The cheek 
patch is dietinct but faint. In  the specimen from Sikkim, (Is. @ye+ 
Hume) which I now have, the rufous supercilium is only indicated p t e r i -  
orly." This last title waa given to the Sikkim bird by Mr. A. 0. Hume in 
S h y  Feathers, Vol. V, p. 108. M i .  Blanford has now followed up his letter 
by sending me two specimens from Mr. Mandelli's collection of this Darji- 
ling form, and on comparison I find that i t  is quite distinct from plun- 
beiceps. This last has the head of a decided aah-grey colour, and the 
feathers are more lengthened behind, so as to give a sub-crested appeamma. 
Bill shorter and deepor. Legs stouter, altogether a larger bird. In one 
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specimen from Da rjiling, there is an extension shewn of the rufous of the 
ear-coverts round the nape, of which there is not a trace in the Sadiya ex- 
amples. Them ere the dimensions of r@gmw. W. 2.45, T. 0.6, Bf. 0.47. 

The wings run about equal. This genus presents ne with an interest- 
ing example of modification of plumage in areas that are in a great measure 
separated now physically. We appear to have 5 forms :- 

1. 8taphidca castmsiceps, Moore, (1854). G h ,  Khsei and NBga Hills. 
2. ,, sll.iatue, Blyth, (1859). Tenaseerim. 
8. ,, ryligmis, Hume. Sikkim Hills. 
4. ,, plumbsiceps, Godwin-Austen. Sadiya, Eastern Bssam. 
5. ,, torqusoLz, Swinhoe. W. Ch i . ]  

669. (X~ERUI.UB BIBPECULABIs, Vigora 
This Himalayan Jay was obtained by Mr. Chennell at Shillong, and is 

in his collection. 

873. R ~ C H Z A  B~QLLEXBIS, L i n n m  
North Khssi Hills. Mr. Chennell. 
In the neighbourhood of Calcutta these birds breed ss early aa March 

and April ; two chicks were brought to me about the middle of the former 
month. 

879. IBIDOIIHYTIC ws STBUTHEBBII, Vigors. 
8 .  Noa Dihing. 
W. 9.25, T. 5.5, t. 1.7, Bf. 8.02. 

007a. PODICA PEEBOHATA, G. R. Gray. 
This bird, hitherto only recorded, on the Indian side, from Cacbhr, 

was found by Mr. Ogle on the Noa Dihing river near Sadiya ; the spcci- 
men is a male, and has been compared with those in the Indian Museum 
from Tenasmrim. 

W. 9.5, T. 5.4, t. 2.0, Bf. 2.15, bill to nares 1-05. 

908. POEZAXA A K O O ~ ,  Sykes. 
I n  Mr. Chennell's collection from North K h b i  Hills. 
Length about 9.25, W. 4.4, T. 2.3, t. 1.8, Bf. 1.0. 
Bill dusky green, yellow below, irides red brown, legs and feet dusky 

lake. 

910. POEZAHA PY Q M ~ ,  Naumaun. 
Near base of the Hills. N. Kh4si. Obtained by Mr. Chenncll. 

9350. G O ~ B A C H ~ S  ACELAXOLOPHUB, Raffles. 
Dipur Bhil. Eastern Assam, March, (Chonnell). 
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The discovery of thi intereating bird in t h h  part of India is note- 
worthy, M I do not believe it has hitherto been obtained my where in 
India, certainly never recorded. Up to the present it has been only h w n  
ee s native of Japan, Stmatre, Philippinee, Arrakmn (Ramri Ialmd), 
Ceylon and the Nicobars (Hume). The specimen, a d e ,  agreee well with 
Mr. A. 0. Hume's exoellent description from the last-named locality in 

S h y  Feathem, Vol. 11, p. 813." Mr. Chennell'a dimensions in the 
flesh are " wing 10.7, tail 5, tarsus 3.0, bill a t  front 1.9. Bill dark horny;" 
these I have checked and find correct, the wing I make exactly 1113. 
The farmu of the Nioobar bird appeam to be very much shorter than in 
Milegel's description and in this specimen from Aaaam. 

950. SARCIDIOB~~ x m m o a m s ,  Pennant. 
There is a head of this species in Mr. Chennell's collection from Uppa 

BeSam. 

q81. LAEUB ammumus, Linn. 

79. ATEERE CU-XDEB. 

Mr. Chennell writes me an interesting account connected w i t h  the 
habits of this bird " One evening laet January while in search of PoEYpb 

twn, several of which were calling about my cmmp a t  Gorhangs, I came 
upon two birds struggling desperately on the ground. I shot both, one 

4 L  turned out to be an owl, dthene ~ I o i d c s  ? and the other a thrush 
Lc Hyiophonus temminckii 8. The little owl had eo furiously attacked the 
" t h h  that even in death its strong talons were M y  fixed in the 
" victim's bk." 

157. PICVB MACBI. 
In the colour of the ear-coverts there is, I h d ,  very great varimce 

from pure white to pale earthy brown ; they are white in a female from 
Badiya 

311. M n s c ~ c a ~ m a  E8TIQMA. 

The young b i d  ie dull umber-brown above, the feathers tipped 
rufoue and edged darkly, giving i t  a very speckly appearance. Upper 
tail coverts rufous umber. Secondary coverts forming a narrow wing &, 
8 l ~ t  secondaries edged in the same way. Beneath white, some of the 
feathers tipped dark brown. Win@ snd tail mhy umber-brown. 

From Shillong Peak. July, (ex coU. Chennell.) 
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816. N ~ A V A  o-m. 
I have a apeoimen of this speciw in its young plumage which is worth 

description. 
Above, brown with a mfow shade, the feathers of the head ahafted 

fernginone, those of the wing coverte, lower back and rump broadly tipped 
with the aame colour and edged black. Tail derk chestnut brown, winge 
umber-brown. Beneath, breast ferruginous brown with some dusky edgings, 
giving a slightly barred appearance, paling to whitish on abdomen. 

330. ~ ~ O E P Y G A  PUBIL~A, Var. 
A specimen in Mr. Chennell's collection is in a very interesting stage 

of plumage. It is uniform brown, the feathers not m scale-lie as usual, 
only a very few of the feathers on the lower back having terminal spots to 
them ; in size and form of bill it is the same as the type. I was at  first 
inclined to consider it distinct, but it is better to wait until we see more 
similar specimens before naming it, for it appears immature. The wings 
are rusty umber-brown, chin pale, breast and belly ashy umber with no bars 
or markings. 

W. 1.8, T. very short, t. 0.1, Bf. 9.48. 
From the N. Khssi Hills. 

896. YITTA CUCTLLATA, Hartlaub. 
I have seen a specimen in Mr. Chemell's collection which he obtained 

in the N. KhBsi Hills, and he only saw one other. I have already alluded 
to the apparent rarity of the species in these Hills. 

88&. PYCTO~EIE ALTIBOaTRIB, Jerdon. 
= grieeigr2arw, Hume. 

I observe that Mr. Hume is still of opinion that his BhGth D d r  
bid is distinct from altiwrtris, and in Stray Feathers, Vol. V, No. 2, 
p. 116, he haa named it g r i s c i g u h  (relying on Dr. Jerdon's description 
being'comect). Had Mr. Hume looked up the 'I Fifth List of Birde from 
the N. E. Frontier," J. A. 6. B.,Vol. XLV, Pt. I1,p. 197, he would have seen 
that after the intimation of the re-discovery of the species (Ann. Mag. Nat. 
Hid., Jany. 1876) the type of a l t i r a d k  turned up in the British Museum, 
and that my specimens had been compared with it, leaving no doubt in my 
mind that they are identical, both in plumage and bill. Mr. Hume's speci- 
mens and my own, mowover, come from the same line of country, the 
great plain north of the Brahmaputm Dr. Jerdon's deecription is short, 
but  applies very fairly in every way, save in respect to the bill, which is 
deeper than in flinsnsk. Jerdon says " making an approach to P a l s  
dozmit,'' by this he may have intended to convey only a very slight a p  
proach. The following appear t o  be the principal merences in the de- 
scription of the plumage. 
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Above " slightly brownish ferruginons," Hume, Vol. V, or " rather 
dark ferruginous brown," Hume, Vol. IV. = " pale reddish brown," Jerdon. 

Beneath " dull mety," Hume, Vol. V, or "Brownish b d  deeper 
coloured Bic.," Hume, Vol. IV, = " pale fulvescent," Jerdon. 

Under wing-coverta " pale yellowish fswn," Hume, VoL V, = " pale 
ferruginous," Jerdon. 

When mch distinctions as thew are made the basis on which to found 
new speciee, it is I think advisable to wait, and if possible compare with 
the type. But in altCostrin we have one very marked character which Dr. 
Jcrdon did not overlook, wiz., " forehead and streak over the eye houy 
grey." No two men agree in describing various shades of brown, olive- 
green &., an important element being the kind of light the skim are 
placed in, and individual sensitiveness to colour. It is satisfactory to know 
that the type of altirostris has been found, otherwise we should have been 
left in a cloud of doubt regarding even its very existence, for in Stray 
Feathers, VoL 111, p. 116, an idea is thrown out that Dr. Jerdon had got 
hold of a variety of Pyctorhie s i h  when he was at  Thyet-Myo. Even 
had the type of altil-ostris been lost, I hold it would have been better to 
consider it as re-discovered in Assam, and then have waited for it to turn 
up again on the Irrawady (where I am sure it will be found*) before giving 
the Assam bird a new title. 

427c. A C T ~ E A  EQEETONI, Gould. Tar. K?ada~,  Godwin-Austen. 
This is referred to in my list of Dafla Hill Birde and is the species 

noted as near Egwtoni in my F i s t  List. 

437a. M f f i ~ c o c ~ ~ c u s  (LAYAEDIA) noBIomosu8, Godwin-Ansten, 
described in J. A. S. B., 1874, p. 164, is the Pyctorhis bngimrtrri, , 
Hodgson, of Moore's Catalogue of Birds in the Indian Museum. I ha-ie 
compared my specimens with the type and only observe that t h m  from 
Eastern Asearn are larger. I was misled into describing i t  under a new 
name by a specimen which is only a slight variety of Pyc. s i m G ,  label- 
led wrongly P. Zongi~ort~is, in the British Museum. At the time I described 
M. robiginosus the Indian Museum birds were still packed away and not 
to be got at, and I trusted to the correctness of Mr. Gray's identification 
of the British Museum bird. I was further misled by longirortris being 
placed in the genus Pyctorhis, with which it has no a f i t y ,  but is a time 
Xi~bacocercus. 

It has been re-found by ?dr. Oates, see Stray Feathere, V, p. 249.-ED. 
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6310. OBTHOTOB~U~ ATRIQULDIS, Temminck. 

=;$avi-viridk, Moore. Dunsiri Valley, Assam. 

On comparing this with a specimen from Tenasserim collected by Mr. 
0. Limborg, I notice that in the former the chestnut on the head does not 
extend so far back on the nape as in the latter, and in a specimen from the 
Ghm Hills it is confined to the frontal part of the head only. Assam birds 
have the darkish sub-terminal tip to the tail feathers as mentioned by Mr. 
Moore in his description. m e  abdominal portion i s  not so pure a white 
the Assam bird. 

619a. M m a  B~IQULAEIB, Mandelli. 

This is Alc ipe  eolla~is ,  Wdden. 

I have compared e speoimen sent home lately by Mr. Humo and find 
it identical with the Assam form. Mandelli's title has priority. 

6196. HINLA MANDELLIT, Bodwin-Austen. 

Through the kindness of Mr. P. L. Sclater I have been able to com- 
pare Mr. Hume's  prop^ d~hiua from South Burnla with this bird ; i t  
is clearly distinct, one of those interesting representative races we so often 
find at the extreme limit of range. M. dubius is much paler beneath and 
has not got the white markings on the nape. It would be conferring a great 
mrvice to ornithology if Hr.  Hume would always send home similar doubt- 
ful species, which can only be satisfactorily determined by comparisoq 
~ t h  types in public and private collectiuns. 



V.-An Aemmt of f l s  Tidal Ob~rrmtionr in the Gulfof W d ,  d u l d  
by the Great !L'r~~onor,relricul Surrey, ruder the Srperintcmikt # 
COLO~XL J .  T. WALKKB, C. B., R. E., during the yen- lSi3-il-is. 
Compiled from the B. 2'. Surrey Bepork by C - m  J .  W A ~  
BOCSE, drrisLont 8lcrccyor Qeneral. 

Origin and Object of the 0brcrcatioru.-In his Report on the Opentiom 
of tbe Great Trigonometricad Survey for 1866-67, Col. BT\alker mites: 

" Dr. Oldham, the Superintendent of the Geological S m y  of In& 
baa rece~~tly drawn the attention of the Government t o  cerhin questiom 
which have been d s e d  regarding secular changes in the dat ive  lerel of 
the land and sea, which rule believed to be going on in various parts of the 
Bombay Presidency, and more particularly a t  the heed of the Gulf which 
separates the province of Cutch from that of gattywar. Dr. Oldhrm 
recommends that certain points should be selected on the south co& of 
Kottywar, and aa far up the Qulf as possible, and that the e r i s t i i  ~ L t i r e  
levels of land and rea should be determined a t  those points by accurate tidd 
observations oarried over as long a period as possible, the tidal stations b 
ing connected by lines of levels. Thus, by repeating the operations at r 
time sufficiently didant to allow the secular changes to reach an aPpndh 
~nagnitude, this question, which is of muoh scientific importance, wink 
satisfactorily nettled." 

The Government of India sanotioned the obmrvationa being made, 4 
Col. Walker was making amngements for carrying them out, when r veq 
wnmderable reduction in the expenditure of the Survey Department, 
consequenoe of the financial ditliculties in 1869-70, c a d  the indefinib 
postponement of the opemtiona. It was nat until August 1872 that etep 
could be taken for commencing them. 

The delay which thus took p b  is, however, not to be q p t t e d ,  be- 
cause it resulted in the investigations being carried on in a mom compld8 
and elaborate manner than had been originally contemplated, with a view 
acquiring more con~prehensive and accurate results than were at fud 
desired. 

Happening to be present a t  the Meeting (in Edinburgh) of the Britih 
Association in 1871, Colonel Walker ascertained that a &mmith of tbe 
Association, presided over by Sir William Thomaon, had initiated a qskm ~ 
of tidal investigations which was anticipated to secure scientific multsof 
the highest value. On studying the details of these operatione he found 
that bis original programme, which contemplated tidal observations of only 
a few weeks' duration, would be i d e q u a t e  to  detect the existence of mi& 
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secular changes in the relations of land and sea, and that no conclusive re- 
sults could be obtained unless the observations were carried over a period of 
rather more than a year a t  the commencement, and a corresponding period 
at  the close, of the investigation. He  further saw that if this were 
done, the value of the operations would be greatly increased, because the 
results would not only serve the purpose for which they were originally 
contemplated, but would materially contribute towards the attainment of the 
better knowledge of the law of the tides, which is considered by the British 
association to be so important a desideratum, and which is expected to lead 
to an evaluation of the mass of the moon, to definite information regarding 
the rigidity of the earth, to an approximation of the depth of the sea from 
the observed velocities of tide-waves, t o  the determination of the retar- 
dation of the earth's rotation due to tidal friction, and also to the various 
practical benefits which necessarily accrue from accurate predictions of the 
height of the tide st any given time. 

Preliminmy Preparationr.-With the sanction of the Secretary of 
State for India, Lieut. (now Captain) A. W. Baird, R. E., Assietant Super- 
intendent G. T. Survey, who waa then in England on furlough, was deputed 
to study the practical details of the mode of tidal registration and of the 
harmonic analysis of the observations, which were rewmmended and prac- 
tised by the Tidal Committee of the British Association. 

Lieut. Baird also tested at Chatham a new self-registering tide-gauge 
constructed by Adie, the well-known optician and mathematical inatrument- 
maker, on the same principle M those he had previously sent out to  India, 
which were provided with barrels of unusual length (five feet) in order 
that the tidal curves might be drawn on the largest wales practicable. The 
new tide-gauge waa on the same pattern, but with a few modifications, the 
most important of which was the aubstitution of a chronometer escape- 
ment instead of a pendulum or gravity escapement for the driving clock, in 
order to permit of the instrument being erected on positions where the con- 
cussions of the sea waves would interfere with and perhaps stop the action 
of a pendulum clock. On trial i t  wae found to work very wtisfactorily. 

No tidal registrations can be deemed complete without simultaneous 
registrations of the condition of the atmosphere, because i t  is well known 
that  the nee and fall of the tides on a line of coast is materially influenced 
by the direction and force of the winds, and that i t  also varies inversely 
with changes in the barometric pressure. Arrangements were therefore 
made for supplying each tidal etation with an anemometer and a barometer, 
both self-recording. The anemometers registered both direction and 
velocity and were similar to Beckley's, but amaller, in order to be light 
and portable. The barometers were aneroids, because safely portable e l f -  
registering mercurial barometers could not be obtained. 



Selection of Slationr.-On Col. Walker's return to India, in November 
1872, he deputed Lieut. Baird to make a reconnaiaance of the Qd of 
Cutch, with a view to selecting tidal stations, and more particuLarly to 
ascertain how the instructions which had been received from the Govern- 
ment to establish a station " at  a point as far into the Runn of Catch ae 
possible to which the tide has free access" could bo best carried out. 
For a point to have free access with the sea i t  is necessary that it should 
always have a t  least 4 or 5 feet of water over i t  at lowest tides, and also 
that the sea should approach i t  directly, and not through tortuous channels; 
the point must also be either on the edge of the mainland or a t  no p a t  
distance beyond, because of the difficulty and expense of constructing a 
station on the foreshore. It seemed not improbable that it might not be 
possiblo to  find a point a t  the edge of the Runn which would ~atisfy all the 
requisite conditions. 

Lieut. Baird proceeded first to  JGria Bandar, close t o  the head of the 
Gulf, where he fitted up a country boat for navigating the creeks and chm 
nels of the Gulf, and secured the services of an experienced pilot to accom- 
pany him in his explorations. After a month's cruising about andlong 
searching along the muddy foreshores of the Gulf, three placee well adapted 
for tidal observations were found. l s t ,  Nawanh Point, midway up the 
Gulf on the Cutch coast, 1 5  miles from Idundra ; 2nd, Hanstal Point at 
the head of the Gulf, about 18 miles from JGria, and 31-4 Okha Point on 
t h e  Kattywar coast, just a t  the mouth of the Gulf, opposite the ILnd of 

Beyt. At  Nawanir there was a minimum depth of 19 feet of water within 
836 feet of a sito for a station ; a t  Hanstal 72 feet within 160 feet of a sib 
for a station, and a t  Okha 23 feet within 220 feet of a site for a station. 
Nawanhr is about 9 or 10 and Hanstal 10  miles from the neamst viW 
where drinking water can be procured ; Okha Point has Beyt within 1 mik, 
but a boat is required for communication with it. 

The three placee selected were considered to  be well adapted for 
operations, which was the more fortunate in that Lieut. Baird belied 
them to  be the only suitable points to be met with for the purpose. It 
to be regretted, however, that  an intermediate point could not be fonnd on 
the Kattywar coast, between Okha and Hanstal, for Nawanhr being on t b  
opposite coast had to  be connected with the other two stations by a =rJ 
long line of levels passing round the head of the Gulf ; and, as i t  a f t e d  
turned out, Nawank proved unsuitable by constant changes in the cop 
figuration of the foreshore. 

Preliminary Amumgements.-The stations having been selected, p* 
liminary arrangements were commenced. 

The first question to be decided was whether the tide-gauges shod  
be set up on etages erected in the sea beyond the low-water line, or 
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masonry platforms constructed on shore at the high-water line. It is 
obviously desirable that the communication between the surface of the 
ocean and the gauge should be as direct as possible, in order that the tidal 
curve may be accurately delineated. Thus, it is usual to erect tide-gauges 
in ports or harbours where the piers, quays and landing-stages constmcted 
for the requirements of the shipping present facilities for their being set 
up in the vicinity of deep water. In  the Gulf of Cutch, however, the 
stations were dl a t  a distance from the nearest inhabited localities and 
presented no facilities whatever ; for not only building materials and food 
for the workmen, but even fresh water, had to be brought t o  them from 
considerable distances. I t  was thus imperative that the plan of operations 
should be of the simplest nature possible, so as to be carried out with the 
least cost and the greatest expedition. Had any jetties or piers been 
available for the operations the stations would have been erected on them, 
but under existing circumstances i t  was only possible to  connect the tide- 
gauges with deep water by erecting stagings for them in the sea ; and these 
would have had to  be very strongly built to withstand the full force of the 
sea, without undergoing any displacement whatever, and that, not for e, 

short time only, but for several years, so as to include both the first aeries 
of tidal registrations, taken to determine the present relations of the land 
and sea, and the final series which will have to  be taken to determine the 
future relations some years hence. The stagings would, moreover, have 
had to  be connected with the land by piers, in order to permit of ready 
access to the instruments at  all times. The cost of such stagings and their 
connecting piers would have far exceeded the funds available, and therefore 
Col. Walker decided, though with some reluctance, on having the tide- 
gauges set up on shore, over wella sunk near the high-water line and con- 
nected with the sea by piping. 

Pinal Arrangements.-The following is a brief sketch of the arrange- 
ments adopted : 

Masonry wells of a diameter of about 8 feet were eunk at the stations 
to  a depth of several feet below the lowest tides ; in these wells iron cylin- 
ders with an internal diameter of 22 inches, slightly exceeding the diameter 
of the float of the tide-gauge, were set up vertically and connected with the 
sea by an iron piping carried along the shore down to  the low-water line, 
where a flerible piping was attached and carried out into deep water. The 
flexible piping terminated in a rose suspended by means of buoys a few feet 
above the bed of the sea, in order to prevent the entrance of silt as much 
possible, and was attached to the iron piping in such a manner that it might 
be readily removed and cleaned whenever necessary. The tide-gauges were 
set up over the cylinders, and their iron bed-plates indicated the planes to  
which the tidal measuremente were referred ; they were connected by 
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levelling with permanent bench-marks fixed in the ground in the vicinity of 
the ststions. 

The iron cylinders were made up in &ions of 50 inches in length, 8 

eheet of wrought-iron being bent to the mze required and rivetted to form 
a cylinder, a cast-iron flange was fitted on to each end and the faces of them 
carefully turned so as to fit exactly. The bottom section had a flat iron 
plate carefully screwed on to one end, so as to form the bottom of the well, 
and the whole when bolted together formed a water-tight well into which 
water could only enter through the piping connecting it with the sea The 
mze of the cylinders was decided on so as to utilise the iron sheete most 
economically, and when finished four men could cany one section. Before 
being let into the wells they were well painted over, inside and outside, with 
tar in order to keep them from rusting. The level of the top flange of the 
cylinder was about 6 feet above high-water spring tide, and about 2 feet 
6 inches above the floor of the observatory. A board fitted on and screwed 
to the top of the cylinder, with holes for the float-ban& to paas through, 
prevented anything falling accidentally inside the cylinder. 

The rigid iron piping was ordinary gas-pipe in lengths of about 14 f& 
with an internal diameter of 2 inches, which had been computed tobe 
sufficient to permit of the transmission of the tidal wave from the sea to 
the cylinder in the well without sensible retardation, eo that the height of 
the water in the cylinder should always be the same as that of the m d ~  
of the sea. In order to render the connections perfectly water-tight,w 
well as to facilitate the joining together of the lengths of piping, these were 
fitted with cast-iron flanges made to screw on to each end. 

The piping was connected with the bottom of the cylinder, at 9 inch@ 
above it, by a small bend, and was then brought up vertically outside the 
cylinder to a height 1 or 2 feet below the lowest high-water. At ti+ 
point was another bend with a stop-cock in it, and the pipe was then 
taken straight out down to the sea along the dope of the shore to r e d  
low-water springs. 

The rigid and flexible pipes were connected together by means of the 
following arrangement : 

To the end of the rigid iron pipe a brass connecting piece, d e w  
shown in the figure, was fitted, having two outer extremities, to one of whkh 
a flexible two-inch suction-pipe was fixed and the other closed by a b m  
disc with a good washer. When the flexible pipe had to be examined 
for cleaning, the brass disc was unscrewed and a short length of spare flexible 
piping with a rose at its end fitted on, and taken out to deep water tem- 
porarily. The original pipe was then taken off and cleaned, the disc be- 
ing screwed on for the time in its place ; then when finished the long pip 
and disc were replaced in their original positions. The flexible pipe 
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two inches in diameter with copper inside, just 
the same as the suction-pipe. It was provided 
in lengths of 60 or 60 feet, and in smaller one I:: of 20 feet for temporary use only. The 
lengths were fitted with couplings and unions 
for connecting them with each other. 

Lengths of this suction-pipe were joined 
on to the end of the iron piping in the 
manner above described, and taken out to  

B I 
d b  deep water. At the end of the outer length 

a copper rose, of about 16 inches in length, 2 
3 
F inches in diameter, and having about 150 holes 

Q of ;5 of an inch bored in it, was screwed on. 
This roe8 was eustained a few feet from the bot- 

torn, being attached to a mall 
0 

nun-buoy by a chain and shackle 
~ . 

-~ 
- ('YyPcr .I, -==-.. 61!l! -- - with swivel, the whole being held 

-. - - - - - . . - 
- - -  - . -  ' .  - z=;--.:-T3 

~ - -- -- - - ~- 
x.-z .:--=- - - - -- in position in deep water by an 

- ---=r= - - - - anchor. To the top of the small 
- 

nun-buoy a chain was attached, - - to which was fixed the large buoy 
floating on the surface, with 
plenty of slack chnin to allow for 

lower ~LU~L-&O~-  riae and fall of tide, and this 
buoy also served to mark the 
position of the flexible pipe. 
The arrangement will be under- 
stood by reference to the annexed 
figure. 

The level of the water in the well should obviously always coincide 
with that of the sea, otherwise the registrations of the gauge are wo*hless ; 
it is therefore imperatively necessary to compare the inside and outside 
levels from time to time, in order to remove all doubt as to the efficiency 
of the communication between the well and the sea. For this purpose an 
ordinary gauge was attached to a pile driven into the bed of the 6% and 
its zero was connected with that of the self-registering gauge over the 
well, by spirit levelling, and thue a comparison of the levels could be readily 
made whenever desirable. On faking thew comparisons during certain 
trial observations at  Bombay, Captain Baird was surprised find that 
while the levels were generally identical, there were occasional large differ- 
ences which at  first could not be accounted for ; eventually, however, he 
s u c d e d  in traciug them to the accidental presence of inside the piping. 
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He soon devised a simple method of expelling the air and rehring the 
requisite identity of level, by S i n g  a stop-cock for the erit of the air at the 
vertical bend, where the iron piping, after rising from the bottom of the 
well to within a few inches of the surface of the ground, begina to dope 
downwards towards the sea. This bend baa necessarily to be made llt a 
point a little below the level of the lowest high-water tide, and, conseqwntly, 
on opening the atop-cock a t  high-water, all the air ineide the pipeisof 
course immediately expelled, and then the water inside the well st onee 
eesumes the tame level an that of the sea. But for this expedient it *oald 
have been impossible to carry on the operations continuously for my length 
of time, as there was found to be a decided tendency for air to collect in t6e 
pipes. It was most fortunate that this Was discovered .during the erpei. 
mentaI obeervatiom a t  Bombay, for there stop-cocks could be d9 con. 
atructed and attached to the piping, which could not posgiblg have been 
done at  either of the stations in the Gulf. 

At Okha Captain Baird found some difticulty in keeping h+ 
dry and having access to it. He 

-7. - 
rn&.~cn -- ,J j -  ! and under the stop-cock, holes 

- having been cut to admit the ' ' pipes, and carefully caulked up 
i after the box had been fitted 
I 1 over the pipe (see figure); in this 

way no water could get at tbe 

k:: I?*] -1 the box. Underneath the M 
1 or 8 feet of the pipe leading 
to the ma, a layer of mad .ad 
stones of considerable thicknes 
was made, and a wall of Bimil~  
material built all round the 
etopcock, leaving a space about 3 
feet square for standing in and 
eteps for getting down to it ; 
mud and sand were thrown d o ~  

between the iron cylinder and the masonry wall right up to the level of the 
stop-cock bend. It was found that by this means the stop-cock quite 
dry and accese could be had to it at  any time however high the tide wm. 

Captain Baird spent the recess of 1873 at Bombay in pm@ng for the 
operations of the field s e w n  of 1873-74. Cylinders as above described 
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were constructed in suitable lengths to be easily transportedtothe tidal 
stations and there put together. The several self-registering instruments 
which were to be employed-the tide-gauges, the aneroid barometers and 
the anemometers or anemographs-were overhauled and put into good 
working order. The tide-gauges were tested by being employed to register 
the tides in the harbour of Bombay for several weeks continuously, and 
were set up over wells connected with deep water by piping, in order that 
the experimental observations should be taken under precisely similar 
circumstances to the actual observations. Sundry alterations and improve- 
ments were made in them, and in fact everything was done which could be 
thought of to enrrure the instruments being found in a satisfactory condition 
when they were set up for work at  the tidal stations. It mas a matter of 
great importance to have all this done at  Bombay, bemuse the advan- 
tages of excellent workshops and skilled artificers were not to be met 
with in the places where the instruments had to be set up for observation. 

While in Bombay, Cspt. Baird also constructed three portable obser- 
vatories for erection at  the tidal stations. These observatories were made 
in such a manner as to be readily put together, or takenlto pieces and 
re-erected at  any other place where they might afterwards be required. 
They were about 12' x 9' x 9' and about 1 2  feet high in the centre, the 
roof sloping from the ridge to the sides which were about 8 feet high. 
They were clinker-built, but i t  was found necessary ta cover them with a 
tarpaulin to keep out the heavy rain during the monsoons. 

Operatiom at Okha Station.-Okha station being near the mouth of 
the Gulf and the neareet to Bombay, where all the preliminary arrange- 
ments were made, was selected as the first to be taken in hand. There all 
the instruments and stores, and the European assistants, including Mr. 
Peters, a skilled artificer of the Bombay Harbour Works, whose services had 
been obligingly placed at Capt. Baird'e disposal by Major Merewether, It. E., 
6 sub-surveyors and 24 men were sent, on the 13th October, 1873, &re& from 
Bombay in a large pattimar (or native sailing vessel). Meeting with contrary 
winds, the '' Kotia Romani" took such a long time to perform the voyage 
that  Capt. Baird began to fear that she was lost with aH hands on board ; at'  
laat, however, she arrived with her pssengers and crew nearly starved, for 
they had only taken a week's provisions for a voyage which lasted a fortnight. 
On the 5th November the stores were landed and the first thing to be done 
was to make an exoavation for the iron cylinder. At Okha, as well as at  
NawanBr, the soil being sandy, it was necessary to take measures to prevent 
the sides of the well from falling in during the excavation, and therefore a 
masonry well of sufficient diameter to receive the iron cylinder and vertical 
ehaft of the piping had to be sunk in much the same manner as the wells 
so frequently used in this country for the foundations of bridges and aque- 

6 
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ducts. The operations were considerably facilitated by the employment of 

Bull's Patent Dredgers for scooping out the mil under the sinking mmq. 
(At Hanntal, where the soil wae firm, the masonry well was unne-). 
The masonry well was completed to the full depth of 25 feet by the 4tb 
December, and by the 20th the cylinder had been set up, the piping con. 
nected with the sea had been laid out into deep water, the observatory a 
erected and the several self-registering instruments-a tide-gauge, an me- 
mometer and an aneroid barometer-were all in position and ready for 
preliminary trial of their performances. By the 23rd everything wm m- 
plete, the instruments were all working well, and Capt. Baid waa about 
to proceed to the next station, when an accident happened through a 
boat drifting down past the etation about 3 in the morning of the 24th 
December, and dragging her anchora across the flexible pipe, smaah'i it 
and carrying off a large portion of it as well as the buoys, anchors &a. Be- 
ing on the spot, Capt. Baird was able to rectify the damage and to ar- 
range for protecting the piping by laying out and anchoring hawsera proma 
it. Guards were also provided to prevent boats from approaching the bmfk 
Thus this accident, though very annoying at the time, proved of use in 
showing the necessity of taking special precautions for the pmtection af 
the piping from injury. Similar measures were taken at the other statio* 
and these precautions were ewntial to the succese of the operations, 
cause in case of any eimilar accident happening to injure the piping, the 
native subordinate who would ordinarily be left in sole charge of the station 
to keep the instruments in order and look after their performances, would 
be unable to repair the damage without the personal help of Capt BPird 
or the European aeeistant, to obtain which would prohably cause m x p ~  
sion of the tidal registrations for a fortnight or more, and greatly im$ 
the value of the observations. 

While engaged in completing the arrangements at Okha, Capt. BPird 
sent his assistants in advance to Hanstal and Nawash to sink the welb, 
erect the observatories and get everything ready for him to sat up* 
instruments. 

' 

The observatory at Okha was fixed on three cross-beams fitted on tb 
tops of six large piles embedded 8 feet fn the sand. The cylinder was aboPb 
2 feet from the eastern end ; the tide-guage being of course as nearly a 
possible in the centre of the building. The aneroid barometer was 
carefully on a ahelf at  one corner. The anemometer was fixed to a shelf m 
that the upright pipe passed through the roof close to the ridge at tb 
western end (the rain-gauge being close to it on the outside). A plptf~rn 
was made to get at the anemometer easily, and this wrved a double purposa, 
as it was also the framework for a guard to protect the pendulum and clod 
of the tide-gauge, and cloth having been fixed all round it, kept av rind 
from getting to the pendulum. 
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The elf-rcgietering tide-gauge was carefully so placed that the band 
allowed the float to be 8 inches from one side of the cylinder, while it was 
the same distance itself from the other aide. The instrument having been 
carefully levelled by wedges, the trestle was secured with screws to the 

. floor ; a hole was cut in the floor and a small box let down (properly fitted 
eo as to allow no aand to come in), in order that the counterpoise weight 
might be able to act for the entire range of the instrument. 

The float band was made 35 feet 6 inches long and 33 feet of chain 
wan added to this, and fixed at  its other end to the hook under the float, 
forming a continuous band as it were. The scale of wheels adopted here 
was $ ; the barrel being 6 feet long, that scale was the largest that could be 
d for a 14.90 feet range of tide. The float had a swivel to which the 
band was attached, and the band also p a a d  through two guides fixed to an 
upright scale on one side, and through another guide h e d  to the trestle on 
the other. 

The temporary tide-gauge, consisting of a pile firmly imbedded in the 
nand and standing about 8 feet out of the ground, was placed about the 
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level of low-water neaps ; to  this was attached a box containing a copper 
float, and to  the float was attached a deal rod with a pointer at the end of 
i t  about 6) feet above the float. In the bottom of the box a pipe, two feet 
long, of small diameter was fixed so as to permit the sea t o  have mess to 
the float ; the box itself was about 6 inches squaw and 6 feet high, the 
side of i t  attached to the pile was extended upwards for 6 feet and had r 
groove in i t  in which the upright rod with the index worked ( a h  figore), 
so that by having this upper part numbered from a certain zero, the levelof 
the sea below this zero could be a t  once read off. It was forind by careful 
trial in a bucket of water that the pointer always recorded 6 feet 2 incher 
above the level of the water in which the float worked-the scale was msde 
accordingly ; levels were taken to connect the temporary tide-gauge withthe 
top of the cylinder, for comparison of level of water inside and outaide. 

It will be unnecessary to  enter into details of the operations at each 
station as they were similar to  those a t  Okha, of which the principal out- 1 

lines have been given. Full details will be found in a p t .  Baini's re- 
port appended to the General Reports of the Great Trigonometrical Survey 1 
for 1873-74 and 1874-75. 

Co~nmmcnnent and Proycar of the Observations.-The regular tidal 1 
registration6 were commenced a t  Okha by the end of December 1873; at 
Hanstal by the end of March 1874, and a t  Nawantir by the end of April 
It was hoped that they might have been carried on continuously for at 
least a year, or perhaps longer, a t  each station, in order t o  furnish the R- 
quisite data for investigations of the separate influence of each ss well r 
the combined of all the principal tidal constituents, and the least that ir 
needed for this purpose is a series of observations extending over a gear. 
During this time the errors of the clocks for driving the barrels of the self- 
registering instruments would have to  be frequently determined and tk 
clocks corrected ; the instruments would also have to be examinedud 
cleaned, and possibly repaired also, and the relations between t h e  curves on 
the diagrams and their zero lines would have to  be carefullg r e -dekAnd  1 
from time to  time ; and all this would have to  b done either by Capt 
Baird or by his assistant Mr. Rendell. I 

Capt. Baird accordingly drew up a programme for the periodic in- 
~ec t ion  of the stations and arranged that he and Mr. Rendell should ,& 
tours of illspection in turn. It was calculated that a tour embming d 
three stations, would take about a month from the date of lerrving t o  thrt 
of returning to recess quarters ; these had been established in  a j k o k ,  tb, 
nearest town to the Gulf where house accommodation suitable for ~ - p  
could be obtained. A~iticipating that during the m o n m n  months the vs 
ther a t  the tidal stations might be found too cloudy to  permit of ,,dm* ' 

mical observations for determining the clock errors, Capt. B a a  pmfi&,j 
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himself with two portable chronometers which were rated a t  Rajkote 
and carried about on the tours of inspection, for comparison with the 
clocks. 

B t p c u l t i e s  of the 0perationcr.-The operations were carried on under 
many and great difliculties, an1 Copt. Baird and his assistants incurred 
considerable risk when crossing the Gulf in native sailing vessels, as they 
frequently had to, whenever their presence was required a t  either of the 
stations. Huts had to  be built and iron water-tanks provided a t  each sta- 
tion for the native subordinates who were placed in charge of the 
instruments, and for the men of the guard furnished by the Durbar of the 
Native State in which the station is situated. Arrangements also had to be 
made to supply these men with food and drinking water, which a t  Hanstal 
was no easy matter, for the nearest point whence these necessaries of life 
were procurable was about 25 miles off. At  each station aline of post 
runners had to be established to  the nearest points on the main line of 
postal communication, as it was essentially necessary that Capt. Baird 
should receive daily reports from the men in charge of the observatories. 

The inspection of the observations necessitated a great deal of hard 
marching and entailed much exposure and privation. Even ao early as in 
the month of May, before the setting in of the monsoon, the Runn of 
Cutch was covered with water, from six inches to a foot in depth, which 
had to  be waded through for many miles distance to reach the station a t  
Hanstal. At  such seasons travellers usually cross the Runn by riding on 
the camels of the country ; these animals are bred in large numbers along 
the borders of the Gulf, and are accustomed from their birth to wander 
about the swamps, browsing on the mangrove bushes, and thus they learn 
t o  walk with ease and keep their feet on ground which would be impowi. 
ble to most other camels. Of his journey with Mr. Rendell, to Hanstal in 
the month of May, Capt. Baird writes, " Our only land-marks in the whole 
" of the last 14 miles were two small mounds of earth thrown u p w h e n  
'' there were postal chowkies there-at 4 or 6 miles apart, and the observa- 
" tory itself ; we both felt a curious sensation as if we were being carried out 
" to  sea, which was occasioned by seeing small branches of scrub floating 
" on the surface of the water and being driven by the wind inland ; and 
" once, with the exception of one of the mounde above mentioned in the 
" distance, there were no fixed objecte visible to destroy this optical illu- 
" sion." Later on, when the monsoon set in, the difficulties of locomotion 
were greatly increased ; direct communication with Nawadr, by crowing 
the  ad£ in a sailing boat, became impossible, as none but native vessels 
were available for the purpose, and they could not venture across in the 
strong gales then prevailing ; and in order to reach that station a very long 
circuit had to be made round the head of the Gulf, crossing the Runn a t  
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ita narrowest point opposite to Wawania. Moreover the common unmetal- 
led roads in a black-soil country, as is the wagtern portion of Kattywar, be- 
come all but impassible during the rains ; and thus Capt. Bakd was oftea 
unable to get over the ground more expeditiously than at the rate of about 
a mile an hour. Between the 7th July and the 8th September he wsa 
actually 88 days in the field, and marched nearly 800 miles under moot 
adverse circumstances. 

QeneraZ Wwking of the !Pide-gauges.-The general working of the 
tide-gauges at the three stations has now to be noticed. 

At Okha the registrations went on most eatisfactonly throughout 1874 
and the following field season ; there were very few breaks of continuity of 
the records, and they were very short and of no importance. At Hanstrl 
where the water was very muddy, and not pure and clear as at Okha, the 
breaks were more numerous and longer ; they were caused sometimes by the 
driving-clock getting out of order, but more frequently by the deposit of fine 
mud in the well and piping of the gauge, notwithstanding the precaution 
which had been taken to keep the rose at  the extremity of the piping high 
above the mud-banks ; this necessitated the occasional suspension of ope- 
tiona while the mud was being removed, and care was always taken to make 
the break between the times of high and low water, whenever possible ; thus, 
as the record of the highest and lowest points of curves has been secured in 
almost all instances, the breaks may usually be interpolated between them 
by hand, in conformity with the collateral curves, without any risk of 
significant error. The foreahore at  Okha being sand and rock without 
mud, there was no tendency there for the pipe to become t$oked. Both at 
Okha and at Hanstal air was found to enter the iron piping, whenever the 
latter was laid bare by the action of the surf, which frequently happened ; 
but it was readily expelled at  high-water, by opening the stopcock which 
has already been described as attached to the piping for that purpose. 

At Nawanb, mattera went on less prosperously. When inspecting 
this station in July 1874, Capt. Baird found everything apparently in gooti 
order ; the curves on the diagram seemed at first to be all that could be 
desired, but it was soon evident that they were erroneous, for the level of 
the water in the well differed very sensibly from the sea level. On eramin- 
ing the piping, the extreme end was found to be buried in sand above the 
low-water line, at a spot where a few weeks before, there had been a depth 
of 20 feet of water at low tide, but which was then left bare for mme 
time daily. On further examination it waa ascertained that the codgum- 
tion of the foreshore had entirely changed, and an extensive sandspit had 
formed on the line of the piping ; this had been caused by the drift fmm 
a belt of sand-hills to  the south, under the influence of the strong win& 
which blew from the south-west during the monsoon, the registered veloei- 
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ties of which were 860 to 890 miles daily, for eeveral days preceding the 
misadventure. This accident necessitated the suspension of the registra- 
tions at  Nawantir until such time aa the piping could be extracted and 
again put into oommunication with deep water. It was expected that the 
original configuration of the foreshore would probably be restored by natura 1 
causes, when the wind veered round to the uaual direction, soon after the 
commencement of the cold-weather months ; but this exptat ion was dis- 
appointed, and as the cold season wore on it became only too certain that 
the piping which lay beyond the low-water line would never be reoovered. 
A supply of new piping was therefore obtained from Bombay and attached 
by &. Rendell to the land portion of the original pipe ; and by the com- 
mencement of March 1875, after a break of 9 months' duration, the tide- 
gauge wae once more in free communication with the sea, and there appeared 
to be every probability that it would so remain at least till the setting in of 
the nest monsoon. 

But within a fortnight after the re-starting of the tide-gauge at  Nawa- 
ntir, the foreshore again shallowed, and the new piping was covered with e 
deposit of silt and mud, nearly up to the level of the rose at  its outer ex- 
tremity. Mr. Rendell at  once cut away the flexible piping and substituted 
several lengths of iron piping, supported by being attached to etakes driven 
vertically into the ground. By remaining on the spot for two months, 
taking measures to prevent the rose from being reached by the constantly 
rising mud and silt, Mr. Rendell succeeded in securing satisfsctory and 
continuous readings for the whole of the time, and he checked them occa- 
eionally by hourly readings taken paa' paasu on a graduated staff, which had 
been set up in the sea in deep water, in order to afford a means of verifying 
the indications of the self-registering gauge. The station of Nawanhr has 
thus been proved to be unsuitable for continuous tidal observations, exten- 
ding over a long period, for it is only during the months of fine weather 
between November and May, that observatione can be carried on there, 
otherwise than by setting up the tide-gauge on a staging erected for it out 
in deep water, the cost of which would be inadmissible. 

Preliminay Results.-The preliminary results of the observatiolls up 
to September 1874, as worked out by Capt. Baird, show that the greatest 
range of the tide waa- 

14-8 feet at  Okha. 
19.6 ,, Nawanhr. 
21.2 ,, Hanrtal. 

or two to four feet more in each instance than the ranges given in the 
marine Charts. 

Very fairly approximate values of the pragress of the tidal wave, up 
and down the Gulf, have also been obtained, showing that- 
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High-water occurs at  Nawanhr lh. 6m. after Okha 
19 Hanstal 1 40 ,, 

Low-water occurs a t  Nawanhr 1 36 ,, 
P P  Hanstal 2 53 ,, 

The results obtained from the combined tidal and leveling operatio~u 
show that the mean sea-level is higher by 7 inches, a t  the head of the Gulf, 
and by 4 inches, midway up, than it is a t  the mouth of the Gulf. 

The curves of the self-registering aneroid barometers wem comyared 
four times daily with a mercurial barometer, and the differences met with- 
after allowing for index errors-were usually so trivial and unimpohnt 
that  every confidence may be felt in the general accuracy of the cm~. 
The aneroids are of a delicate construction and are liable to get out of order, 
but as spare ones were available, no break of importance occurred st either 
station. 

The anemometers were less satisfactory in their working, probably bt+ 
cause they were so much more expose(\ to the vicissitudes of the weather. 
The long continuance of winds coming from the same quarter caused the 
direction gear to clog, and until this was discovered the recorded direetio~ 
are to eome extent incorrect. On the other hand, the velocity gear 
kept in constant action by the strong winds prevailing. Severaleevere 
gales were recorded. The greatest velocities registered in % hours were- 

620 miles at  Okha on the 20th June, 1874. 
890 ,, Nawanhr ,, 26th ,, 
1130 ,, Hanstal ,, 6th August, ,, 
On the latter date the anemometer of Hanstal recorded 270 milesin 

the three hours between 2 A. M. and noon. Capt. Baird is not entirely 
satisfied with the performances of these instruments ; but, considering their 
small size (for the sake of lightness and portability), and their exposore to 
fierce winds, to rain and, worse than all, to the constant oxidising influen@ 
of the sea, Colonel Walker thinks i t  improbable that any instruments would, 
under similar circumstances, have given much better results. 

The total rainfall during the monsoon of 1874, as registered by the 
rain-gauges set up a t  each station, was- 

10.75 inches a t  Okha. 
13.61 ,, Nawankr. 
18.40 ,, Hanstal. 
21.91 ,, Rajkot (40 miles inland). 

It will be seen that, a greater range of tide, a greater velocity of wind 
and a greater rainfall, have been registered a t  the head than a t  the month 
of the Gulf, and intermediate values at the midway station of Nawank. 

The scientific value of the observations is greatly increased by the con- 
temporaneous observations of the barometric pressure, the velocity and - 
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tion of the h d ,  and the amount of minhll; and it is believed that no series 
of tidal observations has been better furnished than them with the requisite 
data for separating local atmospheric influences from the true tidal con- 
etituents, which are caused by the varying position of the sun and moon. 

b'pirit-leeling operatimu.-At ahort distances round each station 
three blocke of stone were sunk in the ground to serve as bench-marks for 
future reference, and each of them wae carefully connected with the zero of 
the tide-guage. Bench-marks were ale0 placed in position, one at about 
every 10 miles, h m  Okha station along the road to Hanstal and thence to 
N a d  in Kutch across the Elunn. Bench-marks were also laid down with 
refefence to the nearest Great Trigonometrical Stations. During the field- 
sewon of 1874-75, Capt. Baird conducted a aeries of spirit-leveling operations 
for determining the present relative levele of the datum points of the three 
tidal stations, and of the stone bench-marks which had been laid down 8 

year previously along the line8 to be levelled over. The length of the main 
lines connecting the three tidal stations waa 276 miles, which wse leveled 
over independently by Capt. Baird and Narsing Dam, in accordance with 
the rigorous system which has obtained for several years past in the G. T. 
Survey. 29 miles of branch lines were also executed, in order to  oonnect the 
stations of the Kattywar triangulation with the tidal stations. 

In  working between N a w d r  and Hanstal, Capt. Baird had to make 
a considerable &tow round the head of the Gulf, crossing the Runn be- 
tween Shiksrpur and Mallia. Several bench-marks were fixed on the Rum, 
and they will be important points of reference when them operations are 
repeated with the tidal observations some years hence, when a sufficient in- 
terval shall have elapsed to allow of the rieing or sinking of the surfaoe of 
the ground to an appreciable extent. The existing surface-level of the 
Runn hae been obtained at  a number of pointa, for Capt. Baird took the 
precaution of having all the pins on which the leveling staves were set up, 
driven downwards until their heah were exactly flush with the surface of 
the ground. 

Operatiom during tAe hwn.-Considerable anxiety waa felt as to 
the possibility of securing continuow records during the monsoon, when 
heavy gales aru prevalent ; but every precaution was taken to strengthen 
the wooden observatories in which the instruments were set up, and to 
anticipate and provide for all possible contingencies ; and it waa most satis- 
factory that, although the monsoon of 1874 set in very severely and lasted 
long, the observatories dl stood firm, and the tide-gauges and other self- 
registering instruments remained in good working order throughout the 
season. 

UZoae of the Operations.-The carrying out of the periodical inspections 
during the monaoon was the moet trying and difficult part of the operations. 

6 
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During the monsoon of 1874 this duty was performed entirely by Capt. 
Baird, who had generously given his assistant leave of abeence on urgent 
private affairs at  that time. It had, however, proved to be eo arduous and 
to entail so much exertion and exposure, that Colonel Walker felt he w d  
not be justified in requesting Capt. Baird to  carry on the inspe&ons 
during the monsoon of 1875. He  was therefore directed to continue the 
registrations up to within a few days of the commencement of the mown, 
and then to dismantle all the stations, and remove the instruments. 

Accordingly at  the close of the field-season of 187475, the instrumeota 
weretaken down and the observatories dismantled. At each station the 
vertical iron cylinder, in which the float of the guage had acted, was left in 
rtatu quo, together with a length of the iron piping, extending about 60 
feet seawards from the cylinder. The cylinder was tilled with clean dry 
sand, and closed above with a thick planking, after which a massive pile of 
stones was raised over the ground around it, t o  serve the double object of a 
protection and an indication of the position for future reference. 

The three bench-marks in the immediate vicinity of the cylinder, with 
each end of which the datum of the guage had been connected, were simild~ 
covered over. Finally the several cairns were placed under the pro&o~ 
of the local officials ; and it is to be hoped that the cylinders and bench- 
marks will be readily discovered whenever the second series of operation3 
are commenced, and that they will be found to have remained nndisttubpd 
meanwhile. 

Thus the periods during which the tidal heights have been continuou$ 
registered at  the three stations are, 16a months at Okha, 1 4  monthsd 
Hanstal, 2 months at  NawanC in 1874 and 2 months more in 1875. As 
already noticed, eimultaneous observations of the direction and velocib of 
the wind and of the barometric pressure were made by the anemograph Pnd 
barograph which were set up a t  each station. 

The long break in the registrations at  NawanBir is to be w & d .  But 
as the station lies nearly midway up the Gulf, it is probable that  the v a l ~  
of the difference between the mean level for the periods of actual o h -  
vation and the mean level for the entire year, which are given by the re@- 
trations at  Okha and Hanstal, may be applied proportionately t o  the r e d  
at  Nawanhr, to obtain the mean level for the year there, and Capt. Boird 
found that this plan gave very accordant and promising resnlta 

When all the observations were completed, the ordinates of the seved 
curves were measured, (taking full account of clock-error whenever th* 
was any) and then tabulated for each hour of the day. The numerid R- 

eults thug obtained serve as the data on which the analysis of the obea- 
vations was subsequently based. 

Thus ended the first series of operations, to determine whether the 
relations of land and sea are constant or changing. CoL Walker writes : 
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" Great credit ia due to Capt. Baird for the manner in which he con- 
'' ducted the task entrusted to him. The difficulties he had to contend with 
" in obtaining exact registrations continuously for such long periods were 
"~eyser ious  and formidable; all the stations were situated at  points on the 
"coast line which were very far from the nearest habited localities ; and the 
"inspections during the season of monsoons, which work was done entirely 
" by himself, necessitated constant travelling during the moat inclement time 
'' of the year, and entailed an amount of risk and exposure which would tell 
" on a constitution of iron." 

Wnal Reszrlte.-The analysis of the results of the observations has 
necessarily been a work of time and has only lately been completed. Col. 
Walker felt assured that it would be best performed with the assistance of 
Mr. Roberts of the Nautical Almanac Office in London, by whom all the tidal 
observations taken for the British Association had been; and are etill being 
reduced and analyzed, under the superintendence of Sir W. Thomson, and 
who had, previous to the commencement of the observations, aided Capt. 
Baird in the preparation of an account of the practical application of the 
harmonic analysis by which tidal observations are reduced for the British 
Association. Sanction was therefore obtained for Capt. Baird to remain 
in England and reduce hia observations with Mr. Roberts' assistance. The 
resulta will be presently stated. But first it is necessary to give a brief 
epitome of the method of investigation whioh has been followed. . 

The rise and fall of the level of the ocean, twice, or nearly so, in twenty- 
four hours, is well known to be due to the attractions of the sun and the moon. 
If the orbit of the earth and that of the moon were quite circular and lay 
in the plane of the equator, and if the moon performed its revolution round 
the earth in the same time that the eun appears to revolve around the earth, 
then there would be two tides daily, difIering from each other in form 
-should the sun and moon not be in conjunction-but recurring alike from 
day to day. The moon, however, makes her circuit of the earth in 48 
minutes over the twenty-four hours, and thus the suli makes thirty apparent 
circuits of the earth while the moon is only making twenty-nine ; more- 
over, the orbits of the earth and of the moon are not circular, nor are they 
situated in the plane af the equator. Thus the positions of the sun and 
moon, relatively to the earth, are momentarily varying in distance, declin- 
ation and right ascension. Consequently, the level of the ocean is subject 
to  mome~tary variations in the dynamical action of the disturbing bodies ; 
and these cause a variety of tides which recur periodically, some in short, 
others in long, periods. 

In  the present investigations, the short and the long peried tides have 
been analyzed by different methoda The former-which here embrace all 
tidee recurring in periods of or about a day in duration, and in any aliquot 
part of the puaei-diurnal period-have been treated in accordance with the 
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synthesis of Laplace. Thus a number of fictitioue etPrs are ~ ~ n m e d  ta 
move, each uniformly in the plane of the earth's eqnator, with mgdu 
velocitien which am small in compnrison with that of the earth's rctdon, 
so that the period of esch dm is mmething not very Werent from 24 
mean mlar howa, and rangee between a minimum of X) h o w  and a IDS- 

imum of 27. Each star is mppoeed to produce a primary tide in ita ~UN- 

diurnal period, and also d o n e  sub-tidea which run through their + 
in +, 4, + or some other aliquot psit of the primary period ; but of &YE 

nub-tides it may here be observed that some am considerably larger than their 
-called primaries, aa for instance, the lunar aemidiurnal tide, the msg- 
nitude of which is enormously greater than that of the lunar d i d  Tbe 
primary ia simply the tide of which the period is nearest to 24 mean mlu 
hours. 

Thne the momentarily varying level of the surface of the oeern 
supposed to  be the resultant of a large number of tidea, eech of whieh m 
perfectly independent of all the others, and has ita own amplitude md 
period of revolution, which remain ever conatant throughout all tim 
Occasionally several of the moat important ti& are in conjunction, .Pd 
then the range between high and low-mdm is a maximum, at apt@ 
tides ; a t  other times some tides are in oppot3ition to others, and then the 
tidal range is a minimum, aa occum at n a p  tides. 

. Every tide may be repremnted by a circle of known diameter ; d 3 
we suppose a point to move uniformly right round the circumference of thb 
circle so as to make s complete revolution in the time which is the tide's 
period, then the height of the point above or below the horizontal diameter 
ofthe circle at any moment, represents the height of the tide a t  that mom& 

By the synthesis of Laplace we are able to h d ,  from continuous OW- 
vations of the varying level of the sea, the amplitude and the epoch (n 
they are called) of each of the several tides of which the height of the RI- 

level at any moment is the redtant i  The amplitude is the d u s  of tbe 
representative circle, the epoch enablee us to aeoertain the point which tbs 
tide has reached at any given moment during its movement over tbe 
circumference of the circle. Thus when we know the ampli tod~ ths 
epochs and the velocities of rotation of any number of codituent tider, 
we are in cr position to be able to compute and predict the height of the 
sea-level, at any future moment, at the station where the o h r d i i o ~  
which our calculations are baaed were taken. 

The velocity of rotstion of a tide rests primarily on certPin e~ms- 
nations of the angular velocities of the earth's rotation round ita axis, th 
moon's rotation round the earth, the earth's round the sun, and the 
sion of the moon's perigee, which are decided on a priori from t h e o d  
considerations. These preliminary angular velocities are the argumenu 
of thc wrcral fictitious stars of Ln1)lacc's method. 



The portion of the height of the sea-level above or blow its mean 
height (with reference to some fixed datum line), which is due to the com- 
bined influences of the several tides produced by any one of the fictitious 
stars, is given by the following weU-known expression of the law of periodi- 
city :- 

h = B, cos(f i tc l )  + B, coe(2nbe,) + B, cos(%c,) + ... 
in which h is the height above mean eea at any moment, t is the time ex- 
pressed in mean solar hours, commencing at  Oh, astronomical reckoning, 
and n is the angular velocity of the star in degrees of arc per mean solar 
hour, so that 860' i r denotes the period of the star in hours of mean 
time. B, is the amplitude, and e, the epoch of the full-period tide ; 8, 
and e,, R ,  and c,, &., are the amplitudes and epoch of the sub-tides, 
whose perioda are one-half, one-third, &., that of the primary period. The 
amplitude is the semi-diameter of the circle whose circumference indicates 
the path of a tide. The epoch is the an! which, when divided by the angu- 
lar velocity of the tide, gives the hour-angle when the height of the tide ie 
a maximum ; this occurs, on the day of starting; when nt = c, for a prima- 
ry tide, when h t  = e l  (and again 12 qwsfhours afterwards) for a tide 
whose period ie half that of the primary, and m on. 

Thus, if we now put h for the height of the sea-level a t  any moment, 
and A for the value of the height of the mean sea-level which results from 
the combined influence of the whole of the fictitious stars, we have- 

where the symbol S stands for the summation of the whole of the t e rn  
within the brackets, which relate to all the fictitious stars. 

There are two principal dam, respectively called 8 and M for brevity, 
the first of which represents the mean m, or that point in the plane of the 
earth's equator whose hour-angle is equal to mean solar time ; the second 
represents the mean moon, a point moving in the plane of the equator with 
an angular velocity equal to the mean angular velocity of the moon. The 
other fictitious stars respectively furnish the corrections to 8 and M for 
declination and parallax, to M for lunar evection and variation, and to 8 and 
M for the compound actions which produce what are called Helmholtz 
Tides, $c. The 241th part of the period of star S being an hour, that of 
any other of the fictitious atam may be oonveniently spoken of, and is here 
called e puo8i-hour. 

To find the argument (the angular velocity n of the preceding formu- 
1s) for each fictitious star, various combinations have to be made of the 
following fundamental angular velocities, ais. :- 

7, the earth's rotation.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . =. 1b0.0410686 per mean eokr how. 
a, the moon's mrolution round the earth.. = 0.5490165 ,, 19 

p, tho oarth's rcrolution round the sun.. . . = 0.0410686 ,, 9 ,  

S, thc progrossion of tho moon's pen'geo . . = 0'0046418 ,, 1 9  
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The several fictitioue stars whose tides have been analyzed in these 
investigations, are- 

S, with argument r = y - q = 15'- 

M 1, Y V u  = 18'4920521 
K Y P  Y = 15.0110656 
0 Y Y  y - 2u = 13.9430356 
P IS Y - 2rl = 14.9589314 
J SY y+u- G = 15.58541433 
Q 1,  y - 8u+G = 13.3986609 
P Y Y  y - 2u+q = 13.9MlM2 
N YY y - - + + t G  = 11.2198fXS 
L 9, y - fu - f G = 1 4 7 M 3 9 1  
v 37 y -+~ -+G+r l  = 142562915 
X ,, y - +u+ fS - q = 14.7278127 
MS 19 y - i q  - *I = 14.7460261 

snd SM 9 )  Y+Q - 271 = 16.5079179 

Tho quai-hour angles of the aeveral fictitious stars, other than S, st 
mean noon of the day of starting, were found by putting 

y = the Sidereal time, 
q = the Sun's mean longitude = y, 
u = the Moon's mean longitude, 

u - G = the Moon's mean anomaly, 

and taking the corresponding numerical values of each element, fo r  the 
hour and station, from the Nautical Almawc and Hansen's Lnnar Tableg 
and then substituting these values in the preceding symbolic e r p b o m  
for the hourly varistions of the several stars. 

The number of stars and the angular velocity of each Btar having thm 
been decided on, a prwri, from theoretical considerations, the values of the  
constants R and r for the tidal constituents of each star have fo be deter- 
mined from the evidonce af£orded by the tabulated values of the height of 
the sea-level for every hour of the day during the entire period of o h  
tion ; this should not be lese than 371 days. The values of the constants 
have been computed for the aeveral tides at  the three stations of Okba, 
Nawanhr, and Hanstal, and are given below. It will be remembered th& 
Okha is situated at  the entrance to the Gulf of Cutch, NawanG mid-, 
up the Gulf, and Hanstal at its upper extremity ; also that continuons 
observations over a period of not less than 14 months were obtained at  & 
upper and lower stations, whereaa st the middle station, Nawanh, there 
was a break of several months, in consequence of an alteration of the fore- 
shore during the monsoon of 1874 ; thus the results for Nawantir an, f.r 
from being aa exact and complete as those for the two other etatione. 
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I t  will be seen that the principal tides are h t  the purrsi-semi-did 
of My and then the semi-diurnal of 8 and the qswi-dinrnal of K, which 
range from one-third to  one-fourth of the former. S and M b e i i  the 
principaJ atam, their sub-tides, down to the three-hourly tide of S aud the 
corresponding tide of H, have been computed. For K the pwt i -d iud 
and semi-diurnal tides were computed ; for the etars 0 to Q only the pri- 
mary tides. For the etars L to S H  there are no primaries, and the tidm of 
longest period am the pwri-semi-diurnal ; for MS the longest tide is the 
pwri-demi-semi-diurnal ; these, being the principal ones for each star, bave 
been computed. 

Here it is necessary to observe that the number of sub-tides which 
have to be investigated in each instance, in order to evaluate the full in- 
fluence of the star, is a matter which can only be decided after coneiderable 
experience of such investigations has been gained by the analyeis of the 
tides at  a great variety of stations. It was therefore left to Nr. Roberts, 
whose practical familiarity with the subject probably exceeds that of any other 
individual, to prescrib the number of terms to  be computed for each star. 

On inserting the numerical values of the constants BI and c in the 
general expression, and substituting for nt ita values in mccesaion foreverg 
hour from the starting-point, the height (in feet) of each tide and &-ti& 
may be computed for every hour. The sum of these gives the portion of 
the height of the eeklevel at that hour which is due to  the influence of the 
short-period tides. This usually far exceede the portion which is due to 
all other caueee, and ia thns frequently taken to represent the whole height. 

Should it bo desired to compute the houl.ly heights for any day of 
year, without commencing at  the darting-point of the observations, as my 
be necessary when tidal predictions are required, the valuee of y, 7, a, and; 
must be found, as dated on page 46, for mean noon of the day which 
be adopted as the new starting-point ; the q--hour-angles of the aevd 
fictitious stam, other than S, a t  that moment must thenbe found, a h  
which those for the succeeding hours may be obtained by successive d- 
ditions of the respective hourly increments which are due to each etar. 

The values of the constants B and e having been determined for each of 
the three tidal stations, the next step taken was the calculation of the height 
of the sea-level at  each hour, throughout the entire period of w g i a t d ~  
a t  each station. The differences between the observed and the computed 
values were then taken as the data for calculating the influence of varistiol~ 
in barometric pressure, and in the velocity and direction of the wind, on 
the sea-level. Equations were formed in which the unknown quanti* 
wore B, the effect of a barometric pressure of one inch, and N and E, the 
effects of the North and the East components respectively of winds blohg 
at the rate of 10 miles an hour. Of thew equations there were as mnf 
as the nllmkr of days of observation ; they were solved by the method 
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of minimum squares. Corrections were then computed for the daily 
variations of the atmospheric influences on the tea-level, and were applied 
to the values of height resulting from the previous investigations of the 
short-period tides. Finally, the diilerences between the heights thus 
determined and those actually observed were taken as the data for calcu- 
lating the influence of each of the long-period tides. 

The evaluation of the atmospheric influences gave the following factors 
for changes of sea-level due to a barometric pressure of one inch, and to  
north and east winds travelling with a velocity of 10 miles per hour :- 

At Okha. At H d .  
... Barometric pressure ... + 0.356 feet - 0.438 feet. .. North Wind ... ... ... - 0.191 ,, - 0.262 

East Wind ... ... ... + 0.161 ,, + 0.087 ,, 
Them results are not satisfactory ; the height of the sealevel at  Okhs 
appears to increase with an increase of barometric pressure, which is scarcely 
possible. It happens that at this station the changes of pressure occurred, 
as a rule, simultaneously with the changes of wind; and thus it is im- 
possible to determine the separate effect of each, otherwise than by some 
arbitrary method of treatment. The observations will therefore be again 
analyzed, with a view to  ascertaining whether they may not be made to 
yield more consistent results. Meanwhile, the values of the akmospheric 
factors already obtained must be considered to be only approximate, giving 
f&ly accurate results when employed collectively but not individually. 

Of the constants for the long-period tides the following values have 
been computed for the stations of Okha and Hanstal, after the elimination 
of atmospheric influences, by employing the preliminary values of the fectore 
which are given in the p r e c e d i  paragraph. At NawanBr sufEcient obser- 
vations are not forthcoming for the evaluation of either the atmospheric 
or the long-period tides. 

k g - p s r i o d  ti&, md theh Uonstantr. 
(u - 0 )  Lunar monthly elliptic tide, 

2 u Lunar fortnightly declinational tide, 
2 (u - q) Luni-solar synodic fortnightly tide, 

q Solar annual elliptic tide, 
2 q Solar semi-annual declinational tide, 

OXHA. EANBTAL. 
Feet. 0 Tide. Feet. o 

B = 0.068, e = 811.88 (u - 0 )  B=0107, t = 18.17 
,, 0070, ,, 52.78 2 u ,, 0 1  ,, 45-74 
,, 0136, ,, 249.19 2 (u - v )  ,, 0.169, ,, 11-78 
,, 0.162, ,, 8-11 7 ,, 0.024, ,, 195.92 
,, 2 ,, 144.75 2 v ,, OWO, ,, 156.38 

7 
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The present appears to  be a good opportunity for givingthetid 
constituents which were calculated by Mr. Roberts for the Port of Tutico* 
from observations taken there in the year 187 1-72, by Captain Branfill 
with a self-registering tide-gauge similar to those employed in the Gulf of 
Cutch. 

Short-prriod Tides o t f l r f  icorin, and their Consfanbs. 
Feet. 0 Feet. 

CR, =0.039, c, =I08 78 Star P .. . B, =0.064, c,=?81n 
R ,  =OS429, c, = 95.59 ,, J . . . R ,  =OmO1l, c,=lSl.iO 
R,=0.073, cA=2S2.65 B, =0.274, c,=la?si) 
R ,  =0.003, c,= 51.34 R ,  =0.113, c,=116% 
R,=0.007, c, =2U2.75 ,, Q ... R, =0.032, c,=359a 

R,=0.006, r,  =23 k.64 ,, L ... R ,  =0.030, c,=24?'50 

i R, =O,BOG, c, = 55.81 ,, N ... R ,  =0.072, t,= 35'69 
R, =0.015, c,=183 86 ,, A .. . R ,  =0U19, c,=24%6 

StarM"' B ,=0  052, eA=192.i6 ,, v ... 12, =0.022, c,= %'% 
R,=O 010, c,= 45.91 ,, p ... R,=0.016, cS=1%S3 
R ,  = 0  004, r, =319.74 ,, 2SM ... R, =0.011, c,=?463 

Star 0 ... R, =0.112, e,=314.25 ,, MS ... R,=0.018, e,=2899 

Long-period Tides a t  Tuticorin, and their Constants. 
Feet 0 

Lunar monthly . . . .. . R=0.024 c =313.15 
Lunar fortnightly . .. ... ,, OOGB ,, 69.54 
Luni-solar fortnightly . . . ... ,, 0.016 ,, 307.85 
Solar annual . . . ... ,, 0.309 ,, 313.35 
Solar semi-annual ... . . . ,, 0.080 ,, 87.50 

Here there were no data for evaluating the atmospheric tides sepcvatelf. 
and i t  is probable that the magnitude of the amplitude of the solar annd 
tide is in great measure due to atmosphcric influences. 

The following important orders on the systematic record of tidJ 
observations a t  selccted points on the Coasts of India, were issued by tb 
Government of India in the Department of Revenue, Agriculture, and COD 
merce, under date 4th July, 1877 :- 

" The Governor General in Council observes that the great scientib 4- 
vantages of a sgfitematic record of tidal observations on Indian coasts ha 
frequently been urged upon, and admitted by, the Government of Indh 
Hitherto the efforts in the direction of such a record have been desultorl, 
and in many cases wanting in intelligent guidance and careful selection of 
the points where the observations should be recorded. Additional im$- 
ance has recently been given to the subject by the institution of a M d  
Survey Department, for whose operations accurate tidal observations a~ a 
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necessity, without which no permanent record of the changes of ground in 
the different harbours of the coast can be kept up. 

" 2. The advantages to be expected from well-considered and carefully 
conducted observations of the tides are mainly the following : 

" (1) They enable standards to be fired for the purposes of survey. 
" (2) They afford data for the calculation of the rise and fall of the 

tides, and thus subserve tho purposes of navigation. 

" (3) They are of scientific interest apart from their practical useful- 
ness as stated above. 

" The first two of these advantages are of strictly local bearing : an 
accurate survey of a port is essential to the safety of the shipping frequent- 
ing it, and eorrect tide-tables are necessary for the convenience of navi- 
gators and for engineering purposes within the port itself. 

" 3. The Governor General in Council is of opinion that, in view of 
these considerations, every port where a tide-gauge is set up should pay for 
its establishment and maintenance from port funds. The third object, the 
scientific results to be expected from the record, will be sufficiently provided 
for by the appointment by the Government of India of one of its own officers 
to  supervise and control the local observations, and to arrange for their utili- 
zation to tho utn~ost  extent possible. The charges will thus be divided in a 
manner appropriate to the advantages to  be secured. 

"4.  His Excellency in Council accordingly resolves to entrust the 
general supeiintendcnce and control of tidal observations upon Indian coasts 
to Captain Baird, B. E., Deputy Superintendent in the Great Trigono- 
metrical Survey Department, who will be guided in his operations by the 
orders and advice of the head of that Department. This will involve no 
new charge upon Imperial Funds, for Captain Baird has for some years past 
been engaged upon observations of this nature in the Gulf of Cutch and in 
reduction of the observations in England : the work is of a nature which 
properly falle within the scope of the operations of the Great Trigono- 
metrical Survey ; and the object of the present change is merely to provide 
for its extension and systematization under an undivided control. Captain 
Baird will thus remain a member of the Department, and his operations 
will form one of the subjects to be treated by the Superintendent in his 
annual report. 

;' 6. The first duty of the Superintendent will be to  instruct Captain 
Baird to determine, in communication with the Governments of the mari- 

' time provinces, the points where observations should be carried out. The 
necessary gauges (where these do not already exist) will then have to be 
provided from port funds, and the establishments entertained under the 
sanction of the Local Governments. It will probably be most convenient 
tha t  all Captain Baird'e communications with the establishments in charge 



should pass through the Local Governments, but this point may be settled 
aa rnay be found most expedient in practice." 

In accordance with them orders, enquiries have been, and are beiPg 
made, with a view to ascertain the ports a t  which it will be desirable to 
establish tidal etationa The suitability of a port for this parpose id 
depend,$rut, on a site being available thereat, on which a self-rewring 
tide-gauge may be erected, m as to be either immediately over the wa, or 
connected by piping with the eea at  some point where there is a depth of 
not less than 10 to 15 feet of water at the lowest tides ; recondly, on the 
preeence of a port officor, who will exerciea a general supervision over the 
operations, and correct the clocks of the several self-registering instrnmenb, 
whenever necessary, either by direct determinations of time, or by u ~ g -  
ing to get the true time from the nearest telegraphic office ; thirdly, on the 
feasibility of making arrangements for the periodical inspection of the 
instruments at  intervals of not lees than six months g e n e d y ,  and more 
frequently when no officer ie resident on the spot to superintend tbe 
operations. 

So far aa has yet hen  ascertained, the ports which seem likely to 
answer all the required conditions are Aden, Kurrachee, Bornbey, Camr, 
Beypore, Paumben, Madras, Vizagapatam, Akyab, Rangoon, and Port 
Blair. The following ports are believed to be unsuitable : Surat, Mangdo~, 
Cannanore, Cochin, Muttrun, Negapatam, Coconada, Falee Point, Dismond 
Harbour, Moulmein, and Mergui. 

At Aden a self-registering tide-gauge waa erected by the local 05m 
about two yeam ago ; but the registers have been taken in such an un& 
factory manner that the results are not of the slightest use. Captain Bnird 
is now arranging for the establishment of a tidal atation there, with propa 
instruments, and trained men to take charge of them. At Kurrachee r 
tide-gauge, which was originally set up by Mr. Parkes, has been in mk 
for several years, and has furnished the data from which tide-tables f o r b  
port have been computed annually by Mr. Parkes. In  course of time the 
present gauge--the scale of which is very small-should be replaced by one 
of those which are used by Captain Baird, and an anemometer and s buo- 
meter @oth self-registering) should be set up beside the gauge. But it ir 
not desirable to interfere with the working of the present arrangements rt 
Kurrachee until other ports, at  which nothing ie now being done in tbe 
way of tidal observations, are duly provided for. At Bombay, Carwar, md 
Madras, instruments are now being set up by Captain Baird. 
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V1.-me Application of Photography to the Reproduction of Miips and 
Phnu by Photo-mechanical and other pmceueeu.-By CUT. J. WATER- 
aousE, B. S. C., huktan t  #urn yor-  Urnera2 of Idk .  

This paper was originally submitted to  the Geographical Congress at 
Paris in 1875, but as the Proceedings of the Congress have not been pub- 
lished and the paper may be of interest to Members of the Society, as 
giving an account of the photographic operations for the reproduction of 
maps, now 1-30 largely employed in this country, I have carefully revised 
and to a great extent re-written it, so as to bring the information up to 
date and hope that it may not be considered too much wanting in novelty 
or too technical for the Journal. 

I. INTILODUCTIOX. 
Among the many useful and important artistic and scientific applica- 

tions of photography, one of the most valuable is the reproduction by its 
means, in absolute facsimile, of maps and plans, speedily and cheaply and 
on any scale-either the name, larger, or smaller. So fully are these advan- 
tages appreciated, that most civilized States now possess special photo- 
graphic studios for the reproduction of maps, plans, &c., for fiscal, military 
and other purpoeee 

Before the introduction of lithography, about the beginning of the 
present century, the only means by which maps, or indeed, pictorial sub- 
jects of any kind, could be reproduced, was by engraving on metal plates 
or on wood, both tedious and expensive methods. 

8 
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With the invention of lithography, a new impetus was given to 
cartography by the comparative eaee with which maps could be produced 
and multiplied by d i i t  drawing or transfer on stone. The young art was, 
however, scarcely out of its cradle when Joseph Nickphore Niepce, of Cha- 
lons-sur-Saone, experiplenting unsuccessfully in endeavouring to iind a sub- 
stitute for lithographic stone, conceived the happy idea of obtaining imagea 
on metel plates by the sole agency of light upon thin films of asphaltum 
or bitumen of Juda?a-and thus produced the f i s t  permanent photagraphs 
by a method of heliographic engraving, which, with a few modifications, 
still serves to produce excellent resulta ; and i t  ie worthy of remark in con- 
nection with our subject that Niepce's firat esssp were in reproducing 
engravings. 

Since theee h t  essays of Niepce, the idea of supersdig the slow 
and laborious hand-work of the lithographic draftsmen and engraver by tbe 
quicker, cheaper and more accurate proaesaes of photography, has been 
steadily kept in view, and varioue modes of engraving, both for copper-plate 
and surface-printing, and of lithography by the aid of photography, as 
well as other special photo-mechanical processes, have been i n M u c e d  from 
time to time with more or less succeea, till a t  the present time t h e k  
methods have taken a high and important position among the graphic 
arts, and as they steadily progress towards perfection, are rapidly artendig 
their artistic, scientific and industrial applications. 

The attention of cartographers was very soon d m  to the advanhgtm 
that might be gained by the employment of photography for the reproduo- 
tion of mapa and plans, but for some time progress in this direction wan 
hindered by the difficulty of obtaining accurate images, free from the dip 
tortions caused by imperfect conetruction of the photographic lenaea then 
employed. The first serious aetempt to carry out the method practically 
appears to have been made, in 1865, by Colonel Sir Henry Jamee, K. E., 
Director of the .Ordnance Survey of Great Britain and Ireland, wit31 the 
object of obtaining accurate reductions from the large-scale surveys more 
expeditiously and with more economy than could be done by meam of the 
pantograph. 

The result pro'ved incontestably the great value of photography for 
this purpose and the enormous saving in time and money that oould be 
effected by its use. The possibility of producing absolutely acowate ph+ 
tographic reductions was questioned in Parliament, but Sir Henry Jnmer 
satisfactorily showed that the employment of photography produced reduc- 
tions more accurate than could be obtained by m y  method previody in 
use ; that the maximum amount of error could scarcely be perceived, and wan 
much within the limit of the expansion and contraction of pper under 
ordinary atmospheric changeewhich wan all that could'be desired. 
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For some time, however, the use of photography in the Ordnance 
Survey Office appears to have been limited to obtaining accurate reduced 
prints for the engravers to trace from on to their copper-plates, and was 
not extended t o .  producing maps for publication, owing to the expense 
and comparative slowneaa of production of photographic silver printa, com- 
pered with the lithographio or copper-plate impressions, to say nothing of 
their want of pmanenae. 

Experiments were next made with some of the so-called carbon pm- 
ceases, then recently dincovered in France by Poitevin and first worked 
in England by Pouncy, with the object of transferring the photographic 
design at once on to the copper-plate, instead of tracing from the photo- 
graphs by h d .  Tbe results obtained were not very eatisfactory and a 
trial was made of Mr. Aaaer's photolithographic procese, which had been 
published shortly before. Although this process was not found quite 
adapted to the porpoee intended, the advantap3 of a method whereby 
facsimile printe in lithographic ink might be obtained and transferred 
to zinc or stone, so as to permit of a large number of copies to be 
printed off as easily .e from an ordinary lithographic transfer drawing, and 
with precisely the ssme advantages in reepect to cheapness and permanence, 
were obvious ; and in 1860, after several trials, Captain A. de Courcy Scott, 
R. E ,  who was in charge of the photographic operations a t  Southamptoll, 
perfected the process of photozincography, which has since been employed 
with so much success and advantage at  the Ordnance Survey OEce, 
Southampton, and in this country at  the Survey 05ces in Calcntta, Dehra 
Dh, h a  end Madras, aa well as a t  other public m d  private institutions 
in other parta of the world. 

By a curious coincidence, a t  the very time when this procese was being 
worked out in England, Mr. W. Osborne, of Melbourne, Australii, indepen- 
dently perfected an almost identically similar proceea of photolithography, 
which has been extensively used in the Crown Lands 0fEc.e~ of Victoria and 
Adelaide for reproducing the maps of the A u s t d a n  Surveys, and has elao 
been worked commercially by Mr. Osborne in Europe and America. 

These two processes, appear to have been the first inetsnces of the 
practical application of photagrsphy to the reproduction and multiplication 
of maps for publication. They still remain, however, very extensively used, 
.nd are by the implicity, cheapness and rapidity of their operations and the 
facilities they oiler for the reproduction of maps of large size, of great& 
practical d u e  than otber processes which have since been brought forward 
with the same object, and are perhaps capable of producing finer reaultr 
within the limita of a single negative. 

In  India, the ever-increreing wants in the way of communications by 
rail, road and river, and the rapid extension of irrigation and other 
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engineering projects, se well aa the ordinary military, administrative and 
fiscal requirements make the early production of accurate map a matter of 
very great necessity and importance, and as skilled Lithographic draftg 

men and engravers are scarcely to be obtained and must be trained as 
required, or brought from Europe at  great expense, the subject of photo- 
graphic reproduction aa a means of quickly producing apd publishing copies 
of the original maps of the Surveys, is much more important in this 
country than it is in Europe or other countries where skilled autographic 
lithographers and engravers are comparatively numerous. 

The success that had attended the introduction of photography at the 
O b c a  Survey Office for the reproduction and reduction of maps imme- 
diately attracted the notice of the Surveyor General of India, and the 
services of two trained sappers, with the neceseary apparatus, having been 
obtained from England, a small beginning was made in Calcutta in 1M3. 
Owing to di5culties experienced in working photolithography in the peculiar 
climate of Calcutta, and the unsuitability of the original maps for reproduc- 
tion by the process, owing to their being coloured and brush-shaded, little 
advance wm made in the practical working of photolithography or photo- 
zincography in India till 1865, when Mr. J. B. N. Henneseey, of the Cfreak 
 gon no metrical Survey, who had devoted part of his furlough in England fo 
going through a practical course of instruction in photozincapphy at the 
Ordnance Survey M c e ,  Southampton, fairly established the p m  ot 
the Office of the Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical Survey rt 
Dehra Dbn. I and other officers of the Survey Department were trained 
under Mr. Henneesey, and, in 1867, photozincography was finally started in 
Calcutta by Capt. A. B. Melville, who officiated for me during my abeenea 
on furlough, and since 1869 i t  has been camed on under my own supervision. 
Photozincographic offices have also been established under the Bombay 
Government at  Ptina, and at the Revenue Survey Office in Madras for the  
reproduction of the maps of the Revenue and Settlement Surveys in those 
Presidencies as well aa miscellaneous work for other departments. In both 
of these offices the Southampton process of photozincography is wed wi th  
a few modifications, but in Madras photolithography is also used with 
equally good results, and is, I am told, preferred for very fine work. 

Before the introduction of photography the publication of the resub 
of the Surveys by the Surveyor General's Office could only be accomplished 
by the ordinary methods of lithography and engraving ; and though much 
good work was done in the former manner by the very limited native ageccy 
available in this country, w y  maps had to be sent to England to be lith* 
graphed, while the whole of the engraving connected with the A t h  of Indy 
on the scale of 4 miles to one inch, was done in England under considerable 
disadvantages. Even with this help it was found quite hpoasible thrt 
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the publication could keep pace with the Rurveys, and the consequence 
was that the record moms became filled with valuable materials that 
often could not be turned to practical account till they had become anti- 
quated and out of date. Now, on the contrary, by the aid of photozinco- 
graphy, the publishing branches are able to keep pace with the progress of 
the Surveys so closely that as a rule each season's mapping of all the 1-inch 
Topographical and some of the Revenue Surveys is reproduced and pub- 
lished before the drawing of the following season's maps is taken in hand. 
ALI immense amount of work is thus done that could never have been 
undertaken by lithography and engraving alone, even though the transfer 
of the engraving of the Atlas of India to Calcutta has greatly facilitated 
the early publication of the latest additions to the Atlas year by year. And 
not only are the ordinary departmental pubiications thus hastened, but a 
very large number of miscellaneous maps and drawings are reproduced 
specially for the use of other departments of the public service. 

The following table of the work executed by the Photographic Branch 
of the Surveyor Qeneral's Office, Calcutta, during the year 1817, will give 
an idea of the very large extent to which photography is being used for the 
reproduction and publication of the results of the Imperial Surveys and 
other miscellaneone demands. 

. . 
-- 

I-- 

20,962'00 square feet. t 22,027.40 aqunre feet. 
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In  the Great Trigonornetrid S r w e ~  Offiae at Dehn D h ,  during the 
JW 1876-77,117 m a p  and 80 charts, besides miraellaneoua diagrams weuw 
photographed, and 25,629 copies printed from them ; 297 blue prints and 
silver prints were also made. 

At the Qovt. Photozincographic OEce, P b ,  during the same year, 
the number of negatives taken waa 2,745, the number of maps photdnoo- 
graphed wrra 1,798, and the number of copies printed off (including wpiea 
of 79 lithographs) wan 74,739. Since the formstion of the office, in 1867, 
to the present time 9,100 maps have been photozincographed. 

The specific advantages to be gained by the me of photography for 
the reproduction of maps and plans are : 

1. Rapidity of production and multiplioation, eepeaislly when employ- 
ed for copying subjects containing close and intricate details. The gain 
varies acoording to the amount of detail and the time tht would be taken 
by a skilled draughtenurn or engraver to make the copy by hand. For 
indance, a highly hished map tb t  would take several months to lithograph 
or engrave, m y  by the aid of photography be copied and some hundreds of 
copies printed off within a week. 

8. The perfecb fidelity with which the most delicately minute .ad 
intricate detaila are copied. The most skilful and d draughtrmsn 
ie liable to make errom in copying, and never can attain the spme sa- 
curacy of delineation, especially of minute objects, as is obtained with the 
camera 

8. The facility with which copies may be obtained on scales larger or 
smaller than the origind. The extent to which this may be taken advan- 
tage of depends very much upon the object in view as well aa upon the style 
of the original, and the relative thicknees and am of tbe lines and details 
composing it ; but notwithstanding certain drawbacks and inconveniences it 
may sometimea be attended with, this facility of enlarging or reducing the 
m l e  of an original drawing with the moat perfect accuracy and with the 
abeence of all personal error, is one of the most important advantages of 
photography, and its immense superiority in this reapeat over the pents- 
graph and other methods has been proved to be beyond queetion. 

4. The comparative cheapness of the pbotograpbio methads. Tbe 
relative cod of hand labour and photography is affected by several considera- 
tions, e. g., the nature of the subject, the procese employed, the number of 
copies made and the pay of the photographers as compared with that of 
draughtmen. I n  most cases it will be found that when it is d y  .a 
advantage to employ photography in reproducing m a p  for any perticukr 
purpose, the cost will be far less than i t  would be by employing hand labour. 

NotwitJdanding these advantages, the use of pbotagrsphy aa s means 
of reproducing m a p  and plane for publication baa not extended so m c h  aa 
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might have been expected, partly on account of defects inherent in photo- 
gruphio copying, and only to be overcome by great skill and long experience 
on the part of the photographer, and partly owing to the difficulty of 
making draughtmen fully understand the requirements to be fulfilled when 
preparing maps to be reproduced by photography for publication, in order to 
produce aatiefaotory results, and that they must strictly refrain from using 
colour and draw the map neatly in black and white, w that every line may 
be reproduoed of its proper strength, acoording as the map is to be wpied 
on the same scale es the original or to be reduced. 

It matters little how roughly drawn or highly coloured an original 
drawing or map may be, if it is intended to lithograph or engrave it, because 
a skilled lithographer or engraver can easily put it into proper and oonven- 
tional form ; but when such a drawing is handed to the photographer he 
om only produce a facsimile of it with all its deficiencies-the coloured 
details hidden under a black mmaa of shade, the finer paria perhaps wanting 
altogether, the writing rough and broken, or so amall as to be aim-t 
invieible, besides other defectr caused by the unsuitablenese of the draw- 
ing for reproduction by photography, and these defects are liable to be 
unduly attributed to the procers. 

Theae dilliculties were felt in all their force when it wes fimt deter- 
mined to introduce photozinwgraphy for the publication of the mapa of 
the Imperial Indian Surve ye, because till that time these mapa had been 
drawn in a very delicate, highly finished etyle, with many of the detaile on 
them coloured ond the hill features shown by brush shading. It wes 
soon seen that an entire change of style waa necessary and that the original 
maps prepared specially for photographic reproduction, must be drawn in 
pen and ink l i e s  alone, without wlour or brush-rhading. It wae some 
time before the deeired resulte were obtained, but after several years' 
experience a high degree of excellence has been attained in the prepara- 
tion of original mape suitable for photographic reproduction, and now all 
maps of the above Surveys and most of the miecellaneous map and 
drawings received from other departments are drawn with this object. 

The change of style haa been regretted by some as spoiling the beauts 
m d  finish of the maps, and the want of colour certainly has some draw- 
backs, but there can be no doubt that the necessity for drawing the origi- 
nal maps so that they may be fit for immediate publication has effected 
here, as i t  has also been found to do wherever photozincography or photo- 
lithography has been introduced, an inunenoe improvement in the stylo of 
drawing of the manuscript maps as well as in the accurate delineation of the 
ground. The photozincographed copies es a rule appear somewhat c6arse 
and rough when compared with good lithographs or engravings, but they 
possess the great advantage of being produced quickly and cheaply; while 
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being absolute facsimiles of the original maps submitted by the surveyorg 
tlicy are entirely free from the orrors that even the most careful draughts. 
man is liable to make when copying by hand, and they faithfully preserve 
the appearance and character of the ground exactly aa delineated by tbe 
surveyor. 

In most foreign topographical establishments, I believe, the principal 
use of photography is for making reductions, and not m much for the rep- 
duction of maps on the same scale as the originale. In India, however, 
photozincography is very largely uaed for full-wale reproductions. Thus, 
the whole of the standard maps of the Topographical Surveys on the scale of 
1-inch to tho mile and the Cadastral village maps of the Revenue Survey, 
on the wales of 32 inches to the mile, for Bengal, and 16 inches to the mile, 
for the N.-W. Provinces, are reproduced on the ssme scale and are 
not reduced for publication on any smaller scale. In  wme cases, however, 
the surveys are made and drawn on the scale of two inches to a mile and 
are then reduced to one-inch, with a great improvement in the general 
appearance of the hished maps-reductions always appearing sharper and 
more highly finished than reproductions to scale. Some of the maps of the 
Revenue Surveys are reduced to the standard scale of 1-inch to the mile 
by a double reduction from the maps on the original scale of survey-4 
inches to the mile. These are first photozincographed, in sections of con- 
venient size, on the reduced scale of 2 inches to the mile and some printa are 
struck off in blue ink. Upon these blue prints, the draughtsman re-draws . 

the map in a stjle suitable for a further reduction to one-half, leaving 
out dl detaila not required on the 1-inch map and generalising the h ~ l l  
features, kc., so as to produce a proper effect when reduced. By the use 
of these blue prints, the labour of making a piecemeal d u c t i o n  with the 
pantograph is saved, and the draughteman can produce a more accurate 
result. 

Silver print reductions to one-fourth of the standard 1-inch maps are 
made for the use of the engravers in preparing the sheets of the Atlas of 
India on thc quarter-inch scale. 

In the Photpincographic Offices at  Phna and Madras more ulle appear3 
to be made of reduction for the village maps than in the Calcutta Office. 

The photographic processes applicable to the repmductiou of maps 
are: 

I.-Photographic printing on Sensitive Papers. In these methods 
prints are obtained on a sensitive surface of paper prepared with the salts 
of silver, platinum and iron, or with certain salts of chromium in conjunc- 
tion with pigmented gelatine. In all of them the whole of the p h o t o p -  
phic operations connected with the printing have to be repeated for every 
impression. 
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11.-Photo-lithography or Photo-zincography, or the methods by which: 
photographic image in greasy ink may be produced on, or transferred to, a 
lithographic stone or zinc plate and printed off in the lithographic press. 
The photographic operations cease with the production of the image in 
greasy ink, and the impressions sre produced by the ordinary operations of 
lithographic printing. The use of these processes is, however, limited to the 
reproduction of subjects in line or dot, as they can only reproduce half 
tones in a very imperfect manner. 

111.-Photo-collotype, or the method of producing a photographic image 
on a layer of gelatine applied on a suitable support, so that when the 
gelatine surface is moistened, impressions may be obtained from it in 
printing ink. By this method, also, a photographic image once produced 
on the printing surface of gelatine is capable of yielding aome hundreds of 
impressions in the printing press ; and instead of the subjects for reproduc- 
tion being confined to those in dot or line, as in photo-zincography, any 
subject can be copied which ia capable of giving a good photograph by 
the ordinary process of dver  printing. 

1V.-Wwdbury-type, or the method whereby a photographic image is 
impressed into a soft metal plate, somewhat in the same manner as in the 
operation of nature-printing, forming a mould into which liquid coloured 
gelatine is poured and attached under pressure to a sheet of paper, thus 
yielding an image in which the lights and shades of the picture are formed 
by different thicknesses of coloured gelatine. 

V.-Heliopphy or Photo-engraving, the method of obtaining on 
a metal plate a photographic image in intaglio capable of giving impressions 
in the copper-plate press. In this method the engraved plate once obtained 
serves for the impression of a large number of copies and may be inde- 
finitely multiplied by electrotyping. 

V1.-Photo-typography, or the method of obtaining by means of pho- 
tography an image in relief on a metal plate, which may be mounted on a 
block to be set up with type and be printed in the ordinary printing press. 
These blocks may also be indefinitely multiplied by electrotyping in the same 
manner as ordinary woodcuts. 

I t  will be observed that the five last-named processes all possess the 
great advantage that, once the photographic image has been obtailred on the 
printing surface, the operations of printing can be accomplished by the 
same means and at the same rate as by the ordinary industrial methods. 
The printing may be performed by night or by day, quite independently of 
the agency of light, and requires no further chemical manipulations. 

It would be beyond the scope of this paper to enter fully into the 
practical detaile of these various processes of photographic printing, as 

my object is merely to review those applicable to cartogral)hic pw. 
9 



poses, and to give a summary of the principal methods that may be usefully 
employed with reference to the wants of the State or of private individuals, 
rather than to thorn of profeseional cartographers and msppublishers, 
though the latter may in many cases also find photography a useful auxiliay. 
Photographic methods can never entirely take the place of lithogrsphy or 
engraving by hand, either for public or private purposes, but their we may 
be advantageously extended. Those who wish for fuller details may eon- 
sult the text-books by Abney, Carey Lea, Monckhoven, Vogel and others, 
snd the special works referred to  in thie paper. 

I have already adverted to the difficulty that has been found in thii 
country and elsewhere in obtaining original drawings suitable for repro- 
duction by photozincography, and to the fact that without a proper origind 
drawing it  ie quite impossible to produce satisfactory results. Begidea i b  
principal use in reproducing maps of the Surveys, photozincography i 
very largely utilised in India by engineers for the reproduction of tbeir 
plans and drawings, and by other public officers for an immense variety of 
miscellaneous maps and plans, and ae we were constantly asked to phob 
zincograph subjects utterly unsuitable to the process, a eet of rules for the 
preparation of the original drawings for reproduction by photozincograpb~ 
waa drawn up under General Thuillier's direction and published in the 
official Gazettes all over India, and the result has been a great impmve 
ment in the execution of the drawings we receive for reproduction. 

The rules are as follows :- 
1. All drawings should be on white, smooth-surfaced paper, free 

from dirt, pencil marks, creases and wrinkles. When possible they should 
remain stretched on the drawing-board. 

2. The Indian ink should be freshly rubbed down and give good block 1 
lines, free from glaze. I 

8. The lines should be firm and cleanly drawn-not too fine or too close 
together. They must be quite black, and light effects muet be produced 
by fine and open black lines, and never by the use of pols ink. Thick lines 
in the printing and borders of maps should be well filled in. Pencil marks 
should be carefully removed, so as not to injure the blacknees and fimnea 
of the lines. 

4. All cross-hatohing and shading ehould be as open end clear r 
possible, and the liues composing i t  firm and not too fine. Intensity of I 
shade must be shown rather by an increase in the thiokness of tbe l a  
than by plaoing them closer together, in order that the intermediate speces 
may not become blocked up when transferred to zinc It ia better not to 
rule the shading of mechanical and architectural section-drawings, but to 

I 



show the shaded parts by a light tint of blue, violet, or aniline red 
(fuschine or roseine). These parts will reproduce white, and can have a 
ruled tint transferred on the stone or zinc in the usual way, whicb will give 
a much neater appearance. 

6. In plans or drawings intended for photozincography, w h e a  of 
m y  colour except very pale blue, violet, or aniline red, are abeolutely in- 
admissible. Outlines, may, however, be drawn, if necessary, in any strong 
red, brown, yellow, orange or green pigment which will reproduce black. 
Any details required to be shown in the original, but not in the copy, may 
be d r a m  in pale blue, violet, or aniline red. Detaile that are not required 
to  be reproduced may be painted out with Chinese white. 

6. River courses, lakes and tanks should be left blank, and not 611ed 
in with fine lines. They may be indicated by a pale wash of blue without 
detriment to their reproduction. 

7. When drawings are to be reduced care must be taken to draw the 
lines, lettering, and detail of sufficient thickness and size relatively to the 
scale of reduction, so that they may not be lost or illegible when reduced. 
Buficient space must also be left between the lines to prevent subsequent 
blocking up. 

8. When possible, drawings should be made on a larger scale than 
they are required to be copied. Pllohgraphic reductions are always sharp- 
er and firmer than reproductions to the same scale, and defects in drawing 
are leesened by reduction. 

9. Where plans or drawings to scale are to be reduced, the scale should 
be given in terms of a single unit of measurement and not as relative to any 
second unit. Thus, the scale on a map drawn on the scale of 4 miles to 
an inch for reduction to 16 miles to an inch, should be shown simply as a 
" wale of miles." 

10. As photography produces a more or less perfect facsimils of the 
original drawing, it is eseential that drawings intepded for publication 
should be complete and finished in every respect before they are made over 
to the photographer. The drawing, printing of names, Bic., should be in aa 
nerrt a style aa possible, and not require to be altered or touched up. The 
hair-strokes of the printing ehould not be too fine. 

The foregoing rules may be summed up in afew words :-WHITB-PAPEB, 
BUCK-IRK, and FIRM OPEN nsawmo ; and as success in the after processes 
depends entirely upon the perfection of the original drawing and its capa- 
bility of giving a negative on which the ground is perfectly opaque while 
the lines are quite clear and ne transparent ae the bare glass, these essentials 
must be most carefully observed. Their neglect wiU entail failure and 
disappointment. 

For drawings intended for reproduction by the collotype methods these 
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rules are equnlly applicable, especially No. 7, and there is even more nee& 
sity for perfect cleanlinem of the. paper and neatness and finish of the 
drawing, because the faintest tints will be reproduced by the gelatine print- 
ing surface and corrections cannot be made on it, as they can on zinq 
done or copper. For this reason also, the greatest care must be taken to 
complete the drawing in every respect before it is given to  be reproduced 
Drawings in line may be finer and more delicate than for photolithograpby, 
but still must not be so fine as to interfere with the obtaining of a perfectly 
dense and opaque negative, otherwise the ground of the print will appear 
dirty and stained. Pale ink may be used when necessary for effect, but 
not more than is really reqeisite. Colour may be nsed to any extent, hav- 
,ing always due regard to the photographic effect when reproduced. On 
-account of the difficulty of photographing certain colours eo as to prodom 
the same effect as in the original picture, the best results will be produd 
from drawings specially prepared in monochrome, such as Indian ink or sepia 

In the caw of drawings for any special purpose or not intended for 
publication, the above rules may be relaxed, but the general prineiplea kid 
down should be observed, as far as practicable, if the best results am 
desired. 

When drawings are prepared specially for photographic reprododo% 
there need be no difficulty in taking all the precautions necessary for p 
ducing good results. It often happens, however, that the photographer is 
called upon to reproduce drawings, lithographs, or old MSS., printed 
records, or engravings, which either may never have been suitable for the 
purpose, or, if suitable when fresh, have become dirty and stained by Pge. 

Herr Scamoni, the skilful Chief of the Photographic Department of the 
Imperial State Paper Office at St. Petersburg, has given some useful hints 
on the treatment of such subjccts under these circumstances.+ 

" Yellow, or otherwise objectionable, spots should be carefully covered 
over in the spaces between the lines with Chineee white, and whenem 
possible the lines should be strengthened in parts where they appear wd." 

"Lithographs and engravings may be bleached, by immersion in 6 

~olution of chloride of lime, or Eau de Javelle, (1 to 10 or 15 of water), 
then waked in water for some hours, after which they am -ed with a 
weak mlution of hyposulphite of soda and finally well r i n d  in c l ~  
water." 

" Fresh g r e w  stains may be removed with chloroform, benzine 
ether, or with a weak alkaline solution of caustic potash or its aubnrte." 

" Old grease stains may be removed with a more or lese h u g  solotion 
of potash, applied at  the back of the subject." 



" Iron mould and ink spots may be taken out with a solution of oxalic 
acid or salta of sorrel." 

When trsoings are made on paper or vellum cloth to be reproduced 
without the aid of the camera, special care must be taken to  keep the back 
of the drawing clean, and to choose paper or cloth free from stains and of 
as even a texture as possible. 

Originals drawn on rough paper may be smoothed in a copper plate 
press, and, if dirty, should be carefully cleaned with india-rubber or bread. 

After the due preparation of the original, the production of the 
negative is a point of the utmost importance, and may well be considered 
by itself before proceeding t o  the consideration of the various processes 
of photographic printing. 

I n  order to obtain the most satisfactory results for photolithography, 
pbotozincography, or any other process specially applicable to line subjects, 
the negative must be perfectly sharp all over, free from distortion and 
possess the greatest amount of contrast between the lines and the ground. 
If care is taken to produce good negatives from suitable originals, resulta 
may be obtained which will compare with ordinary lithographs and 
engravings for sharpness and delicacy. The difference in the results of 
working with good negatives or bad on= is incredible ; with a good nega- 
tive from a good original every thing works well, but with a bad negative 
from a faulty original all kinds of difficulties may be encountered, and the 
attainment of a passable result is almost a matter of chance. 

The first thing is to arrange the plan so that it may be copied without 
any distortion and be quite sharp all over. 

To ensure freedom from distortion, the lens employed must give an 
image quite free from all curvature of the marginal lines of a rectangle. 
I n  pmtice the moat suitable forms have been found to. be the ' Rectilinear' 
of Dallmeyer ; the ' Doublet' of Ross ; ' Aplanatic' of Steinheil and others 
on the eame principle. The lenses known as triple combinations are also 
good. In the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta, Dallmeyer's Rapid Recti- 
h e a r s  are used and found to answer well. The lens should be worked well 
within its power, so as to use the most central raye; and to securo the 
sharpness of the image all over the plate, a small stop or diaphragm should 
be umd. 

The plan must be placed so as to  be evenly illuminated by a good 
strong light falling as horizontally as possible, in order to avoid shadows 
being thrown by the grain of tho paper, and thus diminishing the even 
opacity of the ground of the negative. 
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The apparatus for eupporting the plans varioa according to the 
mqtun? of the work required, and may either be a perfectly smooth b d  
fixed permanently in a truly vertical position against a wall or other 
support, a form which ia very euifoble when large plrrns have to be copii 
or reduced ; or i t  may consist of a frame large enongh to take e certain 
size of map and capable of being adjusted in various w a p  w ss to move 
up and down in a vertical plane or horizontally right and left, m that 
different parts of the plan may be-brought in front of the camera without 
moving the plan on the board.* In  any case, arrangements must erist, 
either in the plan-board or in the camem-stand, for making the plane of tbe 
map or plan to be copied exactly parallel to the plane of the sensitive plate 
in the camera. 

The map must be attached to the plan-board so that it may lie per. 
fectly flat and free from ridges. This is best secured by placing in front 
of it a eheet of glass which ie fastened down on the board with pins at 
the corners. Or a glazed frame m y  be used for holding plans of a media  
size. In  either of these cases care must be taken to avoid any reflection 
from light objects in front of the ph-board. 

It ia convenient to have the plan-board and the focuesing glass of the 
a m e m  ruled in equnres of 1 inch or other convenient size, in order to 
once test the perfect parallelism of the sensitive plate and the plan-boord 

When the work is confined to the reproduction or reduction of map 
or other subjects of one fixed size on a eingle plate, it will be fomd 
convenient to draw a rectangle of the required size on the ground glass of 
the camera When the image of the subject exactly fills this rectangle the 
adjustments of focus and parallelism will be correct. 

The camera used for reproduction to scale should be at least of mi%- 
cient length to draw out to twice the equivalent focal length of the - 
lens it is to be used with, and may be furnished with cone fronts to giw 
further extension if necessary. With large cameras of a long range of f o c ~  
it will be found convenient to have the back part of the camera fixed md 
the front part carrying the lens moveable, so as to enable the operator to 
focus conveniently. The camera may be fixed on a stand furnished 
adjustments for moving it horizontally right or left, and have a tilting rns 
tion up and down, in order to  adjust the camera perfectly level, or tilt it 
slightly so as to correct any want of verticality of the plan-boP1.d. The 
camemiitand should run upon rails fixed in the ground at right angh to 
the wall carrying the plan-board, thus enabling the distance of the amem 
from the plan-board to be easily and accurately adjusted according to 
the scale required. When using a reversing mirror or prism for taw 

Ree my ' Rpwt on the Cartographic Applications of Photography,' plaie4 V, a 
and X, and Sir H. James' ' Photozincography', platen I d U 
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versed negativee for collotype and other purposes, it is a good plan, 
when possible, to have an arrangement for laying the plan horizontally 
under the lens at  any convenient distance from it. 

The whole of the apparatus connected with the camera and plan-board 
must be rigid and firmly. fixed, so ss to be free from vibiation. The 
slightest vibration is sufficient to destroy the perfect sharpness of the image. 
In the glass-house attached to the Photographic Brmch of the Surveyor 
General's Ofice here, I have endeavoured, and I think with success, to over- 
come all vibration caused by carriages paasing in the street close by, by 
dividing the door of the camera-room into isolated blocks resting on a bed 
of ssnd, so that each camera shall stand by itself on a block isolated from 
adjoining blocks and from the walls and floor of the building The plan- 
boards are k e d  on a separate wall quite isolated from the walls of the 
building. 

Plans may be copied either in the open air or under shelter-coloured 
and old stained manuscripts, maps or drawings are better copied in full 
sunlight. The glass-house I have constructed at  the Surveyor General's 
Office faces the south and is glazed with ground glass, so that a strong 
d i d  light may be thrown upon the plan-boards. When circumstanc& 
permit, it is well to have the camera and ph-board mounted on a firm 
stand working on a pivot, so that, as the day wears on, the position of the 
plan-boards may be changed so aa always to face the sun. I adopted this 
arrangement at the Trigonometrical Survey Office, Dehrs Dun, and I 
believe it has many advantages over the fixed glaas-house rendered necessary 
in Calcutta by the constant wind and dust, and the greater necessity of 
being able to carry on work without interruption at  all times of the year. 

The negatives of maps h., drawn in line only, for reproduction by 
photozincography, are taken by the ordinary wet collodion process with iron 
development, modified so as to secure the greatest transparence in the lines 
and density of the ground; but aa the ordinary wet collodion process by 
itself will not give all the intensity required to produce an almost opaque 
ground, it is obtained by intensifying the negative in the usual way with 
pyrogallic acid and silver, after fixing ; then treating it with a saturated 
solution of bichloride of mercury till the film become8 white, and finally 
applying a dilute solution of hydrosulphate of ammonia, which instantly 
changes the colour of the film to a dense black or brown throughout. The 
negative is afterwards varnished with a resinous varnish, or flowed over, while 
wet, with a solution of gum or gelatine and allowed to dry. A11 defects, pin- 
marks &., are then stopped out with Indian ink or black varnish. I n  
taking the large negatives on plates 82 x 24, that we are now producingfor 
copying the maps of the Cadastral Surveys, it haa been found that the fimt 
intensification may be produced by washing the plate after the first develop- 



ment and applying a weak solution of nitrate of silver followed by a m n d  
application of the iron developer. 

Other methods of obtaining the extra density required for these nega- 
tives have been proposed and are in use,* but, notwithstanding several in- 
conveniences arising from the use of bichloride of mercury and hydrosulphate 
of ammonia, the above appears to  be the best and most certain when working 
on the large scale. 

When maps are not drawn entirely in pen and ink but have the hills 
brush shaded, and it is desired to reproduce them by the collotype or engn- 
ving processes, great care and skill am required on the part of the photo- 
grapher to get the ground of the negative dense enough t o  give a perfectly 
clean impression in the white parts of the map, and a t  the same time pre- 
vent the grain of the paper from showing and give the faintest tints of 
the shading their proper value. Coloured maps also give a good deal of 
trouble, and when allowable the colour should be washed off as much aa 
possible before the negatives are taken. Colours may sometimes be removed 
by chemical means, but there is risk of injury to  the original. 

In  many of the processes about to  be described it i s  neeessay ta 
use a negative which instead of giving an image reading the same way 
as the original shall give i t  reversed as to right and left. There are svenl 
methods of obtaining these reversed negatives. 

(1.) By coating the original unreversed negative with a thick transfa 
collodion,t or a layer of gelatine, and then stripping off the film and, either 
laying i t  down again on a sheet of glaas in a reversed position, or using it 
as a f lm negative which may be used for giving both reversed or unreved 
images. This method is practical and useful, but is not suitable for map 
work on account of the liability to  contraction and distortion of the i m e  
There is also difficulty in keeping the film negatives flat, and they here 
h e n  found to  become brittle and perish very soon in this climate. 

(2.) By turning the sensitive plate in the camera, so tha t  the light 
acts, through the glass, on the back surface of the film. This method is aln 
practical, simple and useful, but requires care in the selection of glass 
plates free from scratches, kc., and in wiping the back of the plate before 
it is put in the camera. It is used in the Belgian Topographical Bureau 
with dry tannin plates, but I have not found i t  suitable for reproducing 
very fine map-work on wet plates. 

(3.) By placing a reversing mirror or prism in front of the  lens-the 
image thus passes through the lens reversed and is  impressed directly on 
the sensitive plate. This is one of the simplest and most effectual of all 
methods. If a mirror is used it should be one silvered by d e p i t i n g  silver 

* See Abney, Instruction in Photography, p. 22. 
t See the same work, p. 160. 
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on the front surface and should be large enough not to cut off the oblique 
rays entering the lens. A large solid reversing prism is expensive and heavy, 
but for moderate sizes an efficient instrumcnt may be made by building up 
a hollow prism with glass plates and filling i t  with a transparent fluid having 
a suitable index of refraction. M. Derogy, of Paris, haa just invented an 
ingenious and economical method of employing a reversing prism by 
placing a small prism between the lenses. I have not seen any results of 
this arrangement, but it seems likely to be as effective as it is simple. 

(4.) By what is known aa the ' dusting on' or ' powder' process. A 
glaas plate is coated with a mixture of gum, sugar and bichromate of potash 
dissolved in water, thoroughly dried with heat, and then exposed to light 
under a negative. After removal from the printing frame, the gummy 
film is dusted over with very fine plumbago which adheres to it in 
inverse proportion to the action of light, i. e., those parts on which the light 
has acted refuse the-powder in proportion to the intensity of the action of 
light, while the protected parts, attracting moisture from the air and so 
becoming 'tacky,' take the powder readily, and thus an exact transcript 
of the original negative is produced, but reversed. This method is simple 
and effective and seems to be one of the best that can be employed when 
a mirror or prism is not available, or when, as is frequently the a a q  
the reversed negative can only be obtained by copying from a single 
original unreversed negative. 

(5.) By making a copy, either in the camera or by contact, on a film 
of collodio-bromide of silver. The image is developed as ueual by the 
alkaline method, and then treated with nitric acid which dissolves the 
reduced silver in the exposed parts of the a m ,  leaving the bromide in the 
unexposed parts ; the plate is then again exposed to light and developed. 
This method, proposed, I believe, by the late Mr. Sutton, is a i d  to give 
very good results, but the use of nitric acid is an obvious disadvantage. 

(6.) By copying in the camera, first making a transmitted positive 
either by the collodion procew or with a special pigmented gelatine tissue. 
This method is most useful when the reversed negative is required to be 
either larger or smaller than the original. 

(7.) By means of the reversing action of the red and blue rays of the 
epectrum. This method is a discovery of my own and han not yet been 
thoroughly worked out ; it is, however, simple and could, I believe, be suc- 
cessfully utilised. A film of collodio-bromide of silver stained with anilin 
blue is exposed to light for a few moments, then placed under a negative in a 
printing frame in front of which is a sheet of red glass, and exposed to light. 
The action of the light passing through the red gless in the clear part of 
the negative is to neutralise or destroy the effect of the previous exposure 
of the plate to  light, and on development a more or less perfect reversed 

10 
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negative image is obtained. For line subjects a blue glass may also be 
used, but for half-tone work only a red g h  can be emplojed. 

In some processes also, i t  is convenient to  use either direct or r e v e l d  
transparent positives instead of negatives. These can be obtained eitber 
by contact printing on dry collodio~l plates or gelatine tissue, or in the 
camera, in the manner adopted for making transparencies, as described in 
the text-books. 

Having now described the preliminary operations for preparing the 
original and producing the negative, which are common to dl prooesses, we 
may proceed to the consideration of the different printing processes which, 
as stated in the introduction, may be divided into 6 classes, &. : 

I. Priiting on wnsitive papers. 11. Photo-lithography or Photo- 
eincography. 111. Photo-collotype. IV. Woodbury-type. V. Helio- 
graphy or Photo-engraving. VI. Photo-t.vpography. 

IV. PHOTOOR~PHIC PRINTING ON SENSITIVE PAPERS. 
The processes under this head may be divided into three classes- 
First :-Those in which the sensitive papers sre prepared with salts 

of silver and the reaults are not permanent. 
Secondly :-Those in which the sensitive papers are prepared with the 

salts of iron, platinum and .other metals, and the prints though not a b  
lutely permanent are more so than silver prints. 

Thirdly :-Those in which coloured gelatine or other colloid mixed 
with an alkaline bichromate forms the mnsitive surface and yelds printa 
which, for all practical purposes, may be considered perfectly permanent. 

Silver-printing.-Notwithstanding its expensivkness and the want of 
permanence of the prints, silver printing has hitherto maintained the first 
place among photographic printing processes, and though veky nea* 
equalled, is as yet unsurpassed for the beauty and delicacy of its results 
It is the process in most extensive use for producing copies of portraits 
and views, and although rapid advances are bcing made in more permanent 
methods, i t  is likely to be a long time before the beautiful but perishable 
silver print is entirely superseded. 

The following brief outline of the operations will be sufficient to show 
the nature of the process.* 

, A  sheet of paper coated with albumen containing an alkaline chloride, 
such as common salt, or paper which has merely been immersed in a 
solution of such salt and dried, is floated on a solution of nitrate of silver 
and allowed to dry in the dark. It is then placed above the negative in a 
copying frame, which is so constructed that the light may pass freely 
.through the negative, and at the same time may admit of the examination 

For detailg see Abney'n Inrfructiorr in Photography, p. 113. 



of the print while the back surface of the sensitive paper is shielded from 
light. The exposure to light lasts for some minutes, by which the parts 
unprotected by the denser parts of the negative are darkened more or less, 
according to its translucency, while the parts entirely shielded from the 
light remain quite white. When the action of the light is judged sufficient, 
the sensitive paper is removed from the frame in a dark place, and must 
tlien undergo an operation of $sing to remove the unchanged salts of silver, 
which would cause the print to darken unless carefully protected from the 
light. This is effected by steeping the print for a short time in a solution 
of hyposulphite of soda ; but before the print undergoes this indispensable 
operation it is usual to place it in n solution of chloride of gold, by which 
part of the reduced silver forming the image is replaced by a film of gold 
and the print takes a more agreeable tone, also becoming more permanent 
than it would be if this operation, called were omitted. It is, 
however, impossible to ensure perfect permanency of these prints, by reason 
of the sulphur contained in the albumen or in traces of sulphur salts formed 
by the decomposition of the hyposulphite of soda, andleft in the print after 
even the most careful washing, slowly acting on the reduced silver forming 
the image and converting i t  into a sulphide, by which the tone and bril- 
liancy of the picture are lost, and the lighter shades appear to fade away 
entirely. It should, however, be stated that prints prepared on plain, or 
unalbumenincd, paper are more permanent than the albumenised prints, 
though not so brilliant, sharp and delicate ; and they have the further 
advantage of being less liable to  shrinkage and distortion than the albu- 
menised prints, and are thus more suitable for the reproduction of maps 
where accurncp of scale is a desideratum. 

It is evident that owing to  the expensiveness of the materials used in 
producing these prints and their want of permanency, together with the slow 
rate a t  which they can be produced, this process is almost useless for the 
reproduction of maps in large numbers ; and, in fad ,  its use in cartography 
ie limited to making copies of special maps for immediate reference or 
temporary purposes, and as guides for engravers or lithographers in 
preparing compilations from maps on 3 larger scale. Silver prints have rrlso 
been used by engravers to obtain a c o ~ ~ e c t  tracing an the waxcd surface of 
their copper plates, but unless these prints are prepared with great care 
they are open to the objection of becoming distorted and untrue to scale by 
the contractions and expansions mused by the successive washings they 
have to undergo. Prints on plain paper are better for this purpose 
than those on albumenised paper, and prints on paper containing a large 
proportion of resin iu the size are better still. 

In the English Ordnance Survey the topographers aro furnished 
with silver-print rrd~~ctions from tho large: wale outline survey, on which 
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they insert the features of the ground, suitably delineated aceording to the 
scale. 

A very early application of this process han lately been re-introduced 
in Germany by Herr Romain Talbot, of Berlin, under the title of the Lkht- 
paw process, with the object of enabling engineers and others to readily 
prepare a few copies of their plans without the necessity of using a camera 
and other expensive appliances. In  this method a print on a sensitive 
chloriwd paper, prepared with nitrate of silver and an organic acid, so that it 
may be kept for some time in stock ready for use, is first taken by exposing 
i t  to light under the original drawing itself, which to secure the beat results 
should be drawn in very black ink on thin paper or vellum cloth. Thia 
print, on which the lines are clear and the ground opaque, is simply fixed 
in a solution of hyposulphite of soda and then thoroughly washed and 
dried. A second copy is now made from this negative print in exactly the 
same way, and an, this time, the lines darken under the clear parts of the 
negative and the ground remains olear, we obtain a perfect transcript of the 
original. This procese ie said to be largely used in Germany for copying 
maps and engineering plane. I t  is no doubt useful in many cases where 
it is undesirable or impossible to make more extensive photographic arrange- 
ments, but beside8 being limited to the reproduction of copies on the same 
scale an the original, i t  labours under the disadvantages of expense and want 
of permanency common to all the silver printing procesees. 

I n  the processes just noticed the exposure to light is usually from 15 
to 80 minutes, but in dull weather, or with certain negatives, it may be 
much longer ; it is obvious, therefore, that even under the most favo-bL 
conditions comparatively few prints can be produced from a single negative 
in a day. I n  order to shorten the exposure and permit prints to be p m  
duced with much greater nrpidity than with the ordinary process, a method 
bas been introduced by Major Libois of the Belgian army, by which, 
instead of the image being produced a t  once in its full strength by the 
action of light, the latter is only allowed to act for a few seconds, and the 
full effect is produced by treating the print with a developing agent corn- 
posed principally of gallio acid, which at  once reduces the silver in the parts 
acted on by the ligM, and thus produces a visible image in place of the 
almost invisible one formed by the action of the light alone. This p- 
was extensively used in the Depat de la Querre, Paris, some years ago, ad 
large numbers of maps were turned out by it, I wae told, almost ss gnickly 
as they could have been printed in the press, and i t  had the further ad-- 
tage that facsimile copies could be made of maps from which good resdts 
could not have been obtained by photolithography. The name p-s - 
used at  the Depat de la Querre in Brussels, but not on so large a scale. 
I have also used it with success in India, and i t  may be recommended in 
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cases where silver printing is required for maps &c. It is more economical 
than the ordinary procrms, and much more rapid in working, the exposure 
being counted by seconds instead of by minutes. The operations are briefly 
as follows : 

Thin photographic paper is salted by floating on a solution containing 
2 per cent each of chloride of ammonium and citrate of soda in water 
slightly acidified with citric acid. The paper is dried and may be kept for 
use. It is sensitised by floating in the dark on a bath containing 5 per cent 
of nitrate of silver acidified with a little citric acid. The exposure to light 
is conducted in the same way as in the ordinary process, but is exceedingly 
short--a few seconds to one minute being generally sufficient. When taken 
from the printing frame only a very feeble image is visible, i t  is therefore 
developed in a mixture of a solution of gallic acid (1 to  3800 water) with 
a solution of acetate of lead (1 to 200 water), to  which a little acetic acid is 
added. The detail gradually strengthens, and in about a quarter of an hour 
the prints are fully developed and of a good black colour. After being 
washed they are fixed in a bath of hyposulphite of soda a t  30 per cent., 
then well washed and dried.* 

The foregoing are the principal methods of silver printing suitable for 
cartographic purposes, but, however convenient and useful they may be for 
special objects where photolithography is not applicable, they cannot be 
considered adapted for purposes of publication, and their want of perman- 
ency is an insuperable defect. 

Printing with Salts of lion.-From time t o  time attention has been 
drawn to  the possibility of replacing silver-printing by processes depending 
on the use of the salts of iron and other cheap materials, but, though 
certainly useful in some respects, they have never been brought into 
extensive practical use. 

One of the best known of these processes is the ' cyanotype', invented 
by Sir John Herschel, and lately re-introduced by Messrs. Marion & CO., 
of Paris, who prepare and supply the ferro-prusskte paper ready for use. 
Good even-textured paper is brushed over with a mixture containing 
nearly equal proportions of 10 or 12 per cent solutions of ammonio-citrate 
of iron and the ferridcyanide of potassium, dried and exposed t o  light 
under a print or drawing placcd with the printed side uppermost. The 
resulting faint photographic image is developed and fixed by a mere waah- 
ing in plain water, yielding a print in white or light blue lines on a dark 
blue ground. 

This process is rapid, simple apd cheap. The camera is dispensed 
with, and the only photographic apparatus required is a printing frame and 

Mi& and Hannot's ZkaitC ds Topographic et dc Reproduction dcr Carter au moycn 
ak la Photographie, p. 296. 
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one or two dishe~ or trays. The eensitive paper is w i l y  prepared and can 
be kept indefinitely in the dark until required for use. There is no messing 
with chemicals after the preparation of the paper, pure water only being 
required to develope and fix the prints. The exposure to the light is very 
sliort, two or three minutes in the sun being ample to  make a clear legible 
copy from a line negative or from a drawing on tracing cloth. The chemi- 
c~rls emplojed are both very inexpensive. 

The objections to  the process are two : first the difliculty of obtaining 
clear whites ; this, however, is of no consequence eo long as the details are 
clearly legible ; and seconclly, the colour of the prints-white on a dark 
blue ground. Although this does not interfere with the practical use of 
the process for special work, i t  completely prevents it from being employed 
as a means of multiplying copies of maps or plans on a large scale. An- 
other defect is, the want of sharpness arising from the necessity for placing 
the reverse side of the original in contact with the sensitive paper in 
order to get an unreversed print. These objections may be partly obviated 
by printing from a negative on paper or glass, in which caae the lines dl 
be dark blue on a light blue or white ground, but then csmerae and other 
expensive photographic apparatus will be required to  produce the negative. 

M. H. Pellet has recently recommended a process of this kind whereby 
prints are obtained in dark lines on a clear ground. Paper is sensitised in 
a mixture of- 

Oxalic mid, ... ... ... 5 parts 
Pel-chloride of Iron, ... ... ... 10 ,, 
Water, ... ... ... 100 ,, 

dried and exposed as usual under a drawing. The print is developed in 
a bath of yellow prussiate of potash a t  15 or 18 per cent, well washed and 
fixed with dilute muriatic acid, then finally washed and dried. 

The blue prints thus produced can also be ;sed as the basis of 
drawings for photozincography. 

Another process, which, though not quite so simple as the above, h a  
the advantage of giving a print in black on a white ground, forms one of 
the numcrouR important photographic methods for which we ue indebted 
to  the illustrious Poitevin. 

Paper is coated in the dark with a solution of perchloride of iron .ad 
tartaric acid in water; when dry, i t  is exposed under a tracing on cloth or 
paper, or a reversed positive on glass, and as soon as the parts exposed to the 
light have become thoroughly bleached the print is removed and developed 
in a bath of gallic acid. The parts protected from the light turn to an i+ 
black, while t,lle exposed and bleached parts remain white or only take a 
slight tint. The print is then thoronghlj washed aud dried. The whole 



operations of printing, developing m d  washing can be fi;liuhed in half all 
hour. This process, simple as it  appears, requires certain precautions in 
using a strongly sized paper for the prints, and a very transparent original 
to  obtain the most successful results. 

It ie capable of the same applications aa the cyanotype last described, 
and, like it, is quite unsuitable for producing maps for publication. 

Another process of Poitevin's is dependent on the property possessed 
by the ferric salts of rendering gelatine insoluble, the solubility being, how- 
ever, restored when the ferric salt is decomposed by the action of light into 
the ferrous salt. 

Paper is thinly coated with a G per cent solution of coloured gelatine 
and when dry immersed in a solution of- @ 

Perchloride of Iron, 10 parts or* 1 to 3 parts. 
Tartaric acid, 91 ,, 4 to 1 ,, 
Water, ' 100 8, ,, 100 ,, 

and dried in the dark. After exposure to light under a positive, such as a * 

map on tracing paper, the print is immersed in hot water, and the gelatine 
in the parts exposed to light dissolves out, leaving an exact transcript of the 
original drawing with dark lines on a white ground. The print may be 
rinsed in water acidulated with hydrochloric acid to  remove the iron salt. . 

Salmon and Garnier have taken advantage of the fact that  if paper 
is  coated with a solution of the percitrate of iron and exposed to  the liglit, 
the parts exposed to the light become hygroscopic in inverse proportion to  
the intensity of the action of light, and therefore if such p a p r  is exposed 
to  light under a map or drawing on thin p a p r  or vellum cloth, arid 
afterwards brushed over with a fine powder, such aa lamp-black or plumbago, 
more or less of the powder will adhere to  the parts protected from the ligl~t,. 
while the exposed parts will scarcely take i t  a t  d l .  After development the 
print has only to  be washed to remove the unaltered iron salt from the film. 

Other similar processes of printing with the salts of iron, uranium &c., 
will be found iu the text-books. They are, however, very little used and 
may be regarded more as curiosities than as practical printing methods. 

Plat inum printing process.-There is, however, one process which 
deserves mention as producing very beautiful and ~ermanent prints, in 
which the image is formed of reduced platinum. This process has been 
patented by the inventor, Mr. W. Willis, junior. Paper is floated on a 
weak solution of nitrate of silver and dried. It is then brushed over with 
a solution of double oxalate of potassium and iron, together with a solution 
of chloroplatinite of potassium. After exposure under a negative the print 
is floated on a warm solution of oxalate of potash, which causes the platinum 

Boivin, in Moi~iotrilertr de In Phofogrnphie, I8t  April, 18i8. 
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salt to be reduced in the parts exposed to the light. The prints are fired 
&st with hyposulphite of aoda, and then with oxalate of potash and h d y  
washed with water. 

Uollo-chromateprinting.-We now come to the more important pm- 
cesses depending on the reaction of the salts of chromium, particularly t h e  
alkaline bichromates, on gelatine, gum, albumen and other colloid substances 
under the influence of light, whereby these substances become more or less 
insoluble in and unabsorbent of water in proportion to the amount of t h e  
action of light, and further acquire the property of taking up greaay ink 
and not attracting plumbago or other fine dry powder, also in proportion to 
the amount of the action of light upon them. 

This simple reaction, only partially discovered in 1839 by Xungo 
Ponton, was fust worked out and turned to practical account, some twelve 
yeare afterwards, by Fox Talbot in his proceea of photoglyphic engraving ; 
and after him Pretsch and, notably, Poitevin employed i t  in processes which 
have been the foundation of nearly all the modern methods of permanent 
photographic printing. 

The simplest of all these processes, and one which may render useful 
service in the cases already noticed where only a few copies are requkd,  
was one of the first published by Poitevin. It consists in coating paper 
with a mixture of albumen, gum, or gelatine and bichromate of potash, 
coloured with Indian ink or any other suitable pigment ; or, if p r e f e d ,  
the paper may be coated with coloured gelatine and then made sensitire 
in a separate bath of bichromate of potash, and this ia sometimes the best 
method, because the paper will not keep good for long in its sensitive state. 
The sensitive coloured paper is exposed under a very clear line negative 
in a copying frame for a few minutes, and then taken out and plunged 
into water, either hot or cold, according as gelatine, gum or albumen have 
been used. The unaltered colloid in the lights of the print, which have 
been protected from the light under the dark parts of the negative, dissolves 
in the water, leaving a clear image in pigment on a white ground. 

This simple method is capable of extensive use in'copying maps or 
topographical sketches, but is only applicable to subjecta in line, well drawn 
in black and white in accordance with the rules in Sect. 111. These prints 
have the advantage of being quite permanent and, as the collo-chromh 
mixture is more sensitive to light than the chloride of silver, they can be 
produced at  a quicker rate than €he silver prints, and are, of course, chaper 
on account of the inexpensiveness of the materials uaed. 

For reproducing subjects in half tones a different procedure muat be 
followed. In  the process just described the exposure to light and the develop- 
ment of the print by washing are effected on the colonred Bide of the 
paper, and as the light can act with full p w e r  through the clear spaces on 
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the negative, representing the lines of the subject, it renders the colloid 
coating insoluble throughout the thickness of the coloured film, so that 
the lines withstand the solvent action of the warm water, which entirely 
removes the rest of the colonred flm from the ground and parts which have 
not been influenced at all by the light. If, however, instead of a negative 
of a line subject, on which the lines are transparent and the ground opaque, 
we take a negative of a subject in hl£ tones, possessing varioue degrees of 
translucency in the lights and shadows of the picture, and make a print 
from it on a piece of the pigmented paper, we shall find that the light will 
only be able to penetrate through the entire thickness of the colloid film 
in the deepest shadows, represented, as before, by nearly clear glass ; in 
the darker half-tonee it will penetrate nearly through the coating ; in the 
middle tones about half-way through, and in the lighted tones the ligbt will 
be able to act only on the surface of the gelatine. We shall therefore 
have a print with an insoluble surface of varying depth, and underlying 
this a more or less soluble layer ; it will thus readily be understood that 
when exposed to the action of warm water this layer will dissolve and carry 
away with it the partially insoluble fiurface-film forming the half shades of 
the picture, leaving only the stronger shades and giving a rough, hard, and 
unfinished appearance to the print. 

For a long time this dXculty proved a etumbling-block in the way 
of the progress of permanent printing and gave the silver-printing pro- 
cesses a supremaoy of which it has now become difficult to deprive them. 
The Abbe Laborde wee the first to see the necessity for adopting the 
principle of exposing on one side and developing on the other. Blair, 
Fargier and Swan applied this to the carbon process, and the latter finally 
succeeded in introducing a practical method of pigment-printing applicable 
to the snme class of subjects as silver-printing. Swan prepared a tissue by 
coating paper with a thick layer of gelatine mixed with bichromate of potash 
and coloured with any suitable pigment. Bfter the exposure to light 
the gelatinous surface of the tissue waa caused to adhere closely to a second 
piece of paper coated with india-rubber. The whole being immersed in 
hot water, the paper on which the gelatinous layer was originally supported, 
became loosened and oould be removed, allowing the hot water to gradually 
dissolve away the unaltered and soluble gelatine. I n  this manner the 
exposure to light takes place on one side of the gelatine film, while the 
washing away of the superfluous gelatine is effected from the other, or 
unexposed side, without disturbing iu any way the exposed parts of the 
film, and thus the most delicate shades in the half tones are perfectly 
preserved. Since its introduction by Swan this process has been much 
improved by Messrs. J. R. Johnson, H.. Sawyer and other members of the 
London Autotypo Company which acquired Swan's patents, and under 

11 
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the name of the ' Autotype' process, i t  has been worked on a lvge 
commercial scale for the reproduction of works of art, and is now fairly 
beginning to come into active competition with silver-printing for d 
ordinary purposes of portrait and landscape photography. 

On the Continent, the pigment-printing process is largely used by the 
well-known houses of Braun and Goupil for the reproduction of works of 
art, and is also coming into extended use for general purposes. 

The following is an outline of the operations as now practised by the 
Autotype Company. 

The pi,pent tissue is prepared by coating long bands of paper witb a 
moderately thick layer of gclatine coloured with any suitable pigment, 
and is sold ready for use either in an insensitive or sensitive condition 

Tho tissue is sensitised by immersion for a minute or two in a 5 per 
cent solution of bichromate of potash in water, to  which some alcohol may 
be added with advantage, especially in hot climates ; the bath should aLa 
be cooled down with ice if its temperature exceeds 65". The tissue is then 
carefully dried, and when dry is ready to  be expoaed under the negative. l'hk 
is done in a printing-frame in the usual way, the only precaution necessary 
being to paste slips of thin grey paper round the edges of the negative, 
so as to cut off a great portion of the light and form what is called the 
'mfe edge'. As the tissue generally appears black all over, the progress of 
the printing cannot be ascertained by inspection, and it is necessary to nJe 

a little instrument called an 'actinometer', by means of which, the d e p  
of exposure necessary for any negative having been once ascertained, 
i t  is easy to  give the same amount of exposure to  successive prints. Up 
t o  this point the operations are the same whatever may be the nature of 
the support upon which the picture finally rests. The subsequent opera- 
tions, however, differ accordingly as the image is developed on s finrl 
support, by what is called the ' single transfer' method, or on a temporary 
support, by the 'double transfer' method. I n  any case, some support is in- 
dispensable to retain the image and preserve i t  from injury during the 
washing. 

I n  the single trsnsfer procese the support is paper coated with a gela- 
tinous substance which, though insoluble in water, retains sufficient adhe- 
sive power when moistened to enable it to hold the picture duriFg 
development and afterwards permanently. 

After exposure under the negative the pigmented tissue having been 
immersed in cold water, together with a piece of the transfer paper, thetwo 
surfaces are applied to one another under water, and both drawn out together. 
They are then laid on a zinc plate, tissue uppermost, and brought into dm 

Soe '' 2 7 ~  Arttotype fiocesa", 6th edition. Also Monckho~rn'~ ViWa md 
Licscgnng's treatises on Carbon-printing. 
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contact, all intervening air being driven out by means of an india-rubber 
scraper, or ' squeegee', which also removes all superfluous moisture. The 
prints and support are allowed t o  remain together for a short time, and are 
then inunersed iu warm water. After a little while the soluble gelatine will 
soften and become partially dissolved, when the paper forming the original 
support of the layer of gelatine may be gently removed, leaving a dark 
slimy-looking mass on the transfer paper. The mluble gelatine gradually 
clears away by the action of the hot water and reveals the image in more or 
less perfection of details according aa the exposure has been properly timed. 
When fully developed, the print is washed with cold water, then passed 
through a solution of alum, rinsed again with wster and allowed to dry. 

Instead of paper, any other suitable permanent support may be used, 
but whatever the support may be, a reversed negative must be used if i t  
is desired to obtain non-inverted pictures by the single transfer method. 

When i t  is inconvenient to  use a reversed negative, and i t  is desired to 
obtain a non-inverted picture-the development of the tissue-prints must 
be conducted by the double transfer method upon a temporary support, 
either rigid or hxible. The discovery that the pigment pictures might be 
developed upon any impermeable surface is due to Mr. J. R. Johnson, who 
also found that if such surface previously receive a coating of some fatty 
or resinous compound, the picture may bo transferred, after development, t o  
a final support. 

The most suitable surfacc for the temporary support is a sheet of zinc, 
which may be e i t b r  polished or grained ; opal glass, or porcelain plates may 
also bo used with advantage. 

The plate employed as the temporary support first receives a coating 
of a solution of wax and resin in turpentine, and some operators coat tlio 
plate with collodion after the waxing, in order to  improve the surface. The 
pigment tissue carrying the imago is attached to  the support under water 
in much the same way as in the single transfer method, and after remaining 
for a time, i4 developed in the same way and allowed to dry. The plate 
with thc picture on it is then rinstxl in water, and a piece of what is callcd 
double transfer paper-+ fine paper coated with an enamel surface-having 
beon soaked in water till quito soft, is laid on the wet plate, avoiding 
air-bubbles, and pressed illto perfect contact with it by means of the india- 
robber scraper. The picture with the transfer paper attached is now dried 
carefully, and when dry separates of itself from the temporary support. 

Mr. J. R. Sawyer of the Autotype Company has introduced a flexiblo 
support, consisting of paper coated with a solution of gelatine rendered in- 
soluble with chrome alum. When dry this is coated again with all alkaline 
mlution of shclhc, dried and woll rolled under powerful pressure-it is 
afterwards coated with a waxing compound. Thc use of this Bexiblc sulp- 
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port is said to be advantageom with small pictures, but I hare not f o d  
it answer very well in this copntry. 

All these operations, which seem so oomplicated, are in d t y v e r ~  
eimple, and as the eensitiaed t i m e  ie very sensitive to hght r p a t  mrnJ 
prints can be produced in a single day. The number may, moreover, 
increaeed by a plan proposed by Capt. Abney, B. E., of exposing the print 
for only half the uaual time and then letting it lie by in the d u k  for some 
hours. The decomposing action set up by the light goee on in the darh~ 
and on development a picture is produced quite as good as if it had receivd 
a full amount of exposure and been developed at once. This 
largely u t i l i d  by those working the process in England, and enables ul 
amount of work to kt done in the winter month which would o w  
be impossible. 

The single transfer process has been euccesefnlly worked at the b- 
veyor General's O5ce in Calcutta for the production of photographs of 
convicts transported for life to the Andamans. No great diliicultiea m e  
met with in working it, even in the hot weather, but it waa found necessrrJ 
to ice the solution of bichromate of potash used for seneithiq the We, 
and to add a certain proportion of spirits of wine to it, in order to keep the 
gelatine from softening too much. Messrs. Bourne and Shepherd, the dl- 
known Indian photographers, have made arrangements for w o r M  the 
Autotype pMCe88 st Simla, the climate of Bombay having b~ found 
uneuitable. 

The pigment prints are perfectly permanent for all practical 
and, though they may under certain circumstances change colour slightly a 
lose their brilliancy, there is no such absolute fading and loss of deb% 
in silver prints. The process may be applied in a11 cases t o  replace d v m  
printing where permanency of results is an object. As I have mentioned 
before, the process is not quite suitable for the mproduction of w l o d  or 
ehaded maps, owing to difficulties in obtaining prints comprieing l~rge 
fact% of clean white paper together with the delicate half tones of hiU- 
shading. For maps in line the simple carbon process is more suitebl~ or 3 
many copies am required, photozincography would be better. 

Anilin Printing.-Before proceeding to the consideration of the P 
ceases employed for producing prints in the printing press, mention my be 
made of an ingenious process of printing which depends upon the of 
salts of chromium, and is largely used in Europe for the reproduction d 
maps and plans. It is known as the 'Anilin printing process' and 
invention of Mr. J. Willis, who has patented it. 

Paper is impregnated with a solution of bichromate of potah to 
a little phosphoric acid has been added. After exposure to light under a 
transparent positive, such as a drawing on thin paper or vellum cloth, or em 
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an ordinary engraving or manuscript, it is exposed in a closed box to the 
vapour of anilin, which developes a greyish image. The print is then fixed 
by merely washing with water. Aa a positive original yields a positive 
print, maps or drawings may be copied without the necessity of making a 
negative by means of a camera, which is a great recommendation in 
certain cases. The process has hitherto been worked only by the inventor 
and his licensees and has not come into general use. 

V. PHOTOLITHOOBAPHY AXD PHOTOBMCOOWHY. 
In  d l  the processes noticed in the last section, it ie necessary to repeat 

the printing operation by exposure to light for every print produced. The 
rate of printing will consequently be more or lees dependent on the semi- 
tiveness of the paper, the strength of the light at  the time of exposum and 
the state of the weather; the printing operations can, moreover, only 
be carried on during the few hours of daylight. In the photo-mechanical 
processes, now about to be described, these grave disadvantages are obviated, 
and, once the photographic image has been produced upon the printing 
surface, prints may be made in any numbers, quite independently of light 
or weather. 

The simplest and most generally ueeful of these mechanical proceeses 
is photolithography, or the analogous photozincography, the principal 
difference between the latter and the Sprmer being merely the substitution of 
a thin smooth plate of grained zinc for the thick heavy lithographic stone. 
For maps of large size, zinc is certainly the most suitable and offera in other 
respects all the advantages of atone, but the latter being bettar known La 
generally preferred for ordinary work of moderate aize. 

In  ordinary lithography, the image may be produced on the stone or 
zinc either by tvansfer from a drawing on paper with the solution of resi- 
nous eoap known as 'autographic ink', or by drawing direet on the atone with 
a similar ink or crayon; so in photolithography there are two similar 
methods of obtaining the photographic image--either by transfer from a 
photographio print in fatty ink--or by impressing the image direct on the 
atone, by applying a photographic negative on a suitable coating sensitive 
to light and removing by means of a solvent the parts unaltered by light. 
The transfer method being the most convenient is the one in general use. 

The first photolithographic process on record is that proposed by 
Jobard, of Brussels, who, in 1839, obtained lithographic proofs from stone 
or zinc plates that had been treated with iodine or bromine. This process 
never came into practical use and haa been quite superseded by two distinct 
methods--one dependent on the alterability of asphaltum under the influ- 
ence of l i g h t t h e  other on the reactions of the alkaline bichromates upon 
gclntine and other colloid substances. 
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Asphaltum methods.-In 1852, MM. Lemercier, Lerebours, Barresd 
and Davanne, proposed a method of litho-photography, in which a atone was 
coated with a solution of bitumen in ether, exposed to light under a r e v e d  
nrgative, and developed with ether, which dissolves the parts not affected by 
the light, while the exposed parts being insoluble remain and form the  image. 
(Benzole, chloroform or turpentine may also be used instead of ether). 
After development the stone was prepared with acid and gum and inked 
in the same way ae an ordinary lithographic drawing.' 

Since then many other similar asphaltum processes have been p r o p o d  
and have been worked with great success, both for subjects in line and half- 
tone ; but, owing t o  the length of exposure required and the uncertainty of 
the resultfi, this process is not well adapted for general use, and has, I 
believe, been allnost abandoned in favour of the collochromate methods. 

&/lo-chromate Processes.-Paul Pretsch, whilst working out his photo- 
grrlvanographic process, hereafter to  be described, discovered tha t  if r 
mixture of gelatine and bichromate of potash be spread upon a suitable 
support and when dry exposed to light, then again moistened and inked 
in with a roller charged with printing ink, the ink would only take upon 
the parts altered by the light, and thus impressions could be obtained by 
transferring the design to zinc or stone. 

Pretsch does not seem to have made any practical use of this discorerp, 
but shortly afterwards, in 1855, Ppitevin independently worked out  a 
photolithographic process on the same principle, which has been the founda- 
tion of all the present processes of photolithography and photocollotype 
and is worked to  the present day for the reproduction of the Belgian 
topographical maps. Poitevin impressed his photographic image direct 
upon the stone and not by transfer. 

The first practical transfer process of photolithography seems to  hare 
been suggested by Asser, of Amsterdam, early in 1859. H e  coated u m i A  
paper with starch, and then floated it on a strong solution of bichro~llate of 
potash. When dry it was exposed to light under a well intensified nega- 
tive. The print ww next heated with a flat iron, then moistened and inked 
in with transfer ink, by means of a roller, and thus an impression was obtain- 
ed which could be transforred to  stone or 2inc.f 

The next transfer processes were the Southampton process of phota- 
zincography, which was founded on Asser's, and Mr. Osborne's p r o w  of 
photolithography. These two processes, though quite independent one of the 
other, were identical in principle and almost so in details ; the only differenca 
being that Mr. Osborne added a certain proportion of albumen to the mixture 
of gelatine and bichromate and then treated his prints with boiling water, in 

Sec Davnnnc, Chi~nia l'hotographiqtrc, p. 466. 
t Photogrnphic Arcics, Vol. 111, p. 146. 
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order to congulate the albumen and leave a slight coating of it on the 
paper, so as to obtain a 'grip' on the stone during the process of transfer.' 

At the Ordnance Survey Ofice, Southampton, and a t  the various pho- 
tographic offices in India, in whieh the process has been introduced from 
Southampton, photozinco,pphy is used, with the best results ; but in 
Australia, America and the Continent of Europe photolithography is more 
usual and it is also used a t  Madras. 

These processes have occasionally been used with fair success for the 
reproduction of shaded maps, architectural views and other subjects in half- 
tones, but they are not by any means suitable for such subjects, and are 
best adapted for the reproduction of maps and drawings boldly executed in 
dot or line alone. 

They may also be used for copying prints or engravings of all kinds 
on the same, larger or smaller scales, but engravings, and even many 
lithographs, are generally more or less unsuitable for the purpose. The 
best results are obtained from original drawings specially prepared to  suit 
the requirements of photographic reproduction, in strict accordance with 
the rules already given. 

The following outline of the Southampton method will give an idea of 
the operations. Like the pigment-printing process, already described, it 
depends upon the property possessed by a dried layer of gelatine and other 
colloids, when mixed with an alkaline bichromate, of becoming insoluble and 
repellent of water under the influence of light. The procedure, too, is much 
the same as in the sinqle pigment-printing process, except that, instead of 
the fatty ink which forms the image on the photo-transfer print being 
mixed with the gelatine, it  is applied to the surface of the print after 
exposure to light. The inked print is then washed in hot water, by which 
the colloid coating in the unexposed parts is dissolved and carries away 
with i t  the superfluous ink not retained by the lines forming the image. 

The negatives are obtained by the methods already described appli- 
cable to the reproduction of subjects in line. 

Having obtained a suitable negative, the nest operation is to  produce 
from i t  a pliotograph in greasy ink which may be transferred to  zinc or 
stone. 

To prepare the sensitive paper, a sheet of bank-post paper is coated 
twice with a mixture of 6 parts gelatine and 4 parts bichromate of potash, 
dissolved in 100 parts of water, dried in the dark and glazed to give i t  a 
smooth surface. It is then exposed to the light under a negative for one or 
two minutes in the sun, or until the finest lines are distinctly visible. When 
sufficiently exposed, which may be ascertained by the whole of the detail 
appearing in brown upon a bright yellolv ground, the print is taken out of 

Photographic Netor, Vol. IV, p. 371. 
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tho printing fra~ne and paawl through a lithographic press in contact with 
a polished stone, or zinc plate, which has been tooted with a lithographic 
tranafer ink, and thus receives an even coat of the greasy ink. The 
inked print is immersed for a few minutes in tepid water, to soften the 
gelatine etill remaining soluble in the parts not acted on by light, and then 
laid on a eloping glass or metal plate and gently washed with e sponge 
and warm water till all the unaltered gelatine is removed, carrying the 
superfluous ink with it. The lines, on which the hght has acted, remain 
insoluble and retain the ink, forming a clear image of the subject in r 
gwasy transfer ink, precisely simiLer to the ordinary lithographic t n d e r  
drawing. When all the details are clearly and sharply defined, and fhe 
ground ia quite free from ink, the print is rinsed in clean water and dried 
It is then ready for transfer to stone or einc. 

I t  often hsppena that a map is too large to be photopphed in a single 
aection. In  this case the transfer prints of the different negatives are 
carefully joined together with gehtine and transferred to the etone or plate ; 
or if too large to be printed in one sheet, the joined-up transfers may be cut 
up into as many convenient-sized sections as may be necessary. 

Zinc plates poesees great advantages over lithographic stones on 
account of their superior lightness, cheapness, facility for storage and lw 
liability to breakage, and are therefore to be preferred in reproducing p b  
of large size. For fine work etone is considered by some to give b e h  
results than zinc, but I believe that if due care be taken ae good prints 
may be made from zinc as the best from stone. 

The plates used for t h b  purpose are about of an inch in thickness, 
and have one side carefully planed and smoothed ; but in order to give 
somewhat porous surface to the plate, eo that i t  may be more absorbent of 
moisture and hold the greasy ink better, the planed side of the phte is 
grained, or roughened by grinding i t  evenly all over with very fine saud and 
water. after the transfers are made, the plate is etched with a prepamtion 
of gum and decoction of gall-nuts to which a little phosphoric acid b 
added. 

If the transfers are made to a lithographic stone instead of to a zinc 
plate, the operations are exactly the same as for transferring an ordinnr~ 
lithographic transfer-drawing, except that the stone need not be heated 
The operations of printing, whether from zinc or from stone, are pd~ 
the same as in ordinary lithography. 

Various modifications have been introduced, but the above process is 
still one of the best and most simple, and, if care be taken with anitable 
subjects, results may be obtained by it not to be surpassed by any other 
method. Full details regarding it will be found in Sir H. Jw' 
'Photoxincoyraphy,' also in the Photographic Newu, Vol. XII, 
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280 et uep. The accompanying specimen of a reduction from an old 
engraved map will give an idea of the results that may be obtained. 

I n  the Southampton process the whole of the unaltered gelatine is 
removed from the paper, and the objection has been made that, in con- 
sequence of this, the ink on the lines being left on ridges of gelatine ia 
more liable to.spread in transferring, that the fine lines are liable to be 
washed away by the dissolution of the gelatine beneath them, and that the 
prints are liable to slip during transfer. To remedy these defects various 
methods have been proposed for retaining the gelatine on the paper. 

One of the best of these methods has been perfected by Capt. Abney, 
who has patented it under the name of ' papyrotype." 

A tough paper is coated with gelatine, and subsequently treated with 
alum or chrome alum. It then receives a coating of gelatine and bichromate 
of potash as in the Southampton process. After exposure to light the 
print is drawn through cold water, and is then ' squeegeed' down on to a 
smooth metal plate, and inked in with a soft gelatine roller charged with 
transfer ink. The ink ' takes' only on the parts exposed to light, while the 
ground of the print remains clear. When the image ia fully inked up, the 
print is dried and exposed to light, to harden the gelatine thoroughly by 
the action of light on the bichromate salt still remaining, and is then ready 
for transfer to stone or zinc. 

Among the advantages claimed for this process, the principal are that- 
The ink which forms the lines is not left on ridges of gelatine, as in 

the Southampton method. The fine lines are not liable to be removed. 
The surface of the transfer will haye no tendency to slip during transfer. 

In  practice this method was not found to answer in this co?mtry so 
well as the ordinary one, but a modification of the latter has lately been 
introduced in the Surveyor General's O5ce, with the same object as the 
papyrotype, and seema to answer well. 

The paper is prepared aa usual with two coats of gelatine and bichro- 
mate of potash. It ia then put away for a few days, in order to  allow the 
gelatine to become hard and insoluble. When required for use, it is 
coated again with a mixture of gelatine and bichromate of potash of about 
one-third the usual strength, and is then exposed to light and inked in the 
usual way. The washing is done with cold water instead of with hot. 
. Instead of allowing the gelatine to harden by keeping, which takes from 

8 to 12 or 14 days according to the season, the hardening action may be 
hastened by laying the sensitive paper face downwards on a board, and 
allowing the light to act on the back surface for a minute or two. This may 
be done, either after the print has been obtained from the negative, or just 



after the preliminary coating has been given to the paper. The gelatine 
may a h  be hardened with alum or chrome alum. 

It has been found that this method has the advantage that a base of 
hard insoluble gelatine remains on the paper and retains the finest lines, 
while the fresh and easily soluble final coating preserves the clesrnes~ of 
the ground. It is necessary that the underlying gelatine should be 
thoroughly hardened, otherwise the transfers stick to the zinc plstein 
transferring, and are difficult to remove ; the soft gelatine is also liable to 
spread over the lines and prevent their transfer. 

Another advantage ie that warm water is not required for washing the 
prints, and the ink is not so liable to become pasty as in the usual mode of 
working. The linee are found to keep crisp and the spaces between them 
free from scum, thua giving clearer and sharper transfers. 

Mr. Herbert Deveril, Government photolithographer in New ZerLnd, 
found that, in working Osborne's original process of photolithography, 
which is still generally used in the Australian Colonies, great inconvenience 
arose from the use of boiling water to coagulate the albumen added by Mr. 
Osborne to the gelatine in order to produce an insoluble surface with r 

grip' on the stone. He has therefore substituted the following method of 
producing his transfer prints. Paper is first coated with gelatine to which 
a small proportion of chrome alum has been added. This is allowed to dry 
and is then sensitised in a solution of bichromate of potash. The prints 
are exposed and inked .e in the Southampton process, and are washed off 
in cold water.* Mr. Deveril claims for this method the further advantqp 
that the sensitive paper can be kept in good condition for a long time. 
The keeping properties of papers coated' with gelatine and bichmate are, 
however, very dependent on climatic conditions. The results which I haye 
wen by the process are exceedingly good. 

A method of photolithography by transfer which yields excellent d t s  
in line, and even reproduces half-tones fairly well, is a modification of Beaer's 
procese, invented by Mr. Toovey, of Brussels, who coats paper with a mlu- 
tion of gum arabic mixed with bichromate of potash, and after expoenre to 
light under the negative in the usual way, places the transfer-print faca 
downwards on the stone with several thicknesses of wet blotting paper om 
it, and leaves it under preesure for some hours in a powerful press. 

The gum on the parts not exposed to light being soluble is forced into 
the stone and prepares it, while the lines being hardened and rendered in- 
soluble leave the stone quite free from gum and ready to fake printing ink 
from a roller when psssed over them, thus producing an image which msp 
be printed from as soon as the soluble bichromate salt has been washed out, 
because the bichmmated gum is a most powerful preparation for the stone 

' Photogrphic NwJ,' Vol. XIX, p. 686. 
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and, indeed, is difEcult to remove without grinding the &one down to some 
depth. 

This process requires care in adjusting the amount of moisture to be 
applied to soften the gum, so that it may not be squeezed under the linee 
and block them up, and i t  has not, I believe, come into general urn. 

There am two disadvantages which militate ap-nst the employment of 
the transfer processes of photolithography for the finer and better claas of 
maps. The first, is the difficulty of obtaining reproductions perfectly true 
to scale, owing to the unequal expansion of the transfer paper in the various 
washings and squeezing8 it has to undergo. Althougb this unequal expansion 
and contraction is very slight, and for most practical purposes may be disre- 
garded, it has greatly hindered the more universal adoption of this valuable 
method for the reproduction of the official maps in England and foreign 
countries. 

Mr. Rodriguez, of Lisbon, h a ,  however, W l y  introduced an improve- 
ment into the transfer process with the object of doing away with the 
possibility of stretching in the course of any of the operations." Instead 
of using paper as the support of the mating of gelatine on which the pho- 
tographic image is impressed, he uses a sheet of tinfoil about the thickness 
of thin paper. This is first smoothed on a very finely grained lithographic 
stone and then laid down quite flat on a sheet of zinc. After being 
cleaned with alkali and well washed, the tinfoil is brushed over with a 
solution of gelatine and bichromate, dried rapidly, and is then ready to be 
exposed under a negative in the usual manner. To ink the print, the sheet - 
of tin is first plunged into water, and then carefully laid down wet on a litho- 
graphic stone so as to avoid folds, the gelatine side being uppermost. The 
film is then inked in with a roller. After the first inking in the print is 
left for about a couple of hours and is then inked in again and afterwards 
washed with a sponge and water. It may then be lifted off the stone and 
dried. The operations of transfer are the same as usual. 

The second disadvantage of the transfer methods is the almost un- 
avoidable spreading of the lines under the operation of transferring, which 
makes a photolithographed map look heavy and unsightly compared with s 
lithographed one. This defect may, however, be diminished very much 
by skilful manipulation and taking care to have as thin a coating as pos- 
sible of gelatine on the paper, and to uae a good hard transfer ink in small 
quantity. With these precautions and with a suitable original, results may 
be obtained from photolithographic transfers which will well compare with 
ordinary lithography, or even engraving, in sharpness and delicacy. 

These special defects of the transfer methods may he in great part 
obviated by impressing the photographic image direct on the stone, as origi- . 

' Britbh Journal of Photography,' Vol. XXV, p. 232. 
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nallg proposed by Poitevin, but this plan hae again other disadvantages of 
its own which render it less suitable for map work than the transfer process. 
It has, however, been used extensively, and very successfully, in the pmduc- . 
tion of the Belgian topographical maps on the scale of 1 : 20,000. 

I n  the process used for the Belgian maps, the stone is covered with a 
very thin coating of a mixture of gelatine and bichromate of potash, rapidly 
dried and exposed to light under a reveraed negative, which is obtained by 
rcversil~g the position of a dry tannin plate in the camera and allowing the 
light to act through the glass on the underside of the collodion film. A 
thin coating of printing ink is then applied all over the stone with a mller, 
and the surface is afterwards washed with warm water in which a little starch 
has been dissolved. This gradually removes all the eoluble parts of the 
gelatine coating, leaving on the stone a clear image of the map. The stone 
is then covered with gum and after drying and remaining for a short time 
is ready for printing and capable of yielding 1500 good impressions.' 

For line-work zinc plates are also used and prepaxed in much the same 
Way. 

This process has undoubtedly Bome advantages as regards accuracy of 
scale, and the quickness and cheapness of the operations, but on the other 
hand it has disadvantages as regards the difficulty of securing perfect 
contact between the stone and the negatives, the neoessity for a rerereed 
negative, the prints being limited within a single negative and the incon. 
veniences of working with heavy stones. 

Besides the foregoing, many methods of photolithography have been 
proposed, but as for the most part they are only modifications of the 
processes I have described, which are all good and may be considered typical, 
it will be unnecessary for me to go further into details regarding them. 

VI. PHOTOCOLLOTYPE. 
The great defect of all the processes of photolithography described in 

the last section is, that they can only be applied with advantage to the 
reproduction of drawings or subjects in which the gradation of shadeis 
shown by l i e s  or dots separated by white spaces of varying size-8 and at 
dif£erent intervals apart, as in line or stipple engravings and lithographs in 
line or chalk, Even such drawings to be successfully reproduced must be 
in a good bold open style and have all the lines or points composing them 
of an equal and perfect blackness. In the many attempts that have been 
made to reproduce photographs from nature by photolithography or photo- 
engraving, or to copy paintings and brush-shaded drawings in which g&- 
tion of shade is continuous, success, only partial at best, has been secured by 

Maea and Hsnnot's ' !Z'raild ds Topographic, rt ds ~ u c l ~  du Cwtu 
moyen de la Photographw ' ; a h  Hannot's ' La Photographie dim Icr Amdsr. ' 
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breaking up and destroying the continuity of gradation. By the processes 
of photocollotype, so called from the printing surface being of gelatine, these 
defects are entirely obviated, and absolutely permanent photographic prints 
may be produced in the printing press equal to  silver prints in perfect 
delineation of detail and delicate gradation of shade, but vastly superior 
to them in permanence and cheapness of production. 

Yoitevin was the first to recoguise, so early as 1855, the fact that the 
half-tones were better preserved on stones that had been treated with a 
chromated colloid mixture if, after exposure to light under a negative, 
instead of being inked all over and then washed with water to remove the 
superfluous ink, they were &st moistened and then inked in with a litho- 
graphic roller charged with printing ink*. H e  seems, however, to have 
always regarded the stone as the principal printing surface and treated i t  
by the ordinary methods of lithography. Only a few impressions could be 
obtained from stones thus treated. 

I n  1866, Messrs. Tessi6 du Mothay and Marechal, of Metz, discovered 
that  the stone or metal plate hitherto used as a printing surface might be 
replaced by a mixture of isinglass, gelatine and gum, treated with an acid 
chromate, and evenly spread upon a well polished metal surface ; because 
if, after exposure to  light under a photographic negative, such a gela- 
tinous surface were moistened, greasy ink applied upon it with a roller 
would adhere well to the parts of i t  that l ~ a d  been acted upon by light, and 
would be taken up by those parts in proportionate quantities, according to 
the  intensity of the gradations of light and shade produced on them by 
the  action of light, and their consequent impermeability to  water. Photo- 
graphic prints in fatty ink reproducing the most delicate gradations of shade 
without any apparent grain or break of continuity could thus be produced.? 

It will be seen that this process was baaed on exactly the same principle 
as Poitevin's photolithography, but differed from it in the distinct recognition 
of the colloid 6lm as the printing surface. Messrs. Tessi6 de Mothay and 
Marechal were also the first to recognise the necessity of adding a certain 
proportion of acid or of oxydising or reducing agents to the  chroma^ salt 
used for sensitising the gelatine, with the object of rendering the colloid 
surface more apt to receive the greasy ink and also of hardening the film so as 
to enable it to withstand the wear and tear of printing. This they did by 
exposing the sensitive plates t o  a high temperature before using, but the 
effect was produced in great measure by the decomposition of the chromate 
sa l t s  by the acids or other substances added to the colloid mixture. 

Messrs. TessiO du Mothay and Marechal printed off their ' phototype' 
plates in a lithographic press in much the same way as ordinary lithographs, 

* ' Traitd de l'imprcamon photographiqrcc aana aels d'nrgent,' p. 78. 
t ' Photogrnphic iY'erc.a,' Vol. XI, p. 260. 
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but with certain modifications due to the peculiar nature of the printing 
surface. The principal of these was the use of two inks, one st*, for 
giving force to the shadows, the other thin, for bringing out the mom 
delicate half tones. 

Thc ' phototype' process as a t  first proposed laboured under tbe defect 
of not beirig able to yield a large number of prints from a single plate, but, 
in 1869, i t  was improved upon in this respect by Albert, of Munich, who 
substituted a thick glass plate for the metal plate used by Tessih du M o t b y  
and Yarechal as a support for the colloid film. His films consisted of dbu-  
men, gelatine and bicbromate of potash alone, and he gave them the requid 
solidity and adherence to the glass by first coating the plate with a 
sensitive colloid mixture containing a large proportion of albumen, and 
then giving the under Bide of this first coating a preliminary exposure 
to light through the glass. The second coating oontaining more gelatin0 
wae then applied, and after i t  had dried, and the photographic image 
had been impressed upon it, the plate was again expoeed from the back, 
in order to thoroughly solidify and combine the under part of the com. 
pound film. The gelatine films no prepared were capable of yielding eome 
hundreds, or even, i t  is said, thousands of perfect copies. This process 
is still largely used by its inventor and is known by the name of Albert- 
type.' 

According to some authorities, Messrs. Ohm, Grossmann and Gemoser, 
of Berlin, took out a patent, in 1867, for a method of photocollograpbia 
printing comprising, in addition to the use of glass as the support of the 
gelatine film, of the double coating of the plate and of the hardening of the 
film by exposure of the back surface, the introduction into the sensitive 
gelatine mixture of certain resinous compounds dissolved in spirit, by which 
the gelathe film is rendered quite insoluble and admirably adapted to form a 
fine printing surface. It is said on the other hand that the credit of d these 
improvements is due to Albert ; but, in any case, i t  is certain that until &r 
the publication of Albert's process early in 1869, Ohm and Qrossmann's 
almost unknown and had not come into general use. In October 1869, the 
~ u t o t y p e  Company in London acquired the patent, and have since worked 
the process with the greatest success. 

About a year after the publication of Albert's method, Mr. Ernest 
Edwards, of London, introduced, under the name of ' Heliotype,' a veq- im- 
podant modification of the photocollotype process. 

He  first waxed a glass plate and then coated it with a substantial layet 
of gelstine and bichromate of potash, containing a small quantity of chrome 
alum, with the object of hardening the gelatine and rendering i t  inmluble, 
without destroying its impermeability to water. When dry, the gektine 

'Photographic New#,' Vol. XIII, p. 121. 



film was removed from the waxed glass plate, and the side which had been' 
next to the glass was exposed under a reversed negative in the usual way, 
and, then, as in Albert's process, the back surface of the film was hardened 
by exposure to light. After this, the 6lm was attached under water to a 
metal plate, preferably pewter, coated with india-rubber, and ' squeegeed' into 
perfect contact with it. The bichromate salt was then removed by washing 
and the plate was ready to be printed in an ordinary Albion printing 
press. 

I n  this process the peculiarities were the use of chrome alum for 
hardening the gelatine ; the separation of the colloid film from its original 
support, by which perfect contact with the negative was secured, as well 
as less risk of breakqge of the latter ; the subsequent transference of the 
film to a metal plate, by which the liability to breakage of glass platesin 
the progress of printing waa obviated, and, lastly, the substitution of vertical 
instead of a scraping pressure in printing, by which the gelatine film were 
not exposed to injury by wear and scraping of the surface. 

Tbie procesbi is still, I believe, largely practised and full details of it, 
with various improvements suggested by Capt Abney, R. E., will be 
found in the latter's excellent little work-'' Inatruetion in Phtography." 

About the same time, Herr Obernetter, of Munich, proposed another 
process of the same kind offering some peculiarities, and said to  produce 
very satisfactory results. 

A sheet of glass is coated with a mixture of gelatine, albumen, sugar 
and bichromate of potash, dried and exposed to light under a negative. 
The plate is then dusted over with finely powdered zinc, which attachee 
itself only to the parts protected from the light and in proportion to the 
amount of protection they have received. The plate is then heated to about 
86g0 F., or exposed to light till the whole surface of the film has been 
rendered insoluble. Before printing, the plates are treated with dilute 
muriatic or sulphuric acid. By this operation the parts of the gelatine 
film covered with zinc, are rendered, by the formation of hydrogen, sus- 
ceptible of attracting water to a greater or less degree, while the other 
portions, upon which no zinc has settled, are capable of receiving a fatty 
ink. The printing is then proceeded with in the usual manner.* 

Since 1869, when these processes finrt began to come into practical use, 
many methods of working have been introduced, chiefly in Germany and 
France, but so far as known they are nearly all of them more or less 
modifications of one or other of the above, merely differing in the manner 
of preparing and hardening the gelatine film. A good deal of information 
on the subject will be found in Husnik's " Gesmmtgebiet des Licht&uektv," 
Qeymet's " Phtotypie," Moock's " IFaitb pratip lle d'impreoewna photo- 

* ' Photographic News,' Vo1. XIII, p. 483. 



gruphiyues a u t  eihcrea grweea," and A. Xartin's " Hundltuch der Email- 
phtographie und akr Phototypis odor dm Lidtdrucker." 

The great difference between the photocollotype processes and litho- 
graphy is, that whereas the lithographic stone receives a like quantity of ink 
in all parts of the image, and is incapable of producing a true and continuone 
gradation of shade, the moist gelatine film possesses the valuable property, 
not possessed by the stone, of receiving a greater or less amount of ink in 
different parts of the image, in exact proportion to the intensity of the 
action of the light upon them, and is thus capable of reproducing the 
most delicate gradations of shade as perfectly IU they are shown in an 
ordinary silver print. 

It will t h w  be readily understood that instead of the advantages of 
photographic reproduction by cheap and speedy mechanical processes being 
confined to the reproduction of certain special subjects, they can be extend4 
to  all classes of eubjects, such aa photographs from nature, brush-shaded 
and coloured maps, MS. records, drawings and paintings of all kinds. Even 
for line subjects, the process surpasses most of the known processes of p h o b  
engraving, photozincographp or photolithography in the delicacy, sharpness 
and clearness with which the finest lines can be reproduced, as well as in 
~ e r f e c t  accuracy of scalc, owing to there being no intermediate process of 
transfer, with its attendant washings and pressings, and the plate being 
printed by vertical pressure. 

The process has the further advantage that the prints do not require 
mounting, and this makes it very suitable for book illustration, for which, 
indeed, i t  is now being very largely used. I t  is espechlly valuable for 
illustrations of a scientific character in cases where otherwise only the 
highest class of lithography or engraving would be applicable and a t  an 
enormously increased expense. 

For the most successful application of the photocollotype processes to  
the reproduction of maps, the result depends, as in photozincography, very 
much on the quality of the negative, and that again on the origiual. 

Any negative that will give a good photographic print will answer, but 
the successful reproduction of shaded maps or drawings demands consider- 
able care in the execution of the original drawing as well as in taking the 
negative. The precautions to be taken in these respects have already been 
indicated in wctions I1 and 111. 

For some years past my attention has been given to the utilisation of 
this valuable process for the reproduction of niaps and other photogrnphic 
work which the Surveyor General's Office is called upon to do for various 
Government departments. In  the Proceedings of the Society for No~ember 
1871, I described a process which I had found to answer well for line work, 
and strenuous cfforts were made to bring this and other methods into p w -  
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tical working. It is much to be regretted that owing to the many difficultiee 
met with in manipulating the gelatine films in the hot damp climate of 
Calcutta, and in getting printers with the special artistic skill required to 
produce the best results, oui efforts have not been quite successful, and, as 
photozincography is found more convenient for most of the work passing 
through the ofice, the photocollotype process has not been brought into 
general uw. 

h the process previouely described in the Proceedings has since then 
been modified and is, I know, exceedingly good for line work, the following 
description of the manipulations, extracted from the Annual Reports of the 
Surveyor General's Office for 1871-72 and 1872-73, may prove of interest, 
especially as the working details of few of the other processes have been 
published. 

The printing plates are of plate glass, about # or hall an inch in thiok- 
ness, evenly ground on one side with fine sand. When required for use 
they are thoroughly cleaned to remove all grease, and then wefully levelled. 

The composition of the gelatine coating is aa follows :- 
Gelatine ,......... .... ............................ 1 ounce. 

....................................... 
A. 

Glycerine, 1 dram. 
Distilled water, ................................. 6 ounces. 

....................................... i Albumen,' 1 ounce. 
Distilled water, ................................. 1 ounce. 

.......................................... i Tannin, 10 grains. 
Water, (in hot weather, Spirits of wine,). .. 1 ounce. 

The above quantity will be sufficient for two square feet of plate. 
As soon as the gelatine in eolution A is quite dissolved, B is added and 

then 0 is poured in gradudy with constant stirring. The whole is strained 
through two thicknesses of cotton cloth and poured evenly over the plates 
on the ground side, any air bubbles being carefully removed. The plates 
are then covered over with a light paper cover, to prevent dust falling on 
them, until they are set, when they may be removed into the open air and 
turned face downwards to dry. Or they may be dried with gentle heat in 
a drying box, but too quick drying is to be avoided because the gelatine 
films will dry unevenly. 

When the plates are dry, they may be put away till required or 
sensitised in a bath of- 

Bichromate of PoQsh, .............................. 1 part. 
Water, ................................................ 20 park 

They are allowed to remain in this for 5 minutes, then removed to a 
drying box and dried with a gentle heat. When dry, the deposit at the back 
of the plates, and any inequalities at the corners of the gelatine film ara 

30 grains of carbolic soap may be used instead of tho aibumen. 
13 
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removucl, and the plates are ready for exposure under the negative, which 
must be a reversed one obtained 8s described in &ion 111. 

If the r e v e d  negative has been taken direot on glase, the erpowre 
to light is performed in a pressure frame, in the same way aa for or dinar^ 
photographs. It is advisable, however, to secure clean margins by hielding 
the borders of the negative by means of a mask, cut out in yellow or brom 
paper, which should well overlap the edges of the printing plates. The 
sensitive plate may be rubbed over with a little powdered mapsfone to pm 
vent any adherence to the negative. Some sheets of d a r k - c o l o d  pper or 
cloth should be placed behind the sensitive plate and then s thick sheet of 
glass to give a good even pressure. 

If, however, the negative has been stripped from the glass and is in 
form of a thin skin, the most perfed contaot will be produced by tram- 
ferring the negative on to the surface of the printing rlm, in sucha manner 
that it may be removed again after the exposure. 

This operation presents some difficulties, but I have found the follodq 
method answer well. The sensitised and dried gelatine surface of the prin- 
ting plate is covered with a very thin even coating of war dissolvedin 
turpentine or benzole. The plate is then placed in a dish containing sd- 
cient spirits of wine to cover it. The thin negative film is laid down upon 
the gelatine in its proper position, the plate and film are then removed from 
the spirit, and the negative film carefully squeegeed into close contact with 
the gelatine surface. The plate is then covered with a few t h i c l i n ~  of 
blotting paper, under a thick glass plate, and allowed to dry. When @,the 
plate is ready for exposure. After exposure, the negative film is remod 
from the gelatine surface ; and, if suilicient wax wae used and the film is 
fairly tough, it comes away without tearing. Should it tear, it should 
at once be dissolved off with ether, or there will be a oontinuating action of 
light on the parts of the gelatine surface protected by the negative film, 
that they will print darker than the rest of the plate. Before printing, tb 
wax should be removed from the gelatine with turpentine. The object of 
effecting the transfer in a bath of spirits of wine is, that neither the 
gelirtine, wax, bichromate of potash or negative film are in any way afMd 
by it. 

The duration of the exposure to light varies from 10 minutes in the 
sun for a clear line subject, to from 25 to 60 minutes for a subject in hnlf 
tones, according to the density of the negative and the intensity of the light. 
It is almost impossible to judge of the progress of the printing by in- 
spcction, and it is necessary to use an aoti~~lnetm ao a guide to the e r p o s ~  
The following form of actinometer has been found to answer well for the 
purpose. It consists principally of a box, in the lid of which is fired a 
translucent scale divided in 14 squares of different densities, No. 1 being 
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almost transparent, while No. 14 is almost quite opaque ; and numbers cor- 
responding to the densities are painted in opaque colour on the sale. The 
scale is made by taking a ,collodion negative of a drawing shaded in tints 
of different strengths, and ahould be intensified so as to correspond in 
density with the kind of negatives it is intended to be used with. 

The body of the box contains a block for carrying the sensitive surface, 
which may be spread on paper or on a glass plate, and a strip of d a n i s e d  
rubber below it presses the block into close contact with the scale. 

I prefer to we in the actinometer a sensitive film of the same com- 
position as the printing plate ; small slips of glass are therefore coated with 
the gelatine mixture, sensitised, dried and exposed to light at  the srrme 
time and in the same manner as the printing plates, and thus the progress of 
the action of light can be watched and timed very closely. 

When the exposure to light is considered sufficient, the printing plate 
is removed from the pressure-frame and laid, gelatine side downwards, on a- 
board covered with black cloth. The back, or under surface, of the gelatine 
is then exposed to light, for about 10 minutes, to thoroughly harden the 
gelatine and prevent it from swelling too much in the after processes. It 
is well to conduct this second exposure under a piece of ground glass, in 
order to prevent any scratches that may be on the back of the glass from 
showing as white lines in the print. The edges of the plate are then pro- 
tected by strips of paper coated with solution of india-rubber, and when the 
india-rubber is dry, the plate is soaked in water until all the soluble bicbro- 
mate has been removed, and is then ready for printing. 

The plates a n  be printed in a lithographic press, but then they require to 
be fixed on a level stone with plaster of Paris. It baa been found, however, 
more convenient, and in some respects better, to print them with vertical 
pressure in an ordinary Albion platen prese ; and in order to prevent the glass 
being broken, the bed of the press is fitted with two or three thicknesses of 
kamptulicon, besides a sheet of vulcani~ed india-rubber on which the plate 
rests. It is also desirable to place a piece of white paper over the bedding 
in order to cnable the date  of the plate when it is being inked up, to be 
better wen. 

The inking in requires great skill and care on the part of the printer 
and is the most difficult part of the whole operation. The plate having 
been well soaked in water is hid on the press, and after being wiped to 
remove the excess of moisture, is inked in, if a line subject, with an ordinary 
lithographic roller charged with an ink compoeed of lithographic chalk ink 
thinned with a little olive oil, followed by rolling with a smooth roller to 
clear away the superfluous ink ; a mask of the required size is laid on the 
plate to preserve the margins clean ; over this comes the printing p a p r  
covered with a piece of soft felt, to drive the paper well iuto the hollows of 
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the plate ; the tympan is lowered and the impression pulled in the ordinnrS. 
way. The plate is then damped and inked in again, and so on. 

Half-tone subjects are treated in the same manner, but it is s o m e t i  
advisable to use two kinds of ink of different oonsietence or depth of colonr; 
a stiff or dark ink gives force to  the shadows, while a thin or liihter 
coloured one will bring out the delicate half-tones. Rollers made of gelatine, 
glycerine and castor-oil may be used with advantage, as they drive the ink 
better into the hollows of the lines than the leather rollera. Capt. Abney, 
who has given great attention to these processes, says that the great 
secret of producing good results is to have the command of first raterolle~. 
Glazed enamelled paper is generally used for printing half-tone subject4 
but in some cases unenamelled paper answers well. The most snitable 
paper for printing eeems to depend partly on the compoeition of the aensi- 
tive surface and partly on tho ink. 

One of the great drawbacks to the extended use of the photoeolldp 
process for the reproduction of maps is the d i c u l t y  of making corntiow 
on the plates. When the printing surface is o metal plate or lithogmphie 
stone, upon which a map has been either engraved, zincographed or litL 
graphed, additions and erasures may easily be made without any risk of the 
loss of the printing surface or even of much damage to  it. With the tender 
gclatine 6lms the case is dserent, and although writing or simple lines 
may be inserted without much ditficulty, it would be almost impossible ta 
successfully alter gradation of shade or to insert shaded details. On the 
other hand, the taking out of details must be done by some chemical m a  
which must always be attended with the imminent risk of raising the geldbe 
film from its support and the consequent utter destruction of the pri- 
plate. 

As maps, almost more than any other printed subject, require that it 
shall always be possible to make corrections on the printing plates, it ia 
obvious that the use of any process which will not permit of thia being 
done must be confined more to the reproduction of maps already printed or 
of an ephemeral character than to the preparation of new or stgnderd 
ones. And thus, though photocollotype is admirably adapted for r e p  
ducing copies of old or other special maps, which are, or can be, finished 
once and for all, it is not suited for maps on which corrections are likely to 
be required. 

With the plates prepared as described we have found that details 
be inserted by two or three methods. The first is by writing in the re- 
quired additions on the dry gelatine surface, using an ink composedof 
bichromate of potash, either alone or coloured with Indian ink. After the 
insertion of the additions the plate is exposed to the light for a few minute 
to reduce the bichromate, and may then be washed and printed as d 
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Or an ink composed of solution of chrome alum may be used and will not 
require exposure to light. I n  some cases the part to be corrected may be 
washed over with a solution of bichromate of potash and allowed to dry, 
and then the required details may be printed in from another negative. 

The taking out of details is more difficult and requires care. It may 
be accompli+ed by washing the part with a strongish solution of caustic 
potash or cyanide of potassium. Should a plste print dirty, it may be 
cleaned up and greatly improved by being washed with a weak solution of 
cyanide of potassium, or better, with a solution of citric acid, which not only 
clears up plates that print dirty, but at the same time facilitates the inking 
in. A weak solution of ammonia is also said to be w f u l  in thie 
respect. 

The process just described was found to answer better in Calcutta for 
line-work than for half-tones, and for the latter the following formula for 
the gelatine films appeared preferable :- 

Gtelatine, .................................................... 1) ounce. 
................................................... Glycerine, 1+ dram. 

Albumen, ................................................... 1 ounce. 
Bichromate of Potash, .................................... 40 grains. 
Chrome Alum, ............................................. 7 grains. 
Water, ...................................................... 12 ounces. 
The plates coated with this mixture have to be dried in the dark, buf 

in other respects the operations are much the same. 
The processes in which s thick film of gelatine ia spread upon a g l w  

plate were found to present in Calcutta many inconveniences in the drying 
of the films, and the tendency there is in dry weather for the filma to peel 
away from the glass plates and utterly break up and destroy the surface of 
the latter. There is also the comtant risk of breaking the plates in the 
press. I was therefore led to go back to the old process of Tessi6 du 
Mothay and Marechal, in which a thin film of gelatine is supported upon a 
metal plate, and finally succeeded very well with the following method which 
I have fully described in the ' Yaw Book of Photogmphy' for 1877. 

A flat plate of copper, such aa used for engraving, is finely grained on 
its best side, and having been carefully levelled, is washed with warm water 
and coated on the grained side, while wet, with a mixture composed of- 

Qebtine (Nelson's opaque), .................................... 15 parts. 
Water, ............................................................ 100 ,, 

.......................................... Bichromate of Potaah, 4 ,, 
............ Formic acid (when the former are dissolved), 4 ,, 

The excess is poured off, so as to leave enough to give a thin even 
coating. Half an ounce of gelatine is more than sufficient to cover 4M) 
square inches of plate. 
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The plah is then replaced in the drying box and when dry is ready for 
exposure to light in the usual way ; but it will be found desirable, in order I 

to secure perfect contact, to transfer the negative film on to the gelatin0 
surface in a bath of alcohol as before described. I 

Formic acid varies in mtrength and other properties, and if it s h o d  be 
found that the films made by the above formula are too soft, the p k  
may be kept a few days before printing. The addition of a very 4 
quantity of tartaric acid (about gT of a part) will improve the film in this 
respect, and m will the cautions addition of some hardening agent, such aa 
chrome alum, glycerine, glucose, honey, 8tc. 

The printing operations are the same as for the plates already described, 
but the use of glue rollers and vertical pressure will he fouud advantageom 
The thin films have been found to stand the wear and tear of printing well , 
and to have no tendency to chip or tear away from the plates. 

I n  all cases where the photogmphio image is impressed d i d l y  on the 
printing surface, a reversed negative must he used, as before explained, and 
these are sometimes rather troublesome to produce. I have lately tried 
whether the use of this reversed negative could not be dispensed with in 
the photocollotype process, by taking the negative in the usual way direct 
on to  the thick ground glass plate and then, while still wet and without 
varnishing, coating this negative with a thin layer of any of the foregoing 
mixtures of golatine, either with or without bichromate. When the mnsiti~a 
gelatine coating is dry, it is exposed to light through the negative on the 
under side and allowed to print well through the film. Thin plan wrs 
found to have many conveniences to recommend it, and to answer very well 
for subjects in line, but not for half-tones. For map-work i t  has the 
undoubted advantages of perfect accuracy of scale and the greatest possible 
sharpness of the image. 

The foregoing descriptions will give an idea of them interesting 
processoa which are now being very largely used for producing photo- 
graphic prints of all kinds, though, I believe, the successful working 
of them still presents some difficulties, even in better climates than India 
Against their employment for map-work on the large scale there will, how- 
ever, always remain the impossibility of joining up several eectiona of a 
large map on the printing surface, the difficulty of reproducing the fine& 
tints of a shaded map with a perfectly clean white ground, and, above all, 
the difficulty of making additions and corrections on the plates. 

The accompanying specimen of a reproduction of an old map of Bengrl 
will give an idea of what may be done by the process described at  page 93. 
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VII. WOODBWY-TYPE. 

We have already seen that the great drawback to the production of 
photographs in printing ink with continuous gradation of shade, by either 
photography or photo-engraving, is the necessity for breaking up the 
continuity of gradation by a more or less marked ' grain', and that this 
d i c u l t y  has been overcome by the photocollotype processes. 

By a very ingenious process, invented in 18M, Mr. Walter Woodbury 
mcceeded in solving the problem in another way, and, by a mode of operation 
analogous to ' Nature-Printing', haa been able to produce absolutely per- 
manent prints with such perfect photographic gradation, combined with 
the most exquisite transparent delimy and richness of tone, that none 
but the initiated would know that they were not the ordinary silver 
prints. 

A tissue is first made by coating a tough film of collodion with e 
moderately thick even layer of gelatine and bichromate of potaah, slightly 
coloured in order to we the progress of the development. When dry, 
the tissue is laid collodion side next to the negative film, and exposed to light 
proceeding from one direotion only, in order to prevent difised rays acting 
through the thick gelatine coating and so blurring the image. This tissue of 
gelatine and collodion is then temporarily attached to a glass plate and 
treated with hot water, very much in the same way ss in the pigment 
printing process already described. The whole of the gelatine upon which 
the light has not acted, and which therefore remains soluble, is dissolved 
away, leaving an image in relief, the higheat parts of which represent the 
deepest shadows of the picture, while the parts intervening, down to  the 
lowest, reprcsent the intermediate gradations between the deepest shadows 
and the highest lights. 

When dry, the gelatine composing this image' will be quite hard and 
capable of resisting the heavy pressure required to indent it into soft metal, 
without itself being injured. 

The tissue bearing the image having been stripped from the temporary 
support, is laid face downwards on a sheet or block of lead or type-metal, 
about + of an inch thick, between two finely surfaced steel plates and 
submitted to the pressure of a very powerful hydraulic press. The pro- 
minent parts of the relief are thus forced into the soft metal and produce a 
mould the deeper parts of which represent the shades and the shallower the 
lights of the picture. As the relief obtained from gelatine and bichro- 
mate of potash alone will impart to this mould a smooth surface without, 
grain, such plates could not be printed with printers' ink, like a copper- 
plate engraving. Mr. Woodbury therefore uses a semi-transparent ink 
consisting of gclatinc coloured with any suitable pigment. 



The leaden plate or mould is kid in a suitable press of peculiar oon- 
struction* and slightly greased. A small quantity of the coloured gelatine 
having been poured in a liquid state into the middle of the mould, a piece of 

I 

mitable paper is laid above it and pressed strongly down, m as to  force the l 

ink thoroughly into the depressions all over the plate and squeeze out all the 
ink between the surface of the metal and the paper in the parts forming 
the highest lights of the picture. The gelatinous ink is allowed a short 
time to ' set' and attach itself to the paper; the paper is then removed and 
brings with it a perfect impression of the picture in coloured gelatine, of 
meren t  thicknesses corresponding in intensity and gradation of shade to the 
depth in different parts of the plate. The print has now only t o  b 
' fixed' in a solution of alum and when dry is perfectly permanent a d  
ready to be trimmed and mounted. 

The rate of impression is about the m e  as of ordinary copper-plate 
printing and may be carried on quite independently of the light. If very 
large numbers are required of a single subject, it is easy to produce as many 
printing  plate^ as may be required from the o r i p a l  gelatine relief, which 
may afterwards be put away and kept indefinitely. The cost of printing 
is exceedingly small and prints are produced in large numbers a t  a marvel- 
lously cheap &. As the process requires special mechanical appliances 
and a1)pratus it has generally been worked on the large scale by public 
companies. 

The Woodbury-type is unfortunately not well adapted for the repro- 
duction of maps, because i t  has been found very difficult to produce im- I 
pressions of large dimensions, and, owing to the peculiar method of printing, 
it is almost impossible to obtain the clear black lines and pure white ground 
so indispensable in a good map. The prints also have to be mounted, 
which is an objection. However, in special cases where the work is within 
the capabilities of the process, it will be found valuable, because i t  possesses 
the great advantage over the collotype processes for the reproduction of 
half-tone subjects that the printing of an almost indefinite number of 
copies can be carried on with as perfect certainty as in ordinary litho- 
graphy or engraving, while in beauty, transparency and delicacy of grada- 

I 

tion the Woodbury-type prints are undoubtedly superior to collotypes. 
I 

' VIII. PHOTOQBAPKIC ENQBAV~Q.  ~ 
As was noticed in the Introduction, the earliest practical pmoeas of 

photography was a method of photographic engraving invented by K i d  
phore Niepce, and since his time nearly every great improvement in photo- 
graphy has been applied to this object. Thus, no sooner was the Daguerm- 
otype invonted than eseays were made by Fizeau, Donne and others to engrave 

For a drawing of thin prew, soe Abney's l+wtiss on Phatoyraphy, p. 175. 
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the images produced on the metal plates. I n  like manner, the earliest appli- 
cation of the peculiar action of the alkaline bichromxtes upon colloid 
substances was Fox Talbot's photoglyphic process, which was soon followed by 
the photo-galvanographic and helioplastic processes of Pretsch and Poitevin. 
Engraving processes have also been based upon Swan's pigment-printing 
process, the Woodbury-type and the collotype. With the exception, 
perhaps, of the ~econd, all these methods, from the earliest t o  the latest, are 
in use a t  the present time in a more or less modified form. 

The object of engraving maps upon wpper is to obtain a plate taking 
but little storage room and not liable to break, which shall yield a large 
number of impressions of uniform quality and, with due precautions, be 
capable of being preserved in a good conditian for printing during any 
length of time. 

Copper-plates have the further advantage that they may be multiplied 
to  any extent by electrotyping, and corrections may be made when required, 
either on the original plate or on the electrotyped matrix or copy. Transfers 
may also be made from them to atone or zino and printed in the'same way 
as ordinary lithographs. Thi procedure is specially applicable when very 
large numbers are required or when the subject is to be printed in wlours. - 

Besides these more practical advantages, the superior beauty and finish. 
of copper-plate engraving give it the preference for all maps of a permanent 
or standard character. 

With these objects in view nesrly every civiIised nation has a t  least 
one engraved map giving the results of the State Surveys on a convenient 
scale for general uae. For the same reasons map-publishers generally 
engrave the maps composing their atlases and other standard publications. 

Notwithstanding its many advantages copper-plate engraving is a 
very slow process and is also expensive, because the art of the engraver is 
one requiring great artistic and manipulative skill, only to be fully acquired 
by an almost life-long apprenticeship. Map-engraving, i t  is true, does not 
require so high a degree of artistic skill ss line or aquatint engraving, but 
it nevertheless requires a long training, particularly in the more difficult 
branch of hill-etching which demands almost as much skill to produce 
first-rate results as ordinary line-engraving. 

Although the advantages of photographic engraving as a means of 
avoiding the long and costly labour of engraving maps by hand are obvious, 
for various reasons these processes have not yet oome into general use. A 
successful commencement has, however, been made by the Italian and 
Austrian Governments of employing photography in the production of 
their engraved maps, and there is little doubt that bofore long, photographi0 
engraving will bo more exterlsively used for this purpose than it is at  prc- 
sent, especially 8s processes are now available by which gradation of shade 

14 
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may be obtained without diffioulty, and the expedve hand-work of she 
engraver in biting in or finishing rnsy to a great extent be dispensed with. I 

Tbe prooesmr of p h o ~ p h i c  engraving that have beem propmexi from 
time to time for producing incised images on metal plates capable of being 
printed in the copper-plate press, are very numerous. I shall, however, con- 
fine myself to thoae which have been most s u c e e s ~ l y  worked and of 
which the details have been more or less fully publinhed. M h e r  informa- 
tion on the subject will be found in the special works r e f e d  to in the 
footnotes, and aleo in Etammsnn's "Deu drtd Grqphiqam dat inb d 
rnvltaplk par Z'Impu8h" and A. Martin's " Htmdbmk der h a  
photographis und &r Phototypia odm dso Ihhtdruekea," which both gim 
very complete r e s d s  of the early progress in this branch of photqpphy,  

I 
with details of many of the procesees. The Photographic Journals and the 
Patent Office records may also be coneulted. 

The principal methoda of obtaining an incised image on a metal pbts 
by means of photography are : 

1. Obtaining a photographic image on a metal plate aoated with 
asphaltum and then etching or 'biting in' with acid. 

2. Obtaining a photographic image in gelatine on a metal plate and 
I 

etching the latter with some substance that will not attack the g e h t k .  
8. Obtaining an image by the direot action of light on a metal pUe, 

as in the Daguerreotype process, then forming a metallic reserve to p t e e t  
i 

either the lights or shadows of the image and etching with a suitable 
mordant. 

4. Electrotyping from a relief obtained by the melling or parkid 
eolution of a chmmated gelatine film, either directly or by the interventian 
of a caet in wax or plaster. 

5. Electrotyping from a relief in ineoluble gelatine obtained in the 
m e  way as in the ' Autotype' or Pigment-printing prooeas. 

6. Electrotyping from a leaden plate on which an image has been im- 
pressed from a gelatine relief, as in the Woodbury-type procesa 

7. Electrotyping from a relief obtained directly on a collodion 
pomtive clich6. 

It will be seen that them methods divide themselvee into two principal 
group of etching and electrotyping processes. 

Etchingprocm8ea with d~~phultnm.-We have already seen that Niepce 
in his experiments to find a eubstitute for lithography, made uae of the pm- 
perty posseseed by bitumen of Judrea, or asphaltum, of becoming inaolubla in 
oil of lavender and other solvents, after exposure to the d o n  of Irghtj to 
obtain photographic images on metal plates which were then bitten in witb 
acid, so as to form engraved plates, usually copiea of engravings, though 
he dm obtained images from nature. 
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Owing to the imperfeofion of photographic applianoes in those early 
d a p  of the art, the r e d t s  obtained by Niepce could not have been very 
satisfactory, but with better appliances the same process has yielded in the 
hands of Niepce de St. Victor, the nephew of the inventor, Amand Durand 
and others, d t e  which prove its practicability, and its capbilitiee for 
reproducing images direct h m  nature or for copying fine line engravings 
and similar subjects, for which latter it is much better adapted.+ 

A process on this principle has been very mccesdully need at the Im- 
perial State-Printing Office, Berlin, for the engraving of plates for b n k  
notes and other purpoees, and I have also tried it myself with fair mccese. 

The following outline will give an idea of the operatione.+ 
A perfectly -00th copper plate, having been thoroughly cleaned and 

polished, ie coated with a solution of asphaltum in turpentine, to which'a 
little oil of lemon is added. It is then carefully dried in the dark so as to 
preserve an even coating, fee from dust. 

The image may be i m p r e d  upon the sensitive d a c e  by mn-printing 
through an ordinuy negative on glass, but as thew is by this plan great 
risk of losing perfect sharpners by want of cloae contaot between the glaae 
and the copper plate, it ie better to remove the collodion film from the 
negative and transfer i t  on to the surface of the asphaltum, so that it may 
be in absolute contact with i t  all over, and thus secwe the utmost possible 
sherpneee of the image. The collodion film is loosened from the glass in an 
acid bath, containing 1 part each of sulphuric and acetic acids in 320 parts 
of water, and the tranefer is then effected in a bath of 1 part glycerine and 
4 parts of water. The transferred film being dry, the plate is d y  to be 
expoaed to light, and as the asphaltum is not very sensitive, the exposure 
is somewhat long-extending from 6 to 86 houm ; but i t  is better to over- 
expose and to work in d i f f u d  day-light rather than in the full sunahine. 

When the plate is judged to have been sufficiently expod ,  the collo- 
dion film isremoved and the aqhaltum surfaoe is rubbed lightly with a tuft 
of cotton dipped in olive oil, to which after a short t i e  a little turpentine 
is added. The image gradually begins to  appear, and by degrees the 
unaltered asphaltum is all removed, so that the design appears in clear brown 
upon the poliahed copper. The plate is then weshed with soap end water 
and allowed to dry. 

The next operation is the etching or biting in of the image. The back 
of the plate having been well coated with a thick varnish of asphaltum, to 
protect it from the action of the acid, the plate is  lunged into a trough 

See ' ~ i t C  p r d i q w  & Qravwr8 HCliographiqw m A& at nrr Tars ', par M. 
Niepce de St. Victor. 

t Full detdh wi l l  be found in my ' R q m t  on the Cartographw Appliortionr of 
Photograph#,' p 79. 
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containing a mixture of 1 part chlorate of potash, 10 parts muristic 
and 18 parta water, and allowed to  remain till the weakest linee of the 
drawing begin to appear. It is then well washed and the asphaltum cover- 
ing the lines is removed with benzole. The design will now be seen atand- 
ing in a slight relief, and an electrotype must be made in order to 
a printing plate from which impressions may be taken in the ordinq Kag.. 

The sharpness of the lines ia better preserved by making a relief d 
olectrotyping, than it would be by biting in. 

The best results by this process are obtained from subjects in line, and 
even with these the operation of ' biting in' demands a little manipnla~~e 
skill. Good results have, however, been obtained in reproducing half-tone 
subjects, but they require the greatest skill on tho part of the manipdab 
and generally much re-touching by a practised engraver. 

A modification of Niepce's process, by which good wsults have been 
obtained, has been introduced by M. NCgre, it is briefly as follows : 

A plate of steel is covered with a coating of bitumen or bichromted 
gelatine and exposed to light under a negative. After development by a 

. suitable solvent, which removes the parts not acted on by light, the $ate 
is placed in a solution of gold and, by means of e galvanic battery, a thin 
regular coating of gold is deposited on those parts which present r clean 
metallic surface ; the remainder of the sensitive coating is then removed, 
and a beautiful damascened design in gold is obtained. The gold adhem 
well to the metal surface and as it is not attacked by the etching liquid, 
the design may be etched without injuring the ground of the plate. 

This process also appears only suitable for line work, though it is a id  
that satisfactory results in half-tone have been obtained with it. 

M. Baldus, of Parie, is said to have used a similar process, but to 
etched his platies in a solution of d p h a t e  of copper by attaching them 
to the positive pole of a galvanic battery. 

The processes dependent on the use of asphaltum are all more o r b  
slow and uncertain in practice, and if not already quite abandoned in £avow 
of the quicker and more certain processes dependent on the uee of gelatin0 
and bichromate of potash, are rapidly becoming so, especially as their 
fulness is almost entirely confined to  reproducing subjects in line. Exceed- 
ingly b e  results can, however, be produced in this manner, and it is 
particularly valuable in cases where an etching' or ' biting in' procear is 
required, because the bitumen forms a much better a resist' for the acid or 
etching liquid than does gelatine, as we shall now see. 

Etching poceaaea with Belatine.-In 1852, Mr. Henry Fox Talb 
brought forward a method of photographic engraving called ' Photoglyphy,' 
which is of some interest as being the first practical photographic pmcm 
founded on Ponton's discovery of the decomposition of bichro~nate of 



potash in contact with organic matter under the influence of light. Talbot 
found that by the action of light, a dried film of gelatine mixed with an 
alkaline bichromate became impermeable to certain fluids in proportion to 
the intensity of the action of the light upon it. He  coated steel plates 
with a, thin film of gelatine and bichromate of potash, and after exposure 
to the light under a photographic positive, he etched the image so produced 
with a solution of bichloride of platinum which, penetrating the unaltered 
gelatine in the parts protected from the light and attacking the underlying 
metal, produced the shadows of the resulting picture. Some very promising 
results were obtained in this manner, and great expectations were enter- 
tained of its utility in producing engraved plates for book illustration 
and other purposes. These hopes, however, have not been fulfilled and the 
process, though remarkable as the first of the many valuable methods of 
photographic press-printing dependent on the use of gelatine and the 
alkaline bichromates, has inherent defects and difficulties which seem to  
render i t  of little practical value." 

M. Baldus has successfully employed a modification of the photo- 
glyphic process for line-work.+ He coats a copper-plate with gelatine and 
bichromate and exposes i t  under a negative or a positive, then etches in a solu- 
tion of perchloride of iron, which attacks the copper in all the parts not acted 
upon by the light, and thus a first relief is obtained. de this relief is not 
sufficient, the plate is inked in with a printing roller, when the ink attaches 
itself to the parts in relief and protects them from the action of the etching 
liquid. This procedure is repeated till the desired effect is produced. If a 
negative is used an incised plate is obtained, which may be printed in the 
copper-plate press. If a positive is used the image is in relief and suitable 
for being printed with type. I have found that the reliefs obtained in this 
way are exceedingly sharp, though the gelatine films will not stand the 
action of the etching fluid for very long. 

Messrs. Leitch and Co., of London, have lately introduced a similar 
process, called by them i~hotogravure.' It appears to be due to M, Gamier, 
who has had great experience in these processes and produced eome very 
h e  results. The method of working is a secret, but it is said that a metal 
plate is coated with a sensitive composition capable of resisting the action 
of acids. The photographic image is impressed on the mnsitive surface 
through a negative and is then etched with perchloride of iron. The etch- 
ing is said to be to a certain extent automatic, that is to  say, the etching 
action on the lines ceases a t  different periods in proportion to their fineness. 

A full description of Talbot's proccsg with specimens, will be found in tho 
nppendix to the English translation of 'l'iaaandier'e ' Eirtmy ar~d Handbook of Photo- 
graphy,' edited by J. Thornson. 

t See the above work, p. 207. 
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Daguem?ofyps Etching.-Mmy attemptin hnve been m d e  to engrave 
the beautiful and delicate p h o ~ p h i c  inuge formed on the Daguerreotype 
plate. Thus, Donne simply etched the image with dilute nitric acid, which 
attacked the silver forming the shadown, laving the whites protected by 
the mercury untouched. Qmve etched the pkteg with the aid of the 
galvanic battery. Fizeau etched aa deeply aa possible with dilute 
muriatic acid and then, hnving filled up the hollows with drying oil, 
deposited gold upon the lights ; the oil having then been removed, the pkte 
waa bitten with dilute nitric wid. I n  order to  render the silver plate mom 
capable of atanding the wear and tear of printing it was covered with a thin 
film of copper, which could w i l y  be removed and renewed when requiretL 

Other processes were elso put forward, but they all failed, from the I 

difficulty of biting the image t o  s d c i e n t  depth ond of obteining the 
requisite ' grain' to enable a large number of impressions to be pulled o E  
h'one of them seem to hnve ever come into pree t id  uee and, lihe the 
Daguerreotype, they have almost fallen into oblivion. 

If with the wperior knowledge and applianw of the present day, any 
such procese could be successfully worked, it would probably offer many 
advantages over m y  other etching prows, especially for msp and other 
works in line. 

Several ingenious processes of chemical engraving applicable to p h o b  
graphy have been proposed by Messra Qarnier and Salmon, Vial, D h  
and others ; but aa they do not appear to have come into practical we, it 
will be unnecessary to enter into details mgarding them. Descriptions of 
them will be found in Roret's ' Mmmol du (h.avnrr '. 

Though they have the advantage of rapidity, all theae proceplee, in 
which the image is obtained by etching or biting in with acids or other 
etching fluih, are open to the objection that for all subjects containing 
h e  and delicate lines the etching and etopping out require almost the 
same manipulative skill and care ss in o r d i n q  engraving, and the procercses 
coneequently become expensive to work. There is a h  a tendency for tbe 
lines to become coarse and heavy. In  those gelatine processes in which 
the etching fluid acts through the gelatime it gradually loosens the ktter I 
from its mpport and attacks the parts which should not be bitten at 3L 
These defects are to a great extent obviated in the processes we .re now ~ 
about to consider, in which the printing plates are produced by the elect* 
deposition of copper on the photographic image. I 

Electrotyping methods.-In nearly all the electrotyping methods the 
printing plate is obtained by depositing copper on a gelatine relief obtained 
by the agency of light, or on a cast in plaster, gutta-percha, $c. taken from 
such a gelatine relief. 

If a dry fihn of chromated gelatine on a suitable support be erpoeed to 



light under a photographia clich6, and then plunged into hot water, the 
parts acted on by light being insoluble will remain on the support in differ- 
ent degrees of relief according to the intensity of the light, while the 
unexposed parts will be washed away. An image in high relief formed of 
hard and insoluble gelatine will thue be obtained, from which a caet or 
electrotype in intaglio may be made. 

I£, however, instead of using hot water, the plate be plunged into cold 
water, the gelatine will be found to &orb water and swell up in the parta 
protected from the light, while in the parts acted on by the light it wiU only 
slightly absorb the water, and these parts will thus form hollows. The 
power of absorbing water will also be found to be in exact proportion fo the 
degree of proteotion from light. In this cam, an image in low relief 
is obtained which may also be moulded from, or electrotyped. 

Upon these two principles several processes of producing printing-plates 
both for copper-plate and letter-press printing have been founded with 
mow or less success. 

The first process of the kind wae Paul Pretsch's ' Photogalvanography', 
invented in 18541. He appears at  first to have obtained his plates by coat- 
ing a glaas with gelatine and bichromste, exposing to light and then wash- 
ing away the soluble gelatine and taking a mould of the resulting relief, 
in gutta-percha, from which an electrotype was made in the usual manner.* 

This prooess geve fair results both in line and half-tone, but, owing to 
the washing away of the soluble gelatine being effected on the side of the 
film exposed to light, the plates were defective and required a good deal of 
touching up by skilled engravers, which wetly increased the expense of their 
production. The process failAd as a commercial speculation. 

Almoet immediately afterwarde, in 1855, Poitavin published methods 
of obtaining plates from the gelatine reliefs obtained by swelling the een- 
sitive films in cold water. Plaster &s were either made from them or the 
gelatine surface itself wae metallised and electrotyped in the usual way.? 

Thie method produced tolerable reaulte, though the prints were always 
somewhat coarse, owing to the fact that swollen gelatine will not give the 
sgme sharpness as when dry. 

Both these proceaaes were more or less unsuitable for reproducing sub- 
jects in half-tone--Pretsoh's because in the process of washing away the 
soluble gelatine, the lighter half-tonee were liable to be 1osePoitevin's be- 
c a w  of the difficulty of keeping the swelling in proper relative proportion, 
owing to more absorbent parts of the film lying underneath less absorbent 
parts. Both processee also failed to ,  give the necessary ' grain,' without 
which the proper inking of the engraved plates could not be effeoted. 

See ' Jmrnd of :L Photographic 8eci6ty of budom,' Vol. 111, p. 68. 
t 8ee ' lkaili tie l'imprariion pllogrqphiqw rciw a& d'argmt,' p. 49. 
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Various attempts were made to improve on these processes, but rm- 
successfully, until M. Placet ahowed that i t  was necessary to adopt in them 
the same principle of exposing on one side of the gelatine f lm and develop 
ing on the other, which, as we have seen, had previously been shown to be 
necessary for the preservation of the half-tones in the pigment-printing 
process, and for a mmilar reason. 

M. Ylacet indicated several ingenious ways of obtaining his d t s . a  
They may, however, be briefly summed up as follows : 

A flm of chromated gelatine is exposed under a transmitted positive 
clich6, so that the light acts on the under side of the film ; thia ie done either 
by covering the collodion side of the cliche itself with the sensitive coating, 
or by using a thin transparent sheet of transfer collodion or mica as a sup 
;art for it. After exposure to the light, the film is soaked in water, where- 
upon those parts which have been protected from the light swell up  in 
proportion to the amount of the action of light upon them. By treating 
the mould in relief thus obtained with metallic solutions, an electrot-pe 
copy in copper may be produced, which can be printed from in the copper- 
plate press. 

If a negative cliche is used, the unaltered gelatine must be dissolved or 
a second electrotype must be made. 

M. Placet also suggested the employment of a sensitive surface which 
would become soluble u ~ ~ d e r  the influence of light, such as a mixture of , 
gelatine, or other colloid, with perchloride of iron and tartaric acid, as 
recommended by Yoitevin for pigment-printing. In this case the solrent 
acting on the exposed side hollows out the image, in the same way as an 
etching fluid docs on copper, but with the advantage that each line has only 
the exact strength given to it by the intensity of the clich6. Or the  altered 
parts of the gelatine film may simply be swollen with cold water, prodnciug 
an image in relief. I n  either case, a mould is taken from the gelatine and 
electrotyped, or copper may be deposited on the gelatine itself. 

By his process M Placet was able to obtain very perfect gradation of 
shade in the half-tones of his pictures, with a fine natural grain produced 
by some means which he did not divulge. He  has lately, however, d 5  
scribed a mcthod of producing the grain, which consists in plunging the  gela- 
tine plate into a solution of bichromate of potash and then treating it with 
a solution of protosl~lphate of iron containing acetic acid.+ The principle 
he lays down is first to treat the gelatine with a solvent and then with r 
solution of some substance that will tan or contract it. 

Messrs. Fontaine, Avet and Drivet have also proposed similar pmmses, 
in which they have partially overcome the difficulty of obtaining a p p e s  

Boa Davanno, ' Lea Progr48 a% la Photographis,' p. 186. 
t Cloo ' Bulletirr de la Soc. f iai ic ,  cla Photographie,' Vol. XXIII, p. 190. 
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' grain' by interposing between the cliche and the gelatine film a fine net- 
work or an impression of an engraved or rouletta tint ; but these artificial 
grains have a disagreeable effect, and the methods seem to have fallen into 
disuse, except for line-work and photo-typography, which will be described 
further on. Avet's process is, however, I believe, still in use for producing 
the maps of the Italian Surveys. 

Qegmet's method.-The fourth method, that of electrotyping from a 
gelatine relief obtained by the pigment-printing process, is somewhat similar 
in principle to Placet's process, but as there are important differences and 
the process appears likely to prove of some utility, it may well be treated 
separately. 

According to M. Geymet, who baa very fully described the process and 
all the manipulations of preparing and electrotyping the reliefs in hia 
" Gravure Hcliographipre," it wae the invention of M. Audra, a French 
amateur. 

Pigmented gelatine tissue is sensitiaed and expored to light exactly in 
the manner described st p. 78 for the ' Autotype' process. It is transferred 
to a smooth glass or a polished copper plate, developed in warm water, and when 
dry ie metallised and electrotyped. If  the subject is one in line or dot only 
the above operations are sufficient, but if the subject is a photograph from 
nature, or any other with gradation of shade, it is necessary to obtain a 
'grain', and this M. Geymet does by taking a copper-plate with its surface 
grained or engraved with a ruled or roulette tint, inking it up in the ordi- 
nary way and then covering it with a coating of transfer collodion. When 
dry, the film of collodion is stripped off the plate and carries with it the 
impression of the grain. This 6lm is then placed between the cliche and 
the sensitive gelatine film and serves to break up the shadows in the more 
transparent parts of the clich6. 

A similar process has been used at the Depat de la Querre, in Belgium, 
for the reproduction of maps.' 

Last year, whilst making some experiments on this process, I succeed- 
ed in obtaining the necessary ' grain' by chemical means which produce a 
finer and less artificial effect, and I have alao made a few other modifica. 
tions in the process, which may be worth recording at  length. 

A piece of the ordinary subtype tissue is sensitieed in s 5 per cent 
solution of bichromate of potash. When dry, it is exposed to light under a 
reversed negative and then transferred in cold water to the surface of a well 
polished copper plate and squeegeed down into close contact with it. In  
order to prevent subsequent adherence to the newly deposited copper in the 
electrotyping bath, the copper plate is silvered by rubbing it with a little of 
the following solution mixed with tripoli. 

h e  Ma8a and 1I;tnnot ' Trnit6 dc Topographic, tc.,' p. 330. 
18 
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Nitrate of Silver, .............................. 1 part. 
Cyanide of Potassium, ........................ 10 ,, 
Water, ............................................. 100 ,, 

The gelatine tissue attached to the copper plate is allowed to drg, 
and then developed in warm water in the usual manner, great care being 
taken not to loosen the lines, an accident which is very liable to happen, 
though the preliminary drying of the tissue before development tends to 
prevent it. 

When the image ia quite clear from all soluble gelatine, the plate is 
well drained aud plunged into a bath containing- 

Tannin, ............................................. 6 -  
Strong Spiritaof-wine, ........................... 100 ,, 

This at once removes all moisture from the gelatine relief, hudens it, and 
gives it a fine grain, coarser in the shadows than in the lights. The plate 
remains a few minutes in this bath till the action ie complete in the dee@ 
shadows ; the tannin is then washed off with a little spirits-of-wine, and the 
plate is allowed to dry. 

The gelatine relief has now to be prepared for receiving the electrow 
deposit. A band of copper having lmen soldered to it, the back of the pkte 
is coated with Bmnswick black, to prevent deposition of the copper upon 
it. When the backing is dry, the margins of the picture am cleaned with 
a little of the silvering solution. The gelatine surface then receives 8 

very slight coating of wax dissolved in turpentine, which is well polishedoff, 
and is rubbed over with fine plumbago or silver-bronze powder to render the 
surface conducting. The plate is then ready to be placed in the depositing 
bath. 

Any good electrotyping arrangement may be used, but I prefer r Smee's 
battery with a separate depositing trough, containing a solution of 10 @ 
each of sulphate of copper and sulphuric acid in 100 parts of water. 

A plate of copper, to serve se an anode and connected with the 
plate of the battery, is laid horizontally about an inch above the bottom of 
the depositing trough which should be large enough to allow the phk 
bearing the gelatine relief to be slip@ under the anode. The relief-pbk 
is connected with the zinc plates of the battery and, when everything else 
is ready, the circuit is completed by slipping it into the depositing bngb 
under the anode; By laying the plates horizontally in this manner 
deposit is more even and the gelatine film seems to be more readily 
with copper. 

When the depomt of copper ie of sufficient thickness it is sepanted 
from the matrix, and only requires a gentle 'oil-rubbing' to be fit for 
printing. 
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The plates obtained by this method show very good half-tone with an 
almost imperceptible grain, giving the effect of a fine chalk-drawing. 

I have lately tried to obtain the image0 upon the copper by the double 
transfer process, making use of a flexible temporary eupport, consisting 
of paper coated with india-rubber, as first proposed by Swan, which can 
easily be removed with benzole after the transfer of the gelatine image to 
the copper. The ' grain' is given to the image by soaking it in water after 
the removal of the indigrubber paper, and then applying the solution of 
tannin in alcohol. This plan seems likely to be successful, if so, it will 
greatly simplify the operations and enable engraved plates to be obtained 
from any ordinary negative without the trouble of reversing. 

By electrotyping direct from the gelatine relief, the results are always 
rather heavier and coarser than they should be, because, although hardened 
and insoluble, the gelatine relief can always absorb a little of the copper 
solution in the depositing trough and consequently the image swells and 
loses sharpnew. 

The strong tanning given to the gelatine film and the preliminary 
coating of wax before metallising the surface obviate this defect to a consid- 
erable extent ; but it may perhaps be better to obtain a matrix in lead by 
pressure from the gelatine relief, and then to obtain the printing plate by 
electrotyping twice from the lead matrix. This is a mare round-about and 
expensive method, but is likely to yield finer results and has been adopted 
by Woodbury and Rousselon in the processes next to be considered. 

Tbe process is simple and if it could be successfully worked out it 
might be usefully employed in this country in reproducing shaded maps 
and for other n~iscellaneous purposee. It has the very great advantage 
over photo-collotype that the plates can be corrected, if necessary, and can 
be printed in any numbers in the ordinary copper-plate prees without risk 
of breakage or damage to the printing surface. 

Woodbury-type methods.-It has already been shown that in the Wood- 
bury-type process the photographic image is impressed into a soft metal 
plate by means of a relief in insoluble gelatine on a collodion support, and 
that instead of impressions being printed in ordinary printers' ink they are 
made in colowed gelatine. In such prints the gradation of shade is conti- 
nuous and there is no perceptible grain. 

Mr. Woodbury has proposed an ingenious method for obtaining gela- 
tine reliefs with a granular surface, so that, when impressed into soft metal, 
electrotypes in copper may be obtained from the latter, which will serve as 
printing-plates for printing with printers' ink in the copper-plate press, and 
yield superior reaults to those obtained by electrotyping immediately from 
the gelatine relief. 

A plate of glass is waxed and coated with a thin film of collodion, and a 
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mixture of gelatine and bichromrte of potash, containing a quantity of fine 
emery, powdered glrrsr or c b d  h p o d  over i t  and allowed to 'set'. 
The gelatine film is then dried and tmken from the glass, and the collodion 
bide exposed beneath e negative. After a d c i e n t  exposure, it is tempo- 
rarily attached, on the collodion side, with india-rubber solution, to r sheet 
of glans and wasbed in warm water. 

The resulting gnrnular image is then pressed into a sheet of mft meW 
by means of the hydraulic press. The soft metal plate haa an electrotp 
made from i t  in copper, and another plate, subsequently covered with r 
coating of iron, is again made from this to serve as the printing-plate, the 
first copper plate being kept as a reserve.' 

Mr. Woodbury also describes another method which in mme respecb 
resembles Geymet's, before described. 

Paper is successively coated with three or more mixtnres of gelrtine, 
bichromate of potash and some granular substance in different degreee of 
fineness-first with the coarsest and lastly with the finest. When dry, the 
tissue is exposed under a negative, transferred under aater to a finely polisbed 
plate of zinc or &I, then washed in warm water as usual, and when dry is 
ready for pressure into the soft metal block. In this case, the light tones 
are compoeed of the b e s t  g r a b  and the shadows of the con&. . I 

M. Rousselon, the manager of Messrs. Guupil's photogrspllit works 1 
at Asnikres, near Paris, has obtained engraved plates with remarkably good 
half-tones by s process somewhat similar to the Woodbury-type, which is I 
also largely worked by Me..n. (foopil. Tho peculiarity is in the gnih ~ 
which is obtained by the addition to the sensitive mixture of gelatine md 
bichromate of some substance which has the property of causing the film 
to become granular under the influence of light, the granular effect being 
increased in proportion to the intensity of action of the light. The otber 
operationa are the same se in the first of Mr. Woodbury's processes j d  
described. The details of this process are a eecret, but it ie aaid thrt the 
subetance ueed for producing the grain is chloride of calcium. 

I am not aware of either Woodbury's or Rousselon's processes being 
ntilised for the reproduction of maps, but in certain cases they could, no 
doubt, be usefully employed. The only difficulty seems to be that m 
immensely powerful hydraulic prese is required for large subjects. 

Photo-mezzotint.-The Editor of the ' Btiiwh Journal of PAotograpiy' 
haa lately suggested a process of photo-mezzotint engraving founded on the 
' dusting on' or 'powder' process, already alluded to.$ 

A polished steel plate is thinly coated with- 

* 'Briliah Journal Photographic Alannac,: 1872, p. 40. 
t ' Bn'tuh Journal of Photography,' Vol. U V ,  p. 170. 
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.. Saturated solution of bichromate of ammonia,. 5 drachma. .. Honey ,................................................ 8 
Albumen ,... ............................................ 3 ,, 
Water, ................................................... 1+ pint. 

When the coating is thoroughly dry, the plate is exposed to light 
under a transparency. A large camel's hair brush is charged with a mix- 
ture of the two finest kinds of emery powder, and applied with a circular 
whisking motion all over the surface. The powder attaches itself to those 
parts of the plate on which the light has not acted, precisely in proportion 
to the amount of protection they have received, owing to  the unaltered 
parts of the film attracting moisture and becoming 'tacky.' The most 
' tacky' parts, forming the deep shadows of the picture, will attract the 
coarsest psrticles of the emery, the finer parts will take finer emery and the 
highest lights will take none a t  d. When the picture is fully developed, 
i t  is placed face to face against a polished plate of softer metal and paesed 
between a pair of rollers, so that the emery powder image may be indented 
into the polished metal. The plate is then burnished in parts by e skilled 
engraver and when the desired result is obtained, is printed in the usual 
way in the copper-plate press. 

This process seems capable of rendering useful service in the repro- 
duction of maps. 

#cammi's method.-The laat method is that recommended by Herr 
a. Scamoni, of the Imperial Russian State-paper Office, and is fully described 
in his ' Hadbuch der Heliographic,' already referred to. The reeulta are 
exceedingly good, but the process is only suitable for line work. 

Herr Scamoni having obtained a suitable negative of a drawing or 
other line subject, makes a positive copy of i t  in the camera by the wet 
collodion process, and after fixing, treats this positive with various successive 
intensifying solutions, so ae to give i t  a very sensible relief. After drying 
the plate is varnished with a thin varnish and coated with fine plumbago, 
after which it is electrotyped in the usual way. 

I n  the specimens I have aeen of this process the lines are exceedingly 
sharp and fine, and it would seem well adapted for map-work. 

A photo-mechanical process has lately been introduced by Messre. 
Aubel and Kaiser of Lindenhohe, near Cologne, and called 'Aubeldruck.' 
The results for line-work are very superior but the process ie a secret. 
It is believed to consist in some method of etching a glaas negative, so that 
prints may be obtained direct from the glass surface or by transfer to stone. 

I n  all cases where the printing-plates are obtained by electro-deposi- 
tion of copper, and many copies are required, it is necessary to  protect the 
engraved surface of the plate with a coating of iron by the process known 
as ' acierage' or ' steel facing.' This enables a very large number of copies 
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to be printed without deterioration of the plate, and the coating can easily 
be removed and renewed wheneyer required. Details will be found in Ure'a 
' Dietimay of Ark, Mmufactweu and Mines,' article Ewo~am-e. 

IX. PHOTO-TYPOQBAPEY. 
The object of the photo-typographic processes is to obtain a surface 

block by photographic agency, that may be set up with type in t h e  same 
way aa woodcut, stereotyped or electrotyped blocks, and be printed in the 
ordinary printing press. The process offers great advantages i n  the 
rapidity with which the blocks may be made and printed off i n  Large 
numbers. Up to the present time no entirely satisfactory method has been 
discovered for printing subjects in half-tones in this way, though Mr. Dun- 
can Dallas has produced some very promising results. The procesees are, 
therefore, almost entirely limited to the reproduction of subjects in line 
or dot alone. 

The operations in this branch of photographic reproduction are 
upon exactly the same principles as the photo-engraving processes just con- 
sidered, and in some of them the only Merence is the substitution of 
a positive cliche for a negative, or vice aersdl. 

The existing processes may be divided into three classes : 
1st. Those in whicb a mould is made from a relief in swollen gelatine. 
2nd. Those in which the image is obtained in asphaltum or gelatine 

on a metal plate and bitten in 
3rd. Those in which an image in a waxy and resinous ink is obtained 

by the methods described under the head of photozincography, then trans 
ferred to a metal plate and bitten in. 

Noulding Processes.-Of the first class several methods have been 
introduced from t i e  to time, but they are all on the same principle and are 
modifications of Pretsch's and Poitevin's processes already described, differ- 
ing, as a rule, merely in technicalities which being trade secrets have not 
been fully published. 

The following method is a typical one. A glass plate or other suitable 
surface is coated with a mixture of gelatine and bicbromate of potash and 
when dry exposed to light under a negative. After this, i t  is immereed in 
cold water till the parts unaltered by the light, which represent the whites 
of the original drawing, swell up to the required height, leaving the lines 
quite sunk. The plate is then removed from the water and, the supednous 
moisture having been carefully blotted off, is ready to have a cast made 
from it. 

This may be done in two ways first, by metallising the gelatine surface 
either by means of plumbago or bronze powder, oy by reducing silver upon 
it by applying a solution of nitrate of silver followed by treatment with a 
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solution of pyrogallic acid or of phosphorus in biiulphide of carbon. The 
gelatine relief then receives a thin deposit of copper in the usual way. The 
thin copper electrotype is backed up with type metal, planed and mounted 
on a wooden block so as to be of the height of type. 

This method gives the finest results but takes time. 
The second method is to  take a cast of the gelatine relief in type- 

metal. A cast in plaster, wax, &. must first be taken from the gelatine, a 
second cast in plaster is made from this, and then stereotyped in the usual 
manner. This method is quicker than the last, but the results are coarser. 

These processes are now largely used for illustrations in books and 
newspapers, but, so far as I know, have not been regularly applied to the 
reproduction of maps. 

Etching processeu.-The processes in the second class, in which a metal 
plate on which the image has been obtained on a sensitive coating of 
asphaltum or gelatine is bitten in with an etching liquid, though capable of 
giving very perfect results, are not, I believe, so much used as the other 
methods which are quicker and more simple. 

A photographic image is impressed from a reversed negative on a cop- 
per or zinc plate prepared as in the Berlin engraving process described 
st p. 103, and, after development with olive oil and turpentine, is bitten in 
so as to yield an image in sufficiently high relief for surface printing, the 
precaution being taken of protecting the finest parts of the work as soon 
as they are sufficiently bitten, by covering them with stopping-out varnish. 

If the eensitive surface is chromated gelatine, the soluble gelatine may 
be removed or not, but the etching fluid must be such that i t  will not 
dissolve or remove the gelatine from the surface of the plate-solutions 
of perchloride of iron, bichloride of platinum, nitrate of silver in alcohol, 
bichromate of ammonia in dilute sulphuric acid are gome of the most 
suitable mordants for the purpose. I n  any case, the full amount of relief 
cannot be obtained through the gelatine a t  one operation. After the &st 
biting-in the gelatine film must be removed and the lines protected from 
the further action' of the etching fluid. 

Uil1otage.-The last class, in which a photographic transfer in resinous 
ink is made on a metal plate, and then bitten in, comprises the simplest 
and most largely used of these processes. 

The procetw generally employed is substantially the same as Qillot's 
*' paniconography", now commonly called ' Gillotage,' which is largely need 
for illustrated papers and various other purposes. 

A polished zinc plate, which has been strongly varnished at the back to 
protect it from the acid in the subsequent operations, receives a transfer in 
greasy ink, either from an engraved copper plate, a lithographic drawing 
on paper, or a photo-trsns&r print prepared as for photozincography. 
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The plate is then etched in the u e d  way and rolled up with a wunisb 
ink, containing a large proportion of rednous matter ; it is then dusted with 
powdered resin, which sticks to the lines and renders them more capable of 
resisting the acid ; the superfluous resin is brushed off and the plate ia gently 
heated. 

The edges of the plate and the large white spaces are covered with 
shellac varnish and when the varnish ia thoroughly dry, the plate is plunged 
into a trough containing very weak dilute nitric acid, kept in constant 
motion, and is left until the h e s t  p& are sufficiently bitten, which 
generally takes about a quarter of an hour; i t  ia then taken out of the 
trough, washed, dried, and placed on a sort of grating over a charcoal fire 
Under the influence of the heat, the coating of ink and resin on the 
lines, being gently softened, flows down and protects the sides of the 
hollows formed by the first biting, filling up the spaces where the linea 
are very close. As soon ss this effect is produced the plate is allowed 
to cool and then inked with a lithographic roller, ae if a proof was going to 

I 

be pulled. I t  is again dusted with powdered resin, and is then ready for a I 

second biting in, which is to attack the parts somewhat lighter, and them- 
fore may be effected with stronger acid. 

The operations of inking, dusting with resin, heating and biting with 
acid are repeated several times till the plate presents only a uniform black 
colour. Then the plate is bitten with throng dilute acid which bites out the 
parts to be left completely white. The large whites, which have been 
covered all along with a strong shellac varnish, are then cut out with a saw, 
and the plate is ready to be mounted on a wooden or leaden block for print- 
ing. Thew plates usually require considerable touching up to take off the 
ragged edges of the lines caused by the spreading of the ink, though this may 
also be done by repeating the inking and biting in, 8o as to remove the I 
steps formed by the successive bitings.+ 1 

This process has been applied at the Imprimerie Nationale, Paris, for I 

producing large geological maps, but the special precautions that had to be t 

taken in " overlaying" the plates in the press so as to print properly were i 
very tedious, and must have largely increased the expense and lessened the 
use of the process. Yessrs. Yves and Barret, of Paris, are mid to use it 
largely for reproducing maps and engineers' plans, &c. 

Photo-blocks in half-tone.-Many attempts have been made from 
time to time to obtain surface blocks from photographs from nature and 
other shaded subjects, but with imperfect success. If this object could be 
successfully attained, it is easy to understand that it would be of im- 
mense value for book and newspaper illustration and many other purpose* 
There are, unfortunately two grave difficulties to be overcome-one awed 

* Sue Davenno, ' Lsr Progria do la Photograyhis,' p. 301. 
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by the fact that to produce a successful printing block the surface of 
all the lines or dots which receive the ink must be very nearly on one 
uniform level, and therefore the moulding processes above described are 
inapplicable. The second and greater difficulty is to obtain a suitable 
grain to break up the continuous gradation of shade in the photograph. 

M. Rodriguez, of Lisbon, has proposed an ingenious method by which 
promising results have been obtained. He makes a paste of sugar of milk, 
or some other substance in powder soluble in nitric acid, with a little oil of 
lavender and bitumen, and adds a sufficient quantity of i t  to a solution of 
bitumen in turpentine. The metal plate is thinly coated with this in the 
ordinary way, exposed to light and developed with turpentine. The plate 
is then plunged into a bath of dilute nitric acid which gradually penetrate8 
the resinous coating and dissolves the substance used for forming the 
grain, breaking up the preparation more or less according to the thicknes~ 
of the bitumen, and thus reproduces the half-tints of the originals.# 

I n  many proceases of collotype the gelatine film presents a very 
marked grain, which may be coarse or fine according to the composition 
employed. I t  is probable, though I have not tried it nor, so far aa I can 
recollect, seen i t  proposed, that blocks showing very fair half-tone could 
be obtained by taking a print from such a plate with a grain, transferring 
it to  zinc and then biting it in by a method similar t o  Gillot's already 
described. Very great care would have to be taken in the successive 
etchings to preserve the uniformity of surface and protect the finest 
tints from being bitten too much. 

The prints in half-tone obtained by Mi. D. Dallaa' process, known 
q 'I llallastint", appear to have been produced by some such method. 
This, however, is only a conjecture on my part, because no details of the 
proceslj have been published. 

M. Rous~elon has, I believe, obtained fair results by similar transfers 
from his engraved plates, and i t  is probable also that a transfer to zino 
from one of the plates, prepared by the modification proposed by myself of 
Geymet's photo-engraving process, bitten in in the same way, might also 
answer the purpose, though the grain is perhaps scaroely strong enough. 

Details of several of the methods of photo-typography will be found 
in Motteroz's " Eseai ezrr lea gramwee chimiqua en relief" and Scherer'e 
'' LehrbtlCh dm Ohamigraphie." 

X. M I ~ C E ~ A N E O U ~  Paoczss~s. 
I n  addition to the processes by which photographic prints are obtained 

directly by the aid of light, there are scveral ways in which photography 
can be employed aa a useful auxiliary in obtaiiiing correct tracings for the 

Roo ' Bullrlin ds In $or. Franc. de l'hologvnphir,' pp 208, 2.54. 
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use of tho draughtsman, engraver or lithographer, thus saving all the labour 
of hand-tracing and obtaining also a far more accurate image than could 
possibly be obtained in any other way. 

Blus-P7.inle.-It is well known that when photographed a pale blue 
colour acts exactly as if i t  were white. If, therefore, we can obtain by 
photography an accurate image of any original drawing or other subject in  
pale blue ink, either on the same, an enlarged or reduced scale, i t  will be 
possible to redraw the whole or part with black ink over the blue print, in a 
style suitable to be again reproduced by photography, without fear of obtain- 
ing R double image. I t  will also be obvious that the blue ground-work d 
be more complete and more accurate than any tracing by hand or pantograph 
could possibly be. 

It has already been stated that this method has been extensively ad 
in the Survey of India for making reductions of maps to smaller scales, and 
at  the aame time generdising the details on the large-scale maps so as to 
adapt them to and render them more suitable for the smaller s d e .  

The aame eyetem may be applied to the production of maps or plans 
in several colours, thus : supposing a map is to be reduced and printed in 
three colours, black for the outline and names, brown for the hills, and blue 
for the streams and other water. 

Three blue prints are given to the draughtsman who dram on the first 1 
only the outline and names, on the second the hills, and on the third the 
water. These three drawings are then very carefully photographed all 
on the same scale, and transfers are made from them on to three stones or 
zinc plates, which are then used for printing the different oolours of the map 
just as in ordinary chromo-lithography. 

There is no limit to the number of colours that may be employed, and 
as the blue-prints are all on the same scale, very perfect ' register' may be 
secured, if due care be taken in the drawing and subsequent photographic 
operations. 

The advantage of using photo-zincograpby for preparing the blue- 
prints is that in reducing a large-scale map, the transfers of the several J 

sections may be joined together and printed off in one sheet, and thus 
may be redrawn in a more complete manner than if the sections had each to 

. be drawn separately and afterwards joined up. 
It is not, however, always desirable or possible to obtain the blue 

prints by photozincography, and they may be obtained in a more direct 
manner by coating paper with bichromate of potash and gelatine, exposing 
under a negative, well washing the print with hot water to dissolve the 
gelatine, then steeping it in a solution of proto-sulphate of iron, again weU 
washing and then applying a solution of ferrocyanitle of potassinm, and 
finally well washing. A pale blue print is thus obtained which will answer 
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every purpose. The ' cyanotype' process, before described, might also be 
used, but the blue is much more intense and would be liable to produce 
a double image on the copy. 

Besides its uses in the Survey Department, the blue-print method is 
also appreciated and utilised by engineers and other public officers in India, 
who desire from time to time to show alterations or improvements on a 
standard plan, or wish to  make use of a standard map for showing their 
own special requirements. 

Bichromnle-print#.-In the case of miscellaneous subjects which i t  
is desirable to lithograph, photography can also be usefully applied in giving 
the lithographio draughts- an accurate tracing over which he may make 
his transfer-drawing in the usual way. This was formerly done by making 
a silver-print on the required scale, and then either tracing over i t  on 
lithographic tracing-transfer paper, or coating the print itself with the 
composition u k d  for lithographic transfer paper and re-drawing on the 
print itself; but in either case; the dark colour of the photograph inter- 
feres very much with the drawing. 

A method of overcoming this difficulty has been suggested by Mr. 
Fraaer S. Crawford of the Government Photo-lithographic Office, Adelaide, 
S. Australia, and haa proved exceedingly useful here in Calcutta. A print 
is taken from the negative, on the paper prepared with gelatine and bichm- 
mate of potash for the photozincographic transfers, but it must be printed 
as deeply as possible, so that the lines may remain clearly visible after the 
bichromate has been washed out. Instead of inking the print, it is simply 
washed till all the soluble bichromate is removed, and is then dried. The 
surface of the print is coated with the ordinary composition of starch or 
isinglass used for preparing lithographic transfer paper and, according as 
the drawing is to be executed with the pen or chalk, receives a smooth or 
grained surface by passing i t  through the press either on a polished or grained 
copper plate. The draughtsman then makes his drawing with autographic 
ink or lithographic chalk over the faint russet image on the photographic 
print. An ordinary silver-print can be given as a guide in cases where the 
bichromate print is not sutficiently distinct for the details t o  be easily made 
out. This method is very suitable for copying maps, sketches, or phoh- 
graphs from nature, especially if the former are t o  be on a smaller scale 
than the original. The light colonr of the photographic print renders it 
easy to see the effect of the drawing above it. The saving of time and 
labour in tracing and the superior accuracy of the ground-work are also 
great advantages gained by its use. 

Photographing on Stow.-The following method of photographing 
direct on stone may sometimes be of use with the same object, when thc 
lithographic drawing is to  be made on the stone itself and not transferred. 
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The surface of the stone is made as lev01 as possible and carefully 
polished, it is then washed with an 8 per cent solution of chloride of d- 
cium and dried. A 12 per cent solution of nitrate of silver ie then washed 
owr the stone in the dark, and when dry it is exposed to light under a 
reversed negative. The print is fixed with a 20 per cent solution of hypo- 
sulphite of soda, and then well washed with plenty of water to remove 
all traces of the Bypulpbite. 

This method is used a t  the Topographical Department at the Hague 
to give the ground-work for the beautifully engraved chromo-lithographed 
maps of the Dutch Netherlands, and for the reproduction of photo,grapha 
of Dutch artillery material, by a similar system of engraving upon stone 
permitting eeveral shades of the same tint to be printed from one 
stone.* 

Photographing on Copper.-A photographic image may also be ob- 
tained upon a copper plate by the following method, proposed by M. &Gale&, 
which may be of use to engravers in giving them an accurate image of 
their subject to  work upon.? 

The copper plate, being well cleaned and ready for eneV;ng,  is plunged 
into a solution of 

Sulphate of Copper, ................................. 125 parts. 
Sea Salt ,... ............................................. 75 ,, 
Water, .............................................. 960 ,, 

and allowed to remain for about a minute, it is then taken out of the bath, 
well washed and polished with a soft cloth. I t  is next exposed to light for 
about 5 or 1 0  minutes under a reversed negative, or even under a paper 
print on thin paper, care being taken that the design appesre reversed on 
the plate. The plate is then removed from the printing-fnrme and plunged 
into a 20 per cent solution of hyposulphite of soda containing a little cb10- 
ride of silver. After a few seconds the ground whitens, while the deign 
becomes of a deep black. The plate is then taken out and well washed 
The black doposit forming the shades may be removed or allowed to remain, 
in which case the plate should be varnished. I t  is said that these imager 
may be etched by the use of menstrua which will attack the copper withont. 
affecting the silver, but I have not been succesdul in this application of 
the process. 

XI. CONCLUDWQ REMAEKE. 
Having now described the daerent processes most capable of being 

utilised by the cartographer, i t  may be as well t o  briefly sum up the ca-w 
in which they are applicable, and to indicate the direction in which improve- 
ments should be looked for. 

'Report on the Cartographic Applirationa of MotograpAy,' p. 68. 
t ' Photogrphic ~\'iwr,' Vol. X, p. 190. . 
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The applications of photography to  copying purposes may be divided 
into two principal classes, according as the original subjects have or have 
not been specially prepared for photographic reproduction. 

As regards subjects in the fist class, it is possible to adapt and 
prepare the original drawings, so as to  fit them for the requirements of any 
photographic process considered most suitable to  meet the object in view. 
As a rule such drawings will be intended for publication or reproduction in 
large numbers by the photo-mechanical processes rather than by silver or 
pigment-printing, which will do very well for small numbers. 

For the reproduction of maps and plans a process is required which 
will admit of large-sized sheets being produced. Many processes capable 
of yielding very beautiful results when employed for subjects of small size 
are quite unsuited for larger work. 

For map-work in line, photozincography will generally be found mod 
suitable and convenient on account of the simplicity of the operations, the 
facilities it gives for joining several small sections into large sheets, and 
the short time required for turning out a large number of copies. Under 
favonrable conditions, photozincography will give very excellent results for 
all practical purposes. If anything h e r  is required for permanent or 
standard purposes, then one of the engraving processes would be most suit- 
able, and in certain cases the photocollotype could also be applied with 
advantage. For diagrams and small maps Bic., to  be printed with type, 
photo-typography will prove useful. 

For shaded or coloured maps and drawings, photozincography and photo- 
typography are not applicable, and recourse must be had either to photo- 
collotype or to  one of the engraving methods with bichromate and gelatine 
which will give gradation of shade, such as Rousselon's, Woodbury's or 
Geymet's. I t  is probable that these latter processes will prove of great use 
as soon as their requirements and capabilities are better known. 

It may be as well to repeat that whenever i t  is possible, drawings 
specially prepared for reproduction by photography should be drawn on 
a larger scale than they are ultimately required. 

With regard to  subjects in the second class, it  is evident that tbe choice 
of a photographic procesR must depend very much on the nature of the 
original subject and its suitability for photographic reproduction by any 
particular method, as well as on the number of copies required. 

It would be impossible to  notice here all the cases coming within this 
class, i t  will therefore perhaps be suficient to  state that in most instances 
when only a few copies are required and permanency is not an object, 
ordinary silver printing will be found most convenient for all classes of 
subjects ; and where the original is sufficiently translucent and photographic 
cameras not available, both negative and copy may be obtained in this 
manncr sufficiently good tor many prnctical purposes. 
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If the greatest simplicity in the printing operations is an object, the 
cyanotype or other iron processes may be used. If the prints are required 
to  be permanent, the simple pigment process or the autotype may be em- 
ployed, according as the original is in line or shaded. 

If  a large number of copies are required, then it will be more advisable 
to employ one of the photo-mechanical processes. The choice will depend 
much upon the nature and importance of the subject. As a general rule, 
in caaes where the original is a lithograph, engraving or wood-cut, the best 
effect will be produced by employing an analogous photographic process. 

Photolithography or photozincography is generally applicable to all 
subjects in dot or line, which can be priuted in the lithographic press, except 
very fine delicate engravings or drawings; but if a block is required for 
printing with type it must be produced by one of the photo-typographic 
processes. The photo-collotype processes are of more general application and 
may be used for every kind of subject whether in line or half-tone. Their 
use is, however, restricted to subjects within the limits of a single negative, 
and they do not present the same facilities for carrying out alterations and 
corrections as the lithographic and engraving methods do, and thus their 
value for reproducing maps kc. on which corrections may be required is 
very much diminished. The fact of the printing surface being composed of 
an unstable organic substance like gelatine gives these processes an element 
of uncertainty which is a great drawback to  their extended use on the large 
scale, especially in hot climates, and a really satisfactory and simple photo- 
mechanical process capable of reproducing any kind of mbject without limit 
of size within ordinary dimensions is still a desideratum. The photo- 
engraving methods are the most suitable for high-class work which is likely 
to  repay the cost of the skilled hand-labour required t o  finish and prepare 
the plates for the press. A simple method of photo-engraving of gene& 
applicability would be most valuable, and i t  is hoped that such a procea 
will before long be available. 

Use of Photogrnphy in War.-For the reduction and enlarging of 
military and topographical sketches, aad for multiplying copies of m a p  1 
m d  sketchea required for use during a campaign, photography can render 
great services. The principal supply of such maps should, of course, be 
provided by a permanent office, established in a capital town and well 
provided with the proper appliances. The extent to which photography 
can be used in the field will depend on the character of the theatre of 
operations, available water-supply and means of transport, as well as other 
military considerations. I n  an open country with tolerably good -, 
complete photographic equipment might be carried in wagons specinlly fitted 

. up for the purpose, and arrangements made for copying, enlarging or re- 
ducing sketches, maps or pla~is, and printing them by photozincogml>h~ or 
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on a paper specially prepared for photocollotype printing, which would only 
have to  be sensitised when required and, after exposure under the negative, 
could be fastened down on to  a metal plate and printed in an ordinary print- 
ing press. I n  this way also views or other subjects unfit for photozinco- 
graphy might be printed if required in larger numbers than could con- 
veniently be accomplished by silver-printing. 

I n  connexion with such a method of printing by photocollotype, it 
would be very convenient t o  arrange for drawings being made on a tissue 
consisting of a transparent basis, such as waxed paper or sheet gelatine, 
covered with a thin opaque film which could be easily cut through with ah 
etching-point. Such drawings would form very perfect reversed negatives. 

Apparatus and appliances for taking views by the dry and wet pro- 
cesses and for taking prints of them in the ordinary way should also form 
part of the equipment. 

A military photographic travelling field equipment of this kind has 
been organised in the English service and attached to the Field Train of 
the Royal Engineers. A description of i t  was given by Capt. Abney in 
a paper read before the British Association in 1874.* 

I n  the case of operations in a wild or hilly country, the photographic 
equipment must be limited to the most indispensable requirements, and be 
regulated by the nature of the transport available and by other local and 
military considerations. It is very doubtful whether photozincography could 
be advantageously carried out in such localities, and tLe photographic outfit 
might be limited to  some moderate-sized sets of apparatus for views and 
copying, with a large stock of dry plates and the necessary appliances for 
silver-printing. Some of the simple iron processes of printing might 
perhaps be usefully employed. Recent improvements in the preparation of 
dry plates by what are cdled the emulsion processes have greatly facilitated 
and simplified the practice of photography in the field, so far as taking the 
negatives is concerr~ed, and a sensitive tissue has been prepared by Mr. 
Warnerke for this purpose, by which the use of glass plates may be 
dispensed with. 

The apparatus, &c., should be strongly packed in moderate-sized 
parcels so as to be carried either by men or pack-animals. 

At the same time it should be stated that  i t  seems very doubtful 
whether photography can really be employed with much advantage in the 
field under the conditions of modern warfare in civilised countries. I t s  
main use in any case will be the copying of reconnaissances and sketches 
of positions preparatory to  a battle and of sketches and views of positions 
on the battle-field after the event. The delicate operations required either 
for taking negatives or for printing copies from them cannot satisfactorily 

' Briliah Joctrlml of Photogrnphy,' Vol. XSI, p. 4 16. 
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be carried out on the move ; and therefore the photographic establishment 
must be more or less stationary, and this may prevent its employment in 
many cases where it might perhaps be of use. I n  the Abyssinian Cam- 
paign, a staff of photographers from the School of Military Engineering, 
Chatham, accompanied the force and did good service, under great diffid- 
ties, in copying route maps and sketches, and in taking pictures of objects 
and points of interest. I n  the Franco-German Campaign in 1870-71, the 
Germane organised a photographic brigade to accompany the Head Quartem 
of the army. It was found, however, that the photographers en-- 
bered with apparatus, &c. could not keep up with the movements of the 
Head Qualters and, indeed, the want of them does not seem to have been 
very much felt., 

If facilities exist for the transport and working of a mall lithographie 
press, i t  will be found more convenient to have original sketches drsm 
with transfer ink for immediate transfer to zinc than to reproduce them by 
photography, and for this purpose an excellent ink has been devised by 
Capt. Abney, which may be used on any kind of paper without prelimimr~ 
preparation. It will also be found a great advantage to print copies of 
maps on ordinary calico, because i t  can be folded and packed away much 
more easily than paper and does not so readily get worn by use. This 
plan has been adopted in the Surveyor General's Office with success in I 
preparing maps for the Camps of Exercise in this country. 

Another use photographic reproduction can be put to in time of 
war is the preparation of miniature despatches to be sent by pigeon-post. 1 
Such despatches were largely ueed in the France-German Campaign for 
communicating with the beleaguered garrison and residents in Paria Thin I 

is a service that photography alone can render and it is likely to be wly 
utilised in any future European war in similar casee. 

Sw Capt. Hannot's ' La Photographic datw ku d r m i m  '. 
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(Read 6th June.) 

The species described in the following pages are chiefly from a very 
interesting collection made by Mr. W. Davison in the Tenasserim provinces. 
One snake is from another collection made in Sikkim by Mr. Gammie. 

DRACO WOE, sp. nov. 
D. pernsnie D. dussumieri, naribua sropme veraotie, pede posteriors 

a x i l h  k u d  attingenie ; t y m p ~ ~ )  nudo ; t dermlo  paroo utrinqw 8 w p m  
poet supercilium oriente, M.ietd n u c k l i  null&; wd mztlto major, appen. 
dim29 yulari Zongd sqwmiu w j o r i h  indutd, nonnullis sprc~nis mUj~cul i8  
dietaatibw in line6 unicd intermptd Zaterali 4 inemtionem alcs collocatie, 
nec aggregatie ; alie aliter coloratis, fusco-tranefnsciatis, vel omnino 
pariter mamnoratis neo aereue marginee wturatioribus. 

Hab. i n  provineid Tenasserim, laud prowl ah o r b  Tavoy a w e  ad 
radices montis Nawiabu dicti. 

Description. The bind limb falls a little Bhort of the axil, when laid 
forwards. Nostrib directed upwarde, tympanum naked. Upper labisls 
large, some of them exceeding the nasal shield in length. A small tubercle 
above at the hinder extremity of the orbit. NO crest of enlarged scales. 
Dorsal scales sub-equal in size, not keeled, a few much larger scales, usually 
at a consicierrble distance apart, in a single inteni~pted row along each side 
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of the back at the ulscrtion of the wing. Gular appendage covered with 
large scales, each fully twice as long and broad as the scales of the abdomen 
Abdominal scales keeled. A fringe of large pointed triangular scab, 
many of them nearly equal to the tympanum in breadth, along the hinder 
part of the thigh and each side of the basal portion of the tail. lkil 
triangular near the base, with e row of slightly enlarged and sharply 
keeled scales along its upper edge. Scales below the tail, near the hrse, 
but not just behind the anus, larger than those at  the sides. 

The colouration above in spirit is nearly uniform, the  wings an, 
marked with very distinct dusky cross bands, broken up by light spots in 
the only female collected, but these markings are less distinct or wrntir~g 
in the males, in which the winga am mottled with pale irregular spok 
Iu some the wings are rather darker near the margins, but this is not sa 
distinct as in D. dursumieri, and there is never the h k  fringe with narrow 
sub-parallel pale transverse lines of that species. Throat unspotted, 
greenish yellow in spirit, pale scarlet beneath the lateral appendages. 

This is probably the largest species af the genus known. The largest 
specimen, a male, measures 24 inches in extreme length, of which the head 
and body from nose to anus measure 4.75. Two other males have the 
body of the same length, the tail being about an inch shorter. A female 
is less in all its dimensions, nose to anus 3.5, tail 5-75. The sex has been 
ascertained by dissection. I n  the female the gular appendage is very 
short. From the condition of the ovary the specimen is probably adult. 
A11 the examples captured were obtained in the forest east of Tavoy, two 
being from the foot of Nawlabfi hill, a high ridge some eight milea easf 
from Tavoy town. 

The nearest described speoies are D. quLque$wciatw of Penang and 
D. drrsmieri  of Malahr, and strange to  say the latter, although so 
widely removed in locality, is the more closely allied of the two in 
structure. The present form is distinguished from both by its much 
larger siza and from D. quinpufmoiotu. by its naked tympanum and / 
longer hind limbs. Fmm D. d u ~ m i e r i ,  D. major is known by having 
much larger supra-labiab, each plate near the middle of the lip on each s ib  1 
exceeding the nasal in length, by the enlarged scales at the Bides being single 
and not aggregated into groups, by the much larger scales an the gular sac, 
and by the colouration of the wings. 

Besides the new form, D. maculatus and a speoies which is probably 
I). dmiopterve were obtained in the same forest. The typical specimen 
of the last named species, a male from Chartaboum, was said by Dr. 
Glunther,' who described it, to have a very low nuchal crest and no tubercle 
above the orbit. Now in two males of the Tenawerim dragon, there is a 

Rept. Brit. Ind, p. 126. 
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small tuhrcle above the orbit and there is no nuehd crest, but as in one 
rpecimen there is a longitudinal row of ecales very slightly larger than the 
others along the back of the neck, and as the wpm-orbital tubercle is 
small, these characters may be variable, and I hesitate to separate tho 
species upon such slight data without actual comparison. Still i t  is not 
quite certain that the Tenuserim lizard is the true D. tmniopterlre. 

BBOXCHOCELA B U B M ~ A ,  sp. nov. 

B. omnino airidw, aflnis B. eristatellre, B. molluceanreque, sea squamin 
l a t m l i h u  minoribw, in aeries longitudinales ad 25 diapositis, serie dorsnli 
p n m  mnjore, erintd nuchali parvuld, seutia majoribus post supereilium 
nullis. 

Hab. ad Tavoy in '~enasserim. 
Dearniption. Scales of the sides of moderate ~ i z e ,  smaller than in 

B. crislalella, larger than in B. jubata, in about 23 to 25 longitudinal 
rows, fewer behind, scales of the abdomen much larger, in about 12 rows, 
all sharply keeled. Dorsal row of scales distinctly larger than those of the 
sides, nuchal crest very low, formed of a series of triangular flat spines, 
passing between the shoulders into the dorsal row of scales. No fold before 
the shoulder. There are no enlarged scales behind the aupereiliary ridge, 
all the scales between the eye and tympanum are nearly similar, those in 
the middle are a little larger than the others, but there is no distinctly 
enlarged scale. The hind limb, laid forwards, does not quite extend to the 
end of the snout, the fore limb extends to the thigh, the fourth hind toe 
is one-fifth longer than the third. Colour grass green throughout, paler 
below, no dark patches nor yellow bands on the body. On the top of the 
he.4, the supra-orbital regions are surrounded by slightly enlarged scales 
of a dusky purplish colour, but tbis may be individual or due to  change of 
tint in spirit. 

This species is at once distinguished from B. criutntena (md from 
B. mollwcana if that be reany different)+ by its largcr lateral scales, 
by its much lower nuchal crest and by the abscnco of any enlarged scales 
behind the supercilium. From B. jabata, on the other hand, thc present 
form may be known by the lateral scales being larger, as wcll as by tho 
want of enlarged scales behind the supercilium. There is no ~pecimcn of 
B. maragdinat in Calcutta for comparison, but that species has evidently 
much larger lateral scales, no true nuchal crest, longcr limbs, different eolour- 
ation, and very much larger scales on the throat, for there are said to be 
only 16 series betwcen tho angles of the mouth, whereas in B. bwmana 
thcrc arc double that number. 

Stoliczkn, J. A. S. B., XXXIX. Pt. IT, p. l i 9 .  
t Oiinther, Rept. k i t .  In~l . ,  p. 138. 
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The only specimen of Bronehoccla collected by Mr. Davison ars 
procured near Tavoy. The size is about the same as that of other species; 
from nose to anus 3.7 inches, tail about 12 inches when perfect. 

LIOLEPI~ O ~ A T U B .  

Mr. Davison's description of the habits of this lizard, of which he lm 
procured several specimens, supplements Mr. Theobald's.+ All the spa&- 
mens procured were found in perfectly open places devoid of vegetation, 
a favourite position being in the hard threshing floors made in the middle 
of dry rice-fields. Here Liolepis makes its burrow and is seldom found 
far away from the mouth of its hole. This appears to  confirm Mr. 
Theobald's opinion that I;ioleph never ascends trees, as Cantor supposed. 

Mr. Theobald classed together Uromorstix, Lwbcph and Phrynoctpb 
Zus, in a distinct family, which he called uromadicda. The distinction 
of the family has been accepted by other naturalists, and eo far as the g e n ~  
Uromastix is concerned, hae some important structural pecu l i t i e s  in its 
favour, but I have already given my reasonst for dissenting from Mr. 
Theobald's views as to the alliance between Uromcrstix and Phtynocepkalw, 
and I now feel some doubt as to whether there is any close connexion bebeen 
Liolep is and Ummastix, despite the circumstance that both burrow, and 
that there is some slight similarity in their habits. Lwlepia wants the peen- 
liar dentition of Uromastix and is no more exclusively herbivorons thrn 
Stellio. I have examined the stomachs of three specimens of a l e *  : in 
one I found nothing except insects, (chiefly crickets and termites,) whilst in 
the other two there was a mixture of insects and vegetable substances, 
fragments of small fruits and apparently of leaves. The intestinal tract is 
much shorter than in Uromoetix ; in a specimen of L. p t t a t w  16+ inchas 
long, the whole length of the stomach and intestine (preserved in spirit) ia 
16 inches. In  Uromastix the length of the intestine is much greater than 
that of the body and tail ; in a fresh specimen of U. kdwickei, meas- 
12) inches, the intestinal tract was 27 inches long. In  a large example 
of the Mesopotamian ;[T. microlepis, preserved in spirit and 17 inches in 
length, the intestinal tract was also 27 inches long. Moreover, in U r o ~ f h  
the form of the caecum is different, and much more complicated thrn in 
Liolepis, in which there is simply an expansion of the intestine. 

ULUPE,~ gen. nov. Zycodontidarum. 

Oorpwr yraeila, conz.pressum. &put breve, depreswm, collo pass 
btius. Oculi pupilla ellipticta, verticalis. Scutum loreale cum prmcukrri 

Jour. Lin. 80c. X, p. 84. Descriptive Catalogue, Rept. Brit. Ind, p. 119. 
t EBatern Persia, 11, p. 334, note. 
$ Etym. UlGpi, a princean of the Ndgas or aerpente, mentioned in the lfdd 

Bhketa. 
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junctwm ; w a l e  hwd bipartitum. &wmce corporie in tredecim seriebus 
longitudinalibw, Zmves, ventrahs ad latera angulatm, subcaudales biseriatim 
ordinatm. 

ULUPE DAVIBOKI, sp. nov. 

ZT scutiepasfrontalibus cumpouflrontalibus bngitudine fere mquulibw, 
verticali mediocri, occipitalibue duplo majoribw ; Ioreali Zango ad omtlun, 
attingente ; p o c u l a r i  alio mrllo, postoculari unico ; supralalialibw 7, 
tertio quartopue infrawbitalibue ; ventralibue 265, anali integm ; sub- 
caudnlibw 108 ; Wpm8 nigra, albo-bransfaczata, annulis antice latioribw 
atpue mugis diutmtibue, d t u s  albido. 

Hub. in proaimid Tenasserim Burmanis, haud procul ab urbe Tavoy. 
Description. Body, slender, compressed. Head a little broader than 

the neck, short, depressed. Pupil elliptical, vertical. Shields of head 
regular, nostril in a single shield ; loreal and prreocular united. Scales of 
body smooth, in 13 rows. Ventrals 265, strongly angulate at  the sides, 
anal undivided, mbcaudals in 108 pairs. Maxillary teeth few in number, 
a space behind the anterior tooth, followed by three or four teeth close 
together, the two anterior rather the longest ; mandibular teeth small. 

Head shields.-Rostra1 much broader than high, scarcely extending 
to the upper surface of the head. Anterior frontah ss long and nearly as 
broad as the posterior, the anterior edges of the former meeting at  a slight 
angle directed backwards, and each anterior edge being about equal to the 
suture between the two shields. Vertical of moderate size, about half of 
an occipital, the sides convex, curving gently towards each other at  first, 
more rapidly behind. Occipitals rounded behmd. Nostril small, rather 
nearer to the anterior than to the posterior extremity of the nasal shield, 
which is much longer than high, and has only one shield, of about the 
same shape, and apparently con~isting of the loreal and pmocular united, 
between it and the eye. No other praeocular is present ; one postocular ; 
the superciliary descends on the side of the head before and behind the 
eye. Upper labiala 7, the 3rd and 4th forming the lower edge of the 
orbit ; temporals 1 + 2. 

Colow in spirit, above black with white cross-bands, each about a third 
of the width of the intervening dark space, becoming broader on the sides ; 
lower parts white; so the colour may be described aa white with large 
black spots above. The white rings and black interspaces are broadest 
near the head and become much narrower behind, and still narrower on the 
tail, but the proportion of the two colours remains the same. On the single 
specimen collected there are 36 white rings on the body, 26 on the tail, 
the last being terminal. The white sides and lower parts, on the hinder 
part of the body and the tail, are spotted and mottled with dusky. Head, 
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blackish ahvc, but with a white band on each side from the white sides of 
the neck pssing over each occipital to the nuperciliary shield, the two 
bands being only separated by a narrow dusky space behind the v e r t i d .  
Lower portion of upper labiils white. 

A single specimen of this interesting snake wss obtained by W. 
Davison at  the foot of Nawlabd Hill, east of Tavoy, in evergreen forest, 
at an elcvntion of about 1,500 feet above the sea. This specimen measures 
2s  inches, of which the tail is 6. 

It appears to  me that this snake must be considered the type of a 
new genus of Lycodonts, distinguished from all other Indian forms b~ the 
small number of scales round the body. The single nasal shield, the union of 
the prseocular and loreal, and the strongly angulated ventral shields are 
also a peculiar combination of characters, although all are found in eome 
other genera of the Bame family. 

OPIIITES OAXM~EI, sp. nov. 

0. rqwmu e q o r i s  in 19 s e r h  longitudi~les wdinutir, donalaw 
carinatis, Interalibua Zavibus ; rcubiu prmfmntalibw pmiter longia a#pw 
latiu,poetfrontalibw tripliciter majoribua ; oertieali Fir longiwe qwa, lato, 
iatm'bw conv~zu ; lorecrli paroo, longiwe qwm alto ; p r e o e h i  an ieo, 
poatocularibw duobw ; mpralabialibus 8, lertw, quarto, qoinioque ig raw-  
bit~rlibtrs ; ventralibw 214, anali integro, subcanrdnlibua 101. Cb2w frtew, I 
annuli8 antice albidu, postice grieio, margioribur arregukrs-ibw, variegatrr. i 

Hab. in Sikkim. 
Description. Scales of the body in 19 rows, the 9 d o r d  rows keeled, 

5 rows at each side smooth. Body elender, compressed, head rather brooder, 
flat. Eye small, pupil apparently vertical. Ventrals 214, blontlj angulate 
at  the sides, anal entire, subcaudals 101 peirs. 

Head shie1d.u.-Rostfal about as broad as high. ~ o s t r i l  large, between 
two nasals, but scarcely scparata from the anterior frontal. Anterior 
frontals small, each about one-third of a postfrontal and about as broad as 
long ; postfrontals much broader in the middle than they are in front or 
behind, their anterior and posterior outer corners being hollowed out to 
receive the nasal and pmcular  shielcls, between which each postfrontal is 
bent over tho side of thc head above the small loreal. Vertical very 1it.tle 
longer than broad, with convex sides. Each occipital is about twice as 
large as tho vertical, rather attenuate behind, with the posterior termination 
rounded. Upper labials 8, the ard, &h and 6th entering the orbit. 
Loreal small, longer than high. One pmcular, just reaching the upper 
ourface of the head ; 2 postoculars. Ten~prals  irregular. Two elongak 
chin shields of about equal length, the antorior in contact with 5 lower 
labisle. 
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Colour in spirit, evidently somewhat faded. Thc body is surrounded 
by alternating dusky and light rings with very irregular crooked margins. 
Head above dusky olivaceous with pale spots in the middle of most of the 
shielde ; upper labials and anterior lower labials pale with dusky margins. 
An imperfect pale collar behind the head : all the lower part of the head 
and neck whitish. There are 30 pale rings on the body, the first pale ring 
imperfect above, and the dark patch in front not continuous across the 
throat, the rest of the rings encircle the animal. Farther back the pale 
rings become grey with pale margins and light spots occur in the dark 
rings. On the belly, throughout the anterior part of the body, the dark 
rings are only about half as broad as the white, above the difference is l e r~ ,  
and near the head the dark rings are much broader above than the white. 
There are 16 rings on the tail. 

This snake is distinguished from all other species of Ophitea by having 
19 instead of 17 rows of scales round the body. It approaches nearest 
to  0. aeptentrionalis*, the precise habitat of which is unknown, but is 
probably the Himalayas or Assam, the type specimen having been collected 
by Dr. Jerdon soon before his departure from India, and found unlabelled 
runongat his collections &er his death. From 0. eeptentrionalja the pre- 
sent species appears to be distinguished .by more numerous scales, by its 
differently shaped anterior fronds, and by the dark ringe extending across 
the belly. 

A single specimen was procured by Mr. Gammie at  the Cinohona 
plantation in South-eastern ~ikkim.  This specimen measures 31+ inches, 
of which the tail is 7. I t  is rather surprising to find a new snake in so 
well explored a locality. 

VI1I.-Nota on the Earthquake in the Punjab of biarch 2nd, 1878.- 
By A. B. W Y ~ ,  F. G. S. 

(W 6th June.) 

Earthquakes in the Punjab are not uncommon, but little effort 
weme to have been made to record their occurrence in any way that 
might prove useful ; indeed M a rule they are neither sufficiently frequent 
nor pronounced to leave more than a passing impression, though the direo- 
tions from which the undulations come are occasionally noticeable, and 
doubtless, with proper appliances, they would form an interesting study. 

On the 2nd of Last March the moat severe shock which has occurred 
within the memory of the present generation, so far aa I can learn, &ected 
the whole of the northern part of the province. With regard to it I have 
collected a few notes which I offer more as a record of the event than as 

Qiinther, P. Z. S., 1875, p. 233. 
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an exhaustive or abstrusely scientific treatment of the subject. Accurate 
detaile concerning so large an area are not within the reach of every one 
t o  collect, and I have had a little cWiculty i n  learning even so much as I 
have p u t  together. Some of thia information has been derived from per- 
sonal observation, some from the accounts given by friends or acquaintances, 
and some from the  reports in the " Pioneer" newspaper, and " Civil and 
Military Gazette." 

It may be aa well to give the localities from which information has 
been received in the  form of a list, with the hour of the shock, where known, 
reduced to M s h  time,+ and the duration of t h e  earth-movement, opposite. 

Punjab Earthquake of Mwch 2nd, 1878. 

* When, the time of tho place is unknown to be that of Madrag or the duction I 

thus rendered doubtful, a noto of interrogation ia inserted. 
t Madras time according to Frontier ~uthoritieg is 23 minutes fwkr than the 

local time kept, by which Station guns are fired. 1 I 

AuthoriQ-. 

R. Udny, Esq, Deputy 
Cbmmissioner. 

Major Swinton Brovne, 
6th P. L 

Najor Base, let Slh per 
Capt. Plowden, C. 8. 

a p t .  Y. 8. Wpm, Slat 
Regiment. 
Reported. 
Mejor S t e d u i d e a  
Capt. C. 2'. Masmy, C. S. 

Personal 

Sound wave. 

None .. 
- 

No infonna- 
tion. 
Rumbling 

sound. 
Noticed .. 

.... .... 
Unnoticed.. 

Unnoticed.. 

Locality. 

Bannu, .... 
.. I KohAt, 

KO* . . 
Pesh6war, .. 

.. Naoahem, 
Hoti Mad& 
Attock, .... 
Abbottabad, 

Uwalpindi, 

.... 
Jhelum, .... 
Murrw, .... 
Lahore, .... 
Lahore, .... 
Lahore, .... 
Ferozpbr, .. 
Bimla, .... 
Mssuri, .... 

Hour felt, 
(- time) .+ 

Unmtah,  .... 
... About noon,. 

Noon, Madras 
(1 1.37 Station.) 

About noon,. ... 
.... No detaile, 

No details, .... 
About noon,. ... 
Noon, ........ 

D-tion. 

Uncertain.. 

About 2 mi- 
nutee. 

Uncertain.. 

Ovor a mi- 
nute. .... .... 

Over a mi- 
nuts 

1 minute, 60 
aeconds. 

No sound.. Dr. Hendemon, CbL Sar- ( P O .  
Soundnoticed Mr. P.- 

Immediately af- 
tor noon. .... 

Noon, ........ 
Noon, ........ 
11-66 A. M., .... 
About noon ? .. 
12-60 P. u. ? 
Unrecorded,. ... 
12 h. 1 m. ? .. 
Unrecorded,. ... 

.. No sound 

Unrecorded 

. . . . "  

.... .... 
Noticed, loud 
Unrecorded 
No informa- 

tion. 

Over n mi- 
nute. .... 

Uncertain.. 

) a minute to 
3 minutes. 

3 minutes.. 

Unrecorded 
U m o r d e d  .. 6 minutes 
9 minutes.. 
No informa- I 

Buchanen Scott, Esq, 
R. E. 

Rev. ?dr. Corbp, Mr. 
W. L. H o h n .  
Civil and lUilitary Ga- 
ZW Mar. 4th. 18i8. .. " Pioneer" Mar. 6th 

R. Dick, Esq. 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 

"Pioneei' Mar. 1878. 
tion. 



A few days before the greater shock, I felt an earthquake at  Abbotta- 
bad, on February 20th, at  8.40 P. M. It wsrr of the kind usual in 
these parts, lasted only a few seconds and did no damage. A sharp shock 
was reported in the " Pioneer" to have occurred a t  KBngra on the 19th of 
March (after the greater one), and others occurred in Hadra-on March 
29th at  7 P. M. ; on A p d  lbfh a t  6-11 A. x., (a short and sharp 
one) ; on April 19th at  6.9 A. M., a more considerable one ; on April 21st 
a t  9.20* A. M., lasting about five seconds. That of April 19th was, though 
short, rather severe yet insuilicient to bring down tall chimneys a t  
Abbottabad badly shaken and bulged by the earthquake of March 2nd. 
The shock of the 21et caused the roof beams of the d8k bungalow a t  
Haripur to creak, while on the night of the same day there was a slight 
shock after midnight a t  Rhwalpindi. 

I n  all the .cases just mentioned except the Kfrngra one, of which 1 
have no information in point, and thst of April 4th, the undulation waa 
more or less clearly felt to be from west to east, as seems to be the case 
most frequently in the N. W. Punjab, but on April 4th, it appeared to 
come from north to south. I n  none, m far as I am aware, was any sound- 
wave heard, indeed I have only once heard this : some years ago at  Murree, 
when an east and west shock occurred (at about 10 o'clock P. x.) in the 
silence of the night. I find, however, that a n o k  was heard in some casea 
accompanying the shock of March 2nd, 1578, though entirely unnoticed 
in others, and positively absent a t  Rtiwalpindi, according to a careful 
observer. 

The detailed information, such as i t  is, which I have been able to colhct 
with regard to this severely-felt earthquake is as follows :- 

Enrthpunke of Xarch 2nd, 1878. 

Bannii. The shock was felt here severely and lasted unusually long. 
This is all the information I can gather. 

Eolicit. Captain Plowden, Deputy Commissioner of Kohirt, replying to 
a letter, informs me that the shock occurred there a t  89 minutes past 
11 o'clock A. M., station time, or noon ? by Madras. The motion came 
from the west with a rumbling sound like that of the underground railway- 
trains, followed by a roll and three sharp shocks : no shocks were observed 
bcfore or after this earthquake and its duration was not accurately 
determined. 

Major Boss, 1st Sikhs, who gave this information, was batbing a t  the 
time, ant1 says the water was driven out of his tub to the height of eiglit 
inches or so, and the bath-room seemed to hcaro like the cabin of a  hip a t  
SC8. 

* 1111 lord,  not I(IR~IIIS time, for which add 23 minutes. 
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Several houses and public buildings in the district were cracked md 
othcrwise damaged. 

I am informed by another Officer (Major Browne) who was then in 
Koh6t that he felt the shock at about the same time given above, it laated 
some two minutes, shook the whole place very violently, so that people le£t 
their houses, and it seemed to come from the westward. 

A considerable portion of one of the walls of the strongly built Felt 
of Kohit was thrown down. No accompanying sound was noticed by my 
friend, and the whole character of the disturbanoe seems to have resembled 
that of other places. 

PeeliLttowr. My informant felt the shock here as he was "marching 
out" with his regiment towards Jamrhd. It occurred at noon nearlf, 
Madras time, (or after 11'30 station time) and he wss then about thRe 
miles from Peshhwar on the JamrGd road. A halt having been made, some 
of the men who were sitting down jumped up, startled by the motion He 
noticed that a low rumbling sound immediately preceded the shock: tha 
earth was plainly seen to undulate, and a water-cut beside the mad, after the 
shock had passed, showed a lately wetted margin of two feet or more, con- 
sequent upon the transit of a longitudinal wave caused by the undulations 
The motion came from the westward in the direction of JamrGd. Some of 
the people present felt nausea. 

On his return to the station he found the front of his bungalow thrown 
down. A wall of the fort also fell, and several other houses were damaged 
The Barracks escaped, owing to their having been built with iron couphp 
in the walls, and in the city, from the use of wooden tie-beams in the 
masonry, because of the damage often done here by shghter earthqdq . 
the injury done was less than in the Station. 

Naoehera. Reports say the shock was severely felt here. 
Hoti Mar&n. I can only learn that the earthquake-wave here ed 

things which were suspended swinging in an east and west direction. 
Attock. At Atrtook the earthquake oocurred late in the forenoon 

(station time) about noon by Madras. A wall of the Serai or fort w a ~  
thrown down, and the motion of the earth was strongly felt even by peopk 
on foot, by whom a strong shock may often pass unnoticed. 

Abbottabad. Hew the movement commenced within a minute or so 
before or after 12, noon, (Madras time) as nearly aa I could estimate from tbz 
time usually kept at  the station. I was Iging sick in bed but happened to 
have my watoh in view ; there was a palpable undulation crossing my bed 
from westward to east. At first it commenced with a slight tremor of tL 
usual kind and after a short pause of perhaps 3 seconds, tbis retnrned with 
greatly increased strength. The wall of the room cracked from the cmm 
of the arch over the door to the roof, which being of wooden shingl6 
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creaked and strained so loudly, that I may have been unable to notice any 
sound-wave. I got up but could only move slowly, and after some delay in 
securing my watch by which I was noting the time, I reached the outside 
of the house, and heard the crash of chimneys falling a t  the neighbouring 
bungalows, while the etones of the one belonging to  the diik bungslow I 
had been in, were all shaken asunder, though the chimney (a low one) did 
not fall. A cup half filled with milk in my room had its contents violently 
thrown out, and projected nearly to the distance of a foot on each side 
towards the east and west. 

During the shock the vibration was so continuous or so quickly 
repeated as to seem without intermission after the first one I have men- 
tioned, and the motion died away more gradually than i t  commenced. I 
timed its duration as 1 minute and 50 seconds from first to last. 

Doctor Grant, then acting Medical Officer of the station, who had left 
me shortly before, was walking up an inclined open space when the shock 
occurred ; he observed the ground to  undulate and the trees to sway about 
considerably, though there was no wind, he felt a sensation of nausea and 
found i t  difficult to walk. Next he saw a man thrown from a ladder and 
then a cloud of dust rising from the falling wall of a bungalow. On reach- 
ing his own he found the wall cracked, also above an arch. 

Some time afterwards I mas staying a t  another two-storied house in 
this station which had suffered very much. Some of the walls were cracked 
from near the ground to the roof ; the cracks passing through weak places, 
such as openings for windows or doors. I noticed that it was in most cases 
those walls which ran east and west that were cracked ; as if a short wave to 
which they could not conform had passed longitudinally beneath them. 

No one in the place remembered an earthquake of such severity to  
have occurred before. 

Bciuxzlpisdi. At this station the earthquake occurred immediately 
after gun-fire (12, noon, Madras time), possibly a little later than a t  Abbotta- 
bad, but the time kept there is scarcely to be relied upon to  a minute. The 
movement appeared to come from a direction north of west, to judge from the 
observations of Dr. Henderson, and from the directions in which he found 
water to  have been thrownout of vessels. It lasted for over a minute. Dr. 
Henderson is certain there was no sound-wave, bub another person etated 
that a low rumbling sound did precede the shock. 

Dr. Henderson felt the heaving of the earth very distinctly; his little 
boy fell down and asked what was the matter with the ground. 

Dr. C- of the 10th Hussars was talking to the Mess Sergeant in the 
compound of the Mess, he did not recognise the occurrence as an earth- 
quake, but felt sick and walked to  a tree for support. On returning a 
minute or two afterwards, the Sergeant mid he too had felt sick, and asked 
for medicine. 



So111c of the houaea in the station were rent and shaken, and a forge at 
one of the workahol>s was thrown down, but the damage done seems to 
have h e n  less than elsewhere. The place is situated on an open plain and 
stands upon a considerable depth of sandy and coherent brick clay, over- 
lying highly inclined sandstones and clays, offen vertically bedded. 

Jhelum. The shock was felt a t  Jhelum at noon, Madras time. Ib 
appeared to come from N. E. and to pass to 8. W., and i t  was unrumtm- 
panied by any mmbling sound. It damaged the steeple of the Church near 
the top, cracking it across and shifting the upper part both by lifting i t  to 
one side and turning it horizontally on the base of the broken part, as far 
as can be seen from below. 

The Officer who communicated this thought he must; have got a sun- 
stroke ; he WM out of doom when the shock occurred and the ground moved, 
and he noticed an interval after the first, between i t  and the (?) stronger 
shock which followed, much in the same way as occurred a t  Abbottsbrd 

Murrca. I n  a letter from M u m  i t  was mentioned that  the shock 
waa severely felt, and house-property sustained considerable damage: no fur- 
ther dctsils have reached me. 

By another letter (from Mr. Holman) I learn that the time the shock 
occurred wss 12 o'clock, noon : its direction so far as he could remember 
waa from south to north.* ( k o m  another observer I learn that the direc- 
tion appeared to be from west or west by south.) I ts  duration he  supposs 
was about half a minute, though most people said three minutes. (N. B. 
The average of these would give one minute and three quarters, very nearly 
the time observed of Abbottabad.) 

There were three distinct shocks, the last the moat severe, and he only 
remembers one as bad during a long-continued residence of many years in 
Murreo. 

Some damnge was done t o  the station, walls fell, and s e v e d  chimnejs 
also. One observer heard two distinct loud sounds like volley-firing, which 
he attributed to the working of the shingle roofs. 

Lahore. My information concerning the earthquake a t  Lahore comee 
partly from the " Pioneerv-or the local press (Civil and Military Oaeette), 
partly from a friend who waa kind enough to  make enquiry for me. 

From the report iathe " Pioneer'' of March Gth, 1878, though the ah& 
is mid to have been severe, the writer did not himself notice the occurrence 
at  all, but was told of i t  afterwards, and gives the time aa noon, pmnmsbll~. 
Madrae time. 

I n  the local paper of March 4th, the time of the shock is given as 4 
minutes to 12 o'clock noon. " A continuous vibration of the ground Lstd 

Tho ndgo on which Xup~ee stands at an elevation of over 7000 feet runn d~ 
N. En-8. W. 



for 3 minutes," and the earth " wave appeared to  travel from east to west." 
One of the gentlemen who wrote to my friend, eays, he was sleeping 

a t  the time, and being suddenly awakened by the earthquake, he ran into his 
bathroom t o  observe the tub. In  this, the water was oscillating and had 
wetted its sides 5 inches vertically above the level shown when a t  rest. 
Hanging plants and a bird cage in the verandah set in motion by the earth- 
wave swung to the north and south, a direction corresponding to  that 
marked by the water in the tub. 

As to duration the same observer thinks the time given in the local 
paper excessive, and that it could not have becn many seconds, perhaps 30. 
H e  does not state that any sound-wave waa heard. 

A wall in his house was cracked and the filling of an archway showed 
a complete separation all round the arch. I n  the city many old houses fell 
and one in falling was reported to have killed three men. 

Mr. Scott, R. E. of Jhelum, heard from Lahore that two friends play- 
ing a t  billiards in the latter station observed a N. E.-s. W. oscillation 
in the lamp-frame above tho table, on the occurrence of the shock, which 
took place a t  noon, the same time as in Jhelum. 

Pmozpur. Although a t  Lahore the earthquake passed unnoticed by 
a t  least one person, in a station so near aa Ferozpur, according to a cor- 
respondent of the " Pioneer," something like a panic occurred. H e  writes 
-" The first shock was quite violent enough to cause a very sensible move- 
ment on the earth's surface, and the dull rumbling nois; was so unusually 
loud as to attract general attention. Half a minute after came the second 
shock, a very -rude one indeed, making floors upheave, walls oscillate, and 
beams and rdtera start and crack. Every one rushed into the open air 
only to  find the ground shivering under their feet. The third shock 
was gentler, the tremor of the earth, however, continued for a long time, 
and it was fully five minutes if not more from the beginning of the first 
shock till the laat trembling passed away. No buildings fell, but many 
b e a s  were started, and some walls were cracked." 

The time of the first shock ie not given. 
Simla. If Madras time is kept a t  this station, as seems probable, the 

hock was felt there a t  the same general time aa elsewhere, i. e., one minute 
past 12, noon. See " Pioneer" March 6th, 1878. The reports in this paper 
say, the earthquake shook Simla to its foundations, and was one of the longest 
continued ever known there. " The wave or movement came first from east by 
south and lasted for about a minute, when it shifted to north-east, and increased 
in intensity from a tremor to a roll, the shocks occurring without inter- 
mission for nine full minutes, the last being at ten minutes past noon. It 
was the third shock within six months, each being severe." 

The coincidence apparcnt us to timc would seem to identify the shocks 
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here as part of the same earthquake felt in the other places mentioned, but 
the directions and d~lration are so very different as to suggest tha t  the 
undulation, if generated near a line reaching from the Simla portion of the 
Himalaya, towards and beyond Peshlwar, met with some resistance or  dii- 
turbing force by which i t  was deflected or even reflected, and its ef£ects 
rendered cumulative, so that the shock was felt for s greatly longer period. 

Muaid. An earthquake shock at  Mas614 is so mentioned in the  
" Pioneer" as to render i t  presumably that of March Znd, and as a result it 
is stated that springs had ceased to flow. 

The following table of the directions from which the shock was felt 
to come a t  different places may be useful. 

Kohlt, \ 

Peshhwar, 
From the west. 

Hoti Mardhn, 
Abbottabad, 
Biurree, ............... From the south ? 
Rtiwalpindi, ......... From west by north. 
Lahore, ............... Uncertain. 
Simla ,... ............... From south of east and north-east. 
It will be seen from these brief notes that the effects of the shock of 

March 2nd were more or less forcibly felt over the whole of the Upper 
Punjab and neighbouring regions. The space being so large, the most 
favourable conditions for observing earthquake phenomena-i. e., constant 
homogeneity and elasticity of the rocks forming the earth's crust--could 
scarcely have becn expected. Mountain regions being exceptionally un- 
favourable from the form of the ground and liability to  variety of for- 
mations, fissures, planes of displacement &., much disturbance of the earth- 
wave, and variation of effect might have been anticipated ; and yet it would 
appear that the shock must have been almost simultaneously felt along the  
whole western outer Himalayas and their continuation, from Ittashri to 
Poshtiwar, in a direct line some 455 miles apart. 

Assuming 30 miles a minute to be a high rate for transmission of an 
earthquake wave (Mallet, Admiralty Manual of Scientific Enquiry) and 
that this shock originated near either Peshhwar or Mashi the pas- of 
the wave from one station to the other would have occupied about 15 
minutes, and it should have been observed so much later at  one of theae 
places, which would perhaps be a large error to  attribute to the time 
recorded. But if the shock etarted from a point near midway between and 
occupied half the time in reaching these points almost simultaneously, then 
a smaller error of time would be both possible and difficult to detect from 
the records at  hand. There is, however, no information available regarding 
the earthquake from the vicinity of Kishtwhr, which would be about half 
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way in the Himalayas, though a t  Lahore, nearly in the same relative 
situation, on the plains, the time given is "about noon" according to 
observations made, or the same as a t  either extremity of the region known 
t o  have been disturbed. 

However these considerations might indicate a seismic centre among 
the mountains somewhere on the Sirnla side of Kashmir, the observed mo- * 

tion of the undulations both a t  Simla and towarde Peshhwar are 
the supposition of such an origin, even though a considerable amount of 
this motion be attributed to secondary vibrations masking the main earth 
wave. 

If the disturbance had one common source, and if theprimary un- 
dulation reached the earth's surface a t  almost the same time a t  all the 
widely distributed points indicated, it may perhaps be a legitimate deduction 
that the place from which i t  originated was very deep-seated, or else that the 
conditions of the earthquake were somewhat peculiar and the disturbances 
were initiated along an extended line rather than a t  any particular point. 

It will be noticed that the greatest dif£erences in the results, so far 
as the information collected oxtends, took place a t  Simla, Lahore, and 
Ferozpur ; difIerences both in the duration and direction of the motion* 
which would render further information most desirable, and i t  will be 
observed. that this disparity coincides in a way with the marked general 
change in the alignment of the mountain ranges. A11 the stations close 
to  the outer Himalaya in the upper Punjab, whence I have obtained any 
details, stand among or adjacent to ranges belonging to the east-west, or 
west-by-south system, prevailing on the Peshttwar side of the Jhelum 
valley, while Simla and Mashri are upon or near ranges having the north- 
westerly bearing common to the main direction of the western Himalayan 
chains. On the supposition that the earth-wave travelled from the west 
as indicated by so many of the upper Punjab observations, i t  would have 
passed loi~gitudinally amongst the western mountains and under the ad- 
jacent lthwalpindi plateau towards the east as far as the Jhelum valley 
sinus, and, meeting the oblique ranges beyond, might have manifested itself 
in a different manner. 

The varying geologioal structure of the whole region does not appear 
t o  have appreciably influenced the results of the earthquake's manifestation . 

at  different places. Peshttwar stands in an alluvial plain ; Attock close to  
the edge of the Indus flats (at their junction with, but more correctly,) 
upon a mass of slates. Abbottabad is close to, if not actually traversed 
by, a long line of fault having a very large (unestimated) displacement and 

In the case of Murree my informant seems rather uncertain, a8 to thodirec- 
tion, but my Lnhoro information ia positive as to thb being N. and 6. though from 
which is not stated. 



cutting off limestone mountains from others formed of slate. Rtiwslpin~li 
is on 3 plateau formed of tertiary rocks, alternating sandstones and clqp, 
just there nearly vertical an& horizontally overlaid by post-- . ad  
pcrhaps even newer clays, sands, and boulder-be&. L a h o ~  and Femzpur 
are on the alluvial Punjab plains. 

In  most of these places, the shock occurred a t  the same time, as nearly 
as a n  be judgtd, and its results were similar, whether it tasted under two o r  
as much as five minutes. 

Kohht, close to eest and west ridges of limestone or of sandstone, 
and standing upon n stony detrital deposit a t  the mouth of the H a w  
valley, is about 80 miles due west of RBwdpindi : in both places the  
undulation approached from the westward, in the latter more nearly west- 
north-west. 

Simla is entirely diffcrently situated from these stations ; a t  a groat 
elevation and nearer to crystalline masses which would prohbly afford a 
bettor conducting medium for the earth-waves. Yet here the time of the 
occurrence was presumably the same as elsewhere, and though the more- 
mcnt is said to have come from opposite directions and to have lasted fully 
nine minutes, I have no evidence that the damage caused, which would be a 
measure of the force exerted, was at  all greater than a t  Abbottabad o r  
ot licr localities. 

I have heard i t  more than once observed that these Punjab earth- 
quakes usually occur after rain has succeeded a spell of fine weather; 
indeed Dr. Hcndcrson tells me that from this he predicted the occurrence 
of the earthquake previous to that of March 2nd, felt a t  Rhvalpindi aa 
well as by n~jsclf in HasBra. With reference to this point i t  should be 
remembered that the nine distinct shocks which I have mentioned as having 
recently occurred in the Punjab within fifty-three days, have followed a 
scson of excessive rainfall preceded by an exceptionally and didmusly 
dry summer. 

Whctllcr the access of meteoric water by gravitation through tho 
rocks to hotter regions below be a sufficient cause in the present case for 
the phenomena observed, or a better one can be suggested, I must leave for 
the enlightened consideration of competent seismologists ; and though 
several minor shocks are not unusual attendants upon a greater earthquake, 
I venture to suggest that something exceptional in the way of cause must 
hare occurrcd to account for the grcatly increased frequency of late of the 
eartllquakes in the Punjab, where they have rarely taken plrrce more than 
once in a twelvemonth, at  l e s t  for the last nine years : and dso for the 
greater than usual inte~~riity which has marked onc of them, alnlost eimul- 
taneou~ly fvlt ovcr an area, which may bc rouglilj esti~nntcvl at 67,000 
Prluare ~nilcs. 



IX.-Notes on bRe land and fresh-water shells of Kashmir, mo~eparticu2w- 
ly of the Jhitum va2le.y below Srinagar and the hi& North of Jnniu.- 
By W .  THEOBALD, Ueo2ogical Sway of India. 

(Received 27th June ;-Read 3rd July, 1878.) 

The present notes embody the results of a hasty traverse of the ground 
from Mari to Srinagar and thence rid the Mohu pass to Jamu, during the 
very unfavourable months of March and April last year, and it is to be 
hoped that therather meagre list here given may be hereafter enlarged 
very considerably by others who may have more leisure, and a more favour- 
able season for their investigations than I could command. 

In  the list of Kashmir mollusca appended to these notes, an asterisk 
marks those species not obtained by myself personally. 

MELANIA TWEEC~LATA, Miill. 
A small race of this widely spread shell occurs in the outer hills. 

VAL~ATA PI~CINALIS, Miill. 
Abundant on the river mud in pools under the Travellers' Bungalow at 

Soper. 

BITHYNIA PULCHELLA, B. 
Common in the valley. 

HYALINA LUCIDA, Drap. 
H. mLva, Drap. 

Both species occur on tho Pan$ range and are commou in the debris 
of streams running into the valley. 

MACBOCIILAMYS ICNDICA, B. 
iU.:vitrinoida, auctorum (non vera). 
M. petrow, Hutton. 
This widely spread species is rather rare in the outer hills. A singlo 

mature shell only was met with, much smaller than the type, and measuring 
only 18 x 15 x 7 mm. An immature shell was a trifle larger. 

M. BPLENDEN~, Hutton. 
Colour bright chestnut, with a lustrous polish. My largest shell is not 

quite adult, and measures 15 x 13 x 8 mm. A dead adult shell is a trifle 

Rmaller. It shows the mouth very oblique and shaped much as in dl. a q i -  
de8, with the lip thickened illside as in Hemiplecta rlonticola. This species 
occurs rather plentifully in placcfl abovo Uri, nestling under stones. 

M. PAFANE, B. 
A few dead spcimcns:of_what secms s small race of this species mere 

obtained above Uri, onc specimen measured 9 x 7.7 x 6 mm. 
19 



MACILOCUMTB, sp. 
A singlc clccld shell of a species resembling iU. leuicula was found with 

tlic last, abovu Uri, measuring 6 x 5 x 4.5 mm. 

KALIELLA BAREAKPOEENSIB, Pfr. 
A single ~ l ~ c i m e n  of this widely spread species, measuring 6 mm. in 

height, was found in Kashmir. The specific name is badly chosen, as this is 
a hill species, (not found on the plains, unless trallsported on plants), and 
ranges throughout the Himalayas and also the mountain ranges of Southern 
India. 

HEVIPLECTA YOXTICOLA, Huttoll. 
IT. Znhintn, I'fr. 

Genc*rallj distributed throughout the Western Himalayas. I n  the 
valley of the Uicliliri river, an affluent of the Chinib, this spccies occurs 
remarkably fine and in incredible numbers in the fissures of rocks, though 
few live specimens were procurable a t  the time of my visit. The colonr of 
tlic shell is dark chestnut both above and below, and there are four or five 
proniinent pale bars or transverse stripes, marking the seasonal arrest of 
growth and the position of successive opiphragms, formed during the period 
of hybernation. The epidermis is very thin and pale yellow, and the shell 
does not attain maturity under seven or eight years. The first five whorls 
aro minutely shagreened, the remaining ones smooth but more or less trans- 
versely rugose. 

My largest specimen measures E7 x 30 x 23 mm. The species is 
particularly comnlon below Xacllilana in the Uichlsri valley. 

IT. .r.iurcnsrs, n R. 

t t  i 1 i o 1 t i 1 : i  ( t  1 l i l t .  T a t 8  solicki, conrt=xti, 
rrrtyr~st(: u~/tl,ilrc*tr/ri, ai~prn lecissi~/rr !/,n~iuloeo-co~srrgnta (H. liyulnia i ~ ~ o d o )  
~ i i b l ~ ~ ~  Iaci.~/,r/~i.  COIOIVJ B U J I / * ( ~  l~trll idr L~.t~nneo, srr66er nlbido. A n f m t i -  
711~s S P . ~ ,  l r~ l t e  o . c ' s t ~  / l / i L r ~ .  Lnbio itltiu il~crassato, sii lylici .  At t inet  ad 
27 x 23 x 1.1 mrn. 

ITctbilnt in  vnllc Jawi, irltrr Chineni cl Adampur. 
This species might be regarded hy some as an impoverished raoe of the 

last, from ~vliich I have little doubt i t  is proximately derived, but it difEers 
too much in size, colour, form, and range t o  be properly united therewith. 
Nr. W. 13lanford suggests it may be the E. monticoln of Pfeiffer, which is 
very likely. I have urifortunately no live shells, but the type of eolouration 
in my best specimens is more of the t j pe  of ligulata than of mnticola, being 
white below. I t  is I think clearly a species descended from E. monticola, 
and modified to meet the climatal conditions of the Jawi valley below Chi- 
nc~ii, where the winter cold and summer heat arc both more intense than h 
suitbblc for alonticola on the onc hand, or ligulata on the other. ' 
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TUOCLIOMOBPIII IITHI, B. 
TITO dead adults and a living half grown shell mere obtained by  me 

I 

on tho hills bellind Aijas, to  the east of the  Walar lake. The largest spc& 
men measured 17 x 16 x 11 mm. It recalls the Nilghiri L?hysonota 
guer~ini, but the animal belongs t o  the ZonitidQ. 

This species occurs occt~sionally in thickets between Dalhousie and 
Chamba between GOO0 and 7000 feet above the sea. 

HELICABTON FLEMINOII. 

This species is not rare in  the outer hills and two distinct races are 
discernible : the one ( 0 )  being confined t o  the higher and moister hills, whilst 
the other ( b )  occupies the wwlner valleys and the drier ranges of less eleva- 
tion. 

n. N y  finest specimens of this race are from near Mari (Murrec) 
where they were collectccl by my colleague X r .  JVynne. The finest mea- 
sure 12 x 31 x 20 mm., though shells rarely attain this size. Shells of 
the ordinary dimensiol~s of 35 mm. arc not rare i r~  parts of the Jhilum 
valley about Uri, and even among tlie outer hills, and occur subfossil in  the  
valley deposits (clays) in  many places outside the main ranges and in the 
Sutlej valley. The reputed locality of the type, ' Bind', is open t o  consider- 
able doubt, unless the specimen was imported in a plant case. I n  five spe- 
cimens thc lower part of tho shcll is lustrous, whilst the uppcr half has a 
dull silky sheen, from innumerable fine striffi which corer tho surface. 

b. This race runs considerably smaller than the last, the largest spe- 
cimen of some hundreds measuring 22 x 17 x 12 mm. It is a minia- 
ture of the last, and occurs abundantk in  the Chinirb valley above the 
junction of thc Bichlhri river and also a t  Dliarrnsila in the 1Chngra valley. 
The shell is  almost wholly envelo1)ed br the mantlc when the animal is  in  
motion. 

Thcrc is  yet another race which may perhaps prove a distinct species, 
but which a t  present I prefer t o  consider as a variety of the larger form 
of B. JEemingii, and which I will term provisio~lally :- 

c. var. altivagus. Of this form I have only a few dead shells. The 
1:u.gcst measures 31 x 23 x 14 mills. and i t  differs from the type by bciog 
much flatter. I only met with it  sparingly above Uri. 

11. BCUTELLA, B. 
Sparingly distributed in  the Western lIixnalayas at  moderate eleva- 

tions. The body delicately arched, lilie the outline of a triton's tail. This 
species occurs with the small race of H.$einingii both in  the Chinib valley 
and a t  1)harmdla though nowhere so numerous. 

H. MONTICOLA, B. 
There is some confusion between this species, the last, and tho next, 

which, without niore information, I cannot clear up. Specimens received 
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1)y nlc fro111 neilso~i under this name were certainly closely allied to the 
last. In the Conchologia Indica, however, a very difEerent shell is Qud 
(Ilate CLII, figs. 1,4,) and one which seems barely distinct (save in size 
01113.) from H. cwido, Hutton, also given on the same Plate. My coadjn- 
tor, Mr. Hanley, purchased most of Uenson's types, but has most unfortu- 
nately not mid if the figure is taken from one of them. 

My own impression is, that H. monticola, B. is a near ally of H. 
rcutello, B. and that the monticola figured in the Conchologia Indica is a 
mere iinmnture specimen of IT. caesido, Hutton. I t  is true the shell k said 
to be in one 'dull' in the other 'lustrous', but this may be the result of 
its condition, as in H. jlemingii, the lustrous surface of the shell is cowred 
with a dull epidermis, which in ucutella is wanting, and I was much struck 
with the presence of this doll epidermis, as it is covered by the mantle ; the 
shells of other Z o n i t i d ~  under such circumstances being usually lus tmua 

H. CASSIDA, Hutton. 
A single adult specimen of what I consider this species was taken by 

me under a stone above Uri. Two young shells (one of them forwarded to 
me by Mr. Lydekker) also seem to belong to  this species, though the month 
is rounder and deeper than in the adult (uide Conch. Indica, Plate CLII ,  
figs. 2, 3). This species might almost be ranged in Pnrgrphanfu and 
would seem to be rare as I have only seen the above three specimens. 

VALLONIA PULCEELLA, Mull. 
V. COSTATA, Miill. 

The higher ranges. 

FRUTI~ICOLA HUT TO^, P~T. 
Widely distributed, but  individuals do not seem anywhere numewus. 

P ~ a o s l ~ u s  CCEBOPICTUS, Hutton. 
Widely distributed and individuals numerous. I n  the North-&rn 

Punjab, this species harbours under stones, and is variable in sim. 

NAPXUB CAKDELABIB, Pfr. 
N. hmina, B. This is a common species being found about Mari sod 

in various places in h h m i r ,  usually above 6000 feet, but occasionally 
lower. Sinistral shells are most numerous, but dextral ones also occur not 
rarely. My largest sinistral shell meaaures 35.6 x 9.2 and my smallest 
27.7 x 8.7 mm. The dextral shells are smaller, ranging from 33 x 8-8 to 
24 x 8.5 mrn. 

The shells vary somewhat in a large series, in tumidity and in the 
attenuation of the spire, and even in the number of whorls, a remark which 
applies to all the species of the genus, and proves the risk of c m t i n g  new 
species from single examples. 
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I do not think that  N. domino, B, can be separated, as the main dis- 
tinction seems to be in the texture of the shell ; but in this group the tex- 
ture varies from horny and sub-diaphanous, in which the striped markings 
are conspicuous, to creamy porcellanous, in which they are more or less if 
not wholly obsolete. The difference too in this respect is considerable 
between the living and dead shells, and largely depends (unless I am much 
mistaken) on the conditions of climate and alimentation under which the 
animal lived. 

A slender form is seen in places, with a thinner shell than the type, 
and indicating a passage to N. kunawnrmie, Hutton. A typical example 
of this variety measures 26.5 x 8 mills. 

I n  the above and in all the measurements which follow the short axis 
is measured just behind the aperture. 

N. 8IXDICUS, B. 
Of this species both dextral and sinistral shells occur, the former most 

numerously. The size ranges between 27 x 8 and 17 x 3 x 6.6 mm. for 
dextral shells and 22 x 7 and 18.2 x 6.2 mm. for sinistral ones out of a 
large series. It occurs abundantly in the Jhilum valley about Chatur, 
(above Kohala) at  low elevations, and elsewhere less commonly up to 3000 
feet or thereabouts. 

N. CtELEBS, B. 
This is a forest species, usually ranging from 5000 feet upwards. It is 

the most variable species of the group, both as regards size and form rang- 
ing from 22 x 8 to 14 x 6.2 mm. Some systematists might easily make 
six or eight species out of the varieties of this shell ; but with a large, but 
by no means exhaustive, series before me, I cannot venture to specifically 
separate the very variable shells which a large series displays. I have never 
seen a sinistral specimen, but N. boyeianzss, B. looks like a sinistral exarn- 
ple of the largest form of cplebe. 

N. AECUATU~, Hutton. 
Kllshmir specimens range between 2 x 6.1 and 13.7 x 5 mills. A 

single dextral shell found by me measures 12 x 4 mills. I t  does not seem 
a common species. The habitat ' Moulmein' given in the Conchologia 
Indica is of course absurd, but for this and similar blunders I am nowise 
responsible, since the publishers declined to furnish me with proofs, as the 
work went through the press. 

N. SEGBEGATUS, B. 
A single specimen of what seems a variety of this shell was found, but 

it had an abnormal look about it. It measures 11.2 x 5 mm and has the 
ordinary horny appearance of celebs and its allies. A smaller form, var. 
puuillzcs, would seem to belong t o  this species and is far from rare on tho 
Chinbb valley above WOO feet. It only measures 9 x 3.8 mills. 



N. PHETIOS~S,  Cantor. 
Tlic type \v;~s ulrtaillcd near the Jhilum on the woll-contested battle- 

field of Cliilinnwalla. The species also occurs sparingly throughout the  
Jhilum valley below Uri, but is nowhere common except about Kathai fo r t  
6n the right bank, whero i t  is abundant, though I saw only dead shells. 
The range of this spccics must be very limited, as I have not noticed it to 
thc castward, or anywhere in the cis-R8vi country. 

N. BMITIIII, B. 
An occasional individunl of what I tnke to be this species, is  here and 

thcro met a i t h  in the Jhilum valley below Uri, but I have only seen d a d  
shells. I t  also occurs nt & h i ,  where I have seen a few specimens, a trifle 
smaller than the typc. X y  best specimen measures 11.1 x 3'3 mm. and 
exhibits the characteristic dilatation of the peristome. 

N. RrFISTBIGATcB, B. 
Common on the outer hills from the Jumna to the Indus. Closelj- 

allied to this spccics and a i th  difficulty scparable in a large series, a re  
N. ercntitn, B., N. sinrlicus, B., .salsicoln, B. and 3. spelewr, Hutton, 
thcsc two k s t  forlns h i n g  crroncously placed in my Catalogue (Th'wker 
and Co., 1876,) undcr CyEindms. 

OPLLS GBACILIS, Hutton. 
Thc outer hills bordering thc plains, but not noticed in the valley. 

CYLINDRGS INSULABIS, Ehr. 
Tlic outer hills and plains. 

PUPA ~ S C O B U X ,  L. 
P. QUTTA, B. 

Both thcse spccics no doubt spread ovcr the higher ranges of Kash- 
mir, though the typc of thc latter species has only been takcn by me i n  
Spiti. 

P. nr$i.raLar,Lva, B. 
P. IIUTTOXIAXA, B. 

Both thcsc species occur ahnndantly on the Panjhl rsngo m(1 in the  
debris of st]-emus flowing thcrcfrom, whence they are carried down during 
iloods into the plains. 

P. - sp. 
A single sl)ccimcn of a Picpa somcwhat of the p l icddm type occurred 

in t l ~ c  Jhilum valley with nu~nbcrs of the lnit two species. I do not know 
it, but hcsitntc to describe i t  ~s now, till it  has been compared more fully 
than I have a t  present mcans of doing. 

Alt. 2.5 mm. 
CL.LUSIT,I.L CTLTKDRIC.~, Gray. 

1 did not tnkc this spccies in I<wlimir, but as I took it in Dharms51e 
a little cirst of tha. ltivi, I h v c  no i1oul)t that it  should bc i~icludcd in the 
I<nsllinir fauna. 



C. waaoEn1, Stol. 
A single dead shell of what is probably this species was found by me 

a little below RiLmpur the first stage below Baramula. The type was found 
near Mari, and i t  doubtless ranges into Kashrnir in suitable localities. 

ENNEA BICOLOE, Hutton. 
The outer hills, where it is almost invariably associated with Opene 

gracilis k d  Peronms cmopietuu. 
CBLOSTELE SCALABIS, B. 
GEOSTILBIA BALUTB, B. 

Both these species are found in the outer hills bordering the plains, 
thc former rather rarely. 

L Y ~ Z A .  
The species of this genus do not call for remark. 

PLANOI~BI~. 
Several small speciea of this genus, which my opportunities did not 

allow of my recording, have no doubt to be added to the Kashmir fauna. 
C~BBICULA KASIIItIRENSIS, DcSh. 

My largest specimen, from near Soper, measures 45 x 39 x 23 mm. 
Smaller specimens occur lower down the Jhilum near Baramula. 

C. OCCIDENS, B. 
Accompanies the last. My largest specimen measures 21 x 17.5 

x 11.6 mm. I n  Kashmir specimens the rufous rays (which Hanlcy says 
arc rarely present) are rarely absent, but never very strongly marked and 
sometimes with difficulty visible. 

SPIIBRIUM INDICUM, Desh. 
PISIDIUJI IIYDABPICOLA, n. s. 

Test6 sub-cordate ovali-tenui, exi/iusinie stricatd, antice mtundatd, pos- 
t i c ~  cix truncntd 4 x 3.4 x 2.6 mva. 

IIubitot zalle Koshnrirme, in $uminibu ad Hydaspem $umtibwr, 
p r o p  Shypion. 

The nearest ally of this species is P. clnrkeanu~n, Nev., but it is more 
rounded in front and hardly truncated behind. 

A single specimen only was fouud in the stream near Shypion, a feeder 
of the Jhilum. 

The above is a very imperfect list of the shells of so dirersified a region 
as regards surface and climate as Kashmir. The correct determination of 
tlio smaller fresh-water species of Bithy~zia and Planorbis, and of the species 
of Sphmriun, and Pisidium which almost certainly occur is difficult. Unio 
I have not noticed in the valley. 

At p a p 4 1  of my Catalogue of Indian shells, I bnve given the PGnch 
IIills as a habitat of the operculntc M~yclToitrnstomcl funicwlntwm of Sikkim, 
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on the authority of shells received from Mr. Lydekker with that habitat, 
which subsequent enquiry has served to render extremely doubtful, and I 
have accordingly excluded the species from the Kashmir fauna. 

In  conclusion I would urge that visitors to Kashmir could hardly fail 
to add many species to  the above list if they carefully collected in the 
higher ranges, and along routes not visited by me, especially the smaller 
species of Pupa, kc, which are most conveniently sought for among 
the light rejectamenta and vegetable refuse swept down by floods, and 
heaped up along the banks of streams in sheltered spots. 

List of land and fresh-water shells,presumnbly inlbititzg Knshmir and its 
vicinity. Shelk, mt seen by me, marked by an nsterkk. 

Paludomua tanjoriensis, amel.* 
iUelania tuberculata, Miill. 
X. variabilis, B.* 
Valuata piscinalie, Miill. 
P. etoliczkana, Nevill.* (Cat. Moll. Ind. Mus.) 
rivipara bemyalenuis, Lam.* 
V. dissimilis, Miill. + 

Bithynia pulchella, B. 
Hyalina lucidu, Dmp. 
H. fulca, Drap. 
bZhcrochlamys indica, B. 
dZ. qlendene, Hutton. 
X. ppntane, B. 
di. sp. 
filiella Bnrakpmemix, Pfr. 
Hcmiplecta monticola, Hutton. 
H. jarnuemis, Theob. 
!&ochomorpha hyba, B. 
Iielicarion cassida, Hutton. 
H.$eminyii, Pfr. (type and vnr-, minor.) 
H.$eminyii, var. altivagus, Theob. (an sp. nov. ?) 
H. monticola, B. 
H .  ecutelln, B. 
Xruticicola huttoni, B. 
P(dlonia pulchella, Miill. 
7. costata, Miill. 
Peronas  cmopictus, Hutton. 
Napam cnndclaris, Pfr. 
3. sindime, B. 
N. c~7eba, B. 
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N. arcuatua, Hutton. 
N. pebwew,  Cantor. 
N: segregatus, B. 
N. mi th i i ,  B. 
N. r$strigatw, B. 
N. vibes, Hutton. 
9lindrero ineularis, Ehr. 
P t p a  muscomn, L. 
P. gutta, B. 
P. hivnahyam, B. 
P. huttoniana, B. 
P. sp. 
8wcima pfezym', Ross.+ 
Clawilia ylindrica, Gray. 
0. cmageni, Stol. 
&ea bicolor, Hutton. 
Opaas gracilia, Hutton. 
Zk lubrica, Miill.* 
Glesoub Auegeli, Pfr.+ 
Calostels scalarig, B. 
Beoetilbia balanw, B. 
OarycAium indicum, B.* 
Lymnaa luteoh, Lam. 
I;. peregm, Miill. 
L. etuynalia, Miill. 
I;. awricularia, Jliill. 
L. truncatub, Miill. 
Plunorbie caZa th ,  BB.* 
P. emstus, Desh. 
P. carinatus, M U .  
Cbrbicula kmhwirensie, Desh. 
C. occidene, B. 
&Am'm i n d i m ,  Desb* 
Pioidium Aydaqicob, Theob. 
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(Received and read March 6% 1878.) 

(With Plates VI, VII, VIII.) 

The mammals described in the following notes are from two colleetionr 
The fir& and largest waa made by Mr. W. Darimn for Mr. Hume, to whom 
I am indebted for the specimens ; the second, which although smaller, com- 
prised several very interesting forms, was collected by Mr. Limborg. The 
bats procured by the latter have already been described by Mr. Dobeon.+ 

The localities, and, in almost every case, the sexes have been carefully 
recorded on the specimens obtained by both the naturalists named. Mr. 
Davison's labels in many cases contain detailed measurements taken before 
skinning. As will be seen, several important additions are made to  the  
Tenasserim fauna, and the moat of these are from BBnkas6n in Southern 
Tenasserim, where some Malay forms have been obtained, which had not 
previously been noticed so far north. 

In addition to the Tenssserim specimens, Mr. Hume has very kindly 
given to me a large portion of his mammalian collection, and has enhasted 
me with the whole for examination and description. 

~ E E C T I V O E A .  

Ggmnura raiTleei. 
V i m  and Hodeld, Zool. Jour. III, p. 246;-Wagner, Mueber'e Grimgtb. 

Supp. II, p. 46; V, p. 634. 

This species waa mentioned in Mr. Blyth's list of the mammals of 
Burm~,t as probably exiating in Mergui, although its occurrence within 
British limits had not been reoorded. It bib sinoe been obtained a t  Bbnlu- 
sbn in Southern Tenasserim, by Mr. Davieon, to whom I am indebted for a 
perfeot female in spirit. The anatomy of the animsl ie almost unknown, 
but I hope to induce a more competent anatomist than I am to examine 
the specimen. 

The skins from BdnkasiIn vary muoh in the extent of white on the 
fore part of the body. Generally the head and neck are white with the 
exception of a broad black patch above each eye and a variable amount of 
black bristles mixed with white on the crown. The anterior portion of the 
back is cled with mixed white and black bristles, the proportion varying ; on 
the hinder back, rides, limbs and lower parts from the breast, the long hairs 
are generally blaok, but in one epecimen there is a line of white brides 
down the middle of the breast and belly ; thie line is wanting in the other two 

* J. A. 8. B. 1877, Pt. 2, p. 912. 
f J. 4. 13. B. 1876, Pt. 2, eztranumber, p. 32, 
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skins which I have examined. The edant of the white varies so much that 
it is not at all improbable that specimens wholly white or wholly black may 
occur. The h e  woolly under fur ia dusky olivaceoue at  the base, brown at 
the tips on the upper parts, ashy with brownish ends beneath. The terminal 
portion of the tail is compressed, and in some specimens partially or wholly 
white in colour, and the under surface of the tail is thinly clad through- 
out with scattered short bristles, about a quarter of an inch long. These 
bristles are wanting on the upper part of the tail, which has very much 
shorter scattered hairs. The small scales oovering the tail are indistinctly 
arranged in rings, and eubimbricate; on the lower surface the d e s  are 
convex and distinctly imbricate, the bristles arieing from t$e interstices, 
Thus the under surface of the tail is very rough and may probably be of 
uee to the animal in climbing. 

The characters of the tail just mentioned do not appear to have been 
noticed in the pubhhed descriptione of @mura, all of which are probably 
copied from that by Horsfield and Vigors. Another important Merence 
from the original account is to be found in the claws of the specimeno 
before me not being retractile. In  the original description. the retractili- 
t y  of the claws is mentioned, both in the Latin characters end in the Eng- 
lish note pointing out the distinctions between Uymnrcra and Fupaio. It 
is poeaible that the Tenamrim animal differe from that found in Sumatra, 
but the distinction between retractile and non-retraotile claws would in all 
probability be of generic importance, and it is difficult to conceive that two 
genera of insectivora, so closely resembling eachlother in their very peculiar 
external characters, and yet differing in so important a detail, should inhabit 
two regions of which the fauna is, for the most part, identical. At the 
same time it is possible that I am mistaken in referring the Tenasmrim 
animal to Qmnwra r o f i o i .  

The following are tbe dimensions of the f e d e  specimen in spirit- 
inches. 

Length from nose to  an-, .......................................... 12 
,, of tail, ...................................................... 8.5 
,, of ear from orifice, ...................................... 0.94 
,, of tarsus and hind foot (claws not included), ...... 2-15 

The stuf£ed specimen is nearly the same, except that the tail is rather 
longer. The dimensions given by Horsfield and Vigors for an adult are 
rather more ;-head and body 14.26 inches, tail 10.6, whilst the tarsus is 
stated to be only 2 inches long, but the difference is tdlbg. 

Mr. Daviaon informs me that Uymnura ia purely nocturnal in its 
habits, and lives under the roots of trees. It has a peculiar and most offen- 
sive smell, not musky, but rather alliaceous, resembling decomposed cooked 

Zool. Jour., 111, p. 248. 
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vegetables. There is a slight smell in the dried skin. The contents of the 
stomach in the spirit specimen appear to consist entirely of remains of 
insects, amongst which I can, I think, detect termites, but most of the frag- 
ments are too much broken for identification. 

Topaia peguana. 
Jerdon, Mam. Ind. No. 88 :-Blyth Mam. Bnrm. No. 66. 

Blyth in his Catalogue of the Mammalia in the Mueeurn of the Asiatic 
Society claesed the Peguan Tupaicll as a variety of l'. ffenuginraa, but in his 
Mammals of Burma he separated the Burmese species, as Jerdon had done. 
He, however, pointed out that the two are barely eeparable, and that 
a ferruginoun tinge is present in some Burmese specimens. 

Skins collected by Mr. Davison in Southern Tenasserim have all the 
posterior portion of the back distinctly ferruginous. Others £ram MyPwadi, 
west of Monlmain, are almost equally rufous on the rump, whilst other 
specimens again from the same neighbourhood have no rufons tinge. A 
specimen from Tavoy has scarcely a trace of rufescent. Without a larger 
series of Malaccan specimens than I have at hand, I cannot positirely my 
that the two forma paws into each other, but I am strongly disposed to sus- 
pect that they do so. 

The following dimensions taken on the animals when recently killed are 
recorded by Mr. Davison on his tickets. 

l a d .  2 d a d .  3 9  
Nose to anus, ................................. 6.8 6.8 6.6 

.................................. Tail from anus 7. 6.8 6.4 
Hairs at end of tail, ........................... 1.1 1.2 0'8 

- - -  
Total 14.9 14.8 13-8 
..... Length of fore foot (claws excluded),. 0.68 1. 0 9  

91 hind foot ( ,, ) ,...... 1.65 1.75 1-69 
,, of ear externally ................... 0.3 0.2 0.35 

...... 91 ,, inside from orifice, 0.6 0.56 0.46 
Breadth of ear laid flat ,........................" 0 8 0-7 0.6 
No. 1 is from Kaukaryit on the Houngdarau river, 2 and 8 from the 

neighbourhood of Mytiwadi, all localities to the eastward of Moulmain. 

CABNI~OEA. 
Prionodon maouloeue, Ple. VI, VZI. 

W. Blanf. Pmc. As. 80c. Bengal, March 1878, p. 93. 

P. a$illie P. gracili, sed major, atpue mawlie faeciispue fueciu majori- 
bus ormatus ; dorso nigrescenti-fusco, lineis ses alb& mgustis hu@&b, 
fascia albd laterali utrinpue poet aurem orienk, wpus ad f m n n  &nw- 
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rente, luteribus lnaculia longin fuacia superne majzlanrli8, su6tus minoribus 
~~ignntis, collo a r m  duobus fasciis lot is subnigria longiludinafibu.n, inter 
se vittd albd anguatd, medio fwco-lineatd, discretie, notato ; caicdd annulis 
eeptem fuacie alb&yw altmnM circunzdatd, illis fere duplo lotioribua, apice 
albeacente. 

Long. a roetro ad  a n m  18.25, cauda a i ~ e p i l i s  ad  apicem 16, pilorum 
0.75, iota 35 ; cranii 3, tarsi a calcnneo 2.8 poll. angl. 

Hab. in provincid Tmaaaerinz, (Davison, Limborg). 
Upper part brownish black broken up by greyish white bands, lower 

parts white, tail brownish black with 7 white rings, tip whitish. Two 
broad black bands run down each side of the upper part of the neck, between 
them is a narrow greyish white band with a faint mesial dark streak, some- 
what interrupted, and passing into two bands of elongate spots between the 
shoulders. The two broad dark bands pass into the dark patches of the 
back ; on each side of these bands is a white rather wavy stripe, commen- 
cing a t  the ear and continued along the neck, above the shoulder, and down 
the side to  the thighs, becoming more irregular behind ; below this again is  
a dark band somewhat broken up into spots in front, passing over the 
shoulder, and continued as a line of large spots along the side. Tbe back is  
chiefly brownish black, crossed by six narrow transverse whitish bands, the 
first five equidistant, the foremost communicating with the mesial neck 
band, and the hinder all uniting with the white band on the side, so as to 
break u p  the dark colour into large spots. There are small black spots on 
the fore neck, lower portion of the sides, and outside of the limbs, the spots 
on the fore neck forming an imperfect gorget. The white rings on the tail 
are not much more than half the breadth of the dark rings ; the last dark 
ring, near the tip, and tho first white ring are narrower than the others. 
Nose dark brown mixed with grey, a dark ring round each orbit with a 
streak running back to below the ear and another passing up to the crown ; 
forehead between and behind the eyes, and in front of the ears, and cheeks, 
pale grey. Ears rounded and clad with blackish hairs outside and near the 
margin inside, a few lang pale hairs on the inner surface of the ear conch. 
Whiskers long, extending to behind the ears, the upper brown, the lower en- 
tirely white. Soles, except the pads, which are naked, covered with fine hair. 

The fur is soft and ahort throughout, that on the upper parts is ashy 
grey a t  the base ; lower fur very fine, tips of the longer hairs black or 
white ; none of the hairs are more than half an inch long on the back, being 
much shorter than in P. pardicolor. 

The following dimensions are taken on a fully adult male specimen 
preserved whole in spirit. The length of the body would perhaps be an 
inch or two more in a fresh specimen, the other dimensions are probably 
unaltered. 
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inches. 
............ Length from nose to rump over curve of back, 1825 

,, of tail without the hairs a t  the end, ............... 18- 
,, of haire at end of tail, ................................. 0-75 - 

Tot$ 35. 
Length from nose to rump in a straight line, ............... 16.75 
Height at  shoulder* about, .................................... 6- 

... Hind foot and tarsus from toe fo tarsal joint, ...,.. ...... 2 8 
Longth of ear from orifice ,... ................................... 1-05 

,, ,, from bese of helix, .............................. 1-1 
,, ,, outside from crown of had, .................. 0-85 
,, from orifice of ear to eye ,...... ........................ 1.2 
,, from anterior angle of eye to nostril, ............... 0.97 

Longest whisker, ................................................... 3.6 

The skull of the same specimen meaaures : 
in. metm 

... Length from occipital plane to anterior end of p remadb ,  3. -07G 

... ,, from inferior margin of foramen magnum to do .,... 2.9 -073 
....................... Greatest breadth across zygomatic arches, 1.5 -038 

Breadth of brain caw at posterior termination of zygomatic 
arches, .............................................................. 1' '025 

... Least breadth of brain case behind post-orbital procesm, 045  -0115 
Length of suture between nasal bones, ............................ 0.62 015 

,, of bony palate from opening of posterior nares to . . mclsors, ............................................................... 1-4 -035 
Breadth between posterior molars, ................................ 0 53 .013 
Length of mandible from angle to symphysis, .................. 2.05 a 1 5  
Height of ditto ,... ...................................................... 0.8 -020 

The s t d e d  skin was most carefully set by Mr. Davison himself, the 
dimensions being made exactly the same ae those taken on the body before 
skinning. The present measurements are-nose to insertion of tail 19 inches, 
tail with hair 16+ in., total 35+, nearly the same as in the specimen in spirit. 
I t  is probable that this skin also has contracted a little in drying. 

This species appears well distinguished from P. gmcilis and P. pr- 
dicolor by its larger size, and by the much greater prevalence of dark colour 
on the upper surface generally. In external characters P. manr1o.w is 
nearer to the Malay species, P. gracill, the Himalayan P. pardimlor 

* Measured from the p d o r  foot pad to the top of the baok between the shod- 
d m ,  the leg bcing straight. 
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having the upper parts covered with comparatively mal l  spots, and more nu- 
merous rings on the tail.+ With P. graoilis I am only acquainted by de- 
scription and figures.? Judging by these, the principal difference in the 
colouration is that, in P. gracilia, the pale tint prevails very much more 
than in P. maculoswr, the upper parts of the former being marked by irregu- 
larly shaped blackish spots on a pale ground, whereas the upper surface of 
the latter is dark, with a few white streaks dividing the colour into patches. 
On the tail of P. gracilis the dark rings are represented as narrower, and, 
towards the tip, much narrower than the white rings, and there is a long 
white tip. In  P. maeulom the dark tail rings are nearly twice as broad 
as the light, and the white tail tip is very short, shorter than the last dark 
ring. The distribution of colour on the head alao appears merent,  the 
whole nasal region in front of the eyes being dark in P. mawlos~s, but not 
in the figure of P. gracilio. The more important dimensions of P. gracilis 
as given by Horsfield are ; length of the body from the extremity of the 
nose to the root of the 'tail 1 ft. 3+ in., length of tail 1 ft. + in. It is 
probable these measurements are from a stuffed specimen, but the much 
smaller size of P. gracilis is shewn by the dimensions of the skull given by 
Dr. Gray$ whose measurements of the two species P. gracilis and P. parddco- 
lo* ere the following. Those of P. lnaculosue are appended for comparison 

P. gracilih P. pardicolor. P. cMcu2osur. 

Length of skull, .................. 2" 7"'5 2" 6"' 8" 
Width at  brain case,. .............. 11"' lo+"' 1" 
Width of zygomatic arch, ...... 1' 3tn' lo 2f' 1' 6"' 
This gives the idea that the skull of P. wulosour is longer and that 

the breadth across the zygomatic arches is greater in proportion to the width 
of the brain case than in the other two species, and judging from an imper- 
fect skull of P. pardicolor in my possession, this is the case. 3 think it 
probable that P. maculosur is a much more powerful animal than either of 
the other species. The nose is proportionally narrower, more pointed and 
shorter in P.pardicolo~, and the bony palate extends a shorter distance 
behind the posterior molars. From the opening of the posterior nares to 
the antarior palatal foramina the distance is 0.93 inch in P. pardicolor, 1.27 
in P. maculosus, the form and position of the foramina being similar in the 
two. 

Jerdon, Mam. Ind. p. 124, saps eight or nine. I count tan pale rings besides 
the whitish tail tip on two Bikkim specimeq received from Mr. Mandelli The 
rings near the baee and tip of the tail are narrower than in the middle. 

t Falu grcrcilir, Hornfield. &XI. in Jaw. Thb work in not paged, and the p l n b  
are not numbered. The animal in described and figared, and the head, feet and denti- 
tion are separately represented on another plate. 

$ Cat. Cam. kc., Mam. Brit. Mu. 1869. 
( In the original 1" 7 "  but this is, I think, clearly a misprint for 2" fW. 
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The first specimen of this apecies (a very beautiful and perfect skin) 
was obtained by Mr. Davieon at BBnkasGn in Southern Tenasserim. The 
animal was caught in a trap. The second specimen was procured by Mr. 
Limborg to the Eeet of Moulmain. 

Martes fleviguls. 
Blyth, J. A. 8. B., XXVI, p. 816 ; XLIV, Pt. 2, extra number, p. 29 :-Jardon, 

Mam. Ind. p 8'2. 

A skin belonging to the Malayan race, distinguished from the Hima- 
layan form by the crown of the head and nape being brown instead of black, 
by wanting the white chin, and by the fur being shorter, was obtained at 
BBnkasGn in Sor~thern Tenasserim by Mr. Davison. The Himalayan form 
is recorded from h k a n  by Mr. Blyth, so that both are found in British 
Burma. 

R~DEKTXA. 
Soinrue ruflgenie, Pln. VII, VIII. . 

W. BLanf. Roc. An. 80c. Ben& March 1878, p. 98. 

S. mediw, 8. atridorsalem canicepemque magnitdine submpwms, red 
cat&$ corpore M M ~  ca-pite paullo breoiore, roetro longo ; sacpeme fuaeo-oliata- 
ems, punctiunculis minutis nigrk fulviaque variatus, wbtus albus, maculdt 
pue albd post aurem utfa?n signatw, fronte rufmcmte, gmi8 fenuyine&, 
mystacibus nigria, c a d  distich&, supeme c a d ,  pilis nig& abbo-terminalis 
atpue seme2 annulatie indutd, wbtus castand. Lmg. corpork a ro~ t ro  ad 
anurn 8, caudm, pilie ad extremitatem non inelusis 6.5, plantca rim 
bue 1.8. 

Hab. in sylvis densis, ad latera mmtk diuleyid dicti, in p o i n c i s  
!l'masserh Burmnica, (Davison, Limborg) . 

This squirrel is nearly the same size as S. caniceps and rS. atrodormlu, 
but the tail is much shorter, its length, without counting the hairs a t  the 
end, being always considerably less than that of the head and body ; it is 
distinctly distichons below. Fur soft throughout. 

Upper parts dark olive, frizzled, cheeks ferruginous, a small white spot 
behind the ear, lower parts white, tnil hoary, black with white rings and 
tips above, chesnut below. 

The colour of the back and sides resembles that of specimens of 8. 
canicepe in which there is no yellow or rufous tinge, being a h e  mixture of 
black and pale yellow, the sides rather paler. The fur on the back, as in se- 
veral allied species of squirrel, is of two kinds, the finer and shorter hairs 
being dark leaden colour at  the base, pale yellowish grey a t  the tips, and 
about a quarter of an inch long in the middle of the back, the longer hairs 
are coarser, about half an inch long, and black with a pale yellow ring near 
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the end, the tips being black. As usual the longer hairs are.most abundant 
near the middle of the back, less so on the sides. Forehead rufous mixed 
with Mack, the sides of the head are dark f e~ug inous  above, paler below, 
shading off gradualIy into the colour of the face and throat. Ears rounded, 
covered thinly inside and out with short hairs ; a little patch of silky white 
hair behind each ear is concealed by the ear conch when the ears are h i& 
back.+ Whiskers black. The hairs of the lower parts am dark grey a t  the 
base, white a t  the ends, there is a tinge of rufous on the fore neck and 
throat in some specimens. Fore limbs yellowish olive outside, like the 
sides, whitish inside, hind limbs also whitish within, but more rufous out- 
side. Tail clad above with black hairs, having a white ring near, but not 
a t  their base, and white tips, so ss to produce a very beautiful hoary appear- 
ance, lower surface of the tail chesnut, the longer hairs on the sides with 
black and white tips 

The following dimensions in inches were taken by Mr. Davison on 
fresh specimens : 

b: ?ad. ?ad. 
Length from nose to insertion of tail ,... ...... 7.3 8.2 8.1 

,, of tail without hairs a t  end, ......... 5.7 6.0 6.5 
of hairs st end of tail, .................. 1.5 2.1 1.3 

- - -  
Total 14.5 16.3 15.9 

Length of fore foot (palma) (claws not mea- 
sured) , ............................................. 1-15 1.1 1.1 

Length of hind foot from heel without claws, 1-75 1.85 1.8 
Height of ear outside, ........................... 0.6 0.5 0.55 

,, inside from orifice, ..................... 0'8 0.8 0.8 
The skull (Plate VI I )  differs considembly from those of S. hkrioide8, 

8. atridorealia, 8. c a n i c p ,  8. phyre i ,  8. blanfordi and all other allied 
species with which I have been able to oompare it, in the narrow and 
a inghr ly  elongate nasal portion, in which character the present species 
shews an approach to Rheithroeciurue of Qmy. 

The following are the dimensions of the skull of the present species, 
with those of some of the other Himalayan and Burmese forms. 

S. rufige- S. lokri- 8. atridor- S. cani- 
nie. oidea. aalis. ceps. 
bad. pad. 8 ad. sad. 

... Length from occiput to end of nasals, 2.07 1.85 1.95 2.33. 

... Breadth across zygomatic arches ,...... 2.2 1.06 1-10 1.87 

,, of brainpan a t  posterior termina- 
tion of zygomatic arches, 0.95 0.9 0.93 1.02 

This white mark ia rcpmentcd too largo in the plats. 
2 1 
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8. d g e -  9. lokri- 8. atridor- 
nia. aide. salia 

Breadth across behind post orbital 
processes , ........................ 0.75 0.65 0-7 

,, of frontals between orbits, ...... 0.62 0-63 0 75 
Length of suture between naaal bonea, ... 0.62 0.53 0-52 

,, of upper row of molars, ......... 0.42 0.36 0.37 
,, of bony palate behind incisors, ... 0.9 0.82 0.82 

Width of bony palate between posterior 
....................................... molars , 027 0-24 0.25 

Length of mandible from anile to aym- 
physis , .....................................,. 1- 0.96 1.05 
,, of row of lower molars ,... ......... 0.42 0-37 0.38 

Four specimens of this squirrel were obtained by Mr. Davison at the 
end of January and beginning of February 1877 ; all were procured in 
dense fowat, at an elevation of above 5000 feet, on the sides of Yooleyit, 
8 lofty mountain east of Youlmain on the range separating the Houngda- 
m u  from tbe Thoung Yin valley. A single specimen was subsequently pro- 
cured in the same locality by Mr. Limborg and this was the first to reach ma 

None of the other Burmese or Himdayan squirrels resemble the pre- 
sent form, nor am I acquainted with any Malay species with aim& oolouxa- 
tion. The nearest approach is perhaps made by S. prmyi, found at Se- 
chuen in China.. This species has a yellow spot behind the ear, the lower 
surface of the tail is ferruginous, and the belly white, but it wants the 
ferruginous cheeks, i t  has 40 white tips to the hairs in the upper wrfrw?e 
of the tail, and it ia more d o u s  abo~e,  the latter cbamcter being, however, 
of little or no importance. 

The Himdayan Sciurue tokl-iah also possesses, I find, the small whitish 
tuft behind the ear, though less developed than in R. ~Jegais; the 
colouring of the lower parts and tail are, however, conspicuously d h c t  
in the two forms. The preeence of the white spot in 8. lokriah affords pa 

excellent character for distinguishing this species from 8. 2oErbideo.t 

* Milne Edward~, Rev. et Mag. 2001. 1867, p. 230, pl. 19. 
t According to Gray, A. M. N. H. 8er. 3, XX, pp. 274, 281, the true 8. b w  

of Hodgeon is tho specim with a black tail tip, 8. a u a m u  of McClelland and myth. 
The species called 8. lokrioi&r by all Indian natmulista in re-named Mamomn similu by 
Gray. As Hodgson'e types are in the British Museum and are qwted Py Dr. O r r ~ .  
he may bo right, though it is very remarkable that he &odd be, because the Bpedcr 
commonly referred to 8. lorh.ioi&a aboands in Nepal, where Hodgeon of eomse oollecC 
ed if whilst I doubt if 8. crraanvnrair be found there. Dr. Andmaon has qecdly 
examined the Br im M u o m  epeoimene, and will I believe clear up thew d i & d t k  
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Ursy, Ann. Mag. N. H., 1842, Ser. 1, Vol. X, p. 263; 1867, Ser. 3, Vol. XX, 
p. 284 ;-Blyth, J. A. 8. B. XXIV, p. 477 ; XXVIII, p. 276 ; XLm, Pt. 2. Extra 
number, p. 36 ;-Beawn, P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 428. 

This is certainly the most variable of the Burmese squirrels. The back 
varies in colour from dark speckled grey, with scarcely a tinge of fulvous, 
to grizzled rufous tawny, the head being in the former case the same colour 
as the back, or sliihtly rufescent, in the latter distinctly ferruginous, the 
ears being usually even deeper rufous than the forehead. Occasionally'the 
whole back from the nape to  the insertion of the tail, is black ; more com- 
monly there is a black patch from between the nhoulders to  the rump, but 
frequently the area of black is shorter and narrower, and occasionally, 
especially in the more rufous specimens, not a trace remains. The whiskers 
ara sometimes entirely white, sometimes all black, occasionally mixed white 
and black. The tail is normally grey like the sides, with more or less die- 
tinct transverse bands, due to the hairs being ringed greyish white. and 
black, but in some specimens all the hairs are black except a t  their extreme 
tip, and in others, they are entirely pale rufous, save a t  the extreme base, 
and even this amount of dark colouration disappears towards the tip of the 
tail. The lower surface, including the breast, abdomen and inside of the 
limbs is normally rich bay, but sometimes chesnut, pale ferruginous or even 
pale descen t ,  in the dark rufous form the red sometimes extends to the 
throat, in other cases the lower neck is grey, or the whole central portion is 
pale rufous, and only the lateral parts bay, especially on the breast. I have 
two specimens also in which the middle of the breast and abdomen is grizzled 
like the sides and throat, the lateral portions of the lower parts alone being 
bay. Thie shews a complete passage into S. gordoni* : it is true that in 
the latter, eo far as I know, there is no black on the back, but as this pecu- 
liarity is not constant is true 8. atridurealia, the distinction is evidently 
insdcient .  The paler under parts may possibly be due to immaturity ; with 
this exception however I cannot fir~d that the variations I have mentioned 
are due to either sex or age. All specimens from Myawadi appear to  have 
black whiskers, and all from Moulmain white, but from Kaukaryit, on the 
Houngdarau river, south of Myawadi, I have both forms. I am indebted to 
Mr. Hume for a superb series of this species and of S. caanicepe, and I have 
also a considerable number of both from the collections made by Mr. Lim- 
borg. These two are in fact the commonest squirrels of Tenssserim. 

The following are measurements by Mr. Davison : 

Andorson, P. Z. S., 1871, p. 140. 
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1 Pdjuv. Sb 4 9 d  5 8 d  68ab 
Length from nose to anus ,......... 8. 8 8-5 8.65 8.9 7-62 

,, of tail from anus, ......... 7.5 7.9 7-4 7-7 7-75 81 
,, of hairs at end of tai) ,...... 2-5 2-5 2-7 2.4 2-5 2. 

- --- - - 
Total 18.0 18.4 18.6 1S-75 18-15 1792 

Length of fore foot (without claws), 0.82 1.15 1.1s 1-2 12 1-19 
,, hind foot and tarsus (do.), 1.55 1-85 1.7 1-8 1-9 1-8 

Height of ear outside , .................. 0.5 0.55 0.1 0-5 0.j; 
9 ,  inside from orifice, 0-55 0-6 0.71 0-9 0-92 0.H 

Some measurements of spirit specimens differ but little h m  the above. 
I have only seen 5. alridwealis from the northern portion of the 

Tenasserim provinces, the species has not yet, so far as I am aware, been 
recorded from Mergui or Tavoy, nor is i t  known to occur west of the Sal- 
ween river. It abounds around Moulmain and Amherst, and in the ralle~s 
of the Houngdarau and Attaran rivers.' 

8. phayrei. 
BIj4h, J. A. 8. B., XXW, 1865, p. 476 ; XLIV, Pt. 2, Extra number, p. 36 ;-Peters, 

P. Z. 9. 1866, p. 429,-Gray, Ann. Mag. Nat. Eiist. Ser. 3, XX, p. 277. 
8. hyperythrur, Blyth, J. A. 5. B., XXIV, p. 474. 

This species, as noticed by Blgth, is only known to  occur west of the 
Salween. I t  is not, so far as I am aware, found west of the Sitoung ; in the 
Irawadi valley in P e p ,  i t  appears to be replaced by S. pygerythrw, whilst 
further north, around Ava, i t  is represented by the closely allied 8. blon- 
fordi, into which it doubtless passes. 8. phnyrei, Mr. Davison tells me, h 
found north as far as Pah-Khyoung at the southern extremity of Kareni; 
(the country of the Bed Karens). ' 

The following are dimensions of a female from Thatone : 
in. 

Length from nose to anus ,... ....................................... 9.6 
,, of tail from anus, .......................................... 8-8 

.................................... ,, of hairs at end of tail, 2-3 - 
Total 207 

............................ Length of fore foot (without claws),.. 1'2 
........................... ,, of hind foot and tarsus (do.), 1'8 

,, of ear outside, ............................................ 0 5 
................................. 32 ,, inside from orifice, 0'7 

Error ia proverbially immortal, and consequently, attention cannot be too fm- 
qucntly called to the c i r c ~ c e  that the localitice assigned to thie species and to 
many other Asiatic squirrels in Dr. Gray'a lists are incorrect. 



8. oanioepe. 
Grn-y, Ann. Xag. Nat. Hiat. 1812, Ser. 1, Vol. X, p. 263 ; Sor. 3, SX, p. 280 ; 

Blyth, J. A. S. B., 1876, XLIV, Pt. 2, Extra numbor, p. 36. 
S. chrysonotru, Blyth, J. A. 5. B., XVI, p. 873 ; YXV, p. 474. 
S. co~icolor, Blyth, J. A. S. B., XSIV, p. 474. 

Although there is nothing like the variation in colouring in this ape- 
cies that there is in s. atriclorsalis, still a wide difference is found 
between different specimens, especially in the colouration of the upper parts, 
as Blyth and Gray have noticed ; some having the back pale ferruginous, 
whilst others have the whole upper surface dull olivaceous grey, minutely 
punctulated with scarcely a trace of rufous. The most rufous specimens 
I have seen are from the Houngdarau valley, east of Moulmain, in these the 
crown of the head, the back from the nape to the commencement or the tail 
and the sides are pale rusty red with scarcely a trace of punctulation. Maul- 
main specimens, aa rs rule, are punctulated and merely washed with rufous, 
especially on the anterior part of the back, or the rufous tinge is very faint, 

- and sometimes wanting. Blyth has noticed* that the least rufous specimen 
he had seen came from Mergui. Southern Tenasserim specimens, judging 
from one skin collected by Mr. Davison in Tavoy, and several from Bhnka- 
nin, want the ferruginous tinge entirely. To the Bhnkasdn spcimens I 
will refer further presently. 

There is also some variation in the colouration of the abdomen. Some 
specimens are almost white below, others more or less cinerous and more or 
less punctulated. I n  some the colour of the lower parts is olivaceous grey, 
scarcely paler than the sides. I n  very many specimens there is a dark 
megial line more or less developed, but it is not constant. These differences 
of colouration in the under surface are apparently quite independent of the 
degree to  which the upper parts are washed with rufous, and none of the 
differences, so far as I can judge, are due to age or sex. 

The specimens from BAnkasGn in the extreme south of the Tenasse- 
rim provinces are decidedly darker, both above and below, than any 
I have from farther north, much darker even than the Tawy 
specimen. The BBnkas6n skins are almost olive green above, distinctly 
punctulated, and scarcely paler but rather greyer below. I n  two specimens 
out of three there is a darker mesial line beneath. The only differenco 
betmeen these skins and S. coricolor of Blyth from BIalacca, of which spe- 
cies I have examined the type in the Indian Museum, consists in the latter 
having a slight rufous wash on the upper surface. I have no doubt that 
the BQnkashn squirrel passes into the Malaccan 8, concolor. These dark 
olivaceous forms may perhaps be sufficiently distinct to constitute a local 

* J. A. S. D., 1855, X X V ,  p. 475, 
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race, for which Blyth's name may be retained, but they are not, I think, 
really separable from 8. cawicqr. 

The following dimensions in the flesh of two adult females, are 
taken from Mr. Davison's tickets ; both specimens are from Kaukaryit in 
the Houngdarau valley. I also add (3 and 4) the measurements of two 
spirit specimens from Mr. Limborg's collection. 

19 2 $  3 6  4 9 ,  
Length from nose to anus, ..................... 8.2 8.7 9.25 8-75 

,, of tail from anus, ..................... 9.2 9'8 7-75 9-25 
,, of hairs at  end of tail, ............... 2.5 2.3 3 3-25 

- - - - -  
Total 19.9 20.8 20. 21-25 

Length of fore foot (without claws) ,... ...... 1.2 1.2 1.32 1-28 
,, of hind foot and tarsus (do.), ...... 1.8 1-85 2' 2 -05 

Height of ear outside, ........................... 0.4 0.52 045 0.45 
,, inside from orifice, ..................... 0.8 0.9 0.83 0-8 

N. canicepe ranges throughout the Tenasserim provinces from Moul- 
main to the banks of the Pakchoung. I have also one specimen labelled 
from Thatone, which is to the weet of the Salween, but the skin eo precise- 
ly resembles the peculiarly dark olive specimens from BbkasGn that I am 
inclined to suspect the label must have been changed by accident. 

S. mouhoti. 
Gray, P. Z. S., 1861, p. 137. 
8. berdmmsi, Gray, h. Mag. Nat. H . .  8er. 3, XX, p 279. (P an 8. b u r b o d  

cmus Blyth.) 
Several skins were procured by Mr. Davison, and a specimen in spirit 

was collected by Mr. Limborg, of a species of striped squirrel Mering 
somewhat from the Museum specimens of 8. berdmmci, but agreeing very 
well with Gray's description of 8. mouhoti from Camboja.+ The mueenm 
specimens of 8. berdmorei, said by Blytht  to have been collected by him- 
self in Martaban$, have three b r o d  black stripes along the back, whereas 
i n  the specimens before me there are no black stripes and no distinct darker 

E~pecially with the aecond description quoted above frum the 'Annals and Mags- 
eine of Natural History.' In the original description the intempace between the pale 
lateral linea was said to be black, in the second account blaclish, which accords b e - h  
with Mr. Davieon's specimens. The r e w k  appended to the original d&pticm of 5. 
&whoti, that it diffem from moat squirrels of the same size by having the three 
on the upper part of the back, I undemtand to refer to the lateral bands, a dark one 
between two pale stripeg on the upper part of the side, not on the lower ae in 6. eitMw 
end its allies. 

t Cat. Mum. Maa As. Soc. p. 106. 
$ J.A. 9. B., 1862, XXXI, p. 333. 
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band in the middle of the back, although there is a slight indication of 
darkening in one specimen. In the original description of S. bmd- 
morei,+ it was mid to have an obscure pale central dorsal streak, flanked by 
a blackish band, but in a subsequent description? of an example writ from 
Monlmain the three black bands of the back were especially noticed. Sub- 
sequently & mouhoti wa described by Gray and then identified by the 
describer with 8. berdmorei, an identification adopted by B1yth.S It ia 
possible that the two forms psss into each other, but they look very differ- 
ent, and for the present I prefer retaining Gray's name for the variety 
before me, of which the following is a description. 

The upper surface is yellowish brown, puncticulated, the hairs being black 
with two buff rings. The fine woolly under-fur is dark slate-coloured at the 
base with buff tips. On each side of the back there are two longitudinal pale 
lines extending from the shoulder to the thigh, the upper narrow and well 
defined, the lower broador and less marked. Between the two and above 
the upper pale line, the fur is darker in some specimens, but apparently this 
is not constant. The sides below the lower pale lateral bands are gregish 
brown puncticulated. The lower parts throughout are white, sometimes 
tinged with buff. The tail hairs are light brown at the base, then black, 
then brown again, then black to near the tips, which are whitish. Whiskers 
black. The ears are rounded with very short hairs outside. 

The bare planta on the hind feet extends further towards the heel than 
in the more typically arboreal squirrels, 8. ntniceps, 8. atridorsolie and 8. 
phyrei,  in, which the bare portion ends about # to + of an inch from the 
proximal extremity of the tarsus, whereas in 8. movhoti it extends to the 
joint. The claws too in 8. mouhofi are rather less curved, and the pads on 
the feet appear more raised. 

The following are meaauremente in inches taken by Mr. Davieon, before 
skinning, on two females, the first from Kaukaryit, the second from 
Myawadi, both east of Moulmain, and of the male preserved by Mr. Lim- 
borg in epirit. 

Length from nose to anus, ..................... 7.3 8.8 6.4 
,, of tail from anus ,...... .................. 6 8 6.6 6.41 

of haire a t  end of tail, ................. 2. 2. --- 
Total 16.1 19.4 

J. A.S. B., 1849, X m ,  Pt. 1, p. 803. 
t 3. A. 8. B., 1869, XXVIII, p. 418. 
$ J. A. 8. B., 1876, XLIV, Pt. 2, Extra number, p 37. 
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19 2? 36 
... Length of fore foot (without claws) ,...... 0.88 0.85 0.85 

,, hind foot and tarsus (do.), ......... 1.53 1.5 1.65 
Height of ear outside ............................ 0.4 0.5 0.35 

,, inside from orifice, .................. 0.8 0-8 0'65 

Blj th  in his list of the Mammals of Burma, suggests that 8. && 
morei should perhaps more properly range as a species of IParnius. In the 
specimen of S. mouhoti in spirit, obtained by Mr. Limborg, I cannot detect 
any cheek pouches. Unfortunately the skull of this specimen is too much 
injured to be extracted for measurement. 

The only specimens of this squirrel hitherto obtained are from the 
country east of Moulmain. Mr. Davison informs me that  he has never 
seen either this or B berdmorei in Southern Tenasserim. The latter is, 
however, reported with some doubt by Bl j th  from Mergui. 

Blyth, J. A. 8. B., XVI, p. 876, Pl. -I, fig. 8 ; XVIII, p. 603 ; XLIV,Pt. 9, 
Extra number, p. 38. 

The following are the dimensions of three fresh specimens recorded by 
Mr. Davison : 1 and 3 from Kaukaryit on the Houngdamu river, 2 from 
Myawdi. 

1 8 ad. 
.................. Length from nose to anus ,... 4.65 

..................... ,, of tail from anus, 6. 
............... ,, of hairs a t  end of tail, 0 85 

- 
Total 10.5 

......... Length of fore foot (without claws) , 0.75 
,, hind foot and tarsus (do.), ......... 1. 

........................ Height of ear outside ,... 0.4 
............... ,, inside from orifice ,...... 0.58 

This species appears to be found throughout Tenasserim, ednding 
south to Malacca. Specimens from Southern Tenasserim and from M a h a  
have much darker dorsal bands and shorter ear tufts than those from the 
neighbourhood of Moulmain. Judging from the specimens before me too, 
the southern form appears smaller, with a comparatively ~hor t e r  tail, but I 
have no fresh measurements. The original types came from YQ, about half 
way between Moulmain and Tavoy, and probably belonged to the Northern 
variety. 
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Ptemmya cineraoeua. 
Blyth, J. A. 9. B., XVI, p. 866 ; XXVIII, p. 276 ; XLIV, Pt. 2, Extra number, 

p. 36. 

A fine female skin from Wimpong, 15 miles from Thatone, (west 
of the Salween) has the tip very little darker than the remainder of 
the tail, and is easily distinguished from P. oral of Southern India by its 
greyer colour, and by the lower parts being white. The following are the 
dimensions noted by Mr. Davison on the fresh specimen. 

Length from nose to anus, ...................................... 
,, of tail from anus,.. ........................................ 
,, of hairs at  end of tail ,... ................................. 

Total 
........................... Length of fore foot (without claws), 

,, of hind f k t  and tarsus (do.,) ........................... 
............................................. Height of ear outside, 

,, inside from orifice, ....................................... 

in. 
18.5 
22.5 
3. 

Bhisomys osetaneua. 
Blyth, J. A. 8. B., XII, p. 1007 ; XLIV, Pt. !4, Extra namk, p. 41. 

A specimen from Thatone in Martaban, weat of the Salween river, and 
another from, I believe, the same neighbourhood, differ from Arakan and 
Pegu specimens by having a white spot in the middle of the forehead, as in 
some other species of the genus. As there appears no other distinction, 
and aa the spot is evidently variable, being far more distinct in one speci- 
men before me than in another, I do not think this form is more than a 

variety. 

Mue robuetulua. 
Blyth, J. A. 8. B., XXVIII, p. 291 ; XLIV, Pt. 2, Extra number, p. 39. 

Specimens in spirit from near Maulmain collected by Mr. Limborg do 
not appear to me distinct from the common tree rat of lower Bengal, 
.M. yfescena of Blyth and Jerdon, but not, I think, of Gray, aa in the origi- 
n d  dewription by the latter the tail is said to be shorter than the body, 
whereas in both the Bengal and Burmese rate the hail exceede the head and 
body in length. I can see no difEerence in the skull8 of the Bengal s11d Te- 
nasserim rats. 

22 
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Tregulw napu. 
dlorehtu napu, RafBee, Linn. Tram. XIII, p. 262. 
Tragulw napu, A. Milne-Edwards, Ann. Sc. Nat. Ser. 6, II, 1864, pp. 106,158 PI. 

11, 5g. 2;-Blyth, J. A. 8. B., XLIV, 1876, Pt. 2, Extra nnmber, p. 44 ; P. Z. 4 
1864, p. 483. 

T. furcatus, Blyth, J. A. 8. B., XXVII, 1868, p. 278. 
2'. javanicua, Blyth, Cat. h. Mu. An. Soc., p. 155, nec P a l k  

As was suggested by Blyth in his remarks on Bagul tn  kawhil ,  the 
larger form of chevrotain is also found in Southern Tenasserim, Mr. Davi- 
sun having procured an adult and a young animal from BHnkasiin. O ~ ~ i n g  
to the extreme confusion which formerly prevailed as to the synonymy of 
the Traguli, the nomenclature and distribution of the different species can- 
not be said yet to be rightly determined in all cases, but i t  is clear that 
two distinct forms are found in the Tenasserim provinces and these forms 
appear to be the I! kanchil and T. nnpu of A. Milne-Edwards' monograph 
of the Tragwlide in the ' Annales des Sciences Naturelles', aa has already 
been pointed out by Mr. Blyth. 

The most striking differences between the two species am,-first, size; 
T. napu being probably thrice the weight of T. kanchil ;-second, the much 
stouter limbs of the former; the length of the tarsus and hind foot in two 
specimene before me of I! w p u  and I! kamhil respectively being 5.85 and 
4.8, wliilst the circumference of each tarsus in the middle is 1.3 and 0-85; 
-and, third, colouration, especially below. m e r e  is but little difference 
above ; both are brown, becoming paler and greyer on the sides, but the 
dark line from the nape down the back of the neck is much more distinct 
in T. kanchil. The colouration of the throat and belly, however, is very 
different ; in T. nnpu there are five white stripes on the throat, one longitu- 
dinal in the middle, and two oblique stripes on each side, the upper lateral 
band being much shorter than the lower. In the adult skin from Tenasse- 
rim all these bands unite in front, but not in the young specimen, i n  which 
the median stripe is separated from the others, as described by Xic 
Edaards. The interspaces between the white bands are dark brown, darker 
than the sides of the neck, but this appears sometimes to be the case in T. 
knnchil also. The abdomen in adult T. napu is mostly white, the b r d  
and the space between the thighs purer white than the red ; in the you% 
all the middle portion of the abdomen between the broad white breast and 
the narrower white groin is smokey brown ; in both there is a rudimentPry 
dark median band, not nearly so distinct as in T. kanehil. 

I n  7'. knnchil there are but three white stripes on the throat, the 
lncdia~l line being sometimes entirely distinct from the two broad and long 
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oblique lateral stripes, sometimes coalescing with them in front; the ahdo. 
men is pale rufous and white in patches, the centre of the anterior portion 
and the aides of the posterior portion being white, and the remainder rufous, 
but the proportion of the two colours varies ; there is, however, a well 
marked dark median line along the anterior half beginning from the dark 
transverse band on the breast. 

I n  both species tbe rump is rufous, and the tail brown above, white 
below and a t  the tip. A11 the differences noticed, except the number of 
white stripes on tho throat, have already been pointed out by Blyth. 

:I.-&st of Hymenoptera obtailred by ME. OBSIAN L n c ~ o a o  enst of 
Maulmain, Tmsserim Provinceu, during the month of December 1876, 
January, Xarch and April 1877, with descriptions of new species :-by 
FEEDEBICK SMITH, Biological -Department, BritMh xweurn. (Corn- 
mnicated by J. WOOD-MASON.) 

(Received 30th August, 187R.) 

Sooliadee. 

1. ELIB L ~ E K I ,  St. Fargeau, Hym. 111, GOO. 
2. Lzacos ANALIS, Fabr. 

Pompilidee. 

8. POXPILU~ P E E E Q E ~ J B ,  Smith. 
4. POMPILUB VITIOBUB, n. Sp. 
Male. Ferruginous : the thorax with black markings, and the ahlo- 

men fusco-ferruginous b a r d s  the apex. The antenna fuscous above ; the 
eyes and tips of the mandibles black ; the front, before the antenna, pale 
reddish yellow. The mesothorax with a black longitudinal stripe on each 
side ; the thorax a t  the sides and beneath paler than the disk, and with a 
golden lustre ; the pectus black ; wings fusco-hyaIine. The extreme base 
of the abdomen black ; the first, second and third segments with their apical 
margins fusco.ferruginous, the following segments entirely so. 

Length 6+ lines. 

Sphegidw. 

5. AMMOPHILA XIOEIPEB, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins., Pt. IV, p. 215. 
6. CHLOEIO~T LOBATUYI, Fabr., Ent. Syst., 11, p. 206. 



Bembioidee . 
7. BEMBEX POBBOETUB, n. Sp. 
Female. Black, with lacteous fasciae and markings above, the legs 

faintly yellow. The clypeus, labrum, mandibles, the scape in front, s 
narrow line at the inner orbits of the eyes, and a broad one behind, not 
extending to their summit, white, faintly yellow behind the eyes ; the tips 
of the mandibles, and a transverse spot at the base of the clypeus, black; 
the vertex with a downy white pubescence. Thorax smooth and ahin* 
above, and very finely punctured ; the margin of the prothorax, a line over 
the tegulm, uniting with a curved one on the hinder margin of the scntel- 
lum, a narrow transveree one on tbe post-scutellum, a curved trsnweree one 
on the metathorax, und its posterior lateral angles, lacteous ; the nidee of 
the thorax and the legs more or less faintly yellowish ; the corm and femo- 
ra with black markings ;' the claw- joint of the tarsi fuscous ; w i n e  hysline, 
the nervores fusco-ferruginoue. The negmenis of the abdomen with b d  
lacteoue fescire n little before the apical margins of the segments; the 
fascb with their anterior margins emarginate laterally ; black benesth, 
with the lateral posterior angles lacteous. 

Length 84 lines. 

Eumenidee. 
8. ELtMENEB ABCUATAB, Fabr., Ent. Syst., 11, p. 276. 

Vespidee. 
9. POLYBIA B U U T R ~ B I B ,  Saues. 

10. P. osIEmaLre, Sauss., Mon. U u 6 p  F h . ,  p. 208. 

Poneridee. 
11. DIACAMXA BCALPATEUY, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins., Form., p. 8h 

Apidse. 
la. MEGACHILE D ~ I D U T A ,  Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins., Apidae, Pt. 1, 

p. 174. 
18. XYLOCOPA LATIPEB, h y ,  mud.  E x o ~ .  h., 11, p. @8. 
14. X B~TUAXW, Linn., Syet. Nat., I, p. 061. 
16. X. comaars, St. Farg., Hym. 11, p. 189. 
16. X. AXETHYBTIXA, Iartr., Ins. 111, p. 876. 
17. BOXBUB E ~ ~ Y I U B ,  Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins., A p i h ,  11, p. W. 
18. Bomue  ~ m r v ~ a u s ,  n. sp. 9. 
Black : head elongate, the clypeue shining and finely punctured; tb 

pubescence black. Thorax with rufo-fulvone pubescence above, and witb 
black on the disk ; the poeteriar t i b h  and tarsi obscurely ferrugino~ 
palest beneath ; the tarsi with ferruginous pubescence within ; winp 
brown with a purple and violet iridescenoe in certain lights ; the 



obscurely rufo-piceous. Abdomen : the basal segment with bright yellow 
pubescence, on the second and third it is black, and on the following seg- 
ments it is bright ferruginous ; beneath, obscurely ferruginous, and the 
segments fringed with rufo-fulvous pubescence. 

Length 9+ lines. 
Hub. Moolaiyet. Alt. 3-6000 fe. 

19. APIS IKDICA, Fabr., Ent. Syst., Supp. p. 274. , 
20. APIS FLOBEA, Fabr., Ent. Syst., 11, p. 341. 
21. T s ~ o o s a  TEBMINATA, h. sp. 

Worker. Black : head and thorax semiopaque, abdomen smooth and 
shining. The anterior margin of the clypeus, the labrum, mandibles, and 
basal half of the scape in front, pale ferruginoua ; the apical joint of the 
flagellum pale. The margins of the mesothorax pale femuginous; the 
scutellum fringed with short fulvous pubescence, the tarsi, except the b d  
joints, ferruginous ; wings hyaline and iridescent, the nervures and tegu- 
L testaceous. The base and apex of the abdomen rufo-testaceous, the 
former with two b h k  spots ; beneath pale rufo-testaceous. 

Length 2) lines. 

X1I.-Preliminay diagmser of new &leopterous Imects belonging to t b  
fmilier Dytiscib, Staphylinib, and Scarabseidse obtained by ttL late 
DR. F. STOLICZKA during t L  2nd mie8ion to Yarkand under SIB 
Dououa  FOBSYTH.-By D. SHARP. 

A. oblongo-malis, Jtidtba, mbtw niger, 8 U p U  testaceue, vertice nigro, 
rufo- bimcreulato, antannia pedibwrpue testaceie, femoribwr in medio late ni- 
yriu; s c v t e l l o ~ ~ o  ; ely-ytris apicem versus v k  fueco-nebuloeis. Long. 8 
mm., lat. 4 mm. 

HAB. A single male individual found on the road across the PBmir 
from Sarikol to Panjah. 

a. Ilybiua oinotus. 
I. ovalis, asgguetuhs, parum conusam, d t w  femgineus ; s u p  fus- 

co-csncus, prothorocis elytronrmqus latmibvr late teataceia ; eubnibidur, arb- 
$ilirdme raticwlatus. Long. 8f mm., ht. vix 4) mm. 

HAB. Yangihisdr. 



[No. 3, 

1. Taohinae etolicakm. 
T. parmltu, 4 - d e p r e m u ,  niger, elytrie cashneu veZ pica-eastaneir, 

antennu pediburpue eordide testacein ; prothorace fern inrpvnctubo, ebtrir 
parce pnctatie, obsolete strigorulio, abdomine aat crebra rub-obsolete pluc- 
toto. Long. 8 mm., lat. I# mm. 

HaB. On the road acmas the Pbmir. from Sarikol to Panjah. 

2. Pllilonthua stolioskm. 
P. mbido, Er. eimilu et aflnis : anyurtulus, sub-parallclw, nQer, el+ 

+, antennis furcu, basi eum pedibw testacek, obdmninis r e p e a f i r  fm- 
ruginw-mrginut i  ; thorace ongwrtulo, subpamllelo, serie diQeoidoZipure- 
torum 5, et punelis hzteralibua eat nurpcwosia, e l y t r ~  r u j s  Lori wmmo pawllo 
obecuriore, crebre, fere fortiter punchtio ; abdon~ins h e ,  cspwfitifor sorbti- 
Ziteque punctata, opaco. Long. 5 mm. 

H u .  Yttrkand. 

Ex. aflnitato Staph. tenuis, Fabr. dngustulus, haud pamllelw, niger, 
clytria rug%, antennis pedibuspw posterioribus fmcis, illarum bosi pedibrr- 
qre anterkribus testaceis ; abdomim eubtikterptmctato. Long. 6 mm. 

H a .  On the road across the Pbmir from Sarikol to Panjah. 

SCARABXIDB. 

1. Onthophague oonoolor. 

0 .  niger, ferenudus, supra opacua, eubtlur sat n i t idw;  protlr.acs 
peropoco, pwciua wbtiliter punctato, latetibus ad angulos antmiores eri- 
denter einuatie ; ely t~ie  arbtiliter strintia, interstitiia parciue et m b t i l i k r  
pnctatis, punctis haud persp im eetigerie. Long. 7-9 mm. 

Masc. Capite vertice medw breviter tuberculato,prothorace fere mutito. 
Fern. Capite medio lined curvatd eat elevatd, vertice nredw & w i d  ele- 

oat& (ad apicmn plua minuawe emwginatd) lreviseirnd 
H u .  Sind valley, Kbshmir ; and Nurree, Panjhb hills. 

A. Scsrabaei granarii, Lin. sirnilin ; oblongwr, leaitsr conaazlre, nitidpu, 
niger, elytria pice& vel fere nigrk,  pedibus ruse, clypeu, medw emurgimato, 
frmte fere mmocticd ; prothorace wbtilitsr p w t a t o ,  ver tw latera punctia 



from Edelimir, Pdrkand, #c. 

mnjoribus crebribue, margine basali integro, q u l i e  poeterioribus sinuatie ; 
elytrie v ix  eubtiliter etriatie, striia indietinote crsnatie, P et 8' ante apicem 
conjunctie, humeris longiua ciliatis. Long. 5-5) mm., lat. 2 )  mm. 

HAB. Two small specimens were found at Yangihiesiir ; of some 
others the exact locality is not recorded. 

8. Aphodiua kashmirensie. 
A. niger, nitidua, sot convenu, pedibuu rufo-piceie, antennis m&, 

clavd fused ; clypeo anteriw amarginato, et utrinpue subacute prominu- 
lo ; prothorace punctie magnie pro f td ia  sot nmero&, aliiapue minutis, 
ma~gine bawli dietincto, eulculo ante eum crenulnto, elytria fortiter crenato- 
striatie, interstitiis wbtilieeime 8pareimpunctatie. 

Long. 6-6+ mm., lat. 3+ mm. 
HAB. D r b ,  -1 and Leh, in Ladsrk. 

4. Aphodiua tenuimenua. 
A. Aphodii melanosticti, Er. pereimilie ; oblongus, subconaexua, niti- 

dua, infuscato-teelaceus, capite thoracepue nigris, hoc Iatm'bus tcetaccie ; 
elytrie luteiu, maculis domalibus 4 ve2 5, etrigdpue rnrblaterali nigria, pedi- 
bue metasternopue medio teetaceis ; fronfe medio v ix  tuberculato ; tibiis 
antm'wibua tenuibw, inlus compicuc ciliatu. Long. 6-6 mm. 

The exact locality where Dr. Stoliczka procured the specimens is 
unknown. 

Q. a e o f ~ p i 8  stercorerii (Haroldi) persimilis, ead ei 'ytk bngioribw ; 
oblongo-ovalis, w p  virideucente-niger, ni t idw, d t u a  purpurew, filvo- 
pubeecena; antennis piceo-~$8; mndibulis extue rotundatis, ad q icmn 
leniter unieinuatiu ; elytris sk i i s  14, minus dietincte punctatis ; abdo- 
mine etiam in  me& punctato, sed i22o minlur pubeecente ; tibiarum poeticarm 
aarind dertid (ab apice) ornnino carente. Long. 24 mm., lat. 13 mm. 

HaB. D r b ,  Kargil or Leh, two individuals. 

8. HopU oonoolor. 

H. oblonga, wt elongnta, ferrugincn, epuamulis pallide griseis, magnie, 
fere epmliler ceatita ; tarswum poeticormm unguicu20 mutico. Long. 8 

mm., lat. 44 mm. 
HAB. Kugik .  



D. Sharp-New &leopterous Inrects 

5. oboaata, m a m a ,  nitidtrla, ban- a b h i n e  opm, knneo- fm-  
r y i n w  ; p r o t h e  f h i t m  punciato,' e lytru seriatim p u W d u ,  a d  
Zeriter deprmsie, intrrstitiis plank, tantumjwxba series punctatis ; arrtmu 
10-articulatia,jlubelli articulo p r i m  a p k e  ernarginato. hug.  8 i  mm., 
lat. 4 mm. 

Locality not recorded. 

L. tsdacea, capite, t h c e  rcutelloprrs fm f m u g i ~ e h ,  nvpra o m  
opalerccnu, subtus abdomina i n a d o  nitido, p e c k s  minw denue Fillow ; 
cnpite brevi, fort i tw punctato ; prothorace uparsim prcnctnto f i t i f u  from- 
Vw80, margine laterali integro, sinwto, angulis p~sterr~oribors o b t w k  ; elg- 
tris sat crebreparumprofunde punctatir. Long. 15P nun., lat. 8 mm.. 

HAB. Murree, a single individual. 

0. Laohnosterne stoliogkm. 
L. oblonga, picea, nitida, psctorc prosternoqw griueo-oilloow ; wpik 

Lud p m o ,  clypeo fortitar refixo-mrginato, anterius rk enrorginafo ; 
prothorace lateribus ~otundatis, anterivs p w m  posteriw magis angrrstato, 
crebrius punctato, angulk posteriwibue obtusis, margine htarali m a i o  ; 
elytris crebriuu fortiter punctatis, arek kngitudimzibw parcius pwrefotk, 
haud w p t e  elevntis. Long. 15-16 mm., lat. 8 mm. 

HJB. Murree. 

- I am acquainted with only one other species closely allied to this, it is as yet  
undeacribed and is labelled in my collection " A n c y h y e h  pulm'naaq Reiche, In& bar ;" 
it haa the same appearance ae Z. stridukmr, and has, like it, the epipleural line Gnely 
erenulate, but it differs considerably in the structure of the antennae and of the claws ; 
in Lachi~ortcma atridulana, the flabellum of the antenna is rather long, and mmposd of 
five joints, the flrst LI, however, very short, not half the length of the w o n 4  which 
itself is a good deal ~horter than the three following onea ; the claws aro divided into 
two rather divergent portions of e q d  length. In the unde6cribed Beicheian 8peciea 
the &bell- is ehort i d  composed only of throe joints, and the clam of the feet u e  
strongly dentate in the middle. 

'I add a short disgnoaie of this insect. 
L~CEIXO~BNA PnLvmosq n. sp. Fararginw, slytrir dilutiodw, -6 

opdrswnr, aubtvr a b h i n s  inpato, medio nitido, pectorc p a r d  d l h ;  ocrpib brim' e h n  

rugow-punetato ; prothorace rparrirn pcnotato, punctir in margin6 a n W  magnu, fwlitm 
tranavnco, latcribw valdc mnuatis, in Wopdi la tn t i r ,  angcclir pos tr&d#8 r.n@ obtrSi., 
margine lattrali aubcrmulalo ; clylrir eat crcbrc rubtililn punctatir. Low. 16 nub 



10. Rhisotrogus bilobus. 
R. antennis 10-artimlatie ; oblongus, colore variabilie, ferrugineus 

eel piceua, nubopam, prothorace i n  medio sapius nitido, ad latera albido- 
pruinoso ; clypeo i n  rnedio profunde emarginato ; .prothoracis lateribug 
antcriua crenulatis ; elytris indistinct6 et  ineqwliter pmctatis,  lateribus 
dense ciliatis; pygidio omtreque p i n o s i s ;  pectore prostemopue &nee 
villosis. 

Long. 17i-20 mm., lat. 9-10 m m .  
HAB. Yangihissh and Kugihr, Eastern Turkestan. 

11. Anomale stolioskae. 
(Genus Callistethwr, Blancd.) A. ovata, minus conuexa, latissime viri- 

dis, nitidissima; elytris sybopacis, m t e n n b  nigris ; capite thoracequc Zavi- 
gatis ; elytris eeriebus duplieatia p m t o r u m  tribzce, et inter eas eat crebre 
punctatis. Long. 1 2 i  mm.,  lat. 6+ mm. 

HAB. A single individual waa found at Murree. 

la. Adoretue nudiueculus. 

A. testaceus, c7ypeo ferrugineo, fronte fuecn, nitidula, pamius keviesi-  
mepue setoms ; prothorace fortiter pumtato, lateriblur subcrenulatie, angu- 
lia posterioribus omnino rotundatis ; e1yts.i~ obsolete costabis, fortiter punc- 
tatis. 

Long. 94 mm., lat. 6f. mm. 
HAB. Jhelum valley, a single individual. 

13. Adoretua simplex. 

A. angustuZus, parallelus, sat elongatua, den8ius albido-setosus, subopa. 
m, subtua parcius setowe, nitidwr ; clypeo rotundato, in m d i o  alte reJZexo ; 
prothorace basi aqualiter et tenuiter marginate, angulie posterioribue rotun- 
&ti8 ; elytris obsoletissime costatis, crebiua ptnactatie. 

Long. 10  mm., lat. 4+ mm.  
HAIL Jhelum valley. 

14, Pentodon trunoatua. 

P. nigro-piceus, n i t i d w ,  capite mter ius  truncate, angulie inter se diu- 
tdibua, tubercub longitudinali acuto, f m t e  i n  medw tubernrlis dwbus  
minutie ; prothorace fortiter punctato, basi ad angubs posteriores tsnuiter 
morginuto. Elytr is  sat crebre haudprofundepunctatie, eeriebus duplicatk 
bud distinctis. Long. 19-20 mm., lat. 12 m m .  . 

HAB. Kugihr. T w o  individuals, which are no doubt both males. 



P. n i g w - p h r ,  nitidw, capits onteriw Lmn~oCo, v l i r  inter tc du- 
tantibus, tvbcrcvlo longitudimli acuto, f m t c  in  d w  t u b u c ~ l i r  dwbu 
minutu ; p r o t h e  fortitmpwnctato, hri ad o y u h  p o r t ~ b ~ e a  ten* 
rurrginoto ; clytrir fm derua, wbrvgrbre purctcrtia, acricbw d u p l k t u  
bud  dirtineti.. 

Long. 1+15+ mm., ht. 9-10. 
HAB. KU&. 
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XII1.-Deswbtion of a new Lepidopterour Inrect belonging to the genus 
Thaumantis.-By J. WOOD-MASON. 

(With Plate XII.) 
Besides the fine and beautiful insect described below, there are repre- 

eented in the Zoological collections formed by Mr. Ossian Limborg and ~taf f  
in Upper Tenwerim during the months of December, 1876 and January, 
February, March, and April 1877, 226 other species of Lepidoptsra, partly 
butterflies, 50 to  60 of whichare considered to be undescribed, and several of 
which are referred to  new genera, by Mr. F. Moore, who has worked out 
the whole collection and written a paper upon it which will shortly be pub- 
lished and illustrated by three or four coloured plates in the Proceedings of 
the Zoological Society of London. 

LEPIDOPTERA. 

Fam. MOEPHIDE. 
THAUYANTIB LOUISA. 

Th. louiaa, Wood-Mason, P. A. 8. B., July 1877, p. 163. 

8 Th. alis supra albis, anlick dimidio basnli, posticio part ibw drrobus 
basalibw lmtissime et purissime fi lois  ; singulw, u t  in Th. howqua, fascid 
rubmarginali lunularum cum maculie hastiformibus coalitarum raturatis- 
rim2 vwlaceo-fwcn, ornatia ; lunulie maculispue ahrum posticarum valdd 
majoribua : alis infra Zuteo-fuluis, anticarum parte media sola a2ba luteo 
v b  tincta; strigis puntuor sinuatis, duablre basalibus saturate brunneu, 
altarkpua duabua submnrginalibua obsoktk st  tantum ad angulum analcm 
6runneo-mlotatis ; anticarwn oce2lis ornnilus (5) obsoletis, postioamm au- 
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176 J. Wood-Mwn-Dsrmpth of a naw Thaamantia. ' [No. b 

tem dnobua ( in tmsdiu  tribur obaolstia) Ms, pvpilla alba, ;rids tenmi 
nigra. 

Etpana. alartmrn antw. unc. 5 lin. 3. 
Habitat in T m m ' m  in  rnontibvr " Ibm," dictu ad a l f .  3--6000 

pad. ; 0. Limborg detazit. 
Thie h e  and distinct species belongr to the same division of the  gennr 

an Th. camadma, 5. nounnall, 5. cambodicr, and Th. howpw,  to the 
krt of which it is most nearly related, but from which i t  differs in having 
the upper mrfw of the winge white and fulvous instead of fnlvous 
tbroughout, and in having five spots, the red rings of the ocelli, on the  under- 
muface of the fore winge, and only two well-developed ocelli on the hinder 
wingr, instead of three and five ocelli respectively. 

Both the epecimens obtained are males and each ia furnished, like the 
uune are in all the allied species and in mme at least of those belonging to 
the other section of the genus, with a ti!% of erectile hairs s i b t e d  on the 
upper surface of each hinder wing near the base of the organ. Dr. Fritz 
Miiller has recently communicated to the Entomological Society of 
London a valuable paper in which the tufts of hairs and the glandulru 
patches he haa diovered on different parts of the body in the males of 
many Brazilian Lcpidqptera are considered to be odoriferous organs eerving, 
in m l l  probability, to attract the females. I n  the species of Tkurmollfir 
the tufts by their erection probably serve to ecatter a scented secretion 
poured out by akin-glands at  their base ; and 1 hope that some one of tbe 
three gentlemen (Major Badgley and Messm. Peal and Mandelli) who are 
located in dietricte in or near to which two of the epeciea* (Th. c a n o h  
and !I%. dimu) abound, will before long examine living specimens of the 
male of one or the other of these species IIO aa to be able to tell us wbether 
theae structures are odoriferous or not. The accompanying plate is from 
a characteristic coloured drawing of the typical specimen (presented by 
me to the Oxford Museum) by Pmfeeeor Westwood, Hope Professor of 
Zoology in the University of Oxford. 

Short deucriptionq by the aid of which and of that of the accompanying ill-- 
tion any one ought to be able to recognize theae two apecia, are subjoined :- 

Th. d a ,  bas the fcre wings above white tinged with leaden blue, bmwn at 
the base, and with a submarginal band of blotches and another of lundes fuscoua; 
the hinder winga b u n  brown at baae and with a band of leaden white lunulm behind 
the middle ; and five red ooelli, eaah provided with a blaok ~ - l i k e  ring, on the d a r  
mfaa of each of the four The expanse of the fore wings is 4) inches. The 
rpeciea is well-figured by Westwood in hie ' Cabinet of Oriental Entomology,' pL iv. 

Th. d h  belongs to the other section of the genua : it is to be recognized at s 
glanoe by the fuacoua black upper snrface of its wings, each of which has in the cantre a 
huge band or spot of indescribably brilliant metallic changeable blue ; on the f m  r ings  
this spot h much paler and lead changeable externally, while on the hinder wing8 it m 
palor in the centre. Expanse 3+4Q inches. 



Among the inhabitante of the Kashmir Himalaya, the winter end 
spring of 1877-78 will long be memorable on account of the enormous 
quantity of snow which then fell on their mountains and valleys, and still 
more on account of the grievous famine which followed this excessive snow- 
fall. So excessive indeed wae t h i  snow-fall, that no tradition or record 
exists even among the oldeat inhabitants of anything approaching to such 
a fall. I have therefore thought that a short account of this abnormnl 
snow-fall, and of the destruction inflicted by i t  on the indigenous animd 
life, might be thought not unworthy of a place in the records of the Beistic 
Society, and have accordingly put together the following notes : 

Early in the month of October 1877, snow commenced to fall in the . valley and mountains of Kaahmir, and from that time up to May 1878, 
there seems to have been an almost inceseant snow-fall on the higher moun- 
tains and valleys ; the inhabitants have indeed informed me that in places i t  
frequently mowed without intermission for upwards of ten days at a time. 
It is extremely d s c u l t  to obtain from the natives any con& eetimate 
to the amount of snow which fell in any place ; but a t  Dras, which hae an 
elevation of about 10,000 feet, I eetimated the snow-fall from the native 
~ o u n t  as having been from 80 to 40 feet thick on the level. 

The efIecte of thin enormom snow-fall are to be aeen throughout the 
At Drae, the well-built travellers' bungalow, which had stood, 

I believe, eome thirty yearn, was entirely c d e d  down by the weight of the 
mow which fell on it. In  almost every village in the neighbouring moun- 
tains more or leae of the log-horns have likewise fallen ; while a t  Qulmarg 
and Sonamarg, where no attempt wae made to remove the snow, almost 
of the huts of the European visitors have been utterly broken down by the 
anow. 

In the higher mountains, whole hill-mdes have been denuded of vege- 
tation and soil by the enormous avalanches which have swept down them, 
leaving vant gaps in the primreval fore& and choking the valleys below with 
the debris of rocks and trees. 

As an instance of the amount of mow which must have fallen on the 
higher levels, we will take the Zogi-pas, leading from Kaehmir to Dress 
which has an elevation of 11,800 feet. I crossed this paee early in dugu& 
lh ,  and I then found that the whole of the ravine leading up to the pa= 
from the Kashmir side wae still filled with Snow, which I estimated in placer 
to be a t  lewt 150 feet thick. The road a t  that time wee carried over the 
,,now up the middle of the ravine ; the true road which rune along one 
bank of the ravine being still entirely concealed by mow. It reemed to me 



quite impossible that even half the amount of snow then remaining conid 
be melted during the summer. 

I heard subsequently from a traveller who crossed the pass on the  5th 
of September, that the road wan then just beginning to get clear from mow, 
and that some of his loads were carried along it, while othera were taken 
over the snow in the ravine. 

I n  ordinary seasons this r d  on the Zogi-pass is clear fmm mow 
some time during the month of June ; i f  we refer to page 2Z3 of Mr. Drew's 
" Jammoo and Kash~nir Territories," we shall find that in speaking of hie  
pass, he says, " About the beginning of June the snow-bed breaks up, and 
the ravine is no longer passable." 

It is thus apparent that the road across the Zogi-la was not cleu of 
snow during the past summer until three months later than it. is in normal 
seasons, while the ravine early in September was still filled with snow. I 
crossed the same pass in August 1874, and a t  that time there was not tim 
dightest trace of snow to be seen anywhere on the pass, or in t h e  ravine 
leading up to it. As another instance of the great snow-fall, I will take 
the valley leading from the town of Dras up to the pass eeparating that 
place from the valley of the Kishenganga river. About the middle of 
August, almost the whole of the first-mentioned valley, a t  an elevation of 
12,000 feet, was completely choked with snow, which in places was a t  least 
200 feet in thickness. I n  the same district all passes over 13,000 feet were 
still deep in snow at  the same season of the year. I n  ordinary seasons the 
passes in this district which are not more than 15,000 feet i n  height ue 
completely cleared of snow at  the beginning of August, except in a few 
sheltered ravines. During last summer, however, it was quite imposaihle, 
that the snow could have even melted on the passes. 

Traces of this great enow-fall were even to be observed in the  outer 
hills in September, since at the end of that month, I saw a patch of snow 
resting in a hollow of the Haji Pir ridge above Uri, which is only a little 
over 9,000 feet in height. The Thakadar of thin place told me that he had 
never before seen snow there after the beginning of June. 

I t  is almost unnecessary to point out, that if a snow-fall similar to tihe 
above were to be of constant occurrence in the Himalaya, the perma- 
nent snow-line would lie a t  a much lower level than it does a t  present, and 
that the glaciers would greatly increase in size, and descend much lower into 
the valleys. 

I n  conclusion, it remains to notice the destruction of animal life caused 
by this unusual snow-fall. I n  the upper Wardwan valley I was told by 
some European travellers that they had several times Been numbers of Ibex 
cmbedled in the snow ; in one place upwards of sixty heads were counted, 
aud in another tho number of carcases was estimated by my informant .g 



little short of one hundred. I myself twice saw some fifteen carcases of 
emall Ibex embedded in the snow-drifts of the Tilail valley. 

The most convincing proof, however, of the havoc caused among the 
wild animals by the great snow-fall, is the fact that scarcely any Ibex were 
sepn during last summer, in those portions of the Wardwan and Tilail 
valleys, which are ordinarily considered as sum finds. Near saline springs 
in the lxtter valley, Ibex are always to bo found in the later summer, 
but this year I only heard of one solitary buck, probably the sole sur- 
vivor of a herd, having been seen a t  these salt-licks. The native ~ h i h r i s  
say that almost all the Ibex have either been killed by the mow, or haye 
migrated into Skardo where the snow-fall ww less. 

The Red-Bear (Urwu ieoballinus) was also far less numerous during 
the past summer than in ordinary eeasons, and the shikaria say that num- 
bers of them have perished, owing to their winter quarters having been mowed 
up so long that the occupants perished from hunger. 

The same explanation will probably account for the fact that in the 
higher regions I found many of the marmot burrows deserted. 

Much has been said lately aa to the destruction inflicted on the game 
of the Kashmir Himalaya by the rifle of the European sportamen, but I 
think that the destruction caused by the snow of the past winter hm 
far exceeded any slaughter which would be inflicted by sportsmen during 
a period of a t  kasb five or six yeara 

XV.-PiryuiopaphicaZNoteu #c. on Tanjora (Ibnjd-&-).-By L I E U T W ~ -  
COLONEL B. R. BBANFILL, Deputy Superintendent, Great ltigonome- 
trical Branch, Surcey of India,-Conzmunicated by COLONEL J. T. 
WALKEB, C. B., R. E., S~rueyor-Generat of India. 

The Tanjore district of the Madraa Presidency is nearly contained 
within an equilateral triangle of 75 to 60 miles on each aide, on the 
Coromandel coast (Ch6ramondal= Ch6lan's region) immediately south of 
the  river KollaQam (Anglics '' Coleroon"), which is the north and north- 
west boundary, running 5. W. by W. 75 miles inland from the river mouth. 
The  Bay of Bengsl forms the east side, running from the Bame point nearly 
75 mil- due south to Point Calimere (KallimBd). The third side is an 
irregular line of much the same length from Point Calimere to the " Cauvery" 
( ~ 4 v b r i  and Kolladam) 10 miles east of Trichinopoly (Trieirhpalli). This 
triangular area contain# about 3,000 square miles, two thirde of which is 
KivBri  delta, and two thirds of thia portion, or about 1,400 aquare miles 
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is irrigated, and thew ir scarcely another acre of it that could be profitably 
brought under imgatioa In  addition to this, some 650 square miles of 
undulating country, running ~ I Q  miles to the southward along the &ore of 
Palk's Bay to the Pbmbadr, the border of Shivagangai Zamindhri estate 
(Madura District), and extending 12 to 20 miles inland, a h  belongs to 
Tanjore. But the scope of these notes does not embrace more than the 
deltaic portion of Tanjore, the country to the south having been tramreed 
the previous eesson, and reported on. 

Although there are several places named " hill" (malmi), or " mound" 
(mhdu), there is nothing a t  all worthy to be called a hill, except t h e  dwnu 
or sand hillocks along the sea-board, the height of which (at Negapatrm) 
barely attains an elevation of 60 feet above eea level, and a few insignifi- 
cant sand-drifts in the E. N. E. comer of the delta, near the mouth of the 
Kolladam river. 

The whole delta consists of an even plain of alluvial deposit conhin- 
ing a, comparatively large proportion of sand and having a good slope of 3 
or 4 feet per mile. The fall, however, decreases as the coast is neared to % 
feet per mile or leas. The following particulars of slope are from the  d- 
way levels of the South India Railway, according to which the bed of the 
KBvhri for nearly one hundred miles, from Kartir to within 30 miles of the 
present coast line, haa a pretty even fall of near 4 feet a mile. The nest 
10 miles the gradient decreases to about 3 feet per mile, and the next to 
within 10 miles of the coast to 2 feet per mile. 

Continuing the examination of the decliviby (by meane of the m n t  
Government Hydrographic or Marine Charts), the fall of the ground out 
a t  sea beyond the coast line increases in the firet fourteen miles to 6 or 6 
feet per mile, to 8 or 9 feet per mile for the next nine miles, to 24 feet 
per mile for the next six, and to 38 feet per mile for the last ten milem 
examined up to 37 miles from the coast. This rapid deepening of the 
eea is a noticeable fact, but it seems only natural if the preeent coast h e  
is of purely fluviatile formation. 

The character of the alluvium alters and generally deteriorates in 
fertility as the distance from the head sluices of the Kbvhri channels 
increases. It varies from a rich red or black loam to a pale eandy clay, 
the sand increasing and the clay diminishing from west to  east, and but  
for the annual fertilizing floods would be anything but rich and productire. 
Without artificial manure the land usually bears but one crop yearly. 

The sea-board flats are usually well raised above sea-level, a d  
further protected from high tides and dorm waves by a high eand-ridge 
along the coaat. Cyclones have been frequent on the o&, but have not 
made the great devastating inroads they appear to have made e b a h s r a  
on the coast. The formation of thie cod-ridge or s e a - d  appeua to be 



explained by the etrong sea breezes which prevail in the hot and dry 
seaaon, and, blowing strongest at  the hottest part of the day, when the 
and of the aea beach is driest and most easily raised, continually drift it 
up inland to accumulate under the shelter of the coast vegetation. 

It is thus formed into e ridge, or line of hillocks, psrallel to fhe 
shore-line a t  the inner and upper edge of the beach, frequently standing 
rr steep slope on both sea-ward and land-ward sides. The blown sand does 
not appear to extend far inland, being kept down by the fringe of palms 
and other vegetation that uaually grows near the coast. This advanced 
vegetation equally protects the sand-ridge from being blown down again 
md out to sea in the violent westerly winda of the south-west monsoon. 

This coast sand-ridge is a common feature on the coasts of Southern 
India, and it Meme likely that the devastating storm-waves which have 
visited the coast have only or chiefly destroyed the towns and villages that 
were unprotected by it, such as those most conveniently situated for 
trade at the mouth of a river or inlet, and those opposite to a muddy coast 
line where there is no sand that will drift. In  such places (in the number 
of which Madraa may be included), it would be prudent to raise an 
artificid wall or ' levhe' ; a small price to pay for immunity from such a 
calamity aa befel Masulipatam in 18M, when many thousands of persons* 
perished miserably, and mch aa has probably swept out of existence many a 
flourishing port on the Coromandel Coast. 

As to whether the coast line of the Khvkri delta is altering, it may 
be well to conmder the elements of change at  work. We notice first the 
silt-bearing flooda of the autumnal rains, which are doubtless yearly raising 
the level of the land generally and tending to make it encroach on the 
ma, extending the coast line eastwards and shoaling the sea-bed, e slow 
but unceasing process, albeit the effects may seem to wax and wane and 
even to contradict what muat inevitably occur sooner or later. The process 
of new land-formation may be much slower now than it was before the 
@at irrigation works were begun, but so long as fresh silt is brought do- 
by the annual floods, i t  cannot cease altogether. The heaviest grains are 
dropped first as the current slackens, whilet the lightest are carried on 
until the river current is lost in the quiet depths of the open ma. 

The next element of change is the wind, which acts both directly and 
indirectly and in various ways. First, there is the north-east monsoon 
(wind), acting indirectly by means of the southward, long-shore cur- 
rent which carries the silt-bearing  flood^ more or less down the coat,  
and so to deposit their heaviest burden to the muth of the river outlets, 
thus commencing the aand-banks which help to shift the river mouth north. 
wards. This wind cannot act directly on the shore sand to the north of 

30,000  person^ are dated to hare periahed in one night. 



the river mouths, becaw the eand is then moist from the recent autumnal 
rains, the heaviest rain of the year, and therefore unmoved. But the south- 
ward set of the rollers and beat of the surf must tend to drift the shorn 
eand loosened by its violence, southward across the river mouths, which it 
shoals, helping to form the bar of sand-banks and islands usually formed 
i n  such situations. 

In  January and February the north-east monsoon (wind) gradually 
changes into land and sea breezes, which incresse ae the spring advancer 
with clear weather and a hotter sun. The a n d  of the sea-shore rapidly 
dries and is drifted by the sea-breezes to the top of its slope, ae long as 
there is loose sand to drift and nothing to shelter it. 

The sea-breezes veer gradually to the south-east and southward until 
in Nay they become strong ' long-ahore' winds from the south, directly 
transporting northward much of the blown sand collected dong the mast- 
ridge, in clouds of dust which settles in the hollows and tends to ill up and 
choke the southern edges of the river out-falls and so to shift them north- 
w d .  

With the change of wind from the north-east in January to south-ea& 
end south in April and May, the ' long-shore' current changes from aouth 
to north, latterly running rapidly northwards and bringing in the heavy 
sea-rollors obliquely to the coast from the southeast, to dash in lines of 
roaring surf on the shore, washing the sand of the beach northwards at 
every stroke. This double action it is (perhaps chiefly) that drives the river 
mouths northwards. 

Whether this is the right explanation or not, the fact remains that the 
mouths of the rivers of the Coromandel Coast are continually shifting 
northwards. 

This is seen best in the Mahhnadi and Khv61-i ; also in the Pennhr 
(Pinika), Nagari river, Kordaliyhr, K6-am, P i l e  and Vaigai. 

I t  is less noticeable in the G?&Uv6ri, Vellk, and Tbmraparani. The 
z s t n a  seems to contradict this tendency, and the Cf&%vBri also has one 
outlet apparently to the south of its delta, but these apparent erceptions 
probably admit of some explanation. On the west coast, the NBtrSvati 
exhibits a similar tendency to make its outlet into the sea considerably 
north of the spot i t  seems to be going to, as it approaches the coaat. 
The northward shifting of the NQtrhati  mouth is probably due to  the 
northward set of the current, and the violent beat of the breakers during 
the south-weet monsoon, which has nothing to counter-balance it. It 
=ems probable that where the beach is sandy, the same tendency of the  
river-mouths to shift northwards may be observed in Ceylon. 

After shifting for an indefinite period to the north, during which it 
mems probable thee the bed of the river must be silting up, especially 
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near the outfall where the current is less, some unusually high flood may 
be expected to top the bank and thus form a new outlet to the south. 
This may possibly occur near the head of the delta, and the new channel 
may take its course along the southern edge or border and recommence the 
process of shifting its mouth northward again. This may be the explanation 
of the Kietna apparently flowing along the southern border of its delta ; it 
also points to a possibility of the Kdv6ri doing the same thing some day. 

When a river has opened a new mouth and abandoned the whole or a 
portion of its course, especially that which ran parallel to the coast, it 
seems only likely that a lagoon or back-water will be formed, which will 
sooner or later silt up and eventually be reclaimed entirely from the sea. 

Having thus considered the causes of the northward shifting of the 
river mouths on the Coromandel Coast, to which the K4vBri has been 
mbject continually during the formation of its delta, to the east of Trichi- 
nopoly, the probable history of its more recent inland course offers itself 
for consideration. 

Dr. Burnell of the Madraa Civil Ser$ce states he has met with no 
mention of the Kolwam (Coleroon), which is now the principal bed of 
the lower Kdvhri, by the early geographers,and thinks that the channel which 
passes by Kumbakdnam and Mhyaveram and enters the sea a t  K6vBri- 
pattanam, having retained the name of Khv4i throughout its course, waa 
the main channel of the river till the 10th or 12th century. 

From Ptolemy's map of the Coast of India, it would appear that 1,600 
to 2,000 years ago, there was a spit of land jutting out into the sea at the 
K6vBri mouth near " Uhaberie Emporium" (KbvBri-pattanam), of which 
there is now no trace, either above or below the sea-level contour line. 

Such a epit or shoal would, however, naturally disappear if the river 
mouth shifted, or if any thing etopped the deposition of silt which formed 
it, and this muat have happened when the great irrigation works at  the 
head of the delta were constructed. 

At present the KOvBri-pattanam mouth of the Kh6r i  is nearly 
silted up, and the principal outlet of the surplue flood-water is now by the 
mouth of the Kolladam, where, according t6 recent maps, a new deltaic 
projection and shoal are forming. 

The great irrigation works are supposed to  have been constructed 
in the 10th and 12th centuries, but local traditions represent them as early 
as the year 200 A. D. In  any case, the delta has been under irrigation from 
time immemorial. The story of the K6vdri main channel would seem to be 
somewhat thus :-After some long period of silting up from the deposit left 
by the annual floode, the river in some unusual inundation must have orer- 
flowed its banks and found o new and easier course. 

24 



This diversion may have occurred either above or below what is now 
the island of Srirangam, lying like a eand-bank in mid-river. If it occur- 
red above, it seems likely that the new channel or northern branch (the 
Rolladam*), won became the deeper bed of the two, and then either a p  
proached. and threatened, or actually bmtwhed the north bank of the 
southern or old K&v6ri branch below the island, and the ' grand anailrat' 
(dam or weir), which is strictly r river-wall or ' lev&', muat hare been 
built to prevent or repair a breach. 

If, on the other hand, the breach or bhrcation o c c ~  below Srirm- 
gam, the ' grand anaikat' wae probably made to mpair it and keep the 
stream back in its own channel : but if 80, the attempt wsa i n e f k t n d ,  for 
the river muat have then formed a new bed for itself, some miles higher np 
the channel, a t  a point nearly opposite a place marked on the map (In& 
Atlas, Sheet 79) ae ' Palaya Cauvery' (Old Cauvery). 

In  either case, the northern channel, which flows along the left rn 
northern border of the delta, and immediately under the gravel up-lands af 
north-east Trichinopoly, became the deeper and wider one, carrying off the 
high floods, whilst the 0011th or old K4v6ri branch, kept at  a higher l e d  
with impeded stream and checked by numerous irrigation works, g r s d u d y  
eilted up and threatened to leave Tsnjom unwabred, for the bed of the 
KollaQem was too deep to admit of irrigation channels being profitably led 
from it. The difference of level of the two bedm at the grand enaikat i. 
variously dated to have been from 10 feet to 20 feet early in thin (19th) 
century and to be rapidly increasing. 

I n  this state ,the British Government book charge of the dbtrict 
and, after trying many other expedients to save and restore the KSv& 
irrigation, in 1836 constructed firat the upper anaikat, a weir or dam acroas 
the head of the northern branch or Kolla+m, in order to raise the stream, 
so as to flow into the K4vBri Proper or southern branch. This proved more 
than sufficient in times of high floods, and there was danger of overwhelming 
Tanjore by a sudden inundation from pouring in an excessive supply. To 
remedy this, sluices were formed in the ' grand snaik& to  provide an mp 
for the aand. and surplue water that was not wanted, and funally a head- 
ahice or regulating dam was made acrom the Kav6ri channel where it 
enters the delta, below the ' grand anaikat,' thun giving the r n w  of regu- 
lating the supply as desired. 

The K4v6ri proper continues its comm through the delta with 8 

P Kolai-(y)-idam = ' Slaughter place','from a legend that men were cast into 
chamn through which the KBvbri had disappeared, in order to fill it up ; a story that 
looks an if a human sacrifice had been performed at the repair or Wing up of a gmut 
breach. Koll6yi = a breach in a bank (Onndert). Another wggenta Kilai-y-itjam - 
bifumation-place', from kilai, a branch, bifurcation kc. 



continually diminished etream, giving off numeroue supply channels all 
the way to the Coast, when little stream remains to enter the sea at  KBvBri- 
pat@narn or Kiltir (' Eas t -born ' ) .  

There is no projection beyond the normal (north and eouth) line of 

! 
the coast here, nor any spit or shoal to witneee to any old projection of the 
river mouth, nor do the Marine Chart soundings indicate anything of the 
kind. That the diminished atream flows in its old bed, is proved by the 
name of the channel and the port at its outlet, and also by the td i t iona  
a t  the places on its course, Kumbakdnam, MByaveram &., where the 

I 

sanctity of the KBvhri water is still highly esteemed. 
The other and now chief branch, the ECollac$am, takes a north-easter- 

I 

ly course, keeping more and more to the northward along the low ground 
I that probably existed on the north edge of the KBvBri delta, and has, by 

its rapidity and volume, made for iteelf a deep and wide bed, too deep below 
the surface of the country to allow of irrigation channels being led from 
it, and in most places three-quartera of a mile in width. To utilize the 

I surplus water escaping to the aea by this channel, the ' Coleroon lower 
anaika?'+ was built, to supply the M6yaveram and Shi-@li Taluks of N. E. 
Tanjore, and the Chidambaram (' Chilambram') TPluk of South Arcot. 

I The water overflowing the final anaika? flows with a greatly retarded 
ourrent and in a very tortuous course along the last few miles before 
it enters the sea near Divu-k6tai (L lole-fort', the " Devikotta" of Atlas 
Sheet No. 79), the name of which indicates, that it was on an island when 
first named (tivu being the Tamil form of the Sanskrit dvipa, an &land). 

Notwithstanding published statemenb to the contrary, it appears that 
aand-banks are still forming at the mouth of the Kollacjan, and the Marine 
Chart of the coast gives the position of a shoal called the " Coleroon shoal," 
whence Porto Novo, or Muhammad (? Mahm6d) Bandar, seerue likely to be 
left far inland in course of time. 

The direction of the KollsQm bed being more north and eouth 
than that of the so d e d  5. W. monsoon w i n d d f  which fact, there is 
ample proof in the permanent eastward set of the stems, twigs and branches 
of the trees erposod to it-the fine blown sand of the river bed in the dry and 
hot season (April and May), is drifted up into heaps and lines along the 
southern or right bank of the river, tending to form a natural river wall 
there and to keep the stream nearer to the northern bank. 

The Khvhri delta is only about 10 miles in width at  Tanjore and 
it ie h k e d  by comparatively high ground, composed of previous eedi- 
montary formation, stratified beds of laterite, conglomerate and mottled 
grit, with quartz pebbles mixed, through which the river first cut its way, 
whilat depositing the material of its present delta. 

Locally ' I  Anaikarai" or Dam-bank. 
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There are some 50 or 60 different river channele, by which the K ~ w &  
water is distributed for irrigation, or for drainage over the whole extent of 
the delta, the names of which being mostly derived from those of reigning 
princes, should throw some light upon the history of the country, for there 
are representatives of the old Phdiyan and Ch6lan dynasties, who reigned 
before d e  16th century, as well as of the Telugu Nayakans who super- 
seded the~n, and possibly also of the Mahrattaa whom the British Govern- 
ment succeeded. There are thirteen tidal mouths of the Gv6x-i that enter 
the sea and are more or lees navigable for small boata 

There has been little change in the principal river channels of 
late years, due in e great measure to the conservative meamuea adopted 
under the British Qovernment, and to the great regulating worb, eon- 
structed for keeping the floods under control. There must be a tendency 
for the channels to silt up, as well as for the whole of the irrigated part of 
the delta ta rise, but there seems to be no apprehension a t  present of dan- 
ger to the province from this source. 

Near the coast, and more particularly at  the south-& corner of the 
delta, tow* Point Calimere (Kallimhd), there am extensive salt-swamp, 
with patches of jungle and deaert. 

The K6dikarai salt-marsh covere nearly 100 square miles, being about 
20 miles long east and west, and 6 miles wide north and south. It is 
used as a vast salt-pan under Qovernrnent supervision. The two highest 
spring tides of May and June (called by the natives ' Chittrai Parvam', 
' full-moon of ApriZ and May', and V i a h a  Vellam, ' May-Jsns j9ood') 
overflow the sea-wall and fill the swamp with brine, which is, in favourable 
seasons, soon crystallized under the ovaporation from the sun and the dry 
west winds. The south-east and southerly breezes that prevail in May, 
probably combine to make the spring tides of this season unusually high. 

A considerable degree of sanctity is locally attributed to V W m -  
yam, (' Vkdo-forut') and to K6dikarai (' Pmrnontory-shore') from e trrdi- 
tion that here, as subsequently, at the RBmdwaram promontory, the mythic 
hero Rbma tried to make e cauaeway to Lanka, Ceylon. There is now 
daily postal communioation by open boat, between India and Ceylon a t  thin 
place. 

An impression exists that this eea, Palks Straits and Bay, is silting 
up, but this process must be exceedingly slow, inasmuch aa no large rivers 
now discharge any large proportion of their silt into this receptacle. Tbe 
Vaigai (? Veghavati) outlet ecaroely ever discharges, and as more irrigation 
works are introduced, this proportion must diminish. 

Still this is to a great extent an inland sea surrounded by rrsandy 
shore from which the land-breezes and strong southerly and westerly winds 
nust  bear some drift to deposit. Moreover, the northward beat of the surf 



along the north-east C o d  of Ceylon from April to September, and the 
southward beat along the east Coast of Tanjore from November to January, 
muet tend more or less to shoal the entrance to Palk's Bay from the Bay of 
Bengal. 

This sea wan known to the old geographers as Sinw Argarieur 
(Colonel Yule's map of ancient India has 8inw Argalicw for Palk's Bay, 
and a town marked at the mouth of the Vaigai named " Argari ? Argalu P 
Marallo ? (Maravdr)" ; I would venture to suggest that the sea may very 
likely have been so named from h i k a r a i ,  The harrier, cross-bank or dam- 
bank, by which term the great natural ' bund' or causeway, Adam's bridge, 
between India and Ceylon was probably known. The early Arabian voyagers 
knew i t  aa (and thence called the country beyond it) ' Mn,abarl, i. e., 
!L'he fwd, ferny or paaaage. I understand, however, that the name appears 
in Ptolemy as Av~tcpovrr&s (? Anahmi-town) from which the Bay may 
have been called, and, if so, this town may have been the old town now called 
Attankarai (from k h  a r i v e r ,  and Karai a ha&, ahors) situated at  the old 
mouth of the Vaigai river. 

It i n  an interesting question whether the line of sand-banks and 
islets forming 'Adam's bridge', between RBm6maram and Mannh, ir 
undergoing any permanent change. I could lean nothing reliable on 
the subject when 1 was there in 1874, '76, and '76, but it can scarcely 
be at a perfect stand-still. On the one hand, there appear to be traditions 
that at one time it was possible to walk across at  low water dry ehod, but 
I could not learn that thin had actually occurred within modern hie- 
toric times. On the other hand, it would appear that there waa a consider 
able trade carried on between Arabia and China through t h m  Straits, 
and one would hardly suppose that i t  could have been carried on in such 
mal l  vessels as can alone have p s e d  through the passages in " Adam's 
bridge" previoue to the excavation of the Pdmban channel by the British 
Government, unlese there were paseagee that have silted up since. Dr. 
Burnell tells me, he has a reliable Portuguese MS. of 1685, by a Captain 
J. Xibeiro, stating that there was then " no paseage, except two narrow 
canals, one by Ramanacor and the other by Manar" ; and that a small 
' sumacs' only can pass by either a t  high water." 

At the present time, there is a single channel at  Mannhr answering 
this description, and none elsewhere, except the new passage at Phmban, 
which baa been cut artificially through the rocky reef at  a place where in 
quite recent times, the old built-stone causeway had been breached by storm- 
waves (in 1484 and since) which also destroyed the adjacent town on 
the spit of land west of PBmban between Tbni-turai and Vettilai Man- 
dapam. 

The surf beats heavily all along " Adam's bridge" during both mon- 



BOOM, and B strong current mta conrt.ntly the rune way u the wind ; at 
other timer the current vuier with the tide, and one would mppoae t h t  no 
rand-banks could withstend the violence of the wash over them at, -erg 
change of tide. Still the isleta and nand-banks do remain as a whole, dbeit 
probably in r state of frequent change individually. But the p v t h  of 
coral is active here, and new islets am said to be forming where then - 
none, and old ones incresaing. 

The blown nand too, seems to hare some effective eLement of aong10. 
merstion in it, by which sand-stone is forming constently. If, however, the 
available naterway is curtailed by new islets and sand-bdcs, it *odd 
appear likely, thst the pseaage between them must probably become deeper 
by the i n c d  violence of the water that has to pose. It m m ~  t M m  
likely, that the lond msy gain superficially on the llep in Pdk's Straitr, 
equally so that lome of the channel8 may remain M deep as hitherto, or 
pgib ly  beoome even deeper for an indefinite time to come. 

Tanjore appears to have been owupied from very early times by 
Tamil people, over whom the Chdlan or sdran dynoety held for 
many centurier prior to the 16th century, and their muntry m known 
.g the " Chbramandalam" (whence Coromandel). 

The Chdlan capitd wsa st different time8 ot Kinchipnram (Con+ 
ram) ; a t  U'raiyb, near Trichinopoly ; at Tanjore ; a t  KumU6- .nd 
other places. 

The Telugu Nayaks Nsceeded the Chblan kingdom and ruled in Tan- 
jore for more than s century up to 1676, when the Mahntta princes wper- 
d e d  them, and ruled till they were euperseded by the British Government. 

The C h d h  rulers seem to have done mod good for the country 
by elaborating the extensive system of irrigation, to which the preeent 
Government haa added Little but restoretive, conservative and +ting 
works, of the greatest value no doubt, but no fresh channels have been 
made. They alm built many of the great Hindu Temples, of which there 

no lose than 8,000 in Tanjore, and their endowments still remain, but 
the management of many of these is in a deplorable atate of neglect, and 
the temples fast going to ruin. Witnese Tirufituroi, GangailMdapwam, 
MannhrguQi and others. 

The Nayakan rulers alm have left their mark on the country in the 
numerous Mandapams (open temple halls), Chettrams, (native alms, and 
rest-h~uaes) and many other buildings, showing their pec& Indo-Yoorish 
etgle of architecture, having vaulted roofs +d pointed erohes, the bed 
qecimen of which that I have seen is the palace of T i r d  Nay& at 
Madun, built about 1650. 

A very noticeable fact in the Tanjore delta is the comparative 
m i t y  of forts and fortified towns. The inhabitants appear to me to be 
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unusually and seriously industrious, m d  to  have a analler admirture of 
the warlike classes than any of the South-Indian districts I have passed 
through. They have been habituated to  agriculture for ao long that the 
vice of war has died out, and the people seem too b u y  m d  well off to  
revive it. 

The Nayaks do not seem to have infmduced many immigrants of 
Telugu race ; the neighbouring warlike tribes of Kallans and Maravans are 
oleo abaent from the deltaic part of the country, and the pastoral tribes are 
only found in the more forested tracts beyond the delta. 

It is stated that with the exception of a short experience of Muham- 
madan rule under Haidar 'Ali (in 1780), there ia no recod of the country 
having suffered from famine, although food prices have risen veq- high 
during the prevabm of famine in adjaa6nt districts. 

There is one pstent maon for the oountry not having been haweed 
by fire and sword, which ie, that i t  was impassable for troops, or 
could be eaeily made so, for half the year or more, and that in the 
cool and fine s e w n  of autumn and winter, when the rice-fields are all 
under water. Besides this, there were no made roads in the delta fit for 
wheeled M c ,  except in the dry season. Pack cattle am much ueed even 
now. 

The irrigated part of the country is now well supplied with raised 
roads, but even these for the most part are almost useless for any large amounf 
of wheel traffic in the wet season, because they are unmehlled, or only 
metalled with the ordinary river eand from the channels : and it Appear0 
marvellone how a thriving population can be content to pass several month 
confined to their villages as it were in islanda, surrounded by a sea of deep 
mud, with only doubtful pathways for communication along the narrow and 
irregular banks dividing the rice-fields. .The river channele, when in flood, 
are not commonly used for communication or tratfic. The British Govern- 
ment made some of the channels navigable by means of locks &., but thew 
have become completely disused, and replaced by railways. 

The climate of the KavBri delta is mild and moiet, compared with that 
of the adjacent districts, due no doubt to its situation on the coast and 
the great spread of irrigation water. The annual courae of the weather is 
solnewhat thue :- 

During January the weather ia am1 and f i e  with £re& north-eeet 
breezes. 

In  Februaq the wind ig l i g h h  and mom easterly. Heavy fogs are 
common night and morning, sucoeeded by hot dap. The rice crop is cut 
and the country quickly drains dry. 

In  Mamh, April and May the wind ie variable. Near the coest, land 
and sea-breezes prevail. The hot wdther aets in, fielda become bare and 
parched, and the heat increases greatly. Latterly, southerly and mth- 
westerly win& set in, and occasional thunder-storms occur to clear and 



cool the air, and an occasional partiel '£resh' comen down the K g v i  
channels. 

In June, strong westerly winds prevail with much dust and dry heet. 
I n  July, August and September, the river channels fill from the 

eouth-west monsoon rain on the weetern ghhts, also from occasional l d  
falls of rain. Early rice cultivation begins, and the westerly win& gradu- 
ally fall, to be succeeded by calms snd variable winds. 

I n  October and November, the wind sets in from the north-east, and 
heavy falls of rain occur, the temperature falls considerably, and rice culti- 
vation is carried on to the utmost extent. 

In  December, the weatEer bccomes h e  and the wind mom steady fnrm 
the north-east. 

The population of Tanjore is denee, being nearly 2,000,000 for an 
uea of 8,700 square milea, giving an average of 640 per square mile, b d  
it amounts, in the richer parts, to 1,000 per square mile. It is composed 
chiefly (two thirds) of Hinduiced local tribes and one third of settlers. 

There are said fo be no wild or aboriginal tribes in the district. 
Although the famine was scarcely over, in the beginning of 1878 there 

were no signs of dietrese visible, but all the people seemed well off. On the 
contrary, the npper classee aeemed to be all the wealthier. Bricks were 
being made and burnt everywhere. New houses and buildings were beiog 
erected, and the effect of the famine appear6 only to have enriched 
the dwellers in this land of rice-fields. The labouring population being paid 
in grain aa usual, the high pricea prevailing elsewhere did not rfEecC 
them. 

Qmsr NUYBXB. C m  OB a m .  

Vanniyan (gaUa~ ?). 
Pmiyan (Pallar P kc. )  

I . 

604,000 

Chetti, &c. 

No. 

674,000 
350,000 
118,000 
168,000 ( 
348,000 

129,000 ( 

E Y P U ) m .  

Labouren. 
Menials. 
Finhermen. 

Po* 
Kaaheaq 

cultivators. 
Land and house- 

owners, echolars. 
idlers, kc.  

W ~ ~ ~ b r ~  
Trade, horticaltarc, 

103,000 &fubammadans, principdy Labbe. CC. 
66,000 Chrietians. 
1,000 Othm. 

OTAL, 1,974,000 
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XV1.-On theproper relative Sectional Arms for Cbpper and Iron Light- 
ning Rods.-By R. S. B~ouea .  

So far as mere conductivity is concerned, a comparatively thin wire of 
either copper or iron would suffice for the loftiest building ; but such a thin 
conductor would be dangerous, because it would be fused by a heavy dis- 
charge of lightning. - 

Now the problem is to  determine what relative sectional areas should 
be given to copper and iron rods, in order that neither should bo more lia- 
ble to  fusion than the other. 

The usual answer given, is, that an iron rod should have 4 times the 
sectional area of a copper rod.' This result is, I suppose, arrived a t  in 
the following way. The conductivity of copper is about 6 times as great 
as that of iron, but the melting point of iron is about 60 per cent. higher 

than that of copper, therefore = 4, is the ratio for the sectional area 
1.5 

of iron to copper. 
This simple treatment of the problem, however, is incomplete, because 

i t  neglects to take three most important factors into consideration, namely, 
(1) the influence of the rise of temperature in increasing the electrical 
resistance of the metal, (2) the difference between the ' I  thermal capacity" 
or " specific heat" of copper and iron, and (3) the fact that the iron rod 
being made several times mow maasive than the copper rod, it will require 
a proportionately greater quantity of heat to increase its temperature. 
These omissions introrluce an enormous error in the result. 

The effect of the passage of a discharge of lightning through the rod 
will be t o  raise its temperature. 

The temperature (T) to which a given length of the rod will be raised 
will depend on 

(1) The quantity of heat developed by the discharge. 
(2) The mass of the rod. 
(8) 'I'he " Specific heat" a of the metal composing the rod. 
This may be expressed mathematically as follows : 

where m is the mass of theunit  length of the rod, which we shall aseume 
to  be uniforni in sectional area throughout its length, and H is the quanti- 
ty  of heat developed by the discharge. 

War Office 1Iemor~ndum by Sir Fred. Chapman, R. E. 
26 
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We may take u = 0.1018 for copper, and = 0.1218 for iron. These 
figures were only verified by Dulong and Petit up to W C. It is p m b  
ble, however, that their ratio, with whioh we are only here concerned, 
would not greatly alter a t  higher tempemtures. At any rate, comparing 
the specific heat between 00 and 1W C, with that between 00 and W C, 
we infer that any alteration would be in favour of iron, i. e., that the speci- 
fic heat of iron would increase in a quicker ratio than that of copper. 

Adopting the centimetre as the unit of length, the masa of one centi- 
metre of the rod = p a, where a is the eectional awa of the rod in square 
centimetres, and p = 8.9 for copper and = 7.8 for iron. 

Further, wuming  the quantity a d  duration of the dkharge  to be 
constants, H = Conet. x l3, where R is the resistance of the unit length 
of the conductor. 

A 
But R = - , whew A is the specific resistance of the metal per cubic 

a 

centimetre at  ite temperature of fueion. 
We may take the melting point of copper aa 1 W  C, and that of 

wrought iron as 2000' C* ; and, in order t o  find X aasume that  Dr. William 
Siemens's formula, which he verified to  1OOOO C, holds good,? via.- 

A t = A,, (0.026677 t f .  + 0.00314A3 t - 0.29761) 
for copper 

X t = A,, (0.072545 t f .  + 0.0138138 t - 1.23971) 
for iron 

The temperature t in theee formulre ia to be measured from the a b  
lute zero, so that we have t = 1673 for copper, and t = 2273 for iron. 

The value of A, per cubic centimetre of copper is 1.652 Micmhms, md 
per cubic centimetre of iron is 9.827 Microhms.f 

Thus the value of X t per cubic centimetw of copper becomes 10 Miw 
ohms a t  1673' C, and per cubic centimetre of iron becomes 107 Micmhm 
a t  227P C. 

10 
Hence H = Const. - for copper 

a 

and H = Conat. 107 for iron 
A 

Rnnlrine'r Tabla. 
t Bakerian Lectum, 1871. 
4 Jenkin'e Cantor Lectwea, from Mathiewm's experiments. 
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Therefore T = Conet. 
10 

for copper 
0.1018 x 8% x a* 

and T a Const. 107 
0.1218 x 7.8 x A* 

for iron 

11.09 
Tbue T = Const. - for copper 

a* 

and T = Conet. - 112'63 for iron 
A* 

Now putting T = tho temperature of fusion in each cam 

11.09 
1400 = Conet. - - for copper 

a* 

!MOO = Const. - 112'63 for iron 
A* 

A 1400 112.63 
Therefore (--) = - - 

2000' 11.09 

= 7.112 
Whence A = 2 .7~  about 

or the sectional ares of an iron rod should be to the sectional ares of a 
copper rod in the ratio of 8 to 8. 
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XV1I.-Descriptioa of a NOW Homopterous Insect belonging to the G ~ I I M  
Cosmoscarta.-By W. L. DISTANT. Oom~aunicated by J. WOOD- 
Mason. 

COS~KO~CAILTA MASOBI, n. sp. 
Pronotum stramineous, with a quadlate black spot on anterior margin ; 

head luteous ; tegmina, pedus, legs and abdomen shining black. Prater- 
num with lateral bordera stramineous. 

Pace robustly tumid, transversely strigose, with a central impunhte 
longitudinal impression ; eyes prominent, luteous ; ocelli distinct, shiring, 
situated at about an equal distance from each other aa from eyes ; b a d  
portion of the head somewhat pitchy. Pronotum thickly and finely punc- 
tured, with the lateral margins dilated and strongly reflexed, the lateral 
angles produced prominently outwards, and the posterior margin roundd, 
the disc is prominently raised and convex, across the centre of which is r 
faint impunctate central longitudinal line. The frontal quadrate black 
p t c h  contains a deep, angular, linear impression on each side behiad tbe 
eyes, and two small rounded impressions on the posterior border. 

Tegrnina obscurely and finely punctured ; wings dark fuscous with the 
nervures black. Hind tibiae with a small spine towards apex. 

? Long. ex. tegm. 17 mill. Exp tegm. 45 mill. 
Greatest long. pronot. 7+ mill. Exp. lat. ang. pronot. 11 mill. 

Habitat, Taoo, Tenasaerim. Alt. 3-5000 ft. 
The distinct colouration and more especially the peculiar structure of 

the pronoturn, will serve to distinguish this fine species from any other of 
the genus. I n  the last respect its nearest allied form will be the C. eorta- 
ZW, Walk., 

This insect was contained in a collection of Tenaseerim Bhyncbte 
entrusted to me by Prof. Wood-Mason for determination. It is t~ 
soon to  speak of their geographical affinities ae a whole, but the genus 
Comoecarta, which was represented by two other species (0. megamm 
and C. baadnotata), exhibits affinities which I believe will be shared by the 
other Rhyrchota of this collection. 0. baeinotata has hitherto only been 
recorded from Borneo, and 0. megumera, although found in N. India, b 
still been also received from Penang, Laos, and Hong-Kong. 

S W  no doubt correctly places thia form M only s variety of C. p w m p k ,  White 
a speciea I do not possess in its typical form. 
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XTII1.-On the &adinn Specice of the Qmua Erinsceus.-By J. ANDEBSON, 
M. D., Sup/Zt, Indinn Museum, and Professor of Compa~ative Anatonzy, 
MedicaZ College. 

(Rcad 4th December, 1878.) 

(With Plates 111, IV, V and VA.) 
Dr. Jerdone recognized only two species of Indian Hedgehog, vk. ,  

Erinuceus colla~ia, Gray, and Erinaceus micropus, Blyth, distinguishing the 
former as the North Indian and the latter as the South Indian hedgehog. 
But besides these, the following supposed species had either been described 
or indicated as belonging to the Indian and Himalayan fauna, before the 
publication of Jerdon's work. They were as follows, according to  priority, 
viz., E. #patangurr, Bennett,? E. grayi, Bennett$ E. mentalis, Gray5 
(not described) and finally E .  nudivmtris, Horsfield.]l The two first of 
these were stated by Bennett to  be from the Himalayas, while Gray recorded 
E. menbolu from India, and Horsfield E. nnudiventrie from Madras. 

Dr. Jerdon doubtfully considered E. grayi ss identical with E. colh- 
nk, and E. aptanyus as the young of E. grayi, but he did not pass any 
opinion on the undescribed E. mentalis. I n  1M1, Wagner described a 
hedgehog under the name of E. albivent~iu,T and considered i t  as pro- 
bably of Indian origin. On the strength of this opiuion Jerdon was 
disposed to  regard i t  as possibly 3. mmicropw. Dr. Peters, however, very 
kindly arranged with the authorities of the Museum at Munich that  the 
type of E. albdventer should be sent to him for comparison with a specimen 
forwarded to  him b~ me, and which I then believed to be E. mkmpw, but 
which now proves to be a nearly allied species named by Stoliczka E. pic- 
tics.** This latter speciee, however, is so closely allied t o  E. miwopw, in 
the structure of its feet, that the comparison instituted between ite feet and 
those of E. albiventer, conclusively proves that the latter is a perfectly dis- 
tinct form from both, ae i t  only possesses 4 toes in the hind feet, whereas 
E. micropw and E. pictue, like all the other Indian species of hedgehogs, 
have 5 toes in the hind feet. Dr. Peters is of the opinion that E. albiven- 
ter, is probably the young of E. heterodactylus, Sundvl. from Africa. 

Mammala of India, 1867, p. 62. 
t Roc. Zool. Soo. Loud. 1832, p. 123. 
$ 1. c. p. 124. 
( List. Mamm. B. M. 1861, p. 81. 
11 Cat. Mamm. East. Ind. Co. Mus. 1861, p. 136. 
7 Gchrebar, Siiugeth. Vol. (Supp.) 11, 1841, p. 22. 

** Stoliczkn, Jom. An. Soc. Beng., Tol. XLI, 1872, p. 223. 



From the facts to be hereafter stated there can be no doubt but that 
these two species, E. mmicropw and E. pMtw are perfectly distinct from each 
other, and from any other species of Indian hedgehog ever deecribed. 1 

It would also appear from what I have stated under E. mi, that it is 
a well-defined species, and that it is probably the hedgehog which wor 
figured by Gray from the Doab as E. colla&, but which was never describ- 
ed, and a l ~ o  that Dr. Jerdon was correct in regarding E. rpa- as the 
young of E. grqyi, the latter term being the one that should be accepted 
for the species. 

Dr. Gunther, to whom I am indebted,for comparing the hedgehogs in 
the British Museum with certain specimens forwarded from the Indian 
Museum, informed me that the true relations of E. mentali. cannot be pro- 
perly determined. I regret, however, that having mislaid Dr Grmther's 
notes, I am unable to give the debils of his comparisons. 

I have personally examined the type of E. sudi~entrk which ie a very 
young example of E. micropar. 

Besides these thrw species, E. micropw, E. picbw, and E. grayi, the  
materials which have passed under my obsenation* have yielded t a o  
other apparently distinct species of hedgehog from Weetern India, and 
which I propose to name respectively E. jspdoni, and E. bblrrufidi, the 
distinctive characters of which are indicated hereafter. We have thua five 
species of hedgehog in India, three of which are forms which were unknown 
when Fitzinger? published hie compilation on the En'nae& in which he 
recognized E. gmyi, E. collarir, E. qxatangus, E. cnentalie, E. mdiosnt r i r  
and E. micropw, referring them all to a trivial mb-genns Ewniechirnu. 

The hedgehogs of India are referable to two distinct p u p ,  hosed on 
the characters of the dentition. E. micropus and E. p i c k  resemble each 
other in the following dental detail, wherein they differ from the other Indian 
hedgehogs, but whether any of the African forms are like them in this m- 
spect I am unable to say. The character I refer to is thie, that the second 
upper premolar has a simple crown and only one fang, whereas E. yruyi, E. 
jerdoni, E. blanfordi, E. macmcanthus, E. nigsp,$ B. megalotie, E. A, 
E. albubw, and E. europcew, have the same tooth large with a compound 
crown and with 3 fangs. In  both the species, the second upper premolar is 
very small and somewhat external to the line of the other teeth. In E. 
pictw, the tooth would appear to be generally preeent throughout life, and it 
ie larger than in E. mkopw,  in which it seems to  be generally loet at sn 
early age. I n  hedgehogs with a compound eecond premolar, the tooth is 

I am specially indebted to Mr. W. T. Blanford for hie having placed hb h a  
serie~ of Indian hedgehop, pre~nved in alcohol, at my diepollal for examinstion 

f Bitapber. Ak. Wiss. Wien. LVI. 1867, pp. 844, 890. 
2 For description of this opecia see following psges (p. 212). 
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always in the line of the other teeth and always large and ia never prema- 
turely shed. 

The first premolar also of the lower jaw is relatively smaller than in 
the species just enumerated, and i t  is smaller in E. micropus than in E. 
pictau. 

There ie a remarkable circumdianoe connected with E. mmicl.opw. In  
examining the dif€erent species of Indian hedgehogs, I was in the habit of 
having their skulls removed and cleaned for examination, and in having thia 
done with E. micropw I was always disappointed on receiving back the 
skulls from the oateologist to fin& what I supposed was a broken zygomatic 
arch, owing to clveless manipulation. The Museum osteologist, however, 
persisting in aawrting that he waa most oareful in preparing the skulls, and 
that he had not injured them, I had a careful dissection made from without 
inwards on to the zygomatic arch, and I was astonished to find that there 
wss no trace of a rnalar bone in any specimens of E. mimrpus examined 
by me, 4 in all. Thia fresh dissection showed that the interval between the 
zygomatic process of the sqnamone and the malar process of the maxillary 
is bridged over by tendon, and that therefore this South Indian hedgehog 
stands alone in this remarkable feature. Such a variation on the normal 
structure of the skull of a hedgehog was not to be anticipated, as there is no 
weakening of the zygomatic arch in any of the other species. Even in the 
allied species E. p i c k ,  the mdar is strongly developed. An examination of 
the free ends of the process of the maxilla, and squamous shews that this 
observation is perfectly accurate, as there is no indication whatever of any 
specialized surface on which a malar could rest, and which is always easily 
obaervable in skulls of other species in which the malar haa been lost. 

Notwithstanding this anomalous character, I am dispoeed to attach 
mow weight to the character of the second upper premolar in this species 
than to the abaence of its malar, which ia  an intense specific variation, 
whereas the other which is common to two species very closely allied in other 
details of their structure would seem to be ahoa t  entitled to sub-generic 
rank. 

These two forms, E. micropw and E. pictus, notwithstanding the fore- 
going difference in the skulls, are externally so alike that they might be 
mistaken for one another. Not only is their coloration almost identical, 
but the form of their heads is much the same ; and more important, their 
fore feet more especially differ essentially in shape from the fore feet of all 
the other Asiatic species of hedgehop (aee figs. e andA Pl. 111, and com- 
pare with f ig . f ,  P1. IV). Both of these species are characterized by their 
feet being short, club-shaped, and tubercular on the soles, whereas in suoh 
forms as E. ggrayi and the other A h t i c  hedgehogs, the feet are not club- 
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shaped and tubercular, but moderately elongated with well-developed toes 
and generalIy long claws. 

The feet of hedgehogs would appear to be the subject of considerable 
variation, as some have only 4 toes on the hind feet, (Periiechinur Fitzinger), 
and moreover the central pad of the hind feet would appear to be mdmen- 
tary in some species and to be present in others, while, as has just been shown, 
some of them have tubercular soles. It appears to me therefore tha t  relk 
ble specific characters are to be observed in the feet of the members of t h ~  
genus, but I do not consider any of the variations to be of sub-generic value. 
As an illustration of the differences that subsist in this respect, it will be 
observed that the species E. gmyi does not possess any true central pad on 
the hind foot, a structure which is largely developed in E. jerdont: but 
nearly absent in E. bblonfordi, which, as was to be expected from this cir- 
cumstance, is closely allied to E. ggmyi. 

Another feature in the structure of I n d i n  hedgehogs is deserving of 
attention, and that is the presence on the vertex, in some species, of a con&- 
derable nude area quite devoid of spines, and even of the most rudimentary 
hairs. This naked area reaches forwards to where the spines arise on the 
forehead, dividing those on this region into two sets, one on either side of 
the head. It occurs in all the Indiin species with the exception of E. 
grayi and E. bblanfordi, and i t  is present also in E. niger and E. muws 
canthue, whereas i t  does not appear to exist in the European hedgehog and 
I have not observed it in any of the following species, viz., E. auritw, E. 
albulue, and E. megalotia, all of which, however, like the Indian species, 
whether with or without this area, agree in having fine soft almost silky hair, 
very distinct from the long bristly hair that clothes the body of the E m  
pean species. 

I n  the Zoology of Persia* a ma l l  hedgehog is figured along with the 
type of E. ma.cracanthus. Both of the specilnens which yielded the figures 
are now in the Indian Museum and the latter is distinguished (E. mocm 
canthus,) by this nude area and black spines with two white rings, and the 
former, which Blanford considered as a young specimen of the species, by 
the entire absence of the bare area and by yellowish spines of which the 
tips are white, followed by a narrow black ring succeeded by a white and this 
again by a short brown space. This small hedgehog in the chamcter of 
i t s  spines and in the absence of the bare area on the vertex resembles E. 
megalotie, but i t  does not appear to be that species. I am disposed to con- 
clude that this bare area is of too great structural importance to be present 
or absent among members of a species and to  consider it as of specific signi- 
ficance. With regard to the disposition of the spines it would appear that  

* Zool. of Persia, Blnnford, 1876, PI. 1. 



their relative positione ta each other depend greatly on the condition of the 
pa~tniculus camom, and that the spines only become irregularly intermixed 
through coutractions of this muscle which, when relaxed, permits the spines 
to lie flat and regularly. 

On the label of an example of E. albuluo, collected by Stoliczks, he has 
written, " outer edge of nostrils ciliated." On looking at  the nostril in all 
the Indian species of hedgehog, I find that the outer edge, more especially the 
upper crescentic half, is provided with a papillary valve which serves to close 
the orifice. I n  E. grayi, i t  forms a distinct fringe of 12 papillre. 

The spines of the Indian and Western Asiatic hedgehogs are grooved 
and ridged, the ridges being covered with fine tubercles. The numbers of 
the ridges on the spines of the same animal are mbject to considerable 
variation, and the degree to which the tubercles are developed appears to 
vary, so that stable specific characters are not yiclded by these structures. 

The foregoing characters, therefore, permit of the Indian hedgehogs 
being resolved into the following groups, and of the species being recognized 
by the characters under which they are grouped. 

A. SECOND UPPER PREMOLAR SIMPLE, OW-BANQED. 

a. lieet club-ehnped, mlee tubercular. 
I. A division or bare area on the vertex. 

No malar bone : a prominent dark brown band through the eyea 
on to the neck. A white frontel band. Spines orange 
with apices white, succeeded by a narrow dark brown band. 
Ears moderate. Fur below white, limbs brown, ......... E. micropur. 

A perfect malar bone : a brown band through the eyes and . 
only very rarely prolonged on to the neck, stopping at  the 
angle of the mouth. Spines broadly white at  apex, suc- 
ceeding brown band rather pale : no orange tint on spines. 
Ears round and not large, but larger than in the preced- 
ing species. Limbs pale brown, under-surface white, ... E. ppictus. . 

B. S E C O ~  DPPEB PREMOLAR C O ~ O O H D ,  TKBEE-PANQED. 

b. lieet well &v<oped and broad. 
11. No division or bare area on the vertex. 

No large mesial pad on the hind foot. Head elongated and 
muzzle long. Ears large, high and pointed. General 

............................................... colour dark brown,. E. grayi. 
Mesial pad on the hind foot very feeble. Head short, muzzle 

not elongated. Ears modcrately large, not high and not 
pointed. General colour black above, fuliginous-brown 

............................................................ below, E. bblatrfordi. 
26 
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111. A division on the vertex, eeparating the spines into two g m n p  
Eind foot with a large prominent mesial pad. Muzzle moder- 

ately long. Ears large, rounded at the tip and broad a t  
the base. Spines long with 2 white and 3 black bands 
in the adult. General colour black above and below, . .. E. jerdmi. 

The following is a description of these species in detail : 

Esmrc~ua arrcaopue. Plate V* . 
Erinaceus auritus, Pearson, Journ. As. SOC. Bengal, Vol. V, 1836, p. 191. 
Erinnceus collaris, Gray. List. Mam. B. M. 1843, p. 81, partim. 
Erinaceus micropus, Blyth, Journal Asiatic SOC. Bengal, Fol. XV, 1846, 

p. 170, pnrtim ; id. op. cit. Vol. XXII, 1853, p. 582 ; id. Cat. Yam. 
Nus. As. Soc. Bengal, 1863, p. 80 : Wagner, Schreber, Siiugeth, SuppI. 
V, 1855, p. 591 ; Stoliczka, Journal Asiatic Soc. Bengal, Pol. XLr, 
1872, p. 225. 

Erinaceus nudiventria, Rorsfield, Cat. Mam. East Ind. As. Mus., 1851, 
p. 136. 

Erinaceue (Hemiechinua) micropua, .Fitzinger, Sitzungbk. der & Akad. 
Wissensch. Wien, Vol. LX, P1. 1, 1867, p. 875,partim. 
Head rather short, and broader than E. piciue, and slightly concaw 

from the forehead to the tip of the snout. Ears moderately large and 
rounded at the tip, directed forwards and outwards, and slightly smaller 
than the ears of E. pictue. Feet well developed, but small, short and 
brod, with short toes and short claws: feet being somewhat l a r p r  
than those of E. picius. The first toe of the hind foot small, but claw 
strong. The soles of the hind feet more or less tubercular. When 
the muscle is not contracted over the forehead, the spines do not -h 
anterior to the front margin of the ears. There is a broad bare space 
pilssing backwards from thc forehead for about one inch and a quarter, 
with a nearly uniform breadth of half an inch, and this bare area would 
appear to exist in both sexes of the species. The tail is short, and I 
there is a semicircular b . ~  area above it. The ears are moderately but 
sparingly clad with short whitish hairs, and the tail with longish dark 
brown hairs. The anterior third of the head, up to half way between the 
nose, the eye, and the chin apperu: to be nude, but they are very s-ly 
covered with minute white hairs. The middle third of the head is covered 
more profusely with longer hairs, and the posterior third, to between the earn, 
densely with moderately long hairs, increasing in length from before back- 
wards. The upper surfaces of the feet are well clad with short flattened 
brown hairs. The bare surfaces on the head and above the tail are perf&- 
ly devoid of hairs. The under surface is not very thickly clad and the 
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insides of the limbs are still less so. The spines are rather fine, about 0.83 
of an inch long, very sharp and marked with from 17 to 22 ridges and fur- 
rows, the former generally broader than the latter, and covered with minute 
shining tubercles. The apex of each spine is white and is succeeded by a 
narrow dark brown band which gives a brown and white speckled appear- 
ance to  the animal. The remainder of each spine is yellow or orange yellow. 
The seminude skin of the anterior third of the head is leaden-coloured, a 
hue that extends on to  the chin. The hairs on the second or middle third 
of the head form a broad brown band which embraees the eye, passes back- 
wards behind the angle of the mouth, over the under surface of the neck as 
a dark brown collar. A brown spot a t  the upper angle of the ear. A 
broad white band behind the brown band and the spines of the forehead, 
passing downwards before the ears on to the sides of the neck and throat, 
behind the brown band, and continuous with the white of the under parts ; 
chin and whiskers white, and sides of chin brownish. The lower halves of 
the limbs clad with brown hairs, also the tail. The inguinal region and 
lower abdomen clad with brown hairs with an intermixture of white. 

The leading features of this species are its short snout and head, short 
olub-shaped feet as compared with E. grayi, E. blanfwdi, and E. jerdoni ; 
its slightly longer feet as compared with E. pictue, which are, however, of 
the same type; its not long ears, slightly shorter than in the latter; i ts  
white and brown tipped spines, orange or yellow ; and a brown collar over 
the forehead, between the eyes, behind the angle of the mouth and across 
the throat. 

The skull is distinguished by its short broad character, but in this re- 
spect it is much narrower than the skull of E. pietus. In the former, the 
breadth across the zygomata falls ~ h o r t  considerably of two thirds of the 
length, whereas in E, pictw, breadth and sharpness are marked fea- 
tures of the skull, combined with a greater post-orbital contraction than in 
E. mmicropue, and, in the adult male, the breadth generally equals two thirds 
of the length. The complete absence of the malar bone is another charac- 
ter  which separates it from E. pictua, from which it is also distinguished by 
the small size of its 2 upper premolars. 

The following are some measurements of E. micropus. 
8 d 8 

Length of body and head., ............... 6"65 6'05 6" 90 
,, of tail, ........................... O"45 0" 63 0" 57 

Height of ear ,... ........................... 1" 15 ln05 l"O2 
Breadth of ear, ........................... 0 80 0'78 0" 76 

.............................. Snout to eye, l"00 0" 94 0"M 
................................. Eye to  ear, 0-40 0" 31 On38 

... Length of hind foot without claw, 1" 15 1" 13 1' 15 
..................... Breadth a t  5th toe,. 0"36 On& 0'30 
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Blyth, in 1S46,* in treating of the hedgehogs collected by Hutton near 
the Sutlej, pointed out that the third specimen described by Hutton,? with 
mme doubt, under the name of E. collaris, Grey, was apparently distinct 
from that species. Blyth was disposed to regard it as identical with r 
hedgehog in the Amatia Society's Museum, the locality of which he then 
etated was unknown, but which he afterwards considered$ to have been 
received from the Nilgiris from Mr. Smoult and to be the specimen men- 
tioned by Pearson 8s E. awritus. This latter specimen Blyth regarded aa 
specifically identical with hedgehogs sent him from Southern India by Sir 
Walter Elliot, and with the hedgehog from Southern India in the British 
Museum grouped by Grsy under E. collaris. H e  compared the skull of an 

adult specimen sent from Southern India by Sir Walter Elliot with the  
skull of Mr. Smoult's hedgehog and found them exactly t o  correspond, and 
these specimens he named E. micropus, the last mentioned being the type 
of the species. The skull, however, of Capt. Hutton's third specimen he 
goes on to remark " presents some differences ; the general form is rather 
ehorter and broader, i t  is more constricted between the orbits and the zjgo- 
mae are considerably more projecting ; the small upper premolar anterior 
to the incisor teeth is less minute ; and in the lower jaw, the aecond lateral 
pair of incisors from the front are much smaller, as indeed are also the  
next or last pair of the true incisors." From the description of this speci- 
men which was obtained by Huttons in the neighbowhood of Shah Fiirid 
on the left bank of the Sutlej, and from the details regarding the pointe 
wherein its. skull differs from the skull of the Southern Indian hedgehog, I 
am disposed to  consider, that Hutton's third specimen was an example of 
E. pictus. I n  185311 Blyth was still doubtful regarding the specific iden- 
tity of Hutton's third specimen with E. micropus. 

The next species, the cranial characters of which hsd been so well 
indicated by Blyth in 1846 and which entitle it to recognition, was de- 
scribed in 1872 by Stoliczka as E. ppie2.us, but no reference was made 
to Blyth's observations, nor to  the cranial and dental features of the 
animal. The characters selected by Dr. Stoliczka were exclusively ester- 
nal, and were derived from supposed differences existing between i ts  
spines and those of E. micropus, but after a very careful consideration of a 
large series of spines of both forms under the microscope, it appears t o  me 
that much importance cannot be attached to these structures as guides to 
epecies. 

J o m .  An. Soc. Bengal, Vol. XV, p. 170; op. cit., Vol. V, 1836, p. 191. 
t q. cit., Vol. XIV, p. 361. 
$ op. dl., Vol. XXII, 1863, p. 682. 
4 op. oit., Vol. XIV, p. 361. 
op. cit. VoL XXII ,  1863, p. 682. 
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Gray in his List of MammaliaL confounded this species with his E. 
collaris, = E. yrayi. 

E. micropus appears to be confined to Southern India, where it occurs 
in the low lying country and not on the mountains. Col. Beddome 
informs me that no hedgehog is found on the Nilgiris. The limits, however, 
of its northern and western distribution have yet to be ascertained. 

EBIH~CEUB PICTUB. Plate 111. 
? Eriuacaus indicus, Royle, 111. Ind. Zool. 1839, p. 6, not deecribed. 
Erinacms collaris ? Hutton, Journ. Bsiatic Soc. Bengal, Vol. YIV, 1845, 

p. 351, 3rd epecimen, pwtim; Blyth, 2. C. p. 352, footnote,.id. op. cit., 
Vol. XXII, 1853, p. 582, parlim. 

Erinaceuo micropus, Blyth, Journ. b ia t i c  Soc. Val. XV, 1846, p. 170, 
partim. 

Eriplaceus (ZZemiecAinus) micropus, Fitzinger, Sitzungsbte. der K. Akad. 
Wissensch. Wien, Vol. LVI, Pt. 1, 1867, p. 875,partim. 

Erinaccncs (Hemiechinus) picbur, Stoliczka, J o d  Asiatic Soc. Bengal, 
Vol. XLI, 1872, p. 223. 

Head (fig. d) the iame M in E. micropus, but the ears (fig. 9)  some- 
what larger, and the feet (c t o f )  narrower and not quite so long : the tail 
(fig. h) also is the eame aa in that species. The spines have the Rame char. 
acters as in E. micropus, but their tips are more broadly white and the brown 
bands below are not so dark. The result is that the latter are nearly ob-. 
scured by the former. The remaining spines are pale yellowish, nearly white 
and not orange. There is no continuation of the brown band of the forehead 
lower than the angle of the mouth, except as 8 very rare circumstance, 
and in animals from the region of Central India, where the species probably 
meets the Southern E. micropus, but the colours in all other respects are 
alike. The dimensions of the species are them : 

d ' 3 9 9 9  
............... Length of head and body, 6' 70 6" 00 6" 85 5" 90 4" 73 

............................. ,, , , tail  , W68 O"68 O"55 O"63 0 5 8  
Height of ear,.. ............................ 1' 33 1" 23 1'03 1'21 0 85 
Breadth of ear, ........................... 0" 86 0' 88 0" 70 0" 81 0 6 1  

.............................. Snouttoeye, 0.88 0"80 0.88 O"Q5 0"73 
Eye to ear, ................................. 0'39 0" 35 0" 80 0'' 80 0" 25 
Length of hind foot without claw, ... 1' 10 1' 12 1' 10 1" 10 O"95 
Breadth across 5th toe, .................. 0' 36 0" 30 0' 26 0" 35 0" 30 

The skull (figs. rr to c) is distinguished by its shortness and great zygo- 
matic breadth, in which respects it M e r e  from the skulls of all other his- 

List of ?damm. B. M., 1843, p. 81. 
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tic hedgehoga, and, as already stated, by its one-fanged simple second premo- 
lar placed out of the line of the teeth, and by the rather marked post-orbit4 
contraction. The teeth are large and about the same size as in 3. m i c r w ,  
only the second premolar of the latter is ercessively minute. The other 
characters wherein i t  dif£era from E. micropw, have been already indicated 
under that species. 

As already remarked, thia form was first described by Hutton as a 
probable variety of certain hedgehogs whi$h he doubtfully regarded as 
E. collaris, which two of them appear to have been, but this third specimen, 
however, was undoubtedly E. pictus. E. micropus has diverged from the 
ordinary cbarnter of the genus more than any other Indian hedgehog, as 
is evinced by the absence of the malar, and in the excessively rudimentary 
character of its second premolar, and these modifications occurring in the 
most southern outlier of a Palaearctic type are noteworthy. 

A hedgehog obtained a t  Guna by Dr. A. Barclay would seem t o  indi- 
cate that the two species may possibly interbreed, as I have experienced 
some difficulty, judging by external characters only, in saying to which it 
should be properly referred. The coloration of its spines is more like that 
of E. pictw,  than E. micropun, as the t i p  are broadly white, but, unlike ang 
other example of E. piclus that has come under my observation, the brom 
band from the forehead is prolonged beyond the angle of the mouth across 
the throat. I n  all other respects, the coloration is alike to that of E. 
mieropacs. The ears also are somewhat larger than in E. pictus. The 
affinities, however, of this hedgehog as manifested by its teeth and the form 
of its skull are towards E. pictus. 

Besides occurring at a h a ,  the most southern locality from which 1 
have obtained it, I have received it also from Ulwar, from Major T. Cadell, 
V. C. ; and the Indian Museum also came into the possession of a large num- 
ber of specimens from Agra through Mr. A. E. Carlleyl. An example from 
Karachi has been received by exchange with the Municipal Museum, through 
the valued assistance of Mr. J. A. Murray. This latter specimen agrees 
with one in Mr. W. T. Blanford's possession from the same locality. He 
also possesses an adult male from Jeysulmere, the dimensions of which are 
given in the h t  column of the foregoing measurements. 

It is probable that E. i n d i m  was applied by Boyle to the hedgehog 
which occurs about Delhi, and which appears to be this species. 

EEIRACEU~ QBAYI. Plate IV. 
Xrinacnre collaris, Gray, Ill. Ind. Zoo1 , Vol. I, 1872, Plate VIII,  (not 

described) : id. List. Mamm. B. M. 1843, p. 81,partim : Hutton, Journ. 
As. Soc. l3enga1, Vol. XIV, 1845, p. 351, (first two specimene only) ; 
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therefore much lighter coloured than others, as the brown band succeeding 
the latter is also much paler in some individuals than in others. 

This species, besides the almost entire abaence of the p r o k a l  mesial 
pad of the sole, is at  once distinguished by the complete absence of the bare 
space that occurs in E. picfus, and E. m i c r o p ,  among the spines of the 
vertex. From the two last named species which have no large proximal pad 
on the sole, it is recognieed by its large feet, well developed toes, powerful 
claws, and by the turning in of the hind feet, as well as by its diierent 
coloration. There is a considerable naked space over the sacrum, and 
on the dorsum of the tail as in other species. The snout is seminudes 
being sparsely covered with very minute hairs. Behind the whiskers, the 
hairs become much more numerous and longer, and the area below the eye, 
and the forehead are well clad. The greater part of the front of the ear is 
nude, but there is a sprinkling of short white hairs internal to and along i ts  
margins. The chin and below the lower lips are almost naked, and, immedi- 
ately behind the chin, the hairs are few. The under parts are well clad, but 
not densely so, and the limbs are thinly clad, more especially the feet on which 
the hairs are very few and short. The tail also is only spalwly clothed. 

The general colour of the animal is blackish-brown or brown, the spinoua 
portion of the body being darkest ; but the colour is variable owing to the 
reasons already mentioned. 

The front of the face from the nose backwards to the spines, the limbs 
and all the under parts with the exception of the chin and a line from it 
upwards to the ear which are white, are generally dark-brown or fuliginous- 
brown, blackish on the face, on which there is occasionally a considerable 
intermixture of white hairs. The hairs which clothe the ears, and a tuft 
of hairs n t  the base of the anterior margin of the earn, are white. The 
white on the chin is more prolonged upwards to the ears in some specimens 
than in others, giving rise to a kind of white collar which is much e w e -  
rated in the figure of E. collaris. The claws are horny yellow. 

The following are the measuremente of this species : 
8 9  

Length of body and head, ..................... 6" 85 6" 70 
,, of tail, ................................. 0" 96 1" 30 

Height of ear, .................................... 1-45 l"62 
Breadth of ear, ................................. 0" 97 0" 97 
Snout to eye, .................................... 1" 00 0" 49 

....................................... Eye toear, O"62 0"49 
Length of hind foot without claw, ......... 1" 45 1" 46 
Breadth of hind foot, ........................... O"49 0" 45 
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The skull of this species (figs. a to 5) is distinguished from that of E. 
pictuu, and the skull of E. micropus, by its large second premolar with 

' 

three fangs, and from the other two species by its great eygomatic breadth. 
In this latter respect, it resembles E. pictetwr, but the skull has a considera- 
bly longer muzzle than in that species, and, as a whole, is not so broad and 
round. It is considerably broader than E. bknfordi, with more marked 
posLorbital contraction, and from E. jerdoni it is still more markedly 
separated by its relatively much greater breadkh across the zygomatic, and 
more especially across the base of the muzzle, at the third premolar. 
The skull is undoubtedly most nearly allied to that of E. bbbnfordi, to 
which it presents a very close resemblance when the adolescent skull is 
compared with the adolescent skull of the type of that species. But 
the latter is narrower across the zygoma, and has less post-orbital con- 
traction, aa already stated. It is further separated from the skull of E. 
jerdoni by its larger teeth, and by the different form of the canine. This 
tooth in E. blanfodi, as well as in this species, ie less triangular and more 
aharply pointed than in E. je~dwr i ,  E. niger, E.pictuu, and W miorqus, 
and in thia respect differs more in appearance from the first premolar than 
it does in these last-named species. All of thew species are characterized by 
the presence of two sharp cueps. to the canine section of the third premo- 
lar, while in E. niger described by Blanford, the posterior of these two CUSPS 
is entirely absent and its last molar presents only one eminence, while in all 
tlie others this tooth has two cusps the inner of which is always the larger. 

The figure in the Illustrations of Indian Zoology was copied from one 
of General Hardwicke's drawings, and on the plate it is stated that the hedge- 
hog was a species found in the Doab. There are many tracts of country in 
North-Western India named Doab, but General Hardwicke appears from hie 
paper on MIM giganteus,' in using the term Doab, to have had in view the 
country lying between the Jumm and Ganges, in which the military 
Station of Fatehgarh is situated, and where he appears to have been stationed. 
There he had drawings made of the species of hedgehog which is there 
common, alm of Muugigantew, and of M. (Neuokia) hardwickii = Arvicola 
indica, Qray. 

I am indebted to the late Mr. Andrew Anderson for many living exam. 
plesof the hedgehog that occurs about Fatehgarh, and which appears to me to 
agree with the figure of E. collaris, from the Doab. As in the figure, the 
chin of these hedgehogs was more or less white, and, in some, the white ax- 
tended up towards the ear as a kind of collar which, however, is exaggerated 
in  the drawing of E. collarie, in which the contrast between the wlours is 
too marked, and the animal altogether represented too dark. Notwithstand- 

T m .  Journ. Linn. @oc. Vol. VII, 1804, p. 308. 

27 
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ing, I think there can be but little doubt, that the Fatehgarh hedgehog 
which ie very common in the district is the E. F.ZI&, Qray. 

The specimens from ~ a d r a a '  in the British Museum referred to this  
apecies are, aa already mentioned, examples of E. mimopa~, Blyth. 

This speciea has been also obtained at  Ajmir in RBjptitsno by Mr. 
Blanford, and if I am correct in referring to it Hutton's two specimens, i* 
extends west to the Sutlej. There Hutton obtained it in eeparate holm, 
" beneath a thorny bush called ' Jhund' in the desert tracts of shifting d 
between Sundah Badairah and Hasilpoor," on the left bank of the Sutlej, and 
apparently in close proximity to Erinaceuepictw. 

EBINACEU~ BLANTOEDI, n. s., Plate V. 

Muzzle rather short (fig. d )  and not much pointed ; ears moderately 
large (fig. g) ,  but broader than long and rounded at the tips, which ere not 
accuminate as in 3. gruyi. The length of the anterior margin is equivalent 
to the breadth of the ear at  its base. The feet (figs. e andf)  are large md 
the hind foot resembles that of E. gnyi, with the firet toe well developed 
and there is the absence of any well developed median pad. The feet are 
also larger and broader than in E. jerdoni, and the first toe is more largely 
developed as in E. g r y i .  The claws are long and curved, especially those 
of the fore foot. The tail (fig. h) ia short. The spines meet in a point on 
the forehcad and do not reach quite so far forwards as the base of the upper 
border of the ear, and there is no bare patch in the midst of them, on the 
vertex. They are moderately long with !24 to 28 concentric ridgee and fur- 
rows, the former finely tubercular. The general colour of the spiny por- 
tion of the animal is deep black, when the spines are looked at directly on 
end and when they are at  rest, but when raised or seen eideways, the mesial 
yellow band becomes visible. The apex of each spine is broadly tipped 
with deep black, and this is succeeded by a very broad yellow mesial bad, 
the baae of each spine being dusky brown. The fur generally is deep brown 
and moderately long and soft. A few white hairs occur on the chin, and 
there is a tuft of white hairs at the anterior angle of the ear, and the latter 
anteriorly and posteriorly is sprrrsely covered with white hairs. 

The skin of the back of the ear is blackish, also the margins of the ears 
anteriorly, but the centre of the ear ie white. The claws are yelloffish. 

Measurements of E. blanfordi. 
8 

....................................... Length of body and head, 6 36 
.................................................... ,, of tail,.. 0 91 

........................... ,, ofhindfoot withoutclaw, 1'32 
...................................................... Height of ear, 1' 10 1 
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Breadth of ear, ................... .. ............................ 0" 85 
Nose to eye, ......................................................... 0 72 

......................................................... Eye to ear, Ow 86 

The skull (figs. a to e) of this species is distinguished from that of Z. 
gray& by its much leas zygomatic breadth and by the less protuberant 

- character of the supra post-orbital region. The teeth in both these species 
have much the same general characters. It is undoubtedly very closely 
allied to Z. grayi, which it resembles in the absence of a bare area over the 
vertex, in its large feet with its hind toee somewhat turned inwards, and 
strong and long claws, and in the almost complete absence of a mesial pad on 
the hind foot, but it differs from it externally in its shorter muzzle, much 
shorter and more rounded ears, and in its darker coloration, and smaller size. 

This species is known only from one specimen procured by Mr. W. T. 
Blanford at Rohri in Sind, where i t  is apparently associated with E.jerdoni, 
and I have named the species after its discoverer. 

E E ~ A C E U ~  J E E D O ~  n. s., Plate Vd. 
Muzzle moderately long and pointed. Ears large, rounded at the tips 

and broad at the base. Feet large, more especially the fore feet which are 
broad and powerful with strong claws. The hind feet well developed, but 
proportionally not so large as the fore feet. A large well developed pad on 
the under aspect of the hind foot. Claws strong. The tail moderately 
long. The spines begin on a line with the anterior margins of the ear, 
divided on the vertex by a large nude area as in 2. miorupus and 
X. pictue. The spines are not very thick and they are marked generally 
with 19 grooves and 19 ridges, the latter exceeding the breadth of the 
former and being very sharp, with the tubercles paasing down on their 
ides, almost into the hollow of the furrow. The animal is black when 
the spines lie flat, but when they are partially erected, the white bands 
show, and a variegated appearance is produced. In the adult with the 
vines T.15 in length, there are two white and three dark bands. The 
apical band is broad and deep shining black, and it is succeeded by a white 
band nearly of the =me breadth, which is followd by a brown band with a 
white band below it, and then a dueky basal band. Them are the characters 
of two females from h h i ,  but in the younger of the two, the spines are 
0".97 in length and the basal band is hardy developed. In  an adolescent 
male from Rhjanpur, which I refer to this species, there is generally only 
one white central band to each spine, the apical and baed bands being 
black. I n  a few, however, measuring W75 in length, there are two white 
and thwe apical bands as in the type, and it is probable that in this adoles- 
oent male as it m h e d  maturity and its spines grew, the coloration of tho 
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type would be attained. In  a still younger female from Rohri, Sind, and for 
the privilege of examining which I am indebted to Mr. W. T. Blanfod, the 
spines are fine and rather soft, and the majority of them do not exceed 
W80, but yet they have only one white band prominently developed, although 
the basal white band is more or less indicated. 

The hair generally is dusky brown, with an intermixture of grey hairs 
on the head and on the chin and throat, the fur behind the latter area and 
on the sides of the neck being paler brown than on the limbs and on the 
sides. A patch of white hairs occurs at  the base of the anterior angle of 
the ear, and the inner surface of the ear is clad with short white hairs and 
the apical third of the back of the organ with similar haira The mousta- 
ches are brown and reach behind, the ear. The claws are yellow. 

Measurements of E. jerdoni. 
Adult. Adolescent. 

? 8 
.................. Length of body and head, 7" 45 5'85 

,, oftail, .............................. ln25 0" 91 
,, of hind foot without claw, ...... 1'48 1' 90 

Height of ear, ................................. 1*40 1" 35 
Breadth of ear, .............................. 0'' 76 o"80 

The skull of the female in ita general characters is allied to the skull 
of E. maclacmthus, Blanford, hut is coneiderably less, with smaller teeth, 
the upper dental line of the latter measuring 1".03 to V.97 in this species, 
which is a considerable difEerence in such small skulls. The skull also of 
E. macracanthue is characterised by e considerable concavity on the mesial 
line in the fronto-parietal area, which does not exist in this species. The 
skull haa also a very strong resemblance to the skull of E. nigar, but it M 

a relatively broader skull than the latter, which has an attenuated facial 
region, less post-orbital breadth and less temporal contradion, a smaller 
brain case, and only one internal cusp developed on the third premolar. It 
is distinguished from the skull of E. blanfwdi by its more slightly elon- 
gated character, by its greater post-orbital breadth and swelling, b j  ito 
relatively longer and less expanded zygomatic arch, more produced muzzle 
and by its teeth. It is markedly distinct from the short but especially 
broad skull of E. ygmyi, and it has much smaller teeth than that species. 

The external features which appear to me to entitle this form to recog- 
nition as a species distinct from E. b w o r d i ,  are tbe very prominent char- 
acter of the mesial pad on the hind foot, its larger ears and the preaence d 
a large nude area on the vertex, as in E. micropur and E.pictw, this latter 
character along with those already indicated separating it from 3. p y i .  



It resembles E. niger, in having a baGe mesial area on the vertex, but is dis- 
tinguished from that form by its smaller fore feet and smaller ear, and by 
its cranial characters as well. 

There can be little doubt, however, but that E. macracafitIus, and 
E. jerdoni, are very closely allied forms, but I believe that the characters 
I have indicated will be found persistent and reliable guides to enable them 
to be distinguished the one from the other. 

This species occurs at Karachi, from whence I have received it from 
Mr. J. A. Murray, the Curator of the Karachi Museum, and from RBjan- 
pur from Dr. E. Sanders. Mr. Blanford has also obtained it a t  Rohri, in 
Sind. 

DESCBIP~OX OF PUTEB. 

place 111. Details of structure of Erinaceru, pictus, Stoliczka. a. 
upper view of skull : b. side view of skull : c. skull seen from below : d. 
aide view of head : e. upper and under aspects of hind foot : f. fore foot 
seen from above and from below : g. aide view of ear : h. side view of tail. 
All drawn natural size. 

Plate IV. Details of structure of Erinaceiur grayi, Bennett. a. upper 
view of skull : 6. side view of skull : c. skull seen from below : d. side view 
of head : e. upper and under aspects of hind foot : $ fore foot seen from 
above and from below : g. side view of ear : h. mde view of taiL All drawn 
natural mze. 

Plate V. Details of structure of Erim~aucr bknfwdi, n.s. a. upper 
view of skull : b. side view of skull : c. skull seen from below: d. side 
view of h e 4  : 8. upper and under aspects of hind foot : $ fore foot seen 
from d o v e  and from below : g. side view of ear : h. side view of tail. 
All drawn natural size. 

Plate VA. Skull of Erinaceus h.YOp8, Blyth. a. upper view: b. 
mde view : c. skull seen from below : Natural size. d. teeth of upper and 
lower jaws enlarged 2 diameters. 

skull of Erimceur jerdoni, n.s. e. upper view of skull : J: aide 
view : g. skull seen from below : Natural size. h. teeth of upper and 
lower jaws enlarged 2 diameters. 
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XI X.-Description of a supposed new Hedgehogjhn Mwwf in drabia.- 
By W. T. B L A ~ O B D ,  F. R. S., &. 

(Received and read Dec. 4th 1878.) 

(With Plate IS.) 
Amongst a collection of amall mammals, birds and reptiles, sent to me 

some time since by Colonel Miles, the Political Agent at  Muscat, are two 
specimens, one preserved in spirit, the other a skin, of a species of hedgehog 
which appears to me undescribed. It is somewhat intermediate in chuac- 
ters between the Indian E. collaris, and the Persian and Baluchistan E. 
mocracanthus, and E. megalotis, being larger than the former and haring 
longer spines, whilet it is inferior in both respects to the two latter. The 
following is a description of the new form. 

E~AC!EUE wQEB, ep. nov. 

2. s u p  riger, asbtvr n ~ s r J i - f i c u b ,  aurieulir larrgimdir, pilu 
#para's grin& indutir, a d &  l o n g i d & ,  apices beTmb8 nigrir, L d i o  

albh, ad basin fusch. Long. tota 6-7,ar+ieuZi 1-6, planta 1.25 poN. angl. 
H a .  Juxta Muscat in Arabia. 
The description is chiefly taken fmm the apecimen in spirit, a female 

The size is moderate, exceeding that of E. colkrris, but apparently inferior 
t o  X. a~~opccur. The colour is black above, the white ring on the spines 
being very inconspicuous, the face i~ sooty black with a few gmy hairs 
interspersed, the ears are grey. On the lower parts and limbs all the hairs 
u e  sooty or blackish brown. 

The feet are of moderate size, not ao broad an in E. g q i ,  nor short SE 
in E. mmicropur, but resembling those of E. collarir in form, and tbiniy clad 
with hair above. Five claws on all feet, the inner clew on the hind feet 
much maller than the others. 

The ears are long, not very broad, rounded a t  the end, thinly clad out- 
d e  and near the =gin inside with short whitish hnirs : there are longer 
white hairs at  the base of the anterior inner margin, and longer blackish 
hair near the baee in front and behind. 

Spines long, one inch to one and a qnerter in length on the hinder pmrt 
of the back. In  the spirit specimen, a female, none exceed 1.1 inches ; in 
the dried skin wme are nearly I f  inches long. The spines commenoe on the 
forehead inside of each ear, leaving a space free from spines in the middle, 
running back for about an inch. All are black at the pointa for half an incb, 
then white for about + inch, then dusky to near the base where they are 
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rather paler. Each epine ie mounded  by about !MI to 28 longitudinal 
grooves, the ridges between the grooves being closely tuberculate. 

The following are measurements of the specimen in spirit, 'an adult 
female. Males are probably rather larger. The length, owing to contrac- 
tion, is eomewhat less than that of a fresh specimen would be- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Length from nose to anue, 6-6 
Ditto of tail, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0-9 - 

Total, 6.0 
Length of ear from orifice, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.6 
Ditto ditto outside , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.35 

Breadth of ear, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.9 
Length of palma without claws, .................. 0.9 
Ditto p h t a  ditto , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.25 

The skull of the same specimen is rather narrower than that of E. cot- 
W, end has a longer muzzle. The following are measurements : 

in 
... Length from occipital plane to end of premaxillaries, 1.9 
... Ditto from lower margin of foramen magnwm to ditto, 1.78 
... Ditto of bony palate from opening of posterior nares, 1.05 

Breadth across zygomatic arches,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.98 
Breadth of frontal region between orbits, ............ 0.45 
Ditto nasal bones, ........................ 0.18 

Length of nasal suture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.56 
Ditto of mandible, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.42 

Height of ditto about, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.65 

Dsroription of Plats. 

Fig. 1. Head of Erinaceus niger. 
2. Fore foot of ditto. 
8. Hind foot of ditto. 
4, 5, 6. Skull of ditto. 
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XX.-On' Arvicola indica, Gray, and it8 relatiom to the Sub-Oenw 
Nesokia, with a description 04 t k  sp~cies of Nesokia-By J. AXDEB- 
sox, M. D., Superintendent of the Indian Museum, and Profwor of 
Cbmparativs dnatomy, Xedical College. 

, (Read 4th Dec. 1878.) 
(With Plates XI11 and XIV.) 

In Gray and Hardwicke's Illustrations of Indian Zoology there is a 
representation of a rodent,# " The Indian Field-Mouse," Araicola indim, 
Gray, bearing the date ld May, 1829. This drawing is unaccompanied 
by any information regarding the locality from whence the animal was 
obtained. It represents a rat with a short bluff head ; with moderately- 
sized, semi-nude ears ; eparsely clad feet with rather long claws, and a naked 
tail ehorter than the length of the body and head. The eye is figured 
large. The general colour is a pale sandy brown, with interspersed longer 
hairs. 

In the Proceedings of the Zoological Society for 1835, p. 108, it is 
recorded that Dr. Gray on exhibiting some rats and mice collected by &., 
now Sir Walter, Elliot, in the Southern Mahratta country, took occasion to 
point out that the so-called Arviwta indica was really a true ZIM. In  1837t 
Dr. Gray in referring to the Genus Xus, ss understood by him, stated that 
( I  the Mus gigantem, Hardwicke, may be regarded as the type, to which 
may be added the two following new Indian species which have the tail 
ahorter than the body and the fur with mattered bristles," and these species 
were MIM mfescene, Gray, (House-rat),.atld Xus kok. The latter he con- 
sidered to be identical with Arvicola indico. Dr. Gray, holding this 
view regarding the identity of the animal figured in the Ill. Ind. 2001. 
with that of the rat sent by Elliot from Madras, under the Canarese name of 
Kok, re-named it, adopting the native name, kok, for the species. The Mw 
kok, afterwards described by Elliot as Musprovidene, appears to me, how- 
ever, to be distinct from the animal originally figured ss A. indica. 

In  the same contribution, Dr. Gray described a rodent with the 
cutting teeth, large, smooth, yellow and flat in front" under the name of 
Mur hurdwickii. He compared it to dZus kok, that is, to the Yadraa rat 
which, he stated, it very much resembled, " but the skull is much wider and 
stronger and rather larger, and the cutting teeth am nearly twice as wide 
and am flat in front. The grinders are very little larger than those of that 
species." 

Vol. I, Plate XI, Mamm. 1832. 
t Mag. Nat. Hist. (Chnrlosworth) Vol. I, 1837, p. 686. 
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In  1842,. Dr. Gray, selecting Nus hardwickii ee hie type, described 
the genus Nesokiu, characterizing it thus, " cutting teeth very large, flat 
in front and smooth ; grinders 3.3 ; front upper large with three cross 
ridges ; the middle oblong, and the hinder much narrowed behind, each with 
two cross ridges ; the front lower grinder larger, narrowed in front with 
three cross ridges ; hinder each with tw; ridges, the hindermost smallest, 
rather narrowed behind : tail short, thiok, with whorls of scales and scattered 
bristles: toes 4 ~ 4 ,  moderate. the three middle sub-equal, long, the outer 
moderate : claws small, compressed : front thumb tubercular, with a rudi- 
mentary claw : ears moderate, naked." " This genus," Dr. Gray states, " is 
easily known from the rats (Mw) by the large size of the cutting teeth 
and the shortness of the tail : i t  appears," he continues, " to be intermediate 
between the Rats and Rhizomys." 

In  1839,t Sir Walter Elliot described the afore-mentioned rat from 
Bouthern India under the name of Mu (Neotm) providenu, identifying 
it with the Mu indim, Ueoff. and the Aruicola indica, Gray, mentioning 
its Canarese name Kok or Koku, but his identification of it with M. indicus 
Qeoff. was erroneous, aa Xwprouidms is undoubtedly a Newkia. Prof. 
A. Milne-Edwards, who has kindly examined for me the type specimen of 
bi. i d h a ,  &off. in the Paris Museum, informs me that it is very nearly 
allied to Mus decumanw, and that, although it is a little smaller, its teeth 
have the same conformation; and he further observes that Mu indieus is 
perfectly different from the animal figured by Peters under the name of 
8palacomys indim. Mus providens, however, has a skull like that of S. 
indicw, as I have satisfied myself by the examination of the skulls of two 
of Sir Walter Elliot's specimens. 

Sir W. Elliot, in considering M u p u i d e t u  aa identical with Arvicolo 
indica, Gray, lends the weight of his authority to the view that I have 
been led to adopt regarding Arvico2a indica, because there can be no doubt 
that they both belong to one sub-generic type of Mue. 

On referring to the list of Mammalia in the British Museum, published 
in 1848, three specimens of a rat are mehtioned under the name of MIM 
kok$ from Madras, and presented to the British Museum by Sir W. 
Elliot, and in the Introduction to his List of Mammalia§ 18413, Dr. 
Gray states that the Mw kok and some other species of rats ( Z u r  
&scene, &.) described in the Magazine11 of Natural History, 1837, were 
founded on specimens sent by Sir Walter Elliot, and that they were au- 

Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hiat., Vol. X, 1842, p. 264. 
t Madr. Journ. Lit. and &., Vol. X, 1889, p. 209. 
3 I. c., p. 110. 
Q Op. cil., 1848, p. vii. 
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thentic specimens of the species described by Elliot in the Madras Journal 
of Literature and Science.. There can therefore be no doubt of the iden- 
tity of Miw kok with Miwprovidene, and that the types, aa stated in the 
'List of Mammalia,' on the authority of Elliot, were from cultivated 
plains in the Madras Presidency, and from Madras itself. Thc figure of 
ArvicoIa indica, fortunately bearing the date, 1st May 1829, renders it 
impossible that any of Elliot's .specimens could have contributed the typa 
of that species, and, moreover, in the Proceedings of the 5oological Society 
of 1835, it is stated that i t  was figured from General Hardwicke's draw- 
ings. 

In the ' List of Mammalia,' there is no specimen under dZ. kok, of 
which Arvicota indica was regarded by Dr. Gray as a synonym, that could 
have formed the type of the latter, as all the specimens of M. kok that 
have been mentioned were, with one exception, received from Sir W. Elliot. 
The exception is described as (e) '' a small rat with a very long taii : India : 
from Dr. Smut's Collection." A very long tail would seem to be sufficient 
evidence that this was neither M. kok nor-Araicola andim. On again 
turning to  the ' List of Mammalia,' we find that the type of N m k i o  hard- 
wickii waa presented by Qeneral Hardwicke, and in connection with this 
it is noteworthy that animals from the North- West Provinces of India 
corresponding to  the description of that species are remarkably like the 
drawing of Amicola indica. Moreover, Blyth states that there is no rat 
in Bengal, nor apparently in Madras, corresponding to that figure, and by 
extensive research, I can confirm this statement. 

I n  the Catalogue of the Specimens and Drawings of Mammalia and 
Birds of Nepal and Tibet, presented by B. H. Hodgeon to the British 
Museum (1M6), the Xok, M. pmvidens, is aeeigned to  Nerokia, a course 
which Blyth himself followed in his Memoir on the Rats and Mice of India 
and in his Catalogue of Mammals. 

In 18412, Sir Walter Elliot presented two stuffed specimenn of M i  
providens = M. kok, Gray, to the Museum of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 
and these specimens still exist in the Indian Museum. They apparently 
belong to the variety found in the red soil, and which Elliot says ie much 
redder than the common Eoku of the black land, and they ore quite 
distinct from M. (N.) hardcoickii. 

On a review of these circumetances, I am disposed to  make the sug- 
gestion that the rat figured as Arvicola indica, cmd which (tnry considered 
to be the Mw indicua of QeoiTroy, is in reality the rat described by him, 
first under the name of Bus hardraickdi, and afterwards aa Nem& 
hardwickii ; and in connection with this view of the question, it is impor- 
tant to bear in mind that the figure of Amicola indiea was received from 

I.  c. 
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General Rardwicke who afterwards, in presenting to the British Museum 
the type of Gray's Mu8 (Nesokia) hardwickii, presented a rat agreeing 
with the figure of Awicola indica. The type of M i  indicur with which 
Gray believed his Arvicola indica to be specifically identical waa from 
Pondicherry, and as has already been stated, i t  is a true rat allied to dl. 
decumanuu, and perfectly distinct from the animal figured under the name 
of d. indiao, but, moreover, no rat has been obtained at Pondicherry a t  - 
d l  corresponding specifically to the Mu0 (NeEokio) Lrdwickii with which 
the figure of ArvicoL indica agrees. 

The specimens of Mkn provideno in the Calcutta Museum are distin- 
guished from dlw (Neookia) hardwickii by their much narrower incisors, 
smaller molars, and by a long hut narrow anterior palatine foramen, an 
opening which is very short in X i  (Nesokia) hcwdwickii, as is seen in 
Peters' characteristic figure of the so-called Spalacomye ilrdicue,+ but the 
form of the skull is the same; both differing in the same respects from 
bius. I have had the Madras rat alivet and have observed that it has the 
deep and rather short muzzle of Neeokia, with incisors broader than those 
of ordinary rats, and with the molam, when worn down, having the general 
characters of Neeokia. These rats, coming aa they do from Southern 
Ind i i  agree externally with the types of dl. providene, and have similar 
short Nasokion skulls. 

In  Lower Bengal, there is a burrowing rat, a great pest in gardens, 
in which i t  constructs numerous tortuous passages, some comparatively 
superficial, and others at times very deep, and throws up heaps resem- 
bling mole hills. It i~ closely allied to dlueprovidens, but differs from it 
in its somewhat greater size, and in other slight details, afterwards to be 
noticed. This is the rat which Blyth incomctly identified with dlur 
~ ~ & c I M ,  &off., and with which he also wrongly identilled Arvicola indim, 
iKw huttomi, Blyth, M. rattoidea, Hodgson, Mw pyctorir, Hodgson, and 
M u  dub&, Kelaart, but which is perfectly distinct from dliu (Neookia) 
bdwick i i  which also dzers  from bZ; huttoni. It appears probable that 
this is the rat also figured in the Ill. Ind. Zool. Vol. 11, pl. 21, under the 
mnie of h i c o l a  bengalensio, but which was never described. Thia being 
the case, the Bengal form must be named, whilst Mu8 (N.) hardwickii will 
stsnd for the rat originally described aa Arvicola idica ,  and afhrwarda aa 
NcsoSa hardwickii ; the original of the figure of A. zndiw being probably 
the type itself of Miu hardwickii, where= M. (N)  p m v i d ~  will stand for 
the Southern form first described by Gray under the barbarous name of x. 
kok. In the Indian Museum, there are many rats in alcohol from Fateh- 

Abhand. der K. Akad. Wiaeemch. m Berlin, 1840, p. 143, Taf. n, fig. 1. 
t I m y  t&e the opportunity to record here that males and female8 of this mt 

ercaped h m  confinement in the Calcutta Mu~eum. 
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garb, presented by the late Mr. Andrew Anderson, which yield skulls the 
exact counterpart of the skull figured by Peters as Spalacomys indicuu, 
and these rats agree with the figure of A. hdica, and with the description of 
NesokM hurdwickii. Hodgson described, in 1846, a rat from Nepal which 
he called Mus Rydrc(philur* and which Gray firet regarded as an Awieolo, 
and afterwards as a Neaokia. He  described it as characterised by its small 
ears, hardly above one-third the length of the head, also by its short tail 
" and by its finc and short pelage : the head he described as larger and the 
muzzle thicker than in the common land rats; ' above dusky brown ; below and 
the limbs nearly white. Long piles inconspicuous. Snout to vent 3+ inches ; 
tail 23 ; head I f  ; ears ; p h  ; planta +.' These characters would seem 
to indicate a rat allied to the so-called Nesokia or Spalaaomys, Peters, but 
I hesitate to pronounce any decided opinion on the species. In connection 
with the name of hydrophilus given by Hodgson to  this rat, I have 
observed that the common Nesokb of Lower Bengal, which I propose 
to name Mas (N.) blythiaflue after Blyth, who did so much to forward 
the progress of Natural History in India and to enlarge our knowledge 
of this group, manifests a remarkable capacity, for a rat of its type, 
to take to water, when hard-pressed. I ts  burrows are frequently con- 
structed on the banks of tanks in Lower Bengal, and when the rats am 
being dug out, they will freely take to the water, if that is their only way 
of escape, and swim considerable distances. To test this aquatic power, I had 
two rats placed in a large wire bird-cage, and the cage partially submerged. 
If the rats, when in those circumstances, were much annoyed, they immedi- 
ately dived to the bottom of the cage, where they could be observed run- 
ning about under water. I a h  had them removed from the cage, and let 
loose in the large sheet of water in the Zoological Gardens, between the 
two iron bridges. When let loose at  the bank, and an attempt was made 
to catch them, they immediately dived, and the stronger of the two did not 
appear a t  the surface for some time, when it was obwrved at a consider- 
able distance from the bank, making for the opposite mde. . 

I have already referred to the name given by Elliot to the allied form 
from Madras, viz., M. pmvidenr. He records of it that it stores up huge 
quantities of grain during harvest. The natives of Bengal ascribe s similu 
habit to M. ((N. bblythianiur, and i t  hes been dated to me that sometimer 
considerable quantities of grain may be found in a burrow, and that tbs 
natives being aware of this habit make raide on thew murine granaries. 

With reference to the characters of the genue Nesokia, Gray, the 
examination of a large series of skulls of M. hardwickii and of the other 
species shows that the dental features selected by Gray are essentidly 

Ann. and Mag. Nnt. Hint. Vol. XV, 1846, p. 267 ; Cat. Sp. and Draw. Mamm. 
Cc. Hodgeon, Nepal, Coll. Brit. Museum, 1846, p. 19; 1. o. 1863, new ed., p. 10. 
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those of worn teeth, and that they do not contain the characters of the 
dentition as seen in the teeth before they are worn. I n  the latter condition, 
each of the three laminae of the f i s t  upper molar presents a large central 
cusp, and a much smaller or even minute cusp on either of its sides, resulting 
as it were from the sinuous characters of each lamina of the tooth. I n  true 
mice and ordinary rats, the laminae are transversely more sinuous and 
smaller, whereas in Neeokia they are large and transverse without any 
marked sinuosity, in the more typical forms. I n  the second upper molar, 
thew are only two laminae, the first being abortive and only represented 
by a small isolated cusp attached to the anterior face of the inner cusp or 
fold of the first of the two laminae, which is exactly the same arrangement 
as in Mw. The last molar, except in having its laminae more regularly 
,transverse than in .Hue, resembles the same tooth in this latter genus. I n  
the lower jaw, there is the same regularly transverse character in the larger 
laminae as compared with Mw, but all the cusps are the same. I n  the 
large rats of the type of M. giganteus, Hardwicke, the teeth conform more 
to  the type characteristic of the ordinary rats and mice, the laminaj, how- 
ever, being relatively larger than in M u  and less sinuous, but taking the 
dentition as a whole, in connection with the form of the skull, these large 
rats are more closely allied to Neeokia than to the true rats, an opinion 
which was first held by Sir Walter Elliot.+ 

The incisor' teeth of a Neeokia are always broader than those of an 
ordinary rat, and in this respect are more chisel-shaped, but the incisor 
teeth of the krge rats such as M. giganteus are also proportionally broader 
than those of ordinary rats. 

I n  the adult animal, such as that figured by Prof. Peters, the laminae 
are very regularly transvarsely oblong without any trace of such cusps ss 
those I have described ; and in old individuals of the larger rats, such as a. 
giganteus, the teeth I have observed to be worn down, much in the same 
way as in the so-called Neeokia = Spalacomye. Considering thew facts, 
it does not appear that the genus Nmokia has any ground to recognition 
on characters derived from the dentition. The points in which the skulls 
of rate referable to the type of M. (Nesokia) hurdlrriokii, Gray, (&aka- 
c o w  indica, Peters,) M e r  from those of the ordinary rats and mice are, on 
the other hand, much more pronounced than any difference in their dentition. 
The skull of Nseokiu is a much broader and shorter skull with a short stout 
muzzle and expanded zygomata. The brain c w  is much shorter and broader 
than that of any mcmber of the genus Mw. The temporo-parietal ridges also 
me proportionally nearer each other than in Mw), and the upper surface of 
the parietals is more flattened. The anterior palatine foramina are much 

Ma&. Journ. Lif. and So., Vol. X, p. 209. Sir W. Elliot erroneously regarded 
x. prmomdcnr and X. gigantcur aa belonging to the genus Neofotna. 
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more closed than in ordinary rats and mice, and in some of the more typi- 
cal Nuoki&, such as M. hdwicki i ,  they are slmoat c l o d  There is 
also thii further difference, that the palate of Mw-Nuokia contracts more 
anteriorly than in Xss, and is alwags proportionally narrower, with a 
much shorter edentulous interspace behind the last molar than in A h .  
In the larger rats, such as X. ggigantew, the posterior portion of the 
palate, in this respect, corresponds to Xw-Nuokio, and the featurea of 
the palate generally are more X w - N i k i a n ,  than those of true Mw. 
The palate also of Bur-A'eookh is marked by two somewhat pronounced 
longitudinal furrows which are the backward prolongations of the antmior 
palatine foramina. These grooves, near their hinder extremities, have the 
posterior palatine foramina lying in their course, and beyond them they 
are prolonged over the posterior margin of the palatines where they nearly 
constitute a c l o d  canal by the inw& projection of the inner +tine 
border of the maxilla and the somewhat thickened and anteriorly recurved 
posterior margin of the palatines. This arrangement is seen to occur only 
in a very feeble degree in ordinary rate and mice which, however, have not, 
an a rule, any thickening of the hinder margin of the palatines. L i e  the 
majority of thoroughly burrowing rodents, the tympanies are relatively 
much larger than in the ordinary rata. The large rate (X. gigunteu) h.ve 
the palatine features and the tppanica of Mue-Neaokicl. These giant r& 
have rather more elongated skulls than the more typical Neaokiane and, 
in this respect, they serve to connect the latter with the generality of 
mice and rats, but in their other features they more reaemble X w - N i k i r r  
than Xw. I would therefore regard them as constituting a section of the 
sub-genus Neeokia. This view wan first put forward by 8ir Walter 
Elliot, m long ago tu 1839, and Blyth agreed with him in regarding the 
dn i t i es  manifested by the great bandicoot rate tu thoroughly NGPO)~(HI, 
and in the propriety of &?prating all of these Nkwkiaa species fmm the 
typical forms of mice. 

After a oareful consideration of the characters which thew variona 
species display, i t  appears that this sub-genus of X w  may be conveniently 
divided into three sections ; let, one section containing wch forms as 
(Neookia) Lardwickii, M. (N;) Ruttoni, X. (N.) ttclullyi, the more typical 
species of Naokia, all characterid by broad inciaore regularly laminated, 
large molars and small anterior pmlatine foramina, with taile considerably 
shorter than the body ; and the females possessing only 4 p k  of mammary 
teats, two inguinal, one axillary and one pectoral : 2nc1, another section 
comprising M. (X . )  pooidmr, X. (3.) blythianur (a 6.) and di. (N.) bm- 
el.uyanur (n. a,), distinguished by somewhat narrower incisors, smaller and leu 
regularly tranversely laminated molare, more open anterior palatine fonunins 
and longer tails ; with the females possessing aa many rrs even 7 to 9 poirr of 



mammary teats# : and, lastly, a third divimon containing H. ( X )  g{qantetu 
and X. (3.) elliotan~a, (n.a.) the so-called bandicoot rats, with longer skulls, 
broad inciaore, with molars of the type of the second section, but propor- 
tionally somewhat larger with lesr wavy laminat, longer anterior palatine 
foramina and tails nearly equalling the length of the body and head. 
I have largely collected rats for the Indian Museum fmm all parts of India, 
and out of the materials brought together I am enabled to determine the 
following species belonging to the sub-genus Nesokia. 

1st Section. 
Mus. (NESOKIA) HARDWICKXI, Gray. 

? Arvicola indiw, Gray, Gray and Hardw., Ill. Ind. Zool., Vol. I, 1832, 
PI. XI. 

bius. hardwickii, Gray, Mag. Nat. Hist, (Charlesworth), Vol. 1, 1837, 
p. 585. 

Nesokia ha~dwickii, Gray, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Vol. X, 1842, 
p. 265, List Mamm. of 1843, p. 113 ; Jerdon, Mamm. Ind. 1867, p. 190. 

? Hm hydrophilue, Hodgson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Vol. XV, 1M3, 
p. 267. 

? Mwpycloris, Hodgson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Vol. XV, 18415, 
p. 267. 

Nesokia grz@thii, Horsfd, Cat. Mamm. East Ind. As. Mus., 1851, 
p. 145. 

SpaZacmys indica, Peters, Abhand. der K. Akad. W i n s c h .  zu Berlin, 
1860, p. 143, Taf. IV,  fig. 1. 

The head short and bluff, much shorter and broader than in M. (AT) 
providens and M. (N.) blythianus ; the muzzle broad and deep, and in these 
respects i t  resembles (N.) huttoni. The eye moderately large and situated 
about half way between the ear and the end of the muzzle. Ears not large, 
smaller than in these other two species, rounded, seminude, but clad with 
minute hairs. Tail variable, but much shorter than in M. (N.) prouadm, 
and M. ( N )  blythianwr, seldom exceeding the distance between the vent 
and the middle of the neck, but shorter than in M. (N.) huttoni :. ringed, 
nearly nude, less clad than in M. (N.) providm and H. (N.)  blythiontu, 
with minute hairs. Feet well developed, smaller than in M. (N.) Wuttoni ; 
claws moderately long ; the upper surface of the feet sparsely clad. 

The fur is generally aoft and moderately long, but not so mlky aa 
M. (N.) huttoni : i t  varies however in this respect and is sometimea somewhat 

* Hodgwn described a rat, as Y. plurimammiu from Nepal and the Terai, which, 
from the description and the proportional length of its tail appoam to be an allied 
~paciee. 
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harsh. The pelage, as in the other species, consists of three kin& of hairs, 
short under-lying fur, and ordinary h i m ,  intermixed among which, cepe- 
cially on the dorsal and escral regions, are numerous long black hairs which 
project a long way beyond the fur, as in dl. (N.) blythianus,* but not to 
the same extent. The general colour of the animal on the upper parta i n  
sandy brown or fawn, paler on the sides, and dusky grey with 8 tinge of 
yellowish rufous on the under-surface. The m d e ,  feet and tail am flesh- 
coloured, and the ears are of the same colour but somewhat darker. 

Mr. Blanfordf hes pointed out that di. (N.) k d w k k i i  is a much 
larger animal than H. (N.) hutboni. The measurements of the largest 
male, X. (N.) huttmi, mentioned by him are as follows, taken from the h h  
animal, viz. :- 

.............................. Length of body and head ,...... 7" 
Length of tail, ................................................ 4"-6 
Length of hind foot, .......................................... 1".6 

whereas the largest male, out of an extensive series of this rat in alcohol, 
collected by the late Mr. Andrew Anderson a t  Fatehgarh, gives the follow- 
ing dimensions : 

Length of body and head, ....................................... 7*-85 
,, of tail ,... ................................................... 4 - 6 0  
,, of hind foot, ............................................. l"27 

Besides differing in size these species would appear also to  differ in 
the relative proportions of the tail and the feet, the latter being somewhat 
larger in M. (AT) huttoni, than in M. (N;) hardwickii. !J!he AE ( N .  
p & t h i  of Horsfield in its proportion agrees with this species. If two 
female examplee of the two species from the same localities are compared, 
wo have similar results, thus- 

X. (N.) huttoni. N. ((N.) Za+durickii 
9 ? 

............... Length of body and head, 6.50 6"45 
,, of tail, .............................. 4.55 q . 1 5  
,, of hind foot, ..................... 1.43 I*..>- ,a 

I am indebted to Dr. Dobson for having compared the foregoing male 
epecimen from Fatchgarh with the type in the British Museum, with 
which he pronounces it to agree. 

The skulls, however, are remarkably alike and the only differences I 
can detect are, that the molar teeth of animals by their other characters 
referable to M. (N.) huttoni, are somewhat larger than those of H. ( L ? )  
Lrdwickii, thc anterior palatine foramina of the latter being a little shorter 

Thew pilos are not shown in the tlgure of the species in the Zoology of Persia 
t Zoo1 of Persia, p. 69. 
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than that of the former, but in both they are much closed and their characters 
are well shown in the female skull of this species figured by Prof. Peters. 
This foramen, however, is subject to a slight variation in the degree to 
which it is closed. The skulls of both species agree in having an expanded 
surface to the malar process of the maxillary. 

Mr. Andrew Anderson forwarded to the Indian Museum from Fa- 
tehgarh specimens agreeing with the example that has been compared 
with the type of the species and which also conforms to Hodgson's de- 
scription of HIM. pyctoris, the type of which, however, Dr. Dobson informs 
me, he has not been able to h d  either in the British Museum or in the 
India Museum. 

This species in the proportion of its tail, in the colour of its pelage, 
in the flesh-coloured character of its several parte, such as its feet and 
tail, and in the form of its head so closely approaches the figure of the 
animal depicted as Aruicoh indica, that I hesitate only with a meagre 
doubt to regard it as identical with the animal figured under that name. 
The only dubiety I have in expressing this opinion arises from the affinity 
that exists between X. (X) hrdwickii, and the burrowing rodent described 
by Blyth aa di. (N.)  huttoni. 

This species ie very prevalent about Fatehgarh in the North-Western 
Provinces of India, and if dL; grrflthi is correctly identified with it, the spe- 
eies would appear to extend into Afghanistan, to the district about Quettah. 

Mus (NESOKIA) HUTTONI. 

Mua huttoni, Blyth, Jour. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. XV., 1846, p. 139. 
Nesokia indica, Blyth, Jour. As. Soc. Bengal, Vol. XXYII, 18G3, 

p. 328,partim: id. Cat. Mamm. 88. SOC. HUE., 1863, p.'112,partitn. 
Nesokia huttoni, Blanford, Zool. of Persia, 1876, p. 59, P. VI, fig. 1, 

et cranium, figs. 1 and 2, p. 60. 

Head and general form of the animal the same aa in di. (A?) hard- 
raickii, but with larger feet and a somewhat longer tail. Fur also as in 
that specios, but more soft and silky and paler fawn-coloured, the under 
parta being pale hoary, sometimes tinged with yellowish and ferruginous. 
The ears are round and about the same dimensions as in M. (N.)  hardwicfii, 
and very sparsely clad with minute hairs. The feet sparsely covered with 
short whitish hairs and the tail also almost nude. The nose and feet are 
flah-colonred, but the tail and ears are darker and brownish. 

d Q 
Leng,crth of body and head,+ ........................ 7"' 6".7 

,, of tail, ....................................... 4"'6 f l . 9  
,, of hind feet, ................................. 1"'~ 1".5 

* Those moaaaremonts am tsken from Mr. Blnnford's "Pare%" and aro those of 
f oah specimone. 

27 
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The general characters of the skull I have already indicated under 
X. ( X )  hardroickii. 

Mr. Blanford atat .  that this field-rat has only 3 pairs of rmunmq but 
in a female collected by him at Kalaghn, BalbchistBn, I observe that it has 
the same number of mammm as the female of X. (N.) hurdzaiokii, air., 8, 
two inguinal pairs, one axilliuy pair, and one pectoral pair aa in that p i e s .  
Mr. Blanford probably overlooked the axillary mamma which occur also in 
M. (N.) p o v i h ,  and M. (AT) bblythianus, and in the ordinary rats, such 
as M. deermanus. 

The Indian Museum has received thia p i e s  from Umballa, where it 
waa obtained by the late Lieut.-Col. Tytler ; from KalagBn in Balbchkhin 
from Mr. Blanford, who ham also presented examples from Shhhbandar and 
Khipra, Sind ; and from Karachi examples have been received fmm Mr. J. & 
Murray of the Municipal Museum of that town. 

Examples have also been quite recently sent to the Indian Museum 
from Dakka, Afghanistan, by that observant naturalist Dr. Arthur Barclay. 
He states that this species occurs in large numbers all about that Fort, 
which ie at a low elevation, being only a little above Peshawar. The soil 
is loose and very fine, almost like exceedingly fine sand. The holes of this 
rat do not run deep but ramify horizontally, just below the surface of the 
ground. It throws out a mound of earth at the exit of the hole. I have 
never seen these rats out of their dens during the day, but frequently 
during my evening walk I have watched them throwing out &h. The 
mouth of the hole is usually kept shut up with earth." 

. M. (NESOKXA) 8cmn1.  
Nseokio tcullyi, J. Wood-Mason, Prou. h. Soc. Beng., 1876, p. 80. 

Form of body and head the same as in ilf (N.) hdwickii, but digtin- 
guished from i t  and from x. (N.) huttoni,to both of which i t  is closely allied, 
by its much larger feet, the hinder pair of which in ananimal with the body 
and head 6'"6 long, the hind foot and chws measure 1".72, whereas in 
(3.) bdwick i i  and M. ( X )  huttoni, in animala of the same dimension 
the feet measure respectively lU.26 and lV.43. The tail ie longer than in 
M. (N.) hurdwickii, and in its proportions it more resembles the tail of 
H. (N.)  huttmi. The fur also is longer and more silky than the fur of 
the two foregoing species, but in this respect it is approached by X. (N.) 
huttmi. The tail is stated by Mr. Wood-Mason to be without a Bingle 
hair, but in 'the type I observe that it is very sparsely covered with hairs, 
to the tip. The feet are clad with short brown hairs, but to a less e-t 
than in any of the other species. 

The fur is a slightly paler fawn than that of M. (N.) hdtoni, the lang 
pilee being white tipped. The sides are still paler, and the under surfPce is 
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a pale grey, tinged with yellowish. The whiskers are black, tipped with 
white. The ears are short, scarcely appearing above the fur, and they are 
almost nude, but sparsely clad as in the other species. The feet and claws 
flesh-coloured. 

The skull has a broader muzzle than the skull of 2E (N.) huttoni, 
than which it is somewhat larger, exceeding also the size of the skull of 
a. (N) JMrdwicIEji. It also differs from the skull of M. (N) huttoni, in its 
greater supraorbital breadth and less expanded zygomatic. It has the ex- 
panded malar process of the maxillary as in M. (N.) hardwickii and Z. (N.) 
huttoni, but to less extent than in the latter species, than which the lachrymal 
foramen is much smaller. I ts  molar teeth are also larger than in M. (N.) 
huttoni, and its anterior palatine foramina are more open. Dr. Scully 
gives the dimensions as follows : total length 11".8, tail 5".2, and the weight 
as 5.6 oz. The irides he states are dark brown. 

This species was obtained by Dr. Scully at  Sanju in Kaahgaria and 
presented by him to the Indian Museum. 

The Indian Museum has received from Muscat, Arabia, a young rat be- 
longing to this sub-genus, of the following dimensions. Length of body 
and head 3".35, tail Y.30, hind foot 0"-98. Ite earn are small and rounded, 
its tail is rather densely clad with short hairs. It is too young to indicate 
its species, but it ia quite distinct from any of the field rats described in 
this article. 

2nd Section. 
Mue (NE~OKIA) paomwe. 

XW kok, Gray, Mag. Nat. Rid. (Charlesworth's), Vol. I, 1837, 
p. 585, p a r t k ,  nec Armcola ilrdica, Gray ; id. List of M a m a  B. M. 1843, 
partah; Kelaart, Prod. Faun. Zeyl. 1832, p. 66. 

Mw (Neotonrca) providenu, Elliot, Mad. Jour. Lit. &., Vol. X, 1839, 
p. 209, partim, nec MM indicua, &off. St. Hil., nec Arvicola indica, Gray. 

Mw (Nesokia) indinrs, Blyth, Cat. Mamm. As. Soc. Mue., 1863, p. 112, 
partim, nec Arvicola indica, Gray, nec H. huttmi. 

Nesokia idica ,  Blyth, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, Vol. XXXII, 1863, 
p. 329, partim, nec M. Lrdwickii, nec Mw indim, @off., St. Hil. ; Jerdon 
Mammal of Ind. 1867, partim. 

Mw Lrdwickii, Kelaart, Prod. Faun. Zylanicca, 1862, p. 65. 

The head short and truncated, with a deep muzzle ; the ears nearly 
round, the height equalling the distance between the tip of the muzzle and 
the eye, nearly nude, but sparsely covered with minute hairs. Eye moder- 
ately large, occupying about the middle of the intervml between the tip of 
the snout and the ear. Feet well developed. Claws ehort and stout. The 
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ta;i nearly equals the length of the trunk and head, and is thns longer than 
in X. ((N.) blythianur, seminude, ringed and with short brown bristly hairs 
around the margin of the annuli. Whiikera full and long. 

The fur is rather harsh and long and consists as in the other species of 
three kinds, but the long piles are not numerous. 

The general colour of the upper parts is brown, paler than in di: (N.) 
blythianua, with an intermixture of yellowish or fawn-coloured hairs as in 
that species, producing a varied hue of brown and yellow : the under parts 
are whitish with a yellowish tinge, and thew are no brown or long hairs 
intermired. There is a variety occurring in the red soil and which Elliot 
says is much redder# in colour than the common fiku of the dark land. 
The nose, ears and feet are dark flesh-coloured or brownish, and tho feet 
are covered with short brown hairs. The claws are yellowish. The whiskers 
are black. 

Sir Walter Elliot gives the following measurements of an old male : 
length of body 7 inches ; of tail 64 ; total 1 3 i  ; of head l& ; of ear ; 
of fore palm ; of hind palm If ; weight 6 oz. 5 dm "f 

The skull is considerably maller than that of di. (N.) blythianw, of 
the same age, from which it is also distinguished by its more outwardly arch- 
ed malar process of the maxillary; by its coneiderably smaller teeth, and 
long, but less open, anterior palatine foramina The brain caeo also is rela- 
tively shorter and more globular than that of M. (N.) blythianw. The total 
lengths of two female skulls of the same age of these species stand in the 
following relations to each other. M. (N.)  p v i d m s ,  11'.45. di. (AT) blythie 
nus, 1''-67. Molar line in the former O'I.30, in the latter 0".33. The upper 
surface of the skull in the fronto-nasal region is less arched in M. ( N )  p c i  
d m ,  than in X. (N.) blythinnw. The incisors are brilliant orange, more 
so than in di. (N.) blythianus, but this is a variable character. 

The external features which distinguish this from the nearly allied dI: 
(N.) blythianur are its smaller size and slightly shorter head and muzzle, 
and somewhat smaller ears and longer tail, associated with a paler brown 
fur and fewer long piles. 

This animal occurs in southern Western India and also in Ceylon. I n  
the Indian Museum, there is one of Kelaart's specimens of Xw dubiw, and 
which he afterwards considered to be Nesokia hardwickii, but its skull and 
features generally are those of this species. 

This species produces from 8 to 101 at a birth. Elliot relates that this 
burrowing field-rat is largely eaten by the Wuddurs, or tank-diggers, who also 

* It is a curiona circumstance that the pelage of M. (A'?.) b&t&any becamm 
quite rufous in alcohol and that stuffed apecimene long e x p d  to light, change to the 
same hno, as do also stuffed axamplea of N. ((N. prwprwiddnr. 

t I. c., p. 210. 
$ I. c., p. 210. 
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plunder its burrows for the grain that is stored up for its winter con- 
sumption, and he mentions that in favourable localities the Wuddurs 
find the grain in such quantities as to subsist almost entirely upon it, 
during that season of the year ! Sir Walter Elliot has also described the 
burrows of this species, which apparently closely correspond to those of 
M. (N.) blythianus, and he states that a variety is said to frequent the 
banks of nullahs and to take to the water when pursued, but that these 
diier in no respect from the common kind-an exact parallel to what 
occurs also with the allied form di. (N.) blythianus found in Bengal. 

Mus (NEBOKIA) BLYT-B, n. s. 

? Arvicola bengalmia, Gray and Hardw., Ill. Ind. Zool., Vol. 11, 
1633-31, pl. 21, not described. 

Mus (Nesokin) indicus, Blyth, Cat. Mamm. As. Soc. Mus, 1863, p. 112 
padim, nec Ma indicus, Geoffroy St. Hil. 

Nesokia indica, Blyth, Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. XXXII, 1868, 
p. 329, pnriim, nec Mwr indicus, Geoffroy St. Hil. ; Jerdon, Mamm. Ind. 
1867 p. 187, partim, nec N. indicus, Geoffroy St. Hil. 

Head moderately large, but the muzzle broad and deep compared with 
Mws decumanus. Ears rounded ; about. one half the length of the interval 
between their base anteriorly and the tip of the snout nearly nude, but 
sparsely covered with minute hairs. Eye moderately large, placed a little 
nearer the ear than towards the tip of the snout. Feet well developed, 
moderately large. Claws short and stout. The length of the tail some- 
what variable, but rarely exceeding the length of the trunk, exclusive of the 
head. It is ringed and sparsely covered with short bristly hairs a t  the 
margins of the rings. 

The fur is rather coarse and the piles are profusely intermixed among 
the pelage and project a long way beyond it. These long hairs are most 
numerous on the lumbar and sacral regions. 

The general colour of the animal is dark brown with fleshy-coloured 
nose, ears and feet, the under-surface having a somewhat greyish tint ap- 
proaching to hoary. Intermixed among the generally brown hairs of the 
upper parts, are numerous yellowish hairs producing a speckled appearance, 
and these yellow hairs give rise to a somewhat rufous tint in the brown 
colour. The under-surface is without any intermixture of brown and yellow 
hairs. The ears and upper surface of the feet and the tail are clad with 
ehort brown hairs. The whiskers are black. 
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Measurements in the flesh, of male and female. 

d ? 
Length of body and head ,... ..................... 8 "-20 6"-05 

........................ ,, J Y  tail, 6 ".45 6 '~55 
Total length, ....................................... 14".65 11'-60 
Length of hind foot, .............................. 1 '.30 1 '-30 
Height of ear,. ...................................... OU.83 0 "-75 
Breadth of ear, .................................... 0O.75 Oq.65 

The females are distinguished by the presence of 8 pain of mam- 
mary teats. Two in the inguinal region, four on the sides, one pair in the 
d l a  and one pectoral pair. 

The skull is distinguished from the skull of the nearly allied form 
iff (N.) pprouidms by the characters already stated, and £ram the skull of 
X. krdwickii it differs in its considerably narrower incisors and smaller 
and more irregularly laminated molars, and by its long and open anterior 
palatine foramina. It is also a more arched skull. The incisor teeth an? 
orange, occasionally brilliantly so, but genemlly white towards their tip, 
whilst in some these teeth are nearly white in both sexes, but the teeth of 
the males are usually the most coloured. 

The nasals vary considerably in length and breadth. Compared with the 
skulls of ordinary mice, shortness of muzzle is one of its most distinguishing 
features, asedciahd with expansion of the zygomata and general rotundity. 
The skull of the male is always considerably larger than that of the female. 
Among males found among the native huts, I have observed two types of 
skull, one larger than the typical form, but the animals in other respede 
were identical with other males conforming to the ordinary type of sk& 
1 have never observed these more elongated skulls in females, but if they 
do occur I would be disposed to attribute the variation to inter-breeding 
with Hua decumanue. 

The adult rat, in its external appearance, has a strong resemblance ta 
211. decummve, when the depth of its muzzle and longer tail are overlooked, 
and a superficial obsemer at  first sight would be dispwd to regard them as 
one and the m e  species. 

It is distinguished from M. (NJ hrdwickii, by its much longer tail, 
by its coarser and much darker pelage, narrower incisors and larger ears, and 
these features and its much smaller feet distinguish it from di. (NJ mull+ 

It is a larger animal than M. (NJ p o o i d m ,  than which it has same- 
what larger ears, a larger head, and broader incisors.. 

The Indian Museum possesses examples of this species from QhaGipar 
in the North-Went of India, from Dacca, Cachar and Midnapore, and 
numerous specimens from Calcutta and its neighbowhood. 
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I n  Cachar specimens, the colow is somewhat darker. 
Thie rat is very generally distributed over Lower Bengal, and fromits 

abundance it becomes a nuisance in gardens, owing to the tortuous character 
of itp burrows, and from the circunwtance that they are generally only a few 
inches blow ground, unless the animal happens to burrow on the bank of e 
tank when the burrow usually runs horizontallg inwards. A burrow con- 
sists of a great number of short passages which run a short way and then 
stop, but I have been unable to debct that they am generally constructed 
on one plan. There is, of course, a continuous but tortuous principal pas- 
sage from which the offshoots are given off, and the termination of the 
former, or it may be the end of one of the short passages, may be enlarged 
and contain a nest of leaves and grass. Other burrows are much simpler, 
consisting of only a few passages with one principal passage running right 
inwards for a long way, and these are generally constructed on the banke 
of tanks. From a nest such as that described I have removed as many as 
10 young rats. Like bll. (I?.) providens, it is of a fierce disposition and 
utters a, peculiar aspirant sound, grinding and rather knocking its teeth 
together a t  the same time, and erecting all its fur, more especially the 
long piles, and contracting its ears which, like the emrs of rats generally, are 
capable of a folded contraction, about the middle of the conch. 

I have already mentioned its aquatic habit and that of storing grain. 
The Indian Museum, some years ago, received from Moulmein, through 

the late Captain Hood, a nearly albino adolescent female Nesokia closely 
allied to  this species and to M. ( N .  proaidmu, but as it is immature, 
and abnormal in colour, I hesitate to name it specifically. The following 
are its measurements : 

Length of body and head, .................................... 6.70 
,, of tail, ................................................... 5".26 

Totallength, ...................................................... 11".9(1 
Length of hind foot , ............................................. 1".32 

................................................... Height of ear, W75 
The skull has the ordinary characters of this section of the Sub-genus, 

and manifests some affinities to di. (N.) providens, more especially in its 
anterior palatine foramina, which are narrower than in M. (N.) blythianw. 

Hodgson has described a rat which is closely allied to this species, viz., 
M. (NJ plwimammis. 

Mua (NESOKIA) B A E C L A Y ~ K ~ ~ ,  n. s. 

Dr. Arthur Barclay of the Bengal Medical Service, obtained at Q6ng 
Central India, an adult male field rat which appeared at  &st sight to be e 
new generic type, judging from its external appearance only. Whilst it had 
the general form of Nerokia thew was this remarkable feature that its ears 
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were nude and only projecting a very short way above the fur, while a 
broad white band ran from above the nose, through the eye, to the ear. I 
had the animal figured and afterwards killed, and on examining the skull 
there could be no doubt regarding the animal's ani t ies ,  and that it was 
closely allied to Mw (Neeokia) blythialrue, having the same narrow 
incisors, compared with X. (N.) krdwickii, and the same small molars, 
with wide anterior palatine foramina. 

The ears were nearly symmetrical on either side and, as already stated 
projected only a little above the fur. It seemed to me, however, that their 
short character was due to their having been artificially cut, as the margin of 
each ear was rounded and unhaired. I was therefore disposed to conclude 
that this rat must have been once in confinement, probably on account of the 
curious sport of a white band from the nose through the eye, and that either 
to mark the animal so that it could always be recognised, or perhaps with 
the object of enhancing its value to the uninitiated, its ears had been cut. 
There could be no doubt but that it was a Neeokia allied to, but probably 
distinct from, Mw (N.) blythianus. 

I was so convinced of this that I sent to the North-West for more spe- 
cimens of these field rats, and to Mr. Whitwell of the Opium Department, 
Ghhzipur, I am indebted for a female field rat which appears to be a normal 
example of a species which was first made known by the sport which I have 
described. 

The following is a description of this species : 
Muzzle short and bid, less so than in bl. ((N.) hardwiokii, and slight- 

ly shorter than in M. (N.)  blybhianus. Ears moderately large and rounded. 
Forehead slightly arched. Tail exceeding the length of the trunk, but not 
equalling the length of the combined body and head : ringed and sparsely 
clad. Hind foot well developed. Piles moderately long. Fur not very 
soft, much coarser than in N. (N.) huttond. General colour of upper parta 
brown or brownish, tending to silvery grey on the under surface. Feet 
and muzzle flesh-coloured ; hair brownish. Tail nearly black. Claws horny 
white. 

Dimensions of male and female. 
8 9 

Length of body and head, ........................... 8 "*70 Y.75 
,, of tail, ....................................... 7 "90 7 "-00 
,, of hind foot, ................................. 1'.39 lU.33 

The skull is considerably larger than that of M i  (N.) blythM11~1, 
relatively longer and more arched. There is not, however, very great 
difference in size between the teeth of this form and that of X. (N.) blythi- 
anue, and the anterior palatine foramina aro much the same in both. The 
nasals are considerably relatively broader and larger than those of 4Cw (N.) 
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blythicmus, but these bones appear to be subject to considerable variation in 
this group, and, in the female skull, they are much narrower than in the 
skull of the male. 

I n  Sind, there is a field rat which corresponds in its general character 
t o  this species. The skull of a female from Khipra, Thar and PBrkar 
District, Sind, has all the characters of the female from Ghszipur with 
exactly similar nasals. 

A very closely allied, if not identical rat to this, is found a t  Srinagar, 
Kashmir, and of which the Indian Museum haa one example collected by 
Dr. Stoliczka. 

I t s  skull exactly agrees with the skull of the male (see figure), except 
that its nasals are a little narrower. This Kashmir rat is a dark sandy 
brown above, with long black piles, especially on the lower portion of the 
back ; the under surface of the animal being yellowish with an intermixture 
of dusky. The fur is coarse, resembling that of this species, of which the 
Kashmir rat is probably a local race. 

This rat appears also to occur in the Purneah District, and in the 
Indian Museum there is a skull of a rat, marked CachBr, seemingly closely 
allied to this form. 

3rd Section 
' Mus (NESOKIA) ELLIOTANUS, n. s. 

Head short and deep ; muzzle deep and broad ; eye half may between ear 
and nose, moderately large ; ears not large, rounded sparsely covered with 
short hairs. Feet large and well developed with strong claws and sparsely 
clad. Tail sparsely covered with short bristles ou the margins of the 
annuli, and nearly equalling the length of the body and head. 

Pelage coarse, with moderately long piles, most numerous on the back 
and over the rump. Vibrissre moderately long. 

General colour above, brown with intermixed yellowish or pale brown 
hairs, producing much the same colour as in M. ( N ; )  blythianue, paler on 
the sides and passing into greyish on the under parts. Nose and feet flesh- 
coloured. Ears dark brown, tail blackish. 

Measurements of 4 specimens. 
Calcutta. Purneah. Calcutta. Purneah. 
d 8 ? juv. 0 juv. 

Length of body and head,. .. 10".50 9*.85 8".25 V.95 
of tail, 5".80* 4 . 7 0  7 " 4 0  6".90 ,, ............... 
of hind foot, 2'.28 Zn.28 2"04 lV%3 ,, ......... 

Height of ear, .............. lR.12 lR.O8 Om.95 1".03 
The skull of this species approaches in size the dimensions of the skull 

of such rib as M, (iV,) giyantnrs, but in form it resembles the skull of 
Imperfect. 

28 
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M. (N.) blythianus more than that of the former, being less elongated and 
with a shorter muzzle, with less breadth between the lachrymal foramina. 
Thc teeth have the same characters as in di. (N.) blythiaaw, but, of coune, 
arc very much larger. Tho nasals are moderately short and very different 
from the broad nasals of X. (N . )  giganteus. 

Thc total length of the skull of the largest male is 2-20 from the upper 
border of tho foramen mngnum to the end of the premalillaries, with a 
maximum breadth of 1.27 across the zygomatic. 

BIr. S. E. Peal has presented to  tho Indian Museum from Sib-r, 
Assam, a rat distinctly referable to this species, and I am indebted t o  
Mr. W. T. Blanford for tho opportunity to examine another example of 
this species from the IihBsi HilIs. 

I n  all of these skulls, the female as well as the male, the incisors are 
bright orange, but in the female somewhat paler, due to  her youth or, it  may 
be, sex, and with white tips as in the male Assam skull. 

I obtained this rat first a t  Purneah and afterwards two specimens at 
Calcutta. The adult male of these two I obtained from a native who assert- 
ed that he found it in a palm tree, which I discredit. It ie evidently a bnr- 
rowing rat closely allied to M. (N.) blythinnus. It would appear to be very 
rare about Calcutta, for I have not succeeded in obtaining more than two 
spccimcns, notwitbatanding that I have made special efforts t o  obtain 
others. In  all probability, the rats mentioned by Hardwicke as Calcutta 
bandicoots werc large examples of XWI decumnnus, which occasionally at- 
tains to a great size. 

Blyth, in his Bfemoir on the Rats and Mice'of India, remarked that 
Nesokia indica (=& blythianw) had not been seen from the eastward of 
the Bay of Bengal, though i t  was likely enough to occur in tho dry climate 
of the region of the Upper Irawadi. Mr. Theobald in 1866*, in confirmation 
of this supposition of Blyth's, recorded the occurrence a t  Tonghoo, on the 
Sittang, of a rat which he referred to this sub-genus. The dimenione 
indicate an animal of about the same size as ilf. (N.) elliotanus, but d i s  
tinguished from it a t  once by the different proportions of its tail and trunk. 
I t  is in all probability a new species. 

Mt.8 (NENOKIA) GIGANTEUN. 

N u s  gigndeue, Hardwicke, Trans. Journ. Linn. Soc., Vol. VII ,  1804, 
p. 306, P1. 18 ; Desm. Mamm. 1822, p. 298 ; Brantz, Muizen, 1827, p. 101 ; 
Gray, Proc. Zoo. Soc. 1832, p. 4Q ; Kelaart, Faun= Zeylanicz, 1852, p. 5s. 

X h s  (~Veotomn) giganteus, Elliot, Madr. Journ. Lit, and Sc., Vol. X, 
1839, p. 209. 

PTOC. As. SOC. Bcng. p. 239, 
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XUS Bn?~dicotn, Blytb, Cnt. Jlamm. As. Soc. Mus., 1863, p. 112 ; id. 
Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, Vol. SSSII ,  18G3, p. 333. 

Palrdi Koku, Telegu = Pig-rat, according to Elliot, 1. c., p. 209. 

Nose somewhat pointed ; muzzle moderately long and rather deep ; eye 
considerably nearer to the ear than to the nose, moderatcly large. Ears 
somewhat large and rounded, nearly nude, but sparsely clad with short brown 
hairs. Tail broadly ringed, sparsely clad with short hairs and nearly equal- 
ling thc length of the bocly and head. Feet well developed, sparsely clad 
on their upper surfaces with short hairs ; claws not strong. Vibrissae long, 
some of those of the moustache passing behind the ear. 

Pelage coarse, consisting of three kinds of hairs, viz., the underlying - 
fur, the bristly hairs of the general pelage and the long coarse piles which 
are intermixed in great profusion among the fur of the back. These long 
piles are especially abundant on the lumbar and dorsal'regions where they are 
very long, and being so numerous hido the general pcl.age lying below them 
and project out a long way beyond it. The piles are almost entirely absent 
from the eides of the animal and from the head and neck, but, beyond the 
latter region they rapidly increase in numbers and length. In  the living 
animal, these piles are always as a rule erect. 

The general colour of the animal is earthy brown with intermixed 
yellow hairs, paler on the siclece, where the yellowish or grey hairs are more 
numerous, owing to  tlle absence of the piles. The piles are so numerous 
on the back that that region is uniform dark brown, and this colour is pro- 
longed along the back to the head. The under surface is dusky brown with 
a greyish tint. The limbs are brownish, and the nose, inside of the ear 
and the feet are flesh-coloured, the upper surface of the latter being sparsely 
covered with dark brown hairs. The tail is black. 

This animal attains to a great size ; the type having measured 13-25 
inches in the length of its body and head, with a tail 13 inches long ; but 
adult males are even larger than this. 

The skull of this rat is much more elongated than the skull of 31: (N.)  
proridens, but it, as already statcd, belongs to the same group, but is, of course, 
immensely larger, measuring 2"%6 in length by V.35  in maximum breadth 
across the zygomatic. It differs from tho skull of the allied species from 
Lower Bengal and Assam in its slightly more elongated muzzle and very 
much larger nasals. The female has 12 mamms. 

This species occurs in great numbers in the district around 0th 
and, like its congener X. ((N.) blythinnus, i t  has the reputation of being 
a water rat. I n  the Manbh61n District it  is not uncommon, but two 
specimens in the Indian Rfuseum are much greyer than those from Bhhdra- 
chellum, south of the aodhvari, presented by Mr. W. T. Blnnford, and which 
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nearly resemble the bandicoot of Ceylon. The Manbhfim rats hare many 
greyish piles interspersed among the dark brown hairs, but this seems to 

only a local variation of no importance. Their skulls agree nith the 
of the bandicoots from Gbna, for which I am indebted to 

Dr. A. Barclay, and are not separable specifically from them. Although 
these Gfina rats and also the bandicoots from the south of the God6vari 
are the exact counterparts in external appearance of the Ceylon rats, the 
skulls of the latter have remarkably different nasals from the rats of Qha 
and Manbhhm, being much narrower and more posteriorly pointed, and 
moreover the muzzle of the skull is narrower and not so long. Allowance, 
however, must be made for variation, especially in insular examples of a 
species, and I am, therefore, disposed to regard the foregoing dif£erences 
observable in the species of the Ceylon bandicoots in this light. 

Deccription of Ploteu. I 

Plate XIII ,  Hue (N.)  blythionus : a, upper view of skull of a 8 ; nat. 
I 

I 
Pize : b, under view of same skull : c, aide view of same skull : dl teeth 
of right upper jaw and teeth of right lower jaw, enlarged 
MWS (N.) prouidene : e, upper view of skull of dl. X pprouikc, nat. 
size : f, under view of same skull : g, side view of same : A, 
teeth of right upper and lower jaws, enlarged. 
Nw fa.) barclayanus : i ,  upper view of s k d  : j, under view of Skull : I 
k, side view of skull : 1, teeth of right upper and lower jaws, enhqed. 

1 

Plate XIV, Mu8 (N.) giganteus : a, upper view of skull : b, under view of 
skull : c, side view of skull : dl 1, teeth of right upper jaw, enlarged : 
d, 2, teeth of right lower jaw, enlarged. 

(N.) elliotariw : e, upper view of skull : f, under view of skull : 
g, side view of skull : 1, right upper and lower teeth, enlarged. 
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Abrornia affinis, 18 
* ,, flavigularis, id. 

xanthoechiatus, 19 
~ c d u r a  Maensis, 18 

,, egertoni (var. khaeianua) 24 
, oglei, 18 

Adoretua nudiuaculus, 173 
simplex, ib. 

* ~ g s d u e  dichrous, 169 
Alcedo grandis, 14 
Alcippe collaris, 26 
Ammophila nigripes, 167 

*Anomala stoliczkse, 173 
*Aphodiue mger, 170 

,, kaahmirenak, 171 
,, tenuimanua, ib. 

Apis florea, 169 
indica, id. 

&cola indica, 214, 221 
,, bengnlenais, 227 

Assam, earthquakes in, during 1877, 4 
Athene cuculoides, 22 
Batrachoatomue a&& 14 

1 )  caetaneua, ib. 
11 cornutue, id. 
9 1  hodgsoni, ib. ,, javensis, 13 

*Bembex fossoriue, 168 
Bithynia pnlchella, 141 
Bombua eximius, 168 

montivngus, ib.  
*~roiLhocela b-ana, 127 ,, criatatella, ib. 

,, jubata, ib. 
,, mollucrma, ib .  

smaragdina, ib. 
~ u d ~ & s  citreola, 19 

,, citrcoloidce, ib.  
Calobates melnnope, 19 
Carychium indicum, 149 
Certhia discolor, 16 
Ceryle guttatrr, 14 
Ceyx t,ridartyla, 14 
Chclidon nipelensis, 13 
Chleuasicua d c c p s ,  tnr .  atrosupercili- 

16 
Chlonon lobatum, 167 
Claudia cylindrica, 146 

,, waagcni, 147 

Ccelostele scalaris, 147 
Corbicula ksehmirenais, 14 7 

,, occidena, ib. 
Cosmoscarta basinolata, 194 

,, maaoni, ib. 
megamera, ib. 

~ u t c c  tidal observations in Gulf of, 26 
Cutia nipalenais, 19 
Cylindrus insularis, 149 
Cyornie unicolor, 16 
Dentition aberrant of Pelia tigria, 2 
Diacamma scalpatrum, 168 
D m  duasumieri. 126 

,, maculatus, ib. 
,, major, 125 
,, quinquefaschtus, 126 

treniopterua, ib. 
~ a r k ~ u a k e s  in Aasam in 1877, 4 

,, in Panjab, March 2 x 4  
1878, 151 

Elis lindeni, 167 
Ennea bicolor, 147 
Erinaceua auritus, 2QO 

,, blanfordi, 208 
,, collaris, 200 
,, gray4 204 ,, indicue, ib. 
,, jerdoni, 209 
,, micropus, 200 

* ,, njger, 212 
,, nudiventria, 200 
,, pictua, 203 
r ,  s~abgua,  206 

Eumenee arcuatas, 168 
Felis tigris, aberrant dentition 04 2 
,, quadridentatus, 8 

tetraodon, id. 
&ticicola huttoni, 144 
Garrulax chimnsie, 17 

,, nuchalis, ib.  
Garrulue bispecularie, 21 
Gomchiue melanolophua, 21 
Gocinus striolatus, 14 
Geoatilbia balanua, 147 

*Qcotrupee kashmirensis, 171 
Qlcssula huegeli, 149 
Grammatoptila ~triata, 16 
Gymnura rafflemi, 160 
Halcyon atricapillus, 14 



Halcyon pileah, 14 
Helicarion cassida, 144 ,, flemingii, 143 

19 ,, war. altivagns, ib. ,, monticola, id. 
scutella, id. 

~ e m i z h i n n s  collaris, 206 
gnryi,ib. 

,, epatrcnllus, ib. 
*Hemiplecta 'amuensis, 142 

,, Lbiata, id. 
,, ligulate. ,, monticola, id. 

Henicurue whistnceus, 19 
,, ecouleri, ib. 
,, sinensiq 16. 

*Hoplea concolor, 171 
Horornis fuliginiventer, 18 
Huhua nipalensis, 72 
Hyalina fulva, 141 

lucida, ib. 
~bidbrhynchus struth- 21 

*Ilybius cinctua, 169 
Ixulus rufigenis, 20 

strintuq ib. 
gaiLlla barrakporensis, 142 
Kahmir ,  snowfull in, 17 7 
Kctupa flavipcs, 12 

,, magnifica, ib. 
*Lachnosterna pulvinosa, 178 

9, Stoliczkm, ib. ,, atridulens, ib. 
Larun ridibnndus, 22 
Lincos analis, 167 
Lightning Rode, relative acrctional arean 

for copper and iron, 191 
Liolepis guttatus, 128 
Lymnsca, 147 ,, auricularia, 149 

,, lutrolg ib. 
,, percgra, ib. ,, stagnnlia, ib. 
,, truncatula, ib. 

Yacrochlamys aspidea, 141 ,, indica, id. 
,, patsno, id. 
, p~trosn, ib. 
,, splondns, ib. 
,, vitrinoidoa id. 

Yalacocercua torricolor, 18 
,, (Laprdia) robiginosns, 24 

M a h s  flaviguln, 156 
Megnchile dimidinta, 168 
Melsnia tuberculnta, 141 

variabilis, 148 
& dubius, 26 
,, mandcllii, ib. 
,, rufigularis, id. 

Moachue nnpu, 166 
Motacilln hodgsoni, 19 
Muscicapuln coatipa, 22 
Mu bandicota, 233 

Mus gigantans, 282 ,, hardwickii, 221, 237 
,, hydrophilns, ib. ,, huttoni, 223 
,, kok, 226 
1, ~yctol-k 221 ,, robustulns, 165 
,, (Neotoma) giganteus, 232 

providens, 225 
b h y a n u g  229 

1, ,, b ly thhns ,  227 
19 ,, elliotanns, 231 
11 ,, gigantans, 2S2 
11 ,, hardnickii, 227 
19 ,, hattoni, 223 
91 ,, pmvidena, 22.6 
I T  a~ullyi. 224 

Myiophonns tamminckii, 22 
Fapmua arcnatus, 146 

,, bO~-sianuq a. 
,, candelaris, 144 
,, caelebs, 146 
,, domina, 144 
,, eremita, 146 
,, hunnwarensie, 145 
, pretiosun, 146 
,, mfistrigatm, ib. 
,, salair~la, ib. 
,, aegrclgatus, 145 
,, sindicus, ib. 
,, emithii 146 
,, epeh~w,  ib. 
,, vibes, 149 

Neaokia, n u b - p q  144 
,, gri5thii, 221 
,, hardwickii, ib. 
,, huttoni, 223 
,, indica, 223. 225, 227 
,, d l y i ,  224 

Niltava grandis, 23 
Nitidula hodgwni, 16 

*Outhophagus wncolor, 170 
Opals gracilia, 146 

*Ophitee gammiei, 180 
,, septantrionalis, 131 

Orthotomos atrignluris (flaviviridis), 25 
Pahornis eupatrius, 14 

,, malanorhpchun, ib. 
Pnludomns tanjoriensis, 148 
Pandi koku, 233 
Pellorncum mmdollii war. pectoral& 16 

, ~ f i c c p a .  17 
*Pentodon truncatus, 173 

,, pumilns, li4 
Peronens cmnopictua 144 

*Philonthus pamirensis, 170 
stoliczkm, ib. 

Photo"co~otypo, 88 
Photographic engraving, 100 [pem, i O  

printing on d t i m  p. 
I'hotokphy applied to repmduction d 

Maw h, 6a 
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Photolithography and photozincogm- 
P ~ Y ,  81 

Phototypography, 114 
Phrynocephalq 128 
Phylloscopua fuliginiventer, 18 
Picus macei, 22  
Pisidium clorleannm, 147 

hydmpicola, ib. 
* R t c  cucullata, 23 
Planorbis culathus, 149 

,, carinatue, ib. 
,, exuatua, ib. 

Pnoepygn pusilla, 23 
Podica personatn, 21 
Polybia orientalis, 168 

,, a u m a t m i q  ib. 
Pomatorhinus femuginosq 17 

,, ochracoiceps, ib. 
,, stenorhpchua, ib. 

Pompilun peregrinua, 167 
,, vitiosus, ib. 

Porzana akwl, 21 
PYgflsee, ib. 

Pr& socmhs. 18 
,, stewarti, ib. 

Prionodon gracilis, 164 ,, maculosus, 162 
,, pardicolor, 166 

Proparue chrysseua, 19 
,, dubiua, 26 

Pseudseluras, 3 ,, intrepidus, ib. 
,, quadridentatus, ib. 
,, sivalensia, ~ b .  

Pteromys cineraceus, 165 
Punjab, earthquake in, M d  22nd 

1878, 131 
Pupa gutta, 146 ,, himalayang ib. 
,, huttonisnu, ib. 
,, mwarum, ib. 

Pyctorhie altiroatris, 23 
,, griaeigulnris, ib. 
,, longirostrig 24 

sinensis, ib. 
&Goides trochiloides, 18 
Rhizomys m h e u a ,  166 

*Rhizot rog~ bilob~s, 173 
Rhy.nchiea bengnlensia, 21 
Rutlcilln hodgsoni, 18 

,, achieticepe, 1 
Sarcidiornia melnnonotns, 22 
Sciurue atridorealia, 167, 169 

,, barbei, 164 ,, berdmorei, 162 
,, canicep, 167, 161 
,, chrysonotus, 161 
,, concolor, ib. 
1, h y p e ~ y t b ~ ,  160 

&iurua lokrinh, 158 
,, lokrioides, 167 
,, mouhoti, 162 
11 ~ ~ ~ f i ~ ~ ~  ,, phayrei, 160 

mfigenk, 166 
*L%?Aa lseticule, 172 
Siphia leucomelanura, 16 
Snowfall in Kaahmir, 177 
Spnlacomys indicn, 221 
Sphserium indicum, 147 
Sterna melnnogastra, 22 
Staphidea castaneicepe, 20 

,, plumbeiceps, 19 
,, rufigenis, 21 ,, atriatua, ib. 
,, torqueola, 20 

Succinca pfeifferi, 149 
Surniculua dicruroides, 14 
Guthorn daflaensis, 16 
Sypheotidea bengalensie, 21 

*Tachinus atolicekm, 170 
Tanjore (Tanji-b), phyniogmphical 

notes on, 179 
Thaumantis camndeve, 176 

,, diores, ib. 
• louisa, 176 
~ i d a l ~ ~ b a e m t i o m  in the Gulf of Cut* 

26 
Tiger, aberrant dentition ot, 2 
Tragulua fuacatua, 166 ,, javanicus, ib. 

,, kanchil ib. 
,, napu, ib. 

*Trigona brminata, 169 
Trochomorpha hyba, 143 
Tupaia peguana, 162 
Turdinus brevicaudatq 16 

,, garoemia, ib. 
,, nagaensis, ib. 
,, etrintus, ib. . . 

ni, ib. 
.ul;&, 1 2 F  

,, daviaoni, 129 
Uromastix, 128 
Ummaaticidse, id. 
Urrua coromanda, 13 
Vallonin coetata, 144 

,, pulchella, ib. 
Vdvata piscinalis, 14 1 

,, stoliczkana. 148 
Vivipara bengalensis, 148 

disaimilis, ib. 
~ w l b u r y t ~ ~ e ,  99 
Xylocopa sstuana, 168 

,, amethystin4 id. 
,, collaris, ~ b .  
,, latipes, ib. 

Zua lubrica, 149 
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